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Abstract 
The Effect of Selective Spatial Attention on Peripheral 
Discrimination Thresholds 
Hermann Josef Muller 
Experiments were conducted to investigate the role of 
attention in peripheral detection and discrimination. 
Advance spatial cues informed subjects about likely target 
positions; the task required to detect/discriminate plus 
localise a target briefly presented at cued or uncued 
locations, with accuracy as the dependent variable 
("cost-benefit" analysis). 
Spatial cueing produced reliable advantages for cued 
over uncued locations, in single and in multiple element 
displays. However, costs plus benefits were less marked 
for single displays. Thus, advance knowledge of the 
likely target location enhances performance also when 
there are no competing stimuli present in the visual 
field. But costs plus benefits are smaller because single 
target onsets at uncued locations summon attention in the 
same "automatic" fashion as peripheral cues. 
Peripheral cues trigger a rapid facilitatory 
component (automatic), fading out within 300 msec after 
cue onset. Facilitation is then maintained by a less 
effective mechanism (controlled). Central cues initiate 
only this second component. Sustained, controlled, 
orienting in response to central cues is interruptable 
by automatic orienting in response to uninformative 
peripheral flashes. Interruption also occurs when 
irrelevant flashes compete with peripheral cues. However, 
interference is less marked for the early automatic than 
for the following controlled orienting component. 
Indication of a second position (four-location 
display) to be most likely resulted in a marked 
sensitivity gain for this position, relative to uncued 
locations in a single cue condition. That is, attention 
could be simultaneously shared between two cued positions. 
For a luminance detection task (single target), cued 
locations showed no advantage in sensitivity; but for 
letter detection tasks (target plus distractors), there 
was a marked priming effect. That is, letter detection is 
capacity limited, whereas luminance detection is not. In 
all tasks, decision criteria are largely preset according 
to a-priori target probabilities assigned to particular 
locations, i.e. more liberal for cued and more 
conservative for uncued locations. 
ii 
Foreword 
This thesis is subdivided into six chaptersa Chapter 
1 presents a general introduction into the field of 
spatial attention - by providing a · detailed review of 
methods, findings and theories that are of direct 
relevance to the experimental work presented in the 
subsequent chaptersa The four experimental chapters -
Chapters 2 to 5 - are self-contained units which, like 
journal articles, present their own introduction and 
general discussion putting the questions investigated into 
the context of other worka Although this involves some 
repetition, the advantage is that Chapters 2 to 5 can be 
read independently of each other and of the general 
introductiona The final Chapter 6 provides a link betv1een 
'. 
the experimental chapters by summaris~ng the main findings 
and the central arguments of this thesis. 
Section 1a11 a (Chapter 1) and Chapter 6 provide the 
reader with an overview of the key issues investigated in 
this thesisa Thus, a reader with an interest in only some 
of these issues should start with section 1.11. or 
Chapter 6, providing him/her with a general orientation, 
and then proceed with the appropriate experimental 
chapter(S)I knowledge of the context can be filled in by 
going back to the general introduction (Chapter 1) 
whenever required. 
I would like to thank my supervisor, John Findlay, for his 
invaluable advice and help throughout my postgraduate 
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research. Several experiments arose out of discussions 
with Patrick Rabbitt, Robert Hockey, Elizabeth Maylor, 
Martin Shepherd and Anthony Lambert, amongst others. I am 
also grateful to Martin Shepherd for provision of his 
EMDISP display and data recording software (SHEPHERD, 
1984). I would particularly like to thank my subjects who 
all participated in several experiments for many hours and 
thousands of trials. I am particularly grateful to 
Patrick Rabbitt and Elizabeth Maylor for providing useful 
comments on an earlier draft of the thesis and also to 
Malcolm Rolling for the photographic work. 
Financial support was provided by Medical Research Council 
Grants G80/0821, G83/6138N and G84/03193N and further by a 
1982-1984 scholarship awarded to the author by the German 
National Scholarship Foundation. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction: 
Selectivity for Locations in Visual Space 
1.1. Spatial Attention 
H.L.F. von HELMHOLTZ, in the third volume of his 
"Handbuch der physiologischen Optik'' (1866), reported an 
experiment suggesting that while ocular fixation is 
maintained, visual attention can be focused at will on any 
part of the visual field and enhance the perception of 
objects, i.e. of the details of complex pictures, in that 
particular region in comparison with the nonattended parts 
of the visual field. He pointed out that" ••• in the 
development of a theory of attention this is one of the 
most striking experiments that can be made" (1925, Vol. 
3u p. 455). In 1894, HELMHOLTZ published a series of 
experiments designed to examine these observations 
further: 
"I refer now to the experiments with a momentary 
illumination of a previously completely darkened field on 
which was spread a page with large printed letters. Prior 
to an electrical discharge (of light) the observer saw 
nothing but a slightly illuminateu pinhole in the paper. 
He fixed his gaze rigidly upon itu and it served for an 
appropriate orientation of directions in the dark field. 
The electrical discharge illuminated the printed page for 
2 
an indivisible instant during which its image became 
visible and remained for a very short while as a positive 
after-imageo Eye movements of a measurable magnitude 
could not be executed within the duration of the spark, 
and movements during the brief duration of the after-image 
could no longer change its position on the retinao 
Regardless of this 8 I found it possible to decide in 
advance which part of the dark field surrounding the 
continuously fixated pinhole of light I wanted to 
perceive, and then actually recognized upon the electrical 
illumination single groups of letters in the region of the 
field oao the letters of by far the largest part of the 
field were not perceived 8 not even in the vicinity of the 
fixation pointo With a subsequent electric discharge I 
could direct my perception to another section of the 
field 8 while always fixating on the pinhole, and then read 
a group of letters there" (from WARREN and WARREN, 1968)o 
HELMHOLTZ 0 s experiments can be regarded as the 
starting point of the more recent research on the effects 
of spatial attention on performance in a variety of 
experimental taskso In this research 8 as is already 
evident in the work of HELMHOLTZ, spatial attention is an 
internal mechanism proposed to account for experimentally 
induced changes in performance which are difficult to 
explain in terms of the structure of the visual syste~o 
The dissociation between the centre of fixation and the 
attended region is one of the most striking observations 
in this contexto This makes POSNER (1980) stress the 
3 
importance of distinguishing "ooo between overt changes 
in orienting (the aligning of attention with a source of 
sensory input) that can be observed in head and eye 
movements, and the purely covert orienting that may be 
achieved by the central mechanism alone'' (po S)a Although 
the close relationship between eye move~ents and shifts of 
attention is not disputed, recent research indicates that 
despite a striking tendency to allocate attention to the 
target location of a saccade prior to the start of the eye 
movement - there has been speculation that when attention 
to a particular location is required an eye movement to 
that location is prepared ("efference readiness" 
hypothesis of WURTZ and MOHLER 11 1976) shifts of 
attention and eye movements can be by 
appropriate experimental manipulations (eogo, KLEIN, 1980; 
REMINGTON 11 1980)o Thus, the relationship between the 
attentional mechanism and the eye movement control system 
appears to be a functional rather than a necessary one 
(see also POSNER 11 1980)o 
The principal evidence for the dissociation between 
the line of fixation and the line of attention is provided 
by studies in which subjects were induced to orient their 
attention to particular locations in the visual field 
without changing their ocular fixationa Several 
techniques have been used to induce attentional orienting, 
one of the most successful being modelled after the 
procedure developed by SPERLING (1960) and AVERBACH and 
CORIELL (1961) to study "iconic" memoryo This technique 
4 
involves the presentation of a spatial. cue shortly before 
presenting the target stimuli 0 simultaneously with them or 
afterwards. The task of the subjects is to detect, 
discriminate or identify a stimulus at the cued location, 
and their performance under this condition is then 
compared with that when no spatial cue is provided. 
Several experiments 
particular the work of 
ERIKSEN and COLEGATE 8 1971u 
1 9 7 3 0 1 9 7 4 ; CO LEGATE u 
employing 
ERII~SEN 
ERIKSEN 
HOFFHAN 
this technique, in 
and coworkers (e.g., 
and HOFFHAN, 1972, 
and ERIKSEN, 1973), 
demonstrated enhancement in the recognition of target 
stimuli at the cued locations. ERIKSEN and COLEGATE 
(1971) presented circular arrays of eight letters (4 
upper-case characters, each presented twice, but not at 
adjacent locations; size of the letters: 0.2 deg.; 
diameter of the circle: 1.5 deg.; average exposure 
duration: 38 msecu no post-display masks) and asked the 
subjects to report the letter at the location indicated by 
a bar marker cue at the outer edge of the arrays. There 
were several cueing and associated response conditions: 
Single cue presented (1) 250 msec before the display, (2) 
simultaneously with the display and (3) 700 msec after 
termination of the display, and report of the letter at 
the cued location. ERIKSEN and COLEGATE found that 
advance cues were slightly more effective than 
simultaneous cues and these were more effective than 
post-display cues; recognition accuracy was 0.95 for (1 ), 
0.87 for (2) and 0.62 for (3). ~n a further condition, 
5 
there were two indicators that occurred simultaneously 
with the display at any combination of two locations, i.e. 
adjacent or separate, and both letters at the two cued 
locations had to be reporteda When the two cued locations 
were adjacent, there was no difference in accuracy (Oa80 
and Oa83, respectively, for the locations reported first 
and second); however, when they were separate, accuracy 
was higher for the location reported firsta 
ERIKSEN and HOFFI•lAN ( 1972) presented circular arrays 
(diameter: 2 dega) of 4, 8 and 12 letters and measured 
the vocal naming latencies for letters at cued locations 
under high accuracy conditions (error rate: less than 
Oa02); a bar marker cue appeared either 150 msec before 
the display or simultaneously with ita ERIKSEN and 
HOFF~~N found that vocal RTs were faster for cues 
presented in advance than for simultaneous indicators. 
Vocal RTs increased with increasing display size, iae. 
decreasing inter-letter spacing (1a4u Oa75 and Oa57 dega), 
and this increase was more marked for simultaneous than 
for advance cues a ERIKSEN and HOFFI·1AN conclude that the 
00 aaa programming of which stimulus to encode is not 
completely effective in eliminating aaa irrelevant 
stimuli", and they suggest to 11 aaa conceive of the 
selection as a focusing or narrowing in on the target 
element that is gradual and requires time"; indicators 
presented in advance allow 11 aao the precise position in 
the visual field (to be) focused in upon before the 
display occurs" (pa 171)a 
6 
COLEGATEu HOFFHAN and ERIKSEN (1973) investigated the 
time course of the nfocusing" process by varying the 
interval (SOA) between the onset of the cue and of the 
display; the SOAs ranged from 0 (simultaneous control) to 
250 mseca On trials with a bar marker cueu a dot in the 
centre appeared with itu and under a control condition a 
central dot appeared on its own ("warning" signal)a 
Display size (which determined inter-character spacing) 
was either 8 or 12 lettersa COLEGATE et ala found that 
vocal RTs decreased with increasing SOA and approached an 
asymptotic level depending on the inter-letter spacing; 
asymptote was reached at about the 150-msec SOAo In the 
0
'warning" control condition 0 RTs to the target letter were 
longer than on cued trials and decreased between the 0-
and 100-msec SOAs 0 with the magnitude of the reduction 
depending on the inter-letter spacing; at the longer 
SOAs 0 RTs increased againo COLEGATE et ala conclude 11 oao 
that the decrease in RT that accompanies the (bar marker) 
indicator cannot be attributed to a first signal effect 
upon RT to a following signal"o ' II s1nce aao the shape of 
the function (for the warning signal) is quite dissimilar 
to that obtained with the (bar marker) indicator and the 
magnitude of the effect is much smaller"a To explain the 
finding that the SOA at which the warning signal shows 
maximum facilitation (100 msec) is considerably shorter 
than previously found (between 200 and 500 msec according 
to BERTELSONu 1967 0 and POSNER and BOIESu 1971 )u COLEGATE 
et ala suggest that 11 aaa Since S initiated each trial by 
7 
pressing a microswitchu the true warning signal may 
consist of some internal process associated with his 
decision to initiate the trial" (po 220)o 
ERIKSEN and HOFF~~N (1974) repeated the experiment of 
COLEGATE et alo (1973)u presenting SOAs between 0 and 
150 mseco Unlike the previous experimentsg howeverg the 
display consisted of only a single letter which was to be 
namedo The warning signal condition failed to produce a 
significant reduction in RTo However, for trials with bar 
marker cues, RTs decreased significantly; "over half the 
reduction in RT 0 0 0 occurs when the indicator leads the 
letter by only 50 msec"o ERIKSEN and HOFFf·IAH conclude 
that 0 0 0 attentional selectivity occurs, at least in 
part, by some form of signal enhancement rather than 
solely by noise suppression or filteringo Since the 
effect occurs with single letter display, there is no 
noise or irrelevant visual signals to inhibit or 
attenuate" (p., 589)o 
In summary, ERIKSEN and his coworkers investigated 
recognition accuracy and speed mainly for target 
characters at locations cued simultaneously or in advance 
by bar marker indicators; with very few exceptions (eog., 
some conditions in the study of ERIKSEN and COLEGATE, 
1971 ), performance for uncued locations was ignoredo They 
conceive of spatial attention as a "zoom lens" with a 
variable focus which . " ~s o o o characterized by detailed 
information extraction rather than high sensory resolving 
8 
pm'ler 11 (ERIKSEN and HOFFHAN 0 1973 0 Po 160)o The diameter 
of the attentional focus is estimated to be about 1 dego, 
ioeo beyond 1 dego the physical proximity of noise 
elements to the target letter has almost no effecto 
1o2o Cost-Benefit Analysis 
POSNER and SNYDER (1975a 0 1975b) have extended this 
technique to a "cost-benefit" analysis which is based on 
the assumption of functionally independent processing 
systems or codes that are brought into relation through 
the employment of an active, limited capacity attentional 
mechanismo From priming studies, POSNER (1978) developed 
the notion of an automatic connection between a stimulus 
and various separable codes activated by that stirnuluso 
Psychological pathways were defined as the set of internal 
codes and their connections that are activated 
automatically when the proper stimulus is presentedo 
POSNER and SNYDER presented subjects with pairs of 
letters and required a speeded decision whether they were 
the same or differento The character pair could be 
preceded by a prime letter which was sometimes identical 
to one or both members of the following pairo When the 
prime was identical to one of the test letters 0 RTs were 
faster than when it was not identicalo In addition 0 the 
gains or "benefits" in response speed were dependent on 
t!te probabilistic "informativeness" of the prime~ Gains 
were greater when the prime reliably indicated the 
following letters than when it was only rarely followed by 
9 
a test pair containing the same lettero When the prime 
was (probabilistically) reliable 0 there were also losses 
or 00 costsn in response 
identical to either test 
speed for a prime which was not 
letter, in comparison with a 
condition in which there was no primeo 
From the study of costs and benefits associated with 
the priming of a pathway 0 POSNER argues for the following 
distinction between automatic pathway activation and 
limited capacity attention processes~ Automatic processes 
produce benefits without costs and occur with unreliable 
primes, limited capacity attention processes, however, 
produce both benefits and costs and require reliable 
primes in order to be employedo That is, automatic 
activation facilitates the processing of stimuli that 
share the same pathway without inhibitory consequences on 
other pathways which are activated in parallelo However, 
if attention is aligned with an activated pathway, both 
facilitation for the attended pathway and inhibition for 
any other pathway occur (because attention is a capacity 
limited) a 
In experiments on spatial selective attention (eogo, 
POSNER 0 NISSEN and OGDEH, 1978), the priming or 
cost-benefit procedure is as follows: Displays consist of 
several spatial locations at one of which a target 
stimulus can occuro At a certain time before or 
simultaneously 
with a spatial 
with target onset, subjects are provided 
cue which indicates with a certain 
10 
probability that a target will occur at a particular 
location. Often 0 subjects are informed in advance about 
the frequency with which the target will appear at the 
cued locationu and are instructed to 01 orient" attention on 
the basis of this probabilistic information. Often, there 
are also neutral trials on which the cue presented is only 
temporally 0 but not spatially informative, i.e. it 
provides information as to the time of target 
presentation 0 but not about its likely location. 
Performance on neutral trials provides a baseline measure 
against which the performance on 01valid'' trials, on which 
the target appears at the cued position, and on "invalid" 
trialsu on which the target occurs at an uncued location, 
can be compared. It is expected that allocation of 
attention to the cued location produces facilitation 
("benefits") on valid trials and inhibition ("costs") on 
invalid trialsu relative to the baseline condition. If 
there are no neutral trialsu the difference in performance 
between valid and invalid trials is used to index the 
effect of selective allocation of attention ("cost plus 
benefit 11 measure). 
In most studies using the cost-benefit procedure the 
task has been simple detection of change 0 i.e. the simple 
~T to suprathreshold luminance increments in an otherwise 
empty field have been measured (e.g. 0 POSNER 0 NISSEN and 
OGDEN 0 1978~ POSNER 0 SNYDER and DAVIDSON, 1980) 8 while a 
few other studies used signal detection tasks with brief, 
near-threshold luminance increments (e.g., REMINGTON, 
11 
1980; BASHINSKI and BACHARACHu 1980). POSNER et al. 
(1980) state as the reason for their preference for tasks 
requiring simple RT to the detection of suprathreshold 
luminance increments~ II 0 0 0 Detecting the presence of a 
clear signal in an otherwise noise-free environment is 
probably the simplest perceptual act of which the human is 
capable" and " ••• may (therefore) serve as an ideal model 
task for investigating the role of sensory and attentional 
factors in controlling our awareness of environmental 
events" (p. 160). 
The studies of POSNER and coworkers demonstrated some 
important properties of the mechanism of spatial 
attention. POSNERu NISSEN and OGDEN (1978) showed that 
allocation of attention to the cued location (frequency of 
target occurrence: p = 0.8) speeds RTs to luminance 
increments at that position while slowing RTs to targets 
at the uncued location (p = 0.2)u with reference to a 
neutral baseline condition (p = 0.5). 
SHULi·lAN u REMINGTON and r-lcLE.~N ( 1979) addressed the 
question whether the "shift" of attention to the cued 
location proposed to produce this effect is a "digital" 
process similar to a ballistic eye movement or an 
PPanalogue" one in the sense that a shift of attention from 
one position to another traverses a set of intermediate 
positions. The display in this experiment was as follows~ 
There were four spatial locations arranged horizontally at 
distances of 8 deg. (near position) and 18 deg. (far 
12 
position) to the left and right of a central fixation 
cross. Each trial began with an arrow in the centre 
pointing to the left or right which instructed the 
subjects to shift attention to the far position on the 
respective side, and at varying intervals after the onset 
of this cue (SOA) luminance increments could occur at any 
of the four locations. On trials on which a detection 
stimulus was presented 0 it appeared with a probability of 
0.7 at the far position of the indicated side and with a 
probability of 0.1 at each of the three remaining 
locations. On the assumption that attention is shifted in 
an analogue fashion across visual space, this shift would 
be expected to manifest itself in facilitation of simple 
RTs to target probes at the near position on the cued side 
prior to any facilitation for the far position (the 
00 target" of the shift). In fact, the RTs for the near and 
far positions on the cued side, analysed as a function of 
SOA, showed a divergence at short and a convergence at 
longer SOAs, i.e. the relative advantage of the near over 
the far position reached a maximum at about 150 msec after 
cue onset and was followed by a decrease at longer SOAs 
(the overall advantage for the near position can be 
regarded as an eccentricity effect). Thus, SHULHAN et al. 
conclude that shifts of attention across visual space are 
analogue in nature. 
1.3. Divisibility of Spatial Attention 
The result of SHULMAN et al. (1979; see also 
1 3 
POSNERu 1980) suggests that attention cannot be allocated 
simultaneously to spatially separate locationso This 
question was specifically addressed by POSNER, SNYDER and 
DAVIDSON (1980)u using the simple RT task (Experiment S)o 
There were four spatial locations positioned horizontally 
at distances of 2 dego and 8 dego to the left and right 
of a fixation mark; at the beginning of a trial a warning 
signal, either a plus sign or a digit from 1 to 4 
indicating one of the locations from left to right, 
appeared in the centre of the fixation square and after 
variable SOAs the detection stimulus appearedo Prior to 
each block of trials, subjects were informed about the 
most likely (p = Oo65) and the second most likely 
(p = Oo25) target position and instructed to prepare for 
detection stimuli at these locations on trials (80%) when 
a digito indicating the most likely target position once 
moreu appeared as a warning signalo On trials (20%) with 
the plus sign as the warning signal the detection stimulus 
appeared equally likely at all four locationso In a 
further condition there were also blocks of trials on 
which the most likely position had a probability of target 
occurence of Oo64 and the three remaining locations each 
had probabilities of Oo12o 
The results of this experiment were (1) that RTs were 
generally faster for the most likely and second most 
likely locations in comparison with the least likely 
positions; (2) but that the second most likely location 
was only faster than the least likely positions when it 
1 4 
was adjacent to the most likely locationu not when it was 
separated from the most likely position by one or more 
intermediate locations; and (3) that RTs to the detection 
of the target at the most likely location were not reduced 
by the introduction of a second most likely position 
(ioeou the second condition showed no RT differences for 
the most likely position between blocks which did or did 
not include a second most likely location)o 
It is interesting to note that POSNER et alo (1980) 
state as a limiting condition for their de~onstration that 
attention cannot be effectively divided among spatial 
locations 8 the blocking of the second most likely 
locationo In another experiment (Experiment 1 ), which 
addressed the question of experimental designs providing 
spatial cues on each trial versus designs in which the 
same location is the most likely one throughout a block of 
trialsu POSNER et alo (1980) found that the former 
condition produced both significant costs and benefits in 
siwple RTs with reference to a neutral baseline condition, 
whereas there was no evidence of benefits and only reduced 
costs under the latter conditiono POSNER et alo 
attribute this failure of blocked designs to produce 
marked costs and benefits to the failure of subjects to 
00 ooo continue to set themselves for the position in space 
at which the signal was most expected'' (po 163)o 
POSNER et alo (1980) conclude that for simple 
detection of luminance increments (and the blocking of the 
second most likely target position), there 
severe limits in the ability of subjects 
attention to a secondary focus in addition to 
15 
are II 0 0 0 
to assign 
a primary 
focus ooo Our results suggest an attentional mechanism 
that cannot be allocated freely to positions in space but 
appears to have a central focus that may vary in size 
according to the requirements of the second experimento 
These findings are consonant with the idea of attention as 
an internal eye or spotlight" (po 171 ), metaphors 
previously used, among others, by NORHAH (1960), HOCHE:CJ.G 
(1968) and BROADBENT (1977~ see also JONIDES, 1980)o 
However, there is evidence for a greater flexibility 
in the division of attention than has been suggested by 
POSNER et al o ( 1 9 8 0 ) o Both SHAH ( 1 9 7 8) and JONID:SS 
(1980), requiring a forced choice speeded response to two 
alternative target letters embedded in an array of 
distractors, found that decreasing the probabilities of 
target occurrence for the most likely location(s) and 
increasing the probabilities for the less likely locations 
slowed RTs for the former and speeded it for the latter 
positionso In SHAW 0 s study (no exposure time 
constraints), error rates were less than Oo05 and did not 
vary systematically between the most and the less likely 
locations; in the study of JONIDES (25-msec exposure 
duration, no post-display masks), error rates were 
relatively high (Oo11 on average) for uncued locations and 
showed a reduction as the probability of target occurrence 
increased, while they were low (Oo02 on average) and quite 
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invariant for the cued positiono Both investigators 
concluded that 0 on a given trial, attention is allocated 
simultaneously (ioeo 0 in parallel) to display locations 
according to their probabilistic prioritieso 
SHAW and SHAW (1977), using recognition accuracy as 
the dependent measure, draw the same conclusiono On a 
given trial 0 one 
occurred at one 
the circumference 
of three alternative target letters 
of 8 possible locations arranged around 
of an imaginary circle (1-dego 
diameter), the target was the only stimulus presented, 
ioeo nontarget locations remained blanko Target exposure 
duration was 25 msec and terminated by a noise masko In 
the first condition, the target occurred with equal 
probability at all eight locations, in the second 
condition 0 the probability of target occurence was Oo25 
for the two opposite positions on the vertical axis, OoOS 
for the opposite locations on the horizontal axis and Oo10 
for each of the remaining locationso After providing 
extensive practice with these probability distributions, 
SHAI·l and SHMV' found that while recognition accuracy did 
not differ among positions in the first condition, in the 
second condition accuracy was highest for the most likely, 
intermediate for the second most likely and lowest for the 
least likely locationso POSNER et alo (1980), however, 
point out: 
be obtained 
11 ooo The results of Shaw and Shaw could also 
if subjects sometimes attend to one position 
in space and sometimes to another 0 and these probabilities 
match those assigned to target presentation" (po 169)o 
1 7 
1o4o Externally and Internally Guided Orienting of Spatial 
Attention 
An important property of the mechanism producing 
shifts of attention concerns POSNER 9 s (1980) distinction 
between external and internal control over (covert) 
orientingo That is, similar to eye movements, attention 
shifts can be guided either by salient stimuli in the 
peripheral visual field (eogo 0 the bar marker indicator 
used by ERIKSEN and coworkers), exercising reflexive, 
automatic control, or by voluntary control based on an 
internal search plan (eag 06 HELHHOLTZu 18941 in fact, 
except for the studies of ERIKSEN and coworkers and of 
JONIDES 0 1980 8 all other studies reported so far used 
99 symbolic" cues rather than "direct" ones)a This 
distinction of two modes of attentional orienting has been 
particularly elaborated by JONIDES (1981 )o 
Similar to his 1980-study 0 JONIDES presented stimulus 
arrays of 8 letters evenly spaced around the circumference 
of an imaginary circle (7a5 dego diarneter)o One of the 8 
stimuli was either an R or an L 0 the target stimuli, and 
subjects had to indicate (two-forced choice RT) which of 
the two target stimuli had been presented on a given 
trialo 115 msec before display onset, two types of visual 
cue were be presented: either an arrowhead in the 
periphery close to the stimulus array or an arrowhead at 
the fixation point in the centre of the display circle; 
on neutral trials a simpleu spatially uninformative dot 
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appeared in the centreo Introducing an additional memory 
load task (before initiating a trial subjects had to read 
a list of 3~ 5 or 7 digits and recall them aloud in serial 
order) u JOlHDES found a significant interaction betHeen 
memory load and type of cue for the difference scores 
("cost plus benefit") bet\o~een valid and invalid trials: 
While the RTs to peripheral cues were relatively 
unaffected by memory load, there was clear interference 
for the central cue (the difference scores approached 
zero, ioeo RT advantages o£ the valid over the invalid 
trials decreased)o 
In another experiment, there were two groups of 
subjects one of which was instructed to attend to and the 
other one to ignore the arrow cues (cue validity was at 
chance; while the "ignore" group kne\i about that, the 
01attend" group was told that cue validity was "fairly 
low")o The "attend" group in this experiment showed clear 
costs and benefits both for peripheral and for central 
cues; however, the "ignore" group showed this pattern 
only for peripheral cues, while there were no differences 
in RTs between valid and invalid trials for central cueso 
In a third experiment 0 the 
presented randomly intermixed 
There were two groups 0 for one of 
two types of cue were 
within blocks of trialso 
which peripheral cues 
occurred in 80% of the trials and central cues in 20%; 
for the other group, the frequencies of central and 
peripheral cues were reversed (as in the first experiment, 
cue validity was Oo7); 
100 mseco The results 
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there were also two SOAs: 25 and 
were as follows: In both the 
80P-20C and 20P-80C peripheral cueing conditions and, 
similarlyu in the 20P-80C central cueing condition, RTs 
were faster for valid than for invalid trials and this 
advantage was quite invariant across SOAo But in the 
80P-20C central cueing conditionu at the 25-msec SOA RTs 
for valid and for invalid trials did not differ 
significantlyu while at the 100-msec SOA there was an 
advantage for valid trials which approached that in the 
corresponding peripheral cueing condi tiono JOIHD:CS 
concludes that at the short SOP..u the "unexpectedness" of 
central cues has striking consequences for the resulting 
costs and benefitsu while the unexpectedness of peripher~l 
cues has no such effect, it isu howeveru possible to 
compensate for the unexpectedness of central cues given 
sufficient time between the cue and display onseto 
It is interesting to note that in Experiment 1 and 
particularly in Experiment 3u RT differences between valid 
and invalid trials were greater for the peripheral than 
for the central cues1 that isu the former 11 ooo are more 
effective in drawing attention in the sense that they 
produce greater costs plus benefits in processing time and 
accuracy than central cues" (JONIDES, 1980u Po 200)o The 
general conclusion to be drawn from JONIDBSv study is that 
the two types of cue differ in the degree of automaticity 
with which they engage the orienting mechanism; possible 
reasons for this difference are that (direct) peripheral 
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cues are more precise indicators of locations in the 
periphery and that (symbolic) central cues require more 
detailed encoding (ioeou analysis of the direction they 
are pointing to rather than simple detection of their 
position)o 
Howeveru this difference in automaticity appears only 
a gradual oneo This can be concluded from JONIDES (1980) 
who used a peripheral arrowhead to cue the most likely 
target location (the cue was presented for 25 msec and 
followed by a "blank" interval of 50 msec before 
presentation of the display)o The finding that costs and 
benefits in RTs relative to a neutral baseline decreased 
to nonsignficant values as cue validity decreased from Oo7 
to Oo3u indicates that subjects have at least some control 
over the extent to which to orient attention in response 
to a peripheral cueo 
It has been suggested (eogou BREITHEYER and GANZ, 
1976) that orienting of attention to the locus of a 
salient discontinuity in light energy (eogo 11 of a "direct" 
peripheral cue) is related to the special status of abrupt 
onsets in the visual systemo It is a well kno~m 
electrophysiological finding that there are two distinct 
classes of ganglion cells in the cat 0 s retina: the "Y" or 
00 transient" cells whose rate of firing is enhanced at 
abrupt onsets and offsets of a stimulus probe" and the "X" 
or "sustained" cells whose rate of firing is continuously 
enhanced throughout the duration of the stimulus 
0 
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(ENROTH-CUGELL and ROBSON 0 1966)o Subsequent research has 
shown that transient cells 0 in comparison with sustained 
cellsu have larger receptive field surrounds, are more 
senstive to flicker and motion 0 have a shorter response 
latency and a higher axonal conduction velocity 0 and that 
their receptive fields are more evenly distributed about 
the retina (while the receptive fields of sustained cells 
are highly concentrated in the fovea). 
Correspondences have been found in studies using 
psychophysical procedures and hm1an observers o KULII\0\'lSKI 
and TOLHURST (1973) 0 measuring contrast sensitivity to 
sinusoidal gratings, found a marked decline in flicker 
sensitivity at high spatial and low temporal frequencies, 
while sensitivity to spatial structure declined at low 
spatial frequencies and showed little effect of changes in 
temporal modulationo KULIKOl·lSI\I and TOLHURST concluded 
that there are (at least) two independent mechanisms in 
the visual system 0 one sensitive to rapid flicker and low 
spatial frequency and the other sensitive to visual detail 
and high spatial frequency. BREITMEYER and JULESZ (1975) 
investigated contrast sensitivity to sinusoidal gratings 
of abrupt or gradual onset and offset (gradual onset: 
200-msec linear ramps; constant time-averaged energy of 
all gratings) o BREIT.f'.lEIER and JULESZ found that 
sensitivity was enhanced at low spatial frequencies (less 
than 5 cycles/dego) when the onset was abrupt as compared 
to when it was gradual; there was little effect of offset 
waveformo 
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BREITMEIER and GANZ (1976) state that the transient 
system responds to abrupt changes in the periphery and 
thus forms nooo part of an °early warning system 0 that 
orients an organism and directs its attention to locations 
in visual space that potentially contain novel pattern 
information'' (po 31 )o Recently, YANTIS and JONIDES (1984) 
have provided a detailed investigation of whether " 
isolated abrupt stimulus onsets cause a rapid and 
involuntary deployment of attention to the locus of the 
temporal discontinuity" (po 601 )o YANTIS and JONIDI:S 
presented displays of either 2 or 4 letters (display size) 
positioned 5o7 dego from fixation at the vertices of an 
imaginary hexagono At the beginning of each trial, the 
target stimulus was specified (varied mapping paradig~, 
ioeo the letters served equally often as targets and 
distractors) and it could be either present or absent 
among the letters of the displayo Before the display was 
presentedu three premasks in the form of the digit Bu made 
up of line segments in right anglesu appeared which were 
arranged in an upward-pointing equilateral triangleo 
1000 msec after the onset of the premasksu irrelevant line 
seg10ents faded gradually within 80 msec ("camouflage 
offset'')o With display size 4, all three premasks changed 
gradually to letters; with display size 2, one changed to 
a lettter and the others faded to blankso At the end of 
the camouflage offset, one letter was abruptly displayed 
at a location which had previously been blanko On 50~ 
(display size 2) and 25% (display size 4) of the positive 
trials the target was 
dependent measure was 
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the abrupt onset item. The 
forced-choice RT to the "target 
present - absent" decision. 
YANTIS and JONIDES found that RTs were fastest to 
abrupt-onset targets 0 intermediate to gradual-onset 
targets and slowest to negative decisions (i.e., when the 
target was absent). Error rates were positively 
correlated with RT indicating the absence of a 
speed-accuracy trade-offo Furtheru the slopes of the 
functions relating RT to display size were smallest for 
abrupt onset targets (7o9 msec/item; the 95% confidence 
interval included zero), intermediate for gradual-onset 
targets (24o5 msec/item) and largest for negative 
decisions (35o0 msec/item); all differences were 
significant at the 0.05 levelo YANTIS and JONIDES fitted 
the mean data to a simple visual search model based on the 
assumption that search is serial and self-terminating and 
that the abrupt-onset item is scanned first on every 
trialo There was a good fit of this modelu accounting for 
98o7% of the variance with only three parameters 
(estimates: time for the completion of one comparison: 
38o1 msecu additional time required for a negative 
decision: 33.2 msec; time for all other mental 
operations: 411o9 msec)o 
In a second experinentu YANTIS and JONIDES tried to 
rule out an explanation of the abrupt-onset advantage in 
terms of perceptual factors; for instance, gradual-onset 
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targets may be more difficult to process than abrupt-onset 
tagets because of receptor adaptation to the premaskso 
The display in this experiment consisted of only one 
letter presented at a location indicated in advanceo In 
gradual-onset blocks the indicator was the "8" pre-mask 
figure and in abrupt-onset blocks a configuration of six 
dots at the vertices of the "8"o 1000 msec after the 
presentation of the indicatoru irrelevant segments faded 
within 80 msec revealing the gradual-onset letter; 
howeveru the six-dot configuration faded completely and 
the letter was abruptly displayedo The RT data showed a 
slightu 
(519 msec) 
nonsigificant advantage for gradual-onset 
over abrupt-onset targets (530 msec) (that is, 
there was a slight advantage in processing presumably due 
to the 80-msec preview during the gradual camouflage 
offset)o YANTIS and JONIDES conclude from the absence of 
a RT advantage for abrupt-onset over gradual-onset targets 
when attention was directed to the target location in 
advanceu that 11 ooo the effect of abrupt onset is to 
summon attention when it is not already directed to the 
abrupt onset stimulus location" (po 610)o 
1o5o Facilitatory and Inhibititory Components of Spatial 
Orienting 
The interval between the cue and target onset (SOA) 
is of principal importance for the understanding of the 
orienting mechanism (eogou the sudies of ERIKSEN and 
coworkers; SHULHANu REHINGTON and McLEAN, 1979; JONIDES 
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1981 0 Experiment 3)o 
and OGDEN (1978; 
In the experiment of POSUER 11 NISSEH 
central arroH cue; tHo spatial 
locations 5 dego to the left and right of a central 
fixation mark; probabilities of target occurrence: 0.8 
and Oo2 for cued and uncued locations respectively, and 
each Oo5 on neutral trials) 0 there were blocks of trials 
with variable foreperiods: 0 (ioeo 0 no warning signal), 
50 0 150 0 300 0 500 and 1000 rnsec. POSN~R et al. found 
significant costs and benefits in simple RTs 11 relative to 
the neutral baseline 0 even when the cue preceded the 
detection stimulus by only 50 msec; costs and benefits 
increased over the first 150 nsec 8 and thereafter costs 
showed some tendency to decrease while the benefits 
remained quite invariant. 
Recently 8 there has been much interest in the effect 
of SOA duration in simple RT tasks with spatially 
uninformative "cues" (ioeou in tasks without probabilistic 
relationship between cued and target location)o Among 
others (COHEN 0 1981; POSNER and COHEN 8 1984) 8 this effect 
has been described by HAYLOR (1983 0 1985)o In one of 
.l·il:.YLOR v s experiments u there \·rere b-10 peripheral boxes ( 4. 2 
deg.) as well as a central box with a fixation dot in its 
middleo 
outline 
and after 
A trial began with a 100-msec brightening of the 
of one of the peripheral bo:~es (peripheral cue), 
SOAs of 100 11 300 or 500 msec a luminance 
increment occurred in the one or the other peripheral box 
with equal probability (p = Oo5); the task was simple RT 
to the detection probe. MAYLOR found that at the 100-msec 
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SOAu RTs were faster for valid than for invalid trials 
(facilitation), but at the longer SOAsu RTs were faster 
for invalid than for valid trials (an effect which ~mYLOR 
andu previouslyu POSNER and COHENu referred to as 
inhibition)o 
Originallyu !1AYLOR demonstrated this pattern of 
00 early" facilitation and 11 la ter" inhibition for cued 
locations in an experiment which presented a 100-rnsec 
brightening of the central box 200 msec after peripheral 
cue onset (100- 0 300- and 500-msec SOAs between peripheral 
cue and target)o This second brightening served to 
withdraw attention from the cued to the central box, for 
salient stimuli such as brief flashes are assuned to 
summon attention in an imperative fashion (JONIDES, 1981 )o 
However 0 the absence of the second brightening did not 
eliminate the cross-over between the RT functions for 
valid and invalid targets 0 so that ~mYLOR concluded that 
withdrawal of attention from the cued position is not a 
necessary condition for the inhibition effecto 
The basic paradigm in the experiments of COHEN (1981) 
and POSNER and COHEN (1984) was the same as that of 
MAYLORu with one exceptiong Detection probes could also 
occur in the central box with a probability of Oo6 as 
compared to Oo1 for either peripheral box (20% no-target, 
ioeo catch trials); or the target probe appeared only in 
the peripheral boxes (equal probability), but the initial 
brightening of one of these was followed by a brightening 
of the central box after about 300 mseco 
paradigmsu POSNER 
facilitation and the 
and COHEN obtained 
later inhibition for 
Hith 
the 
the 
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these 
early 
cued 
locationu provided that the cue was a single brightening 
or even a dimming of the outline of one of the peripheral 
boxeso Howeveru when both peripheral boxes were 
brightened 
facilitation 
simultaneously 8 
at short SOAsu 
there v1as no reliable 
relative to the uncued 
location on trials when only one box was brightened, but 
there was significant inhibition at the long SOAso In 
another experimentu POSNER and COHEN used a central arrow 
to indicate the most likely position (the probabilities 
were OoB for the cued and Oo2 for the uncued location)~ 
and thenu 600 msec after the onset of the arrow cue, the 
central box brightened indicating that the target was now 
most likely to appear at the centre (probabilities of Oo6 
for the central box and Oo2 for each of the peripheral 
boxes)o In this experimentu POSNER and COHEN obtained 
01 early" facilitation for the location indicated by the 
arrow cue (450-msec SOA)u but no inhibition at the longer 
SOAs (950 and 1250 msec; at 950 msecu RTs for the cued 
and uncued sides hardly differedu while the central 
position showed an advantage)o 
Thusu according to POSNER and COHEN (1980)u attention 
must be withdrawn from the cued locationu either by an 
external cue (central brightening) or by appropriate 
probabilistic manipulations (high probability of target 
occurrence in the centre at longer SOAs)u in order to 
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observe the inhibition effect1 otherwise, 11 ooo the 
inhibition may be masked by attentionuo Second, since no 
inhibition is obtained with central cues, orienting of 
attention is not a sufficient condition for this effecto 
Third 0 since both a brightening and dimming as well as a 
double brightening of the peripheral boxes produces 
inhibition the double brightening without producing 
marked facilitation, ioeo without 11 attention (being) 
split to the two sides" (such a "splitting" is not 
possible according to POSNER et alou 1980) -, inhibition 
for a location arises from the occurrence of "any" change 
in light energy'i any cue involving such a change in light 
energy has the effect that ''ooo some part of the pathway 
from the cued location is reduced in efficiency by the 
cueing"o As to the function of the inhibition effect, 
POSNER and COHEN suggest 01 ooo that the inhibition effect 
evolved to maximize sampling of the visual environment ooo 
This would reduce the effectiveness of a previous active 
area in space in summoning attention and serve as a basis 
for favoring fresh areas at which no previous targets had 
been presented"o 
While POSNER and COHEN argue that the inhibition 
effect is sensory rather than attentional in nature, the 
results of MAYLOR do not rule out this possibilityo 
MAYLOR (1985; Experiment 2) observed that when a 
peripheral brightening (cue) occurred at the same time as 
a discontinuity in a central tracking task (requiring the 
programming and execution of a small saccadic eye 
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movement) 0 both the early facilitatory and the late 
inhibitory components were absento Further 8 HAYLOR (1983) 
found that in the case of double cues (simultaneous 
brightening of both boxes) facilitation is not completely 
abolished 0 as suggested by POSNER and COHEN (1984) 8 but 
only halved in comparison with single cues~ subsequent 
analyses of the RT distributions shm-1ed that for trials 
with double cues variances were not greater than for 
trials with single cues 0 suggesting that "ooo orienting 
does not occur to one box only 8 as though the other box 
had not been cued" (ioeou attention could be divided). 
MAYLOR (1985~ Experiment 3) observed that not only the 
facilitatory component is approximately halved by double 
cueing as ·compared to single cueing 8 but also the 
inhibitory component~ this is at variance with POSNER and 
COHEN (1984)o MAYLOR concludes that these results argue 
against the view that the inhibitory component does not 
arise from attentional orienting but from the sensory 
information presented at the cued location~ rather, " 
It appears that the inhibitory component is dependent u~on 
externally controlled orienting." 
1o6o Spatial Attention and Visual Acuity 
An important question is whether the POSNER's 
0
'spotlight" model of spatial attention applies only to 
simple luminance detection tasks (from which it was mainly 
derived) or also to tasks requiring visual discrimination 
and identificationo For simple RTs in response to a 
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suprathreshold detection stimuli, POSNER (1978) 
demonstrated that the costs and benefits were of about the 
same magnitude for retinal eccentricities varying from Oo5 
up to 25 dego of visual angle 0 ioeo there was no 
interaction between cue validity (valid-invalid) and 
target eccentricity 0 even though RTs were generally faster 
for the more central targetso POSNER 0 SNYDER and DAVIDSOn 
(1980) state that 11 ooo when the fovea is not illuminated 
by attention 0 its ability to lead to detection is 
dirninished 0 as would be the case with any other area of 
the visual system" (Po 173)o For tasks requiring visual 
acuity such a degree of independence between retinal 
eccentricity 
because of 
systerno 
and "costs plus benefits" cannot be expected 
the structural limitations of the visual 
In this context 0 ENGEL 0 s (1971) distinction between 
the areas of visibility 0 attention and conspicuity is of 
particular interesto According to ENGEL, visual 
conspicui ty is an object factor u "o o o r.-tore precisely, it 
is an object property in relation to its background ooo 
We define visual conspicuity operationally as that 
combination of properties of a visible object in its 
background by which it attracts attention via the visual 
systern 0 and is seen in consequence'' (po 563)o ENGEL, in 
an attempt at determining the size of the conspicuity 
area 8 presented four different test stimuli made up of 1, 
2 0 3 or 4 Oo6-dego lines in right angles (ioeo, test 
stimulus 1 was a single Oo6-dego line and test stimulus 4 
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was a closed square) against a noise background of lines 
of a length of 1o2 deg. randomly distributed over the 
display with a density of about 1o4 lines per square deg.; 
the test stimuli were presented for an exposure time of 
75 msec and their distance from fixation was varied in 
several directions (monocular viewing condition). As 
could be expectedu the higher the similarity between test 
stimulus and background, the smaller the area in which its 
presence could be reported correctly (the subject had to 
report the location and the local orientation of the test 
stimulus, the diameters of the conspicuity areas ranged 
from 2 deg. for test sti~ulus 1 up to to about 20 deg. 
for test stimulus 4). 
In a second experiment designed to determine whether 
the conspicuity areas for the four test stimuli were 
identical with their visibility limits (visibility areas), 
ENGEL preinformed the subjects about the location of the 
test stimuli by means of a light pen, so that they could 
direct their attention to the indicated position; the 
task was to report the local orientation of the test 
stimulus a ENGEL found that 11 ooo with the exception of 
test stimulus 4, the visibility areas o•• were 
than the corresponding conspicuity areas 
conspicuity area for test object 4 practically 
the visibility area" (po 567). 
greater 
••• The 
equalled 
In a third experiment, ENGEL investigated the way in 
which the preknowledge of the location of the test 
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stimulus modified the area in which it was seeno To do 
so, he provided an "attention point" in addition to the 
central fixation dot and there was a ''good chance" that 
the test stimulus appeared at the location of the 
attention pointv he referred to the 
this experiment as attention areaso 
00 
0 0 0 the attention areas ooo obtained 
areas obtained in 
As ENGEL reports, 
were practically 
equal to the corresponding conspicuity areas, except for 
an additional extension in the direction of the attention 
pointso The determined extensions were limited by the 
locus of the corresponding visibility areas" (Po 569)o 
Thus, the results of ENGEL suggest a model in which the 
central conspicuity area can be extended to the limits of 
visibility by means of directed attention (it is 
interesting to note that the distance betHeen central 
fixation point and peripheral attention point did not seem 
important for the attention areas obtained)o 
The finding of ENGEL that the conspicuity area can be 
elongated by oriented attention suggests that POSNER and 
SNYDER 0 s cost-benefit analysis can also be ap?lied to 
tasks requiring visual acuity (at least if the target 
stimuli are presented outside the conspicuity area)o 
While it is true that attention cannot change the limits 
of visibility, ioeou as POSNER (1980) puts it, "ooo it 
does not provide an increase in retinal grain" or "ooo it 
does not provide a substitute for the sensory specific 
wiring intrinsic to the visual system'' (po 9), there is no 
a-priori reason to assume that allocation of attention to 
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a position in space does not benefit the discrimination or 
recognition of information presented at that location, 
relative to unattended positions 8 provided that the limits 
of visibility are not exceeded. POSNERv SNYDER and 
DAVIDSON 9 s (1980) point that in tasks requiring acuity the 
magnitudes of costs and benefits may vary with retinal 
eccentricity cannot be considered as a crucial argument 
against this position. 
POSNER et al. themselves applied a cost-benefit 
procedure to an identification task. The display in this 
experiment consisted of four boxes arranged around a 
central fixation point. The maximum distance between the 
boxes and the centre was 1.5 deg. 8 i.e. the stimuli, 
either the digits 4 or 7 or the letters D or Ov appeared 
foveally (the target was the only stimulus presented). 
Each trial began with either a neutral warning signal or 
an arrow cue pointing to one of the four positions. The 
neutral warning signal indicated that the target was 
equally likely to occur in any of the four boxes; 
following an arrow cue, the target appeared with 
probability 0.79 in the cued and with probability of Oo07 
in each of the three remaining boxeso In one condition 
the target stimulus was presented for 40 msec and 
terminated by 
present until 
forced-choice 
a mask 8 in another condition it remained 
the 
RT 
subject 
to the 
responded. The 
decision whether 
stimulus was a letter or a digit. 
task was 
the target 
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The results of this experiment were that the RTs in 
the brief exposure condition were somewhat longer than in 
the condition with unlimited exposure time~ and that in 
both conditions there were benefits and costs for cued and 
for uncued locations in the RTs, but not in the error 
rateso However 0 the magnitude of the costs and benefits 
were small compared to those typically obtained in 
RT tasks o POSNER et al o ( 1 980) conclude " 
simple 
that 
spatial cues are very effective for simple RT to luminance 
increments because this task does not require determining 
what the event is before responding 0 since subjects are 
required to respond to any event 91 6 in complex tasks, 
however 0 the overall effects get smaller because of 11 ooo 
the necessity of the subjects switching attention from the 
spatial location indicated by the cue to the internal 
lookup processes that identify ooo or determine ooo the 
discriminative response" (Po 168)o 
In the light of ENGEL's results 0 the smaller ~T 
effects in this recognition task of POSNER et alo might 
not be too surprising if one takes into account the near 
foveal presentation of the target stimulio Assuming that 
the "internal lookup processes" 0 ioeo the reorientation 
of 10 ooo attention from spatial position to the area in 
memory that is available for the analysis of the 
discrimination'' (POSNER 0 1980, Po 8) 0 take about the same 
time on every trial 0 the rapid availability of attention 
at the cued location should also benefit choice RT {eogo, 
because of "prior entry" into the limited capacity systen 
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of information at 
target stimuli of 
attended positions)o Presumably, the 
POS:1ER et al o lay \'li thin the 
conspicuity area for which ENGEL could not show effects of 
directed attentiono Possibly, the conspicuity area has to 
be conceived of as a dynamic region changing its size with 
stimulus parameters such as exposure timeo 
should expect greater effects on choice RT 
condition of POSimR et al o in \·Thich the target 
was presented for 40 msec and followed by 
Thus, one 
for the 
stimulus 
a mask in 
comparison \"lith the condition Hith unli::lited e::-:posure 
timeo However, this is certainly not the case, a possible 
explanation being that the 40-ms8c exposure time was still 
too long (the error rates did not differ between the 
conditions with limitec and unlimited exposure durations)o 
Further, there is evidence that the cons?icuity area 
changes its sizG with practiceo Such practice effects 
have been reported by ENGEL (1971) for a constant 75-msec 
exposure time: "During a period of training the 
(conspicuity) areas became larger 0 after which they 
remained constant for each subject'' (po 565)o Thus, it 
seems important to control target exposure times 
individuallyo This has been done, for instance, by SHAll 
and SHAW (1977) who determined, in four practice sessions, 
the exposure times which resulted in stable performance at 
a level of 68% correct identificationso The exposure 
times found by SHAH and SHA'v for a target eccentricity of 
1 dego (comparable to that of POSNER et alo) were in the 
order of 25 msec, ioeo 15 msec shorter than the 40 msec 
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used by POSNER et alo With this procedure 0 SHAW and SHAW 
demonstrated 11benefits" and "costs" in the error rates for 
highly likely and less likely locations 0 respectively; 
however 0 since they did not provide visual cues (rather, 
subjects had to learn the probability distributions for 
eight spatial locations in the practice sessions), it is 
difficult to interpret their results in terms of POSNER 
and SNYDER 0 s cost-benefit analyses o Similarly, JOiH:UES 
(1980, 1981) de~onstrated clear costs and benefits both in 
choice RTs and error rates for the identification of two 
alternative target letters presented at locations 3o75 
dego from fixation (characters were 1o2 dego in height 
and Oo8 dego in width) for an exposure time of 25 mseca 
But unlike SHM! and SHAI·l as well as POSNER, SNYDER and 
DAVIDSON 0 he did not present post-display masks, so that 
it is unclear whether the costs and benefits obtained 
reflect "sensory" or "memory" effects (the importance of 
11 iconic storage'' for JONIDES 1 results may also be inferred 
from the luminance conditions in this experiment: "The 
testing room was kept dimly illuminated throughout the 
experiment"; 1981 0 Po 190)o 
Another interesting experiment in this context is 
G:RINDLEY and TOWNSEND (1968)a In this experiment, the 
display was divided into the quadrants of the cartesian 
coordinate system 0 and the subjects were instructed to 
fixate on its origino GRINDLEY and TOHNSEND used two 
types of display which they referred to as "single" and 
01mul tiple" o In single displays 0 the target stimulus was a 
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T which could be presented in any of the four orthogonal 
orientations in any of the four quadrants~ the 
eccentricity of the target stimuli was about 13 dego 
After each trial 0 subjects had to report the quadrant in 
which the target had appeared as well as its orientationo 
In multiple displays, target stimuli and task were the 
same; the only difference was that simultaneously with 
the target, distractor crosses of the same bar size and 
luminance appeared at the same eccentricities in the three 
remaining quadrantso In preexperimental trials GRINDLEY 
and TOWNSEND determined threshold exposure times, 
separately for single and for multiple displays, " 
which would enable the subjects to give answers that were 
better than chance under each condition but not 100 per 
cent" (Po 13); these preliminary trials did not involve a 
location cueo The experiment was run in two blocks, with 
the first consisting of 16 single display and the second 
of 16 multiple display trials or vice versao 
The result of this experiment was that in the single 
display condition, 36 out of 80 (10 subjects) possible 
responses (joint quadrant plus orientation response) were 
correct when "foreknowledge" of the quadrant of the target 
stimulus had been provided as compared to 44 correct 
responses without foreknowledge (nonsignificant 
difference)o Under the multiple display condition with 
foreknowledge 66 out of 80 responses were correct, whereas 
without foreknowledge only 35 (significant difference)o 
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GRINDLEY and Tm'lNSEND ( 1968) conclude that 11 o o o when 
attention is directed to one part of the peripheral field 
it has little or no effect on the visibility of a single 
test object (tachistoscopically exposed) in that positiono 
If 0 however 0 other objects are exposed simultaneously in 
other parts of the peripheral field the effect of 
attention is very striking ooo it is difficult to believe 
that the effect of attention to a particular part of the 
peripheral field is due to any sensitization of the 
corresponding part of the retina or the visual oathvTa" ~ .J. 0 0 0 
the role of attention in peripheral vision is rather to 
ensure that when there are competing messages fron other 
parts of the visual field (multiple stimuli) the messages 
from the part to which attention is directed are given 
priority of treatment" (po 18)o 
This experiment of GRINDLEY and Tmms:slm (196G) is 
often quoted to support the view that preinformation about 
a spatial location benefits discrimination or 
identification of a target presented at that position only 
if the visual field is cluttered or when there are 
competing stimuli present in the visual fieldo However, 
this experiment is open to criticismo A first point 
concerns the procedure employed to determine the threshold 
exposure time: GRINDLEY and TmmSBND neither state the 
number of preliminary trials presented (''some preliminary 
trials 11 ) 0 nor do they state the exact threshold level 
("better than chance 0 0 0 but not 100 per cent")o The 
only statement they make is that 11 ooo it was found that 
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the subject needed a longer exposure time when there were 
competing objects than when the test object appeared 
alone" (po 13)o Thus it might be that the threshold level 
was not the same for the single and the multiple display 
(see also SPERLING and MELCHNER 8 1978)o 
A second point concerns the verbal indication of the 
target quadrant which caused a considerable delay between 
cue and target exposureo On trials with foreknowledge, 
the procedure was as follows: The experimenter told the 
subject at the beginning of a trial, for example, "fix 1" 
indicating that the subject had to fixate on the origin of 
the coordinate system and to direct attention the 
quandrant 1; the subject had to say "yes" as soon as he 
did so and this response was the signal for the 
experimenter to initiate the displayo GRINDLEY and 
TmmSEND state that "o o o as far as ,.,e could estimate this 
procedure 0 0 0 resulted in a delay of about 1 to 2 seco 
between °fix 0 and the exposure'' (po 18)o In addition, 
the indication of a quadrant is a rather imprecise cue of 
the location of the target stimulus presented at a 
distance of 13 dego from fixation (see JONIDES, 1981 )a 
A third point is that GRDiDLEY and TO\'?NSEND did not 
mask the target and distractor stimuli at the end of their 
exposureu thus leading them to the conclusion that it 11 ooo 
seems most profitable to consider the question of 
attention in peripheral vision as one of filtering the 
available information from a short-term information store'' 
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This last point in connection with the first, 
absence of masks together with the generally 
longer exposure time under the multiple display condition, 
might provide an explanation for GRINDLEY and TOWNSEND's 
finding in terms of a longer time course of temporal 
summation, ioeo a prolonged useful durution of iconic 
duration in the multiple display which could, in turn, 
facilitate subsequent read-out processes, provided that 
attention is quickly available at the vumemory location" of 
the target stimuluso 
GRINDLEY and TOWl7SE~~D v s finding of no difference 
between the foreknowledge and no-foreknowledge conditions 
for the single display is also surprising from a guessing 
point of vie\V'o That is, in the foreknmvledge condition 
the probability of a corrrect guess is Oo25 (since there 
is no position uncertainty), while in the no-foreknowledge 
condition it is bo0625~ but with only 8 observations per 
subject and display/foreknowledge condition, the results 
are highly liable to random effects (in the single display 
condition 0 for instance 0 the no-foreknowledge condition 
shows a nonsignificant advantage over the foreknowledge 
condition)o 
1o7o Feature Integration Theory of Attention 
An important question which GRINDLEY and TOWNSEND 
fail to discuss concerns the dependency between location 
and orientation response, ioeo whether the orientation of 
the target T can only be identified if its position could 
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be detectedo In this context 0 a model which has been 
recently proposed by TREISMAN 0 SYKES and GELADE (1977) is 
of particular interest o TREISH.l~N 0 SYKES and GELADE refer 
to this model as "feature integration theory of 
attention"u since it assumes that "features co:-:1e first ; ·~ .L. .:..1 
perception" and have to be integrated into "objects" at 
some later stage requiring "focal attention"o 
According to TR:;:ISHAN and G:i::LAD:C (1980) 8 II 0 0 0 the 
visual scene is initially coded along a number of 
separable dimensions 8 such as color, orientation 6 spatial 
frequency 0 brightness 6 direction of movement (automatic 
and parallel registration of features)o In order to 
recombine these separate representations ana ensure the 
synthesis of features for each object in a complex 
display 0 stimulus locations are processed serially with 
focal attentiono Any features which are present at the 
same central 0 fixation° of attention are combined to form 
a single object 0 0 0 Once they have been correctly 
registered 0 the compound objects continue to be perceived 
and stored as sucho However 0 with memory decay and 
interference 0 the features may disintegrate and 0 float 
free 0 once more 0 or perhaps recombine to form 0 illusiory 
conjunctions 0 " (Po 98) o 
This model has important implications for tasks 
requiring both a location and an identification response: 
00 
0 0 0 if focused attention is prevented 0 the features of 
unattended objects may be free floating spatially, as well 
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as unrelated to each othero Thusu we may detect the 
presence of critical features without knowing exactly 
where they are located ooo Locating a feature would, on 
this hypothesisu be a separate operation from identifying 
itu and could logically follow instead of preceCing 
identificationo However 8 the theory predicts that this 
could not occur with conjunctions of featureso If we have 
correctly detected or identified a particular conjunction, 
we must first have located it in order to focus attention 
on it and integrate its features" (po 100)o 
TREISHAN and GELADE (1980) tested these predictions 
in the following experiment: The display consisted of two 
rows of six coloured lettersu with one of the 8 inner 
letters being the target stimulus and and the remaining 11 
the 11distractors" 0 (pink) and X (blue) in approximately 
equal numberso There were two conditionsu presented in 
separate blocks of trialsu which TREISJ.1AN and GELADE 
referred to as "disjunctive feature" and "conjunction" 
conditionso In the feature conditionu the two possible 
targets were the letters H (in pink or blue) and the 
colour orange (in the shape of an 0 or X); in the 
conjunction condition target alternatives \·Tere X (pin!~) 
and 0 (blue)o The task was both to identify the target 
and to report its locationo Exposure times were 
individually adjusted for each subject and condition so as 
to allow an identification accuracy of about Oo8o Each 
trial started with the presentation of a premask (coloured 
segments of the target and distractor letters) which was 
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then replaced by a central fixation dot (black); after 
1000 msecu the 6 x 2 letter array was presented for the 
individual exposure times; the display was then 
terminated by the original masking fieldo 
TREISMAN and GELADE analysed identification accuracy 
given that the locations reported were (1) correct, (2) 
incorrect and adjacent to the target position or (3) 
incorrect and distant from the target position (all other 
locations)o For conjunction trials on which the location 
reponse was a distant error ((3)), identification accuracy 
was at chance (OoSO); howeveru in feature trials in which 
the same error was made, identification accuracy was well 
above chance (Oo68)o The identification accuracy given 
adjacent location errors ( ( 2) ) was Oo72 for the 
conjunction and Oa82 for the feature condition, and 
localisation accuracy was Oa93 (conjunction) and Oo90 
(feature)a In both conditions, localisation accuracy was 
generally at chance when identification was unsuccessfulo 
TREISHAN and GELADE (1980) conclude that " 0 0 0 at 
least approximate perception of the location appears to be 
a necessary condition for identification of conjunction 
targetso Adjacent errors were, however, associated with 
better than chance identification of targetso Some of 
these errors most likely reflect errors of memory 
focused attention is necessary for accurate identification 
of conjunctions; but it may not be necessary on all 
trials to narrow the focus down to a single ite~ ooo With 
nonadjacent location errorsu identification would have to 
be at chance, as in fact it proved to be 000 The feature 
condition shm-1s a different pattern \'lhich is also 
consistent with feature integration theory 0 0 0 target 
identification is well above chance even when major 
location errors were made" (pa 130)a 
NISSEN (1985) proposed to conceive of the integration 
of multidimensional features (eagou colour and shape) as a 
process of 11 cross-referencing" bet\-1een separate feature 
01maps" (the underlying assumption is that the output of 
parallel feature registration mechanisms is locationally 
tagged)a Supposeu for exarnpleu that the spatial layout of 
colours in a visual display is registered in a colour rna? 
and the spatial layout of shapes is registered in a shape 
mapa Thenu when the task requires the subject to report 
the shape and colour of an object at a particular location 
(iaeou location cue)u accuracy of shape and colour 
identification should be independent (since colour and 
shape are represented in separate mapsu access to shape 
may succeed while access to colour fails and vice versa). 
Hm.,rever, reporting the shape of the only "red" object in 
the display (iaeau colour cue) should require localisins 
the red object within the colour map, selecting its 
location in the shape map and determining the shape at 
this locationo That isu accuracy of (shape) 
identification should depend on accuracy of (colour) 
localisation( restated, when selection (colour) and 
response (shape) attributes are in different maps, access 
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to the response attribute 
Both predictions were 
Experiment 2)o 
should require localisationo 
confirmed by NISSEN {1985~ 
NISSEN (1985) further states that in multiple-map 
situationsu 11 ooo partial report by location (Leo, 
location cue) will necessarily be more accurate than 
partial report by any other physical attribute" (po 217) 
because of the required meciation by localisation in the 
latter conditionso For tas!~su howeveru that are supported 
by a single map {ioeou without the need for 
cross-referencing)u such as reporting the colour at a 
particular location (ioeo, location cue) and reporting the 
location with a particular colour (ioeou colour cue), 
NISSEN {1985~ Experiment 1) found no advantage for 
selection by locationo Howeveru NISSEN concedes that in 
single-map tasks focused attention ''ooo may allow faster 
or more spatially precise access to information within a 
map" {po 218)o 
1o8o Automatic Detection and Controlled Search 
TREISHAN°s distinction between tasks requiring simple 
detection of features and tasks requiring identification 
of feature conjunctions is reminiscent of SHIFFRIN and 
SCHNEIDER 0 s distinction between "automatic detection" and 
00 controlled search" (SCHNEIDER 
SHIFFRIN and SCHNEIDERu 1977)o 
and SHIFFRIN, 1977; 
SCW-.JEIDEH and SHIFFRIN dei!lonstrated the difference 
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between automatic and controlled search in the following 
experimento Trials consisted of a sequence of 20 frames, 
each presenting 4 elements arranged in a square around a 
central fixation doto The four elements were n characters 
(digits and/or consonants) and 4 - n random dot masks at 
noncharacter locationso Frame size N was 1u 2 or 4 and 
constant for a given trial; character locations varied 
randomly fro;J fra1ae to frame o The tas;~ was to detect any 
member of the memory set charactersu with a different 
memory set being presanted at the beginning of each trial; 
memory set size ranged from 1 to 4o One half of the 
trials contained a targetu the other half did noto The 
response required was to indicate presence or absence of a 
memory set itemu with accuracy as the dependent measureo 
The most important variable was the "mapping" bet\.;een 
memory (target) set and distractor set: "consistent 
mapping" (CN) and "varied mapping" (VH)o In the 
consistent mapping tasku target set ele~ents never 
appeared as distractors and distractor set elements never 
appeared as targets (ioeou target numbers had to be 
detected among distractor letters and vice versa; 
00 number-letter" and aa letter-number" conditions) o In the 
varied mapping tasku target and distractor set elements 
changed roles from trial to trial ("number-number" and 
uo letter-letter" conditions) o 
For the VM task, the results were as follows: (1) 
For any frame and memory set size condition, detection hit 
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rates increased monotonically with increasing frame time 
(the frame time axis ranged from 120 msec to 800 msec)o 
{2) Hit rates decreased monotonically with increasing 
uvmemory set size x frane size"a That is: 11 Increasing the 
load on the short-term search process (by increasing the 
memory set size and/or the frame size) results in a 
drastic increase in the difficulty of the tasko 0 0 0 the 
estimated frame time needed to reach a given performance 
lavel (sayu a70) appears to range fron about 60-800 msec, 
depending on the load placed on the serach process ooo 
The fact that performance is monotonically related to M x 
F (ioeou memory set size x frame size) suggests a search 
process that takes longer to complete as the total number 
of comparisons increases''o (3) Hit rates were lower for 
the condition with memory set size 4 and frame size 1 than 
for the condition with memory set size 1 and frame size 4o 
(4) False alarm rates were consistently low across 
conditions (iaeou most errors were misses rather than 
false alarms)a "The low-false alarm rate in all 
conditions suggests that the processing of the features of 
the individual characters is quite accurate", for 11 ooo 
Inaccurate processing would lead to confusions among 
characters" (SCHNEIDER and SHIFFRIN, 1977, Po 12)o 
For the CM tasJ;, however, the results were radically 
different: (1) Performance levels were much higher than 
for the corresponding VM conditions 1 even for the VII 
condition with memory set and frame size 1, performance 
was lower than for the CH condition with memor:: set and 
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frame size (2) Performance also increased 
monotonically with increasing frame time; however, the 
frame times needed to reach a given performance level, 
eogo Oo7, were of the order of 40-80 msec (as compared to 
60-800 msec)o (3) The effects of memory set and of frame 
size were very smallu and the direction of effects were 
not monotonic with load (ioeou with the product of memory 
set and frame size)o (4) False alarms were most marked at 
the 40-msec frame duration and decreased at longer frame 
timeso 
These fundamental differences between VM and CM 
tasks u in 
dependent 
SCHNEIDER 
particular the 
on load \'Thile 
and SHIFFRIN to 
finding the VH performance is 
CM perfomance is not, led 
refer to the first search 
process as "controlled search" and to the second as 
"automatic detection"o 
In a second experiment, SCHNEIDER and SHIFFRIN 
attempted to develop a direct link between accuracy and 
reaction time measureso Displays were the same as in 
Experiment 1u except that only five frames were presented 
on each trial with the middle frame containing a 
combination of characters and masks and the other frames 
containing masks onlyo 
kept constant at 160 
Frame time in all conditions was 
mseco 
two-forced choice RT to the 
target element in frame 3o 
The dependent measure was 
presence and absence of a 
For the CM conditions, there 
was almost no change in mean RT as a function of either 
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memory set or frame size (RTs were faster for positive 
than for negative trialsu but there were no differences in 
the slopes of the functions relating RT to frame and to 
memory set size) o For the VN conditions, hmrever, there 
were large effects of memory set size and frame size1 the 
functions were approximately linear and the slopes were 
about twice as large for negative as for positive trialso 
SCHHEIDZR and SHIFF:RIN fitted a quantitative model to 
the RT data for the V1·1 conditione This model \>las based on 
the following assumptions: (1) Controlled search is a 
serialu self-terminating comparison process' (2) the 
search order is to compare first a memory set element to 
all display elements in turn and then choose a new memory 
set element and continue( (3) a certain amount of time is 
needed to choose each new memory set elemento This model 
was also fitted to the VM accuracy data of Experiment 1o 
For both sets of datau "ooo The fit was good enough to 
suggest that the same search and detection mechanisms 
underly performance in the tv;o paradigms" (Po 52) o 
In a further series of experiments, SHI??RFJ and 
SCHNEIDER (1977) investigated the following questions: 
00 To what degree can the subject focus attention on a 
specified subset of the inputs without distraction from 
the remaining (irrelevant) inputs 11 (po 145)o That is, 
unlike the previous "divided attention" experiments, these 
experiments addressed the question of "focused attention"o 
The first experiment was designed to shov1 that "V~.l 
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foils 0'u ioeo characters at invalid (irrelevant) display 
locations which previously served both as targets and as 
distractors in a VH tasku can be ignored and that search 
can be carried out through the valid (relevant) locations 
without performance decrement produced by the presence of 
the foilso 
There were three mai~ conditions: (1) mer:1ory set 
size 2u frame size 2; (2) memory set size 2u frame size 
4; (3) memory set size 2u frai.Lle size 4u "diagonal"o In 
the "diagonal" condition ((3))u one of the diagonals in 
the display was always to be attended (valid) and the 
other diagonal was always to be ignored (invalid)o As in 
Experiment 1 0 each trial consisted of 20 frameso There 
were "target absent" (Oo25) and "target present" trials; 
on "target present" trials 8 the c~isplay could contain one 
(Oo25) or two targets (OoSO)o Double targets could appear 
in the same frame (spacing O)u in directly successive 
frames (spacing 1) and in successive frames with one or 
three intervening frames (spacing 2 and 4)o In the 
spacing-0 condition all double targets were identical, and 
in the spacing 1 8 2 and 4 conditions they were 
nonidenticalo The dependent measure was accuracy in the 
detection of multiple targets (ioeo 8 subjects had to 
report the number of targets detected)o 
For double targetsu performance was generally lower 
than for single targets and improved with spacingo There 
\..ras no difference in performance beh1een tlw "frame size 
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2 1' and the 00 frarne size 4 0 diagonal" condition" but 
performance was clearly lower for the condition with frame 
size 4o SHIFFRIN and SCHNEIDER conclude that search in V!-1 
tasks can be controlled 11 ooo at least to the degree that 
comparisons can be limited to a specified diagonalo It is 
possible that characters in the invalid diagonal are 
sometimes colilpared 0 but not until the valid diagonal is 
searched first (if time were taken to compare foils during 
the search of the valid diagonal 0 then performance would 
be worse)" (po 147)o 
A further experiment was designed to establish 
whether VI-i target foils (in contrast to Vl-1 distractor 
foils) at invalid display locations can be ignoredo The 
procedure was similar to the previous experiment" with the 
following differences: There was only one condition with 
memory set size 2 and frame size 4o Either no target or 
else one target appeared on the valid diagonal, and a 
binary yes/no response was requiredo The foils in the 
invalid diagonal were chosen from the Vl-1 distractor set, 
except for exactly one foil on each trial which was a 
member of the memory set (V11 target foil)o On 1/3 of the 
trials 0 only a VI·l target foil occurred (in frames 8-13), 
and on 2/3 both a target foil and a target appearec; 
target foil and target could be identical or nonidentical 
(equal probability)o The target foil appeared equally 
often in frames -4 0 -1 0 ~1 and ~4 with respect to the 
target frarneo The result was that the VM target foil had 
no effect on hit rates 0 except when it directly preceded 
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the target and was nonidentical/ in this condition, 
detection accuracy was reduced by Oo11o 
In a similar "divided attention" experiment (Leo, 
all locations \'lere equally "valid") \'Ti th multiple targets, 
SCHNEIDER and SHIFF~IN (1977) found a comparatively large 
decrement in VM detection for double targets when they 
occurred in directly successive frameso SCHNEIDER and 
SHIFFRIP explain this decrement in the follm-1ing way: "It 
may be that the subject spends extra time processing a 
frame on which a target is found, borrowing the additional 
time from the following frameo Alternatively, the 
detection of a target may be associated with a somewhat 
delayed, time-demanding, ooo registration response, in 
which the subject notes and counts the occurrence of a 
target" (po 47)o (In the CH search condition of this 
experiment, there v1as no effect of spacing on double 
target detection and performance was higher than for Wi 
search o) 
SHIFFRIU and SCH!EIDER suggest a similar explanation 
for the "VH target foil" experiment: "The pattern of 
findings (ioeoo that there is a decrement when v~ target 
foils directly precede the VM targets, but that this is 
small compared to search for double VH targets) \·1ould be 
explicable if the valid diagonal would always be searched 
first and then, whenever the search finished early, one or 
more characters on the invalid diagonal were inadvertedly 
checked in additiono In this event, target foils would 
occasionally be noticed 
detection in a fashion similar 
target detection" (Po 148)o 
and 
to 
might 
that 
harm 
caused 
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subsequent 
by true 
In a third experirnent 0 SHIFFRIN and scrmEIDER asked 
to what extent a CM target foil would interfere with 
automatic target detection on the valid diagonalo Hemory 
set and frame size were both 2~ each frame contained one 
mask and one character in the valid and the invalid 
diagonalo The CH target foil occurred either in the same 
frame as the ~1 target or four frames before or after the 
target frameo The only effect was a slight (but 
significant) performance decrement of about 4% when a~ 
identical C~ target foil appeared simultaneously with the 
CH targeto 
In a fourth experiment 0 SHIFF~IN and SCHNEID3R teste~ 
the hypothesis that the serial process of cor-trolled 
search II 0 0 0 should easily be disturbed if an 
automatic-attention response occurs that ~raws attention 
to an invalid location'' (po 150)o Memory set size was 2 
and frame size was 4o Search in the valid diagonal was 
for consonants among consonants or digits among digitso 
VM foils on the invalid diagonal weie chosen from the 
distractor seto CM foils were digits for 
consonant-consonant search and consonants for digit-digit 
search; the C:·I foils were chosen from the en memory set 
used for a particular subject in all his/her previous 
experimentso On 1/2 of the trials, both a target and a C)i 
foil appeared 
CI'l foil frames; 
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with spacing -1u 0 or 1 betwe~n target and 
on each 1/6 of the trials there was 
either a target or a CM foil or neither a target nor a C~ 
foila Frame time was 200 mseca 
The hit rate on trials without CM foils was Oa34a 
Hhen a CH foil preceded the target by one frame, the hit 
rate was not significantly lower tha~ the Oa84-baseline 
(Oo82); when target and CH foil were presented in the 
same frane 0 the hit rate was Oo62; and when a CU foil 
followed the target by one frame 0 the hit rate was Oa77 
(significantly lower than the baseline)a SEIFFRIN and 
SCHNEIDER conclude 11 aoo when (a CM stimulus) appears on a 
to-be-ignored display diagonal 0 it a9parantly causes an 
(automatic) attention response that interrupts processing 
along the valid diagonal and directs attention to the 
invalid diagonala The time lost before attention is 
returned to the valid diagonal and search is resumed 
causes a considerable decrement in performance if the 
target is in fact on the valid diagonal during that frame" 
(po 151 )a 
In summary u according to SIIIFFRIN and SCHN::IDER, 
attention can be 11divided" among display locations \·lithout 
deficit when auto@atic detection is utilized; however, it 
cannot be ndivided" without deficit when controlled search 
is utilizeda "Focused attention" deficits are substantial 
when caused by automatic detection responses to invalid 
display elements 0 but are less severe when caused by 
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controlled processing of invalid itemsa 
SHIFFRIN and SCHNEID~R (1977) propose the following 
theoretical framework for their findings~ They conceive 
of memory as a permanent collection of nodes which becoQe 
increasingly interassociated by learninga Most nodes are 
normally inactive, and they are termed "long-term store" 
(LTS; passive store of information); the set of 
temporarily active nodes is termed "short-term store" 
(STS)a Information in STS is lost when it reverts from an 
active to an inactive statea Control of inforr:1ation 
processing is carried out through manipulation of the flow 
of information into and out of STSa 
An automatic process within this system is conceived 
of as a sequence of nodes that nearly always becomes 
active in response to a particular input configuration 
(ioeau activation occurs without the necessity of active 
control or attention)# this sequence is a relatively 
permanent set of associative connections in LTS developed 
by extensive training andu once initiated by the proper 
input configuration, it is difficult to suppress or to 
altero When the sequence is initiated its nodes are 
activateC, iaea the associative information enters STS. 
Unless attention is directed to the process or unless it 
includes an automatic attention response, the information 
may be immediately lost from STS without leading to 
awareness of the occurrence of the processa The 
probability that an automatic process runs to completion 
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is assumed to depend on the strength of the initiating 
stimulation (this stimulation can be provided by external 
or internal input or by a control process). Some indirect 
control of automatic processes is possible by manipulation 
of the activation thresholds (a lowering of the threshold, 
hO\'lever 0 does not imply that the quality of processing is 
improvedi rather 0 the automatic process would be 
triggered by inputs that normally would not do so) and 
further by manipulation of the contents of STS at the tine 
of the initiating input. Auto~atic processes are not 
hindered by the capacity limitations of STSi they appear 
to act in parallel with and independent of each other. 
A control process utilizes a temporary sequence of 
nodes activated through active control and attention; 
since active attention is required, only one such sequence 
may be controlled Hithout interference. Controlled 
processes are thus capacity limited, but they have the 
advantage of being easy to set up and altered. Since 
contolled processes utilize STS, the nature of their 
limitation is determined by the capacity limitation of 
STS 0 e.g. limited comparison rate of items and limited 
amount of information that can be maintained without loss. 
(Although a large amount of information may be present in 
STS at any one moment, only a small amount will persist 
for a sufficient period of time. The rate of loss of any 
element in STS is assumed to depend on the number of 
"similar" elements simultaneously activei similarity not 
only in terms of physical form but also of features at 
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comparable levels of processingo) Because capacity 
limitations prevent multiple control processes from 
occurring simultaneouslyu these processes are often strung 
together in time to form a series of operations controlled 
singlyo Not all control processes are available to 
consciousness (eogou the serial comparison of ite~s in STS 
which is carried out too quickly to be accessible)o 
In visual search and attention tasksu when a set of 
inputs is presentedu each input undergoes automatic 
processingo "The system automatically encodes each input 
stimulus in a series of stages and activates a series of 
features in the processo For example 0 the letter 'M' may 
first be encoded in features indicating contrast, color, 
and position~ the curvatureu convexity 0 and angles~ t~en 
a visual letter coda and a verbal 0 acoustic-articulatory 
code 0 then the codes 0 letter 0 u 0 consonant' u 'capital'l 
and finally 0 perhaps 0 semantic and conceptual codes 
to the extent that internally generated information can 
alter the context in STS 0 the subject will have at least 
some indirect control over automatic sensory encodingo 11 
Some of the features automatically activated nay initiate 
a response which will direct subsequent processingo For 
instance 0 an attention response nay be activated which 
uaooo direct(s) controlled processing to the corresponding 
set of features representing that input stimulus 0 so long 
as other competing attention responses do not occur 
simultaneously 000 If the set of inputs contains a target 
stimulus that gives rise to a relevant nonconflicting 
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attention response 0 then we say that automatic detection 
is operatingo 11 The attention response can be "called" by 
features at any level of processing and by more than one 
feature (eogo 0 if the input stimulus is the character "8", 
attention responses 
the feature "nufil~er")o 
can be called by the feature "8" and 
If more than one input stimulus 
gives rise to an automatic attention responseu the various 
responses will conflict and cancel each other since "ooo 
it is impossible to direct attention to every item in the 
display at once''o In this caseu a controlled search must 
be utilized employing strategies as efficient as possibleo 
Accordingly, in most studies which do not show 
''c1i vided attention" deficits, automatic detection is 
operating ( c:1 paradigm 0 extensive practice) o 11?\n 
exception to this general rule (of automatic detection, in 
parallel with and independently of other stimuli) may 
apply when ·two ooo targets are presented simultaneously 
ooo Even if both targets generate attention responses, 
there may be a difficulty in discriminating a double from 
a single occurrenceo In such an event, the controlled 
comparison system may have to be called into play to count 
the targetso'' In most tasks requiring controlled search, 
an increase in the number of relevant inputs impairs 
performance; firstly because ''ooo soge of the features 
in STS may decay and revert to LTS before the comparison 
process reaches them" 0 and second because "o o o nev1 inputs 
may arrive and require processingu forcing the comparison 
process to S'vli tch a\·lay from the previous inputs o" In 
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"focused attention'' studiesu if controlled search is 
utilizedu the search order determined so that the relevant 
locations are searched first; thusu there are hardly any 
performance deficitso Such deficits will occur only if 
00 ooo irrelevant items give rise to attention responses 
during automatic encoding" and uooo a loss of time uill 
occur before the controlled search can be redirected to 
the relevant inputs" (all quotations from SHIFFRHJ and 
SCHNEIDERu 1977u PPo 162-165)o 
In the light of the SHIFFRIN and SCHNEIDER's (1977) 
distinction between "automatic detection" and "controlled 
search''u some previous findings of SHIFFRIN and his 
cmvorkers ( SHIFFRIN u GARDlmR and ALL~··lEYE:::!. u 197 3; SHIF::?RIH 
and GARDNERu 1972) become more explicableo 
SlliFFRIN et alo (1973) presentedu on each trial, a 
target dot pattern, either a vertical or a horizontal 
0
'line" consisting of tvro dots at the end pointsu at one 
spatial location and cistractor dot patterns at three 
other locations; distractors consisted of either a single 
dot (lm-1 confusability) or a double-dot "line" tilted 
diagonally (high confusability)o Display locations were 
arranged at the corners of an imaginary square se~arated 
by a minimum angle 
variable was the 
display elements~ 
of 1o5 
temporal 
Either all 
dego The main independent 
mode of prese~tation of the 
elements appeared in the 
same frame (simultaneous condition; termination of the 
frame by masking patterns); or the ele~ents at the 
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locations on diagonal A appeared in one frame with masking 
patterns at the positions on diagonal B (termination of 
the display elements by masks presented for 500 msec 
between the display array frames) and the elements of 
diagonal B appeared in the following frame with masking 
patterns on diagonal A (sequential condition~ termination 
of the second frame by masking patterns)~ subjects were 
preinformed about the order of the "diagonals". Frame 
time was set so for each subject that it allowed a 
detection accuracy of 80% for targets in the lov1 
confusable, simultaneous condition (frame times varied 
between 48 and 80 msec with a mean of 70 rnsec). Subjects 
had to indicate both the identity (vertical or horizontal 
line) and the location of the target. 
SHIFPRIN et al. found no advantage of sequential 
over simultaneous presentation, in any of three dependent 
measures (recognition, localisation and joint recognition 
plus localisation). Such an advantage would have been 
expected on the assumption that under the sequential 
condition, attention is "sHitched" betHeen successive 
diagonals; the time .between frames was 500 msec, i.e., 
according to SHIFFRIN et al., sufficient for attention 
switching to occur. (Confusability had some effect on 
recognition and localisation accuracy, but not on joint 
target detection plus localisation). SHIFFRIN et al. 
(1973) conclude II 0 0 0 that information on four visual 
channels can be encoded and evaluated as efficiently when 
all four channels occur simultaneously as when only two at 
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a time occur simultaneouslya If attention was operative, 
it could have been switched between successive diagonals, 
leading to superior performance in the (sequential) 
conditione Hence, we conclude that attention was not 
operative in that situation" (po 236)a 
SHIFFRIN and GARDNER (1972) conducted a sinilar 
experimento Instead of dot patterns, they presented 
either an upper case T or an F as targets1 distractors 
were either three Os (low confusability) or three stimuli 
consisting of a T superimposed on an F with the right hand 
part of the horizontal bar of the T, iaea the upper 
horizontal bar of the F, missing (high confusability)a 
The mode of presentation was either simultaneous or 
sequential; under the sequential condition, all four 
stimuli were presented in known clockwise order, with each 
element being preceded and follm!ed by mask3a As 
expected, higher confusability resulted in lower 
performancea However, sequential presentation was not 
superior to simultaneous presentationa Since the time 
between successive frames (50 msec) may have been too 
short in this experiment to allow attention switching to 
occur, SHIFFRIN and GA..~DNER repeated this experiment 
introducing a 500-msec interval; further, display 
elenents were not presented a single one per frame, but 
rather two elements per frame at diagonally opposite 
locations with the order of diagonals known in advance (as 
in the experiment of SHIFFRIN et ala 0 1973)a Again, there 
was no difference between sequential and simultaneous 
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presentationo 
In the light of the distinction betueen "automatic 
detection" and "controlled search"u one could interpret 
these results of SHIFFRIN and coHorkers in terms of 
01automatic detection" u since all experir:1ents used a 
consistent mapping paradign and well practised targetso 
This could be taken to conflict with the studies already 
reported which found superior performance both in RT and 
in accuracy measures for targets presented at locations 
known in advance (eogo u POS~!ERu SNYD:C?. and DAVIDSO:,:, 1930; 
JONIDES 0 1980 0 1981; SHAH and SHA\1 0 1977; SIL2\H 1 1978; 
ERIKSEN and COLEGA~E, 1971; ERI~SEN and HOFF~~N, 1974)o 
All these studies employed CM paradigmsu ioeo target and 
distractors never changed roles; detection of a single 
luminance increment in an otherwise empty field, used by 
POSNE~ et alou can be regarded as the most simple 
consistent mapping tasko 
Howeveru there are reasons to question the generality 
of the result of SHIFFRIN and coworkerso As DUNCAH 
(1980a) points out, the comparison between simultaneous 
and successive modes of presentation "ooo ignore(s) the 
importance of comparing evidence fron the four cornerso 
' In °successive 0 evidence from the first observation 
interval could not have been compared with that from the 
secondu without an intervening period of storageo Menory 
losses may have seriously weaJ~enec1 performance in thi::; 
condition" (po 84)o 
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Further 0 in the experiments of SHIFFRIN et al. 
( 1973) and SHIFFRIN and GARDNER ( 1972) in \·lhich the target 
could appear at the opposite locations of a known diagonnl 
(successive presentation) 0 the target location was not 
known exactly~ in other words 0 the contrast is between 
two alternative and four alternative locations. The 
target position was known precisely only in the first 
experiment of SHIFFRILJ and GARD:'mR in \vhich, however, the 
time between successive frames allowed for attention 
svli tching to occur may have been too s!1ort (e.g., SP:i~RLiilG 
and REEVES, 1980). 
Further 0 with respect to the diagonal presentation, 
it seems an open question whether attention can be 
effectively divided bet~ .. 1een tvro locations. According S!IAH 
and SHAH (1977), attention can be "split" a:ilong multiple 
locations according to probabilistic priorities; but 
according to POSNER et al. (1980) 0 this ability is 
severely limited. If attention can be divided between two 
locations 0 one should assume that this ability is based on 
a slmv, controlled process. That is, the "attention 
reaction time" needed might be longer than the time 
allowed in the experirnen~s of SHIFFRIN and his coworkers, 
since preparing for two possible locations is a more 
complex process than preparing for one exactly known 
position. 
Thus, there are several possible factors which might 
have acted together to reduce performance in the 
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sequential conditiono 
1o9o Spatial Attention and Preattentive Processing 
HOFFHAN (1978u 1979) reinvestigated SHIFFRIN and 
SCHNEIDER 0 s proposal that in varied mapping paradigr,1s, 
search is a serial-serial processu ioeo that II 0 0 0 
comparisons 0 0 0 took place in an order that cycled 
through the frame for a given memory-set item before 
switching to a new memory-set item, and a matching 
decision was made after every comparison" (1977u Po 164)a 
HOFFI·lAN argues that SCHNEIDER and SHIFFRIH 1 s ( 1977) 
finding of increasing detection accuracy with decreasing 
presentation rates of multiple frames (sequential 
condition) may have occurred because successive characters 
were presented to the same retinal locations and because 
the elements in one frame were continuously displayed 
until the onset of the next framea In other words 6 the 
increase in frame time may have reduced forward and 
backward masking (as well as increased display energy 
because of temporal integration)o (Note that there was 
also an effect of presentation rate on accuracy in the 
consistent mapping paradigm which is not supposed to be 
sensitive to processing loado) 
In order to avoid this confounding factor 6 HOFFI·1An 
(1978) presented 8 letters on a given trialu a single 
letter per frame, at locations around the circumf2rence of 
an imaginary circle (2o1 dega diameter; the letter 
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presented in a given frame was the only letter in the 
display~ i.e.u presentation rate could be varied without 
variation in 
displays were 
exposure duration 
not refreshed). 
or visual masking; 
The spatial order of the 
letters was random, as was the location of the target on 
positive trials {50% positive and 50% negative trials). 
Presentation rates {SOA, i.e. onset asynchrony between 
successive frames) varied between 0 msec and 100 ms3c. 
The task required varied mapping {letter-letter search) 
with memory set size being set to 1, 2 or 4. Dependent 
measures were detection accuracy and forced-choice RT to 
the "target present - absent" decision {positive latencies 
were measured fron the onset of the target and negative 
latencies from the onset of the last element in the 
sequence). 
As expected {varied mapping), HOFF~AN found increased 
detection accuracy with slower presentation rates and 
smaller memory sets, with the effects of presentation rate 
and memory set size being additive. False alarm rates 
were relatively low and showed little effect of 
presentation 
25 msec. 
rate and memory set size at SOAs longer than 
Thes2 
independent-channels 
findings 
model. 
using a 
consistent 
similar presentation 
mapping, found 
they suggested 
argue against an 
{ ERIKSE!~ and SPEUCEH, 1 96 9, 
technique 
presentation 
that each 
and requiring 
rate to be 
character was ineffective; 
classified as 
independently.) 
target or 
Latencies 
nontarget 
of correct 
in parallel 
decisions, 
and 
both 
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positive and negative, increased with memory set size; 
positive latencies showed little effect of presentation 
rate, while negative latencies showed a substantial 
reduction as presentation rate decreased (if the 
presentation rate is slm1 enough, negative RTs measure the 
time to classify a single character, ioeo the last one of 
the sequence, as compared to 8 characters in the 
simultaneous condition)o 
The main finding was that while negative latencies 
were generally longer for larger memory sets, the decrease 
with lower presentation rates approached asynptote at the 
100-msec SOA independently of memory set sizeo Since the 
asymptotic SOl>. can be interpreted as the ti::te required to 
process a single character (ioeou a further increase of 
SOA does not result in a further decrease in RT), nOFF;·lA~·~ 
concludes 11 ooo that the time to process a display 
character is independent of mer.1ory set size" ( 1978, Po 4) o 
STERNBE!lG and SCARBOROUGH (1969) found a similar 
resulto In 
sequentially 
characters; 
their experiment, subjects searched a 
presented array 
letters were 
for any 
presented 
one of five 
at a rate of 
1/75 mseco If letters are compared to the target set in a 
serial, exhaustive process with a rate of approximately 
one comparison per 40 msec (eog, STERNBERG, 1966), the 
comparison process would require 200 msec in the case of a 
five-letter memory seto However, STERNBERG and 
SCl-u'1BOROUGH found that search was nuch faster than 
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attention; according to HOFFI·lAN 0 this process is the 
vo limiting" factor since transfer time is assumed to have a 
rectangular distribution in the range of 0-200 msec (this 
assumption is based on the n leading cue'v 
ERIKSEN and his coworkers)o Once 
experiments 
transfer of 
of 
one 
character is completed, transfer of another one may begin, 
ioeo the transfer can be carried out in parallel with 
memory cornparisono However, if the transfer of a 
character is completed while a preceding character is 
still in the memory comparison stage, the second character 
must queueo HOFFi:lAH (1978) points out that 11 ooo the 
asymptotic SOA value will depend on the slower of two 
processes~ the attention nechanism or Stage 2 cor:1parison" 
(po 8) 0 ioeo the attention (transfer) nechanis~o The 
memory comparison stage is assumed to be free of errors; 
that is, the main source of errors (misses) is the failure 
of display elewents to gain admission to the transfer list 
in the preattentive stage of processing as well as the 
queueing time exceeding iconic memory duration (ioeo, " 
the process limitation affected by presentation rate is 
the ability to transfer items from a rapidly fading trace 
(iconic memory) to a more permanent store ( S':.."'i:) ", HOFFiil'\N, 
1979o Po 324)o 
In a further study, HOFF:c1AH ( 1979) tested sone 
consequences of this two-stage modelo According to this 
model, the transfer of elements from iconic memory to 
short term memory is not a random process, but guided by 
the initial parallel processing a HOFFI·1AI: p:;.·edicted that 
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ooo If the signal/noise ratio is high 0 the target item 
will be the first element transferred 0 leading to small 
effects of presentation rate on positive trials" (1979, 
Po 325)o In an experiment designed to test this 
prediction 0 target letters were embedded in two types of 
context~ The letter context used in the previous 
experiments (varied mapping) and a symbol context with the 
character "$" presented at nontarget locations (consistent 
mapping)~ on negative trials in the symbol context 
condition 0 either a single 0 nonmemory set element letter 
was presented among 7 $-characters or all eight characters 
were $so Array presentation was either simultaneous 
(0-msec SOA) or sequential (75-msec SOA between successive 
frames)o Memory set size varied from 1 to 4o 
The detection accuracy results for the letter context 
replicated the previous experiments, ioeo accuracy was 
lower for simultaneous than for sequential presentation 
and decreased with increasing memory set sizeo Accuracy 
in the synbol context did not show an effect of 
presentation mode and memory set sizeo 
The RT results for the letter context also replicated 
those of the previous experiments o The prediction for t!1e 
symbol context (with a single nontarget letter among $s on 
negative trials) was that there would be no advantage of 
sequential over simultaneous presentation 0 but an effect 
of memory set size (since a memory comparison would be 
required to determine whether the single letter was a 
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target or nontarget set element)o As expected, there was 
an effect of memory set size, and RTs in the sequential 
condition were not faster than in the simultaneous 
conditiono However, unexpectedly, ~Ts were faster for 
simultaneous than for sequential presentation, both for 
positive and for negative trialso There was also such an 
advantage for simultaneous presentation in the symbol 
context condition with only $s on negative trials~ 
was no effect of memory set sizeo 
there 
To explain the advantage of simultaneous over 
sequential presentation in the symbol context" IIOFFHA!,I 
(1979) suggests that in addition to the parallel 
(preattentive) memory comparisons in the first stage 11 ooo 
there must be a prior, parallel stage which is sensitive 
to 0 global 0 features of the pattern, those features not 
depending on memory cooparisono This stage is more 
efficient with more simultaneous identical patterns" 
(po 326)o This accounts also the absence of an effect of 
memory size in the symbol context \'lith $-characters only 
on negative trials" for 11 ooo Memory comparison is not 
required when a prior parallel analysis can efficiently 
provide information on the presence or absence of a 
target 1' (po 326) o 
In summary u HOFFHA:·: suggests u in analogy with the 
model of NEISSER (1967), that there is a parallel, 
preattentive stage of processing accomplishing the 
detection of spatial periodicity and/or carrying out 
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memory comparisons independently for each input elemento 
If periodicity detection is not sufficient and if a single 
one of several memory set elements must be detected, II 0 0 0 
the outputs of several filters (ioeo 0 memory set elements 
represented as filters) are integrated, which increases 
the noise in the detection process and lowers the 
signal/noise ratio'' - the more, the larger the memory 
A subject making a desicion at this point (the optinal 
decision procedure is to sum the similarity values 
corresponding to each display element and co~pare the sum 
to a criterion) 0 behaves as a CM subjecto HoHever, \'lhen 
signal and noise elements are similar or in VI1 tasks, 
responding on the basis of preattentive processing would 
result in high error rateso To reduce error rates, 
display elements can be submitted to a second 
discrimination process which is slo\ler 0 but more accurateo 
The transfer of display elements can either be controlled 
internally (preattentive processing, order of transfer 
according to similarity values) or externally (spatial 
the bar marker used by ERIKSEN and his 
coworkers) a 
In a further series of experiments u HOFF~lA:I u NELSOII 
and HOUCK (1983) investigated the role of attention in CM 
taskso The basic technique was to pair a CM task with a 
variety of concurrent visual discrimination tasks and 
exart1ine the pattern of dual-tas1~ interferenceo 
In the first experiment, the search task required a 
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decision as to whether or not a single target digit was 
present in a display of distractor letters (3 letters on 
positive and 4 on negative trials; elements appeared at 
four locations in a circular array with a diameter of 4.27 
deg.), and the second task, flicker localisation, required 
tlw subj cct to determine Hhich one of four snall liCJhts, 
adjacent to letter elements, was briefly interrupted. 
Subjects were instructed, in different conditions, to 
enphasize the one or the other task (e.g., "give 90~ of 
your attention to the search task and 10!6 to the flicker 
task''), and the POC (Performance Operating Characteristic) 
curves were generated. The rationale of the POC technique 
is that if bro task do not share a cor.1mon resource, 
dual-task performance should be equal to sinsle-tas~~ 
performance; the degree of the deviation from the 
"independence point" provides a measure of dual-tasl: 
interference. 
HOFF~AN et al. found that for flicker localisation, 
accuracy (d 1 ) showed dual-task interference in all 
instruction conditions (90/10, 50/50 and 10/90), while the 
search task showed interference only when major emphasis 
was placed on the flicker detection tasl:. Search task RTs 
( i o e., the 
performance 
latencies 
in the 
for 
flicl~er 
correct decisions, related to 
tasl~) shoued dual-tasJ: 
interference even "lith partial attention to the flicker 
tasl~; increasing attention to the flicker task produced a 
linear trade-off in performance. Performance (i.e., 
accuracy and RT) was higher for memory set size 1 than for 
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~emory set size 4~ dual-task interference was independent 
of menory set sizeo Accuracy of flicker localisation was 
impaired on positive trialsu in all instructional 
conditions ("intrusion effect'')o Further 8 accuracy of CM 
target detection was improved by Oo08 if the target digit 
appeared adjacent to the flickeru also in all 
instructional conditions ("adjacency effect")o 
Performance in the CM task met several criteria 
presumed to indicate "automatic detection"~ (1) RT slopes 
for positive and negative trials did not differ; (2) 
effects of memory load were smallu ioeo Oo5 as compared 
to 0 o 8 d 0 -unit::: in a comparable Cl~ condition of SCHilCID1:R 
and SHIFFRIN (1977); (3) the intrusion effect occurred in 
the first sessions and did not change in magnitude with 
practice 8 ioeo the "automatic target" could not be 
ignored even when less emphasis was placed on letter 
detection I ( 4) stable 
sessions 3 and 4 8 ioeo 
subsequent 16 sessions 
performance 
RTs did not 
of practice; 
was reached after 
improve over the 
however u dual-tas]: 
interference was independent of practiceo 
The finding of impaired "automatic detection" (RT and 
accuracy measures) in dual-tasl~ conditions lead HOFF:lAi·J et 
alo (1983) to conclude that 11 ooo both the motor output 
as well as earlier discrimination processes associated 
with automatic detection depend on a limited-capacity 
process"; further 8 the finaing that detection of 
08 autooatic targets" is improvGc1 \'lhen they occur adj.:1cent 
to a transient stimulus suggests that 11 ooo 
C~··1 targets is affected by the location 
attention" (po 391 )o 
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detection of 
of visual 
In the second ex per imen t 0 HOFFl·lAH et al o further 
investigated the role of spatial attention by increasing 
the spatial separation between the two tasks, ioeo by 
locating the concurrent task, which required determination 
of the direction of a Oo22-dego displacewent of a dot, at 
the centre of fixationo HOFFHAN et alo found that even 
partial attention to the dot-displacement tasl~ Has 
associated with a large decrement in search performanceo 
Unlike the first experiment, performance in the dot 
displacement task was independent of the presence or 
absence of the target digit, ioeo the intrusion effect 
was eliminatedo 
HOFFMAH et alo suggest that after deternining the 
dot displacement in the centre (the displacement 
information was presented for only 7 msec and masked about 
48 msec after the onset of the character array), attention 
is switched to the periphery to encode the search 
informationo Attention switching, however, is a tine 
consuming process which had to be completed before the 
onset of the post-display masks about 126 msec after array 
onseto The finding that t~e intrusive effect of automatic 
targets was absent with a spatially disparate 0 attention 
demanding task in the centre indicates, according to 
HOFFI·lAN et alo (1983) 0 that 11 ooo spatial attention 
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affects the activation of internal target ter.~plates" 
(po 396)o 
The third e;~periment of HOFFZ·lA:J et alo attempted to 
trace the shifts of attention to autor.1atic targets more 
directlyo A single acuity symbol, a small U-sha~ed 
characteru could appear adjacent to the location of one of 
the display elerae:1ts, either in the "same" frame or in the 
01 successi ve" ( i o eo, subsequent) frame \othich presented the 
maskso The concurrent task was to report the orientation 
of the U-shaped symbol (symbol exposure time was about 
67 msec and duration of the display array was about 116 
msec) o 
HOFr!'L;n et al o found that "t·;hen the symbol occurred 
in the same frame, accuracy was reduced for both tasks in 
dual task conditionso However, when the symbol occurred 
in the subsequent frame, digit search accuracy showed 
little impairmento Both in sar.~e and successive iraue 
conditions, increasing the emphasis placed on the symbol 
orientation task improved performance (however, without 
loss in search accuracy for the successive frame 
condition)o Further, both in same and successive frame 
conditions, performance in the symbol orientation task was 
impaired on (positive) CM target trials; on (negative) 
no-target trials or, less marked, when the CM target was 
not detected ( 11misses"), performance in the sylil~ol 
orientation task was enhanced (intrusion effect)o When 
the symbol occurred adjacent to a C~ target, there was a 
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substantial improvement in orientation accuracy for the 
successive frame condition 0 but no improvement for the 
same frame condition (adjacency effect)o 
This suggests that "o o o correct detection oi a c'· 
target is accompanied by a shift of attention to the 
target 0 s area''~ this shift enhanced performance in the 
symbol-orientation task when the symbol occurred in close 
spatial proximity to the CM target on the subsequent frame 
(but not on the same frame since the shift requires a 
substantial tine)o Further 0 11 aoo This experinent also 
verified that the ability of automatic targets to 
interfere with other concurrent discriminations depends on 
information for both tasks sharing the same field of 
attention" (HOFFHA:~ et alo 0 1983 0 Po 400)o 
HOFFHAH et ala (1983) conclude that 11 ooo detecting 
or locating consistently mapped targets 0 a task thou~ht to 
be 0 automatic 0 oooo makes extensive use of one or more 
limited-capacity processes"o Their findings are 
consistent with the two-stage model proposed by HOFF;,lAI~ 
(1978 0 1979)o However 0 HOFFHAN et alo emphasize the role 
of the second stage which is conceived of as " 0 0 0 an 
episodic representation which 
and report of the target 0 s 
Establishing this second 
dependent on the role of 
can support the awareness 
occurrence and 
representation is 
spatial attention 
location"o 
directly 
li 
0 0 0 in 
controlling the transfer of information fro~ the first to 
the second stage"o In other words 0 II 0 0 0 spatial 
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attention is a fairly late process that is guided by 
information derived in the first stage"o 
In the third experimentu only correct detections of 
automatic targets resulted in a shift of attention to the 
target areau improving discrimination of another character 
when it occurred spatially adjacent to the target and 
followed in timeo But the (automatic) intrusion effect in 
this experiment was almost independent of whether or not 
the target was actually detected; furtheru it was rapid 
enough to impair discrimination of a shape presented in 
the same fra~e as the automatic target; that is, even 
though the ability to report the presence of the target 
was dependent on the instructional emphasis placed on the 
search tasku the intrusion effect was independent of 
instructional variationso Thus 0 the 
attention to the target location 11 ooo 
allocation of 
see~s to determine 
whether information extracted in the first stage is 
preserved long enough to be the basis for report"o 
It cannot be ruled out that 11 ooo spatial attention 
also plays some role in establishing the quality of Stage 
1 representation"o For example 0 the finding in the second 
experiment that the intrusive effect of automatic targets 
is eliminated when they occur outside the narrow focus of 
attention (at the centre of the display) could be tal~en as 
evidence for this possibilityo 
That intructions to emphasize a concurrent task 
impair detection of automatic targets might suggest " 
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the presence of a second limited-capacity process (in 
addition to and independent of spatial attention) ooo we 
interpret this second limited-capacity process as 
reflecting differential activation of internal 
representations prior to each trial (which) may provide 
the 0 mapping 0 between a stimulus and the task-relevant 
information that must be retained in memory in order to 
perform the task" (all quotations from HOFF:·:A~·,J et al o, 
1983u PPo 404-407)o 
Very similar notions of a first, parallel stage of 
processing and a secondu limited capacity stage have been 
proposed by DUNCA~J ( 1980a 0 1981 u 19135) o 
According to DU:tCAN ( 1980a) 0 at the first level 
sinultaneous stinuli ar3 fully identified in parallel 
without effects of divided attention~ information derived 
at this level includes form, colour, size, position and 
also aspects of meaning letter-digit 
classification)o Hov1ever u II 0 0 0 though all this 
information is derived (so that the further action of the 
system can depend on it), none can yet serve as the basis 
for responseo No reportable perception of any sort has 
been formed"o 
Information at the first level is susceptible to 
visual masking and decay 0 so that it must be passed on to 
the second level in order to be preservedo This transfer 
is accomplished by a limited capacity system which cannot 
deal efficiently with simultaneous stimuli (ioe, not all 
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elements from a single brief exposure can be passed on)o 
01 Thus some selection schedule is needed to define which 
stimuli should be takeno Potentially any information 
derived at the first level could serve as the basis for 
selection"o 
In search tasksu only targets, ioeo 
attribute(s) defining the "target"u II 
stiouli \d th the 
0 0 0 \·rill usually 
pass into and compete for the limited-capacity syste::1" o 
0 0 0 Euergence of a stimulus at the second level creates 
a reportable perception" (ioeo, it "pops out" from the 
array into awareness) and can be stored and acted upon by 
01 conscious" operations o Since the sti:-:1ulus at the second 
level is a percept based on first-level processing, "ooo 
There is no way ooo for the second level to know whether 
information received from the first level is accurate or 
inaccurate" (all quotations from DUNCAH, 1980a, ppo 
284-285)o 
DU:JCAIJ supports this model mainly by stuC:ies uhich 
required search for multiple targetso DUNCAN (1900a) 
pres2nted brief cisplays of four characters arranged to 
form a plus sign (vertical and horizontal limb) centred on 
fixation (character eccentricity was 1o75 dego)o Displays 
consi3ted of digit targets (Ou 1 or 2 digits) among letter 
nontargets (consistent mapping); each limb could contain 
either none or one targeto There were two presentation 
conditions: simultaneous and successiveo In the 
successive condition, characters at the opposite locations 
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in limb Au indicated in advance by bar markers, \vere 
presented first (with the positions of limb B filled by 
masks)~ and 500 rnsec after termination of the limb A 
characters, the characters at the opposite locations in 
limb Bu also indicated in advance 0 were displayedo Bar 
marker indicators were presented for 250 mseco There were 
two tasks: combined and separated o In the "co~1bined 
task", a single response J:ey \vas to be depressed if any 
target was detectedo In the "separated task"u there Has 
one key for targets detected in the first limb and another 
key for the second limb; the limb designated "first" for 
a given subject in the successive condition was also 
designated "first" in the simultaneous condition, both for 
key assignment and for data analysiso Target exposure 
duration was 15-20 mseco 
For the combined tasJ~, DU:~CAN found a slight, but 
reliable effect of divided attention, ioeo accuracy was 
higher by approximately Oo3 d 1 -units for successive than 
for simultaneous presentationo Further, detection 
probabilities were consistent with the assumption that the 
two limbs were examined separately and independently as 
well as with equal accuracyo For the separated tasJ~, the 
effect of divided attention was more marked, ioeo the 
advantage for successive over simultaneous presentation 
was of the order of Oo7 d 0 -unitso In the si8ultaneous 
condition 0 perforQance for the two linbs was far fro~ 
independent: For each limb, accuracy was much lower when 
the other limb containeG a correctly detected targ~t (a 
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00hi t 11 ) than 
nontargets (a 
\'lhen it contained correctly rejected 
The differe~ce "correct rejection")o 
between successive and simultaneous presentations was 
appro~irnately 1o0 d 0 -unit with concurrent hits, but o~ly 
Oo3 d 0 -units with concurrent correct rejectionso 
In a second experinent, DUNC~~J (1980a) showed that 
the requirement in the separated task of Experiment 1 to 
report both the presence of a target and its location 
(limb) was not responsible for the interference effect of 
simultaneous targets o (In this experiment, the tasl~ \·.'as 
to indicate only \'lhether the display contained "O versus 
1 11 targets or "1 versus 2" targetso) 
DUNCAN (1985) repeated Experiment 1 requiring 
subjects to detect targets defined by a simple feature: 
til to Targets \•Tere tilted by 45 dego, either clocb1ise or 
anticlocblise, '\tli th the direction of the tilt determined 
randomly; nontargets 
task) o DUNCA!J found 
Experiment 1o Again, 
were vertical lines (separated 
essentially the same results as in 
DUNCAN could show in a further 
experiment (SiQultaneous presentation only) that the 
requirenent to report the presence and location (lim~) of 
the targets was not responsible for the finding that in 
the simultaneous condition, performance on each limb was 
markedly impaired when the concurrent event (ioeo, the 
event of the other limb) was a hit than when it was a 
correct rejectiono 
The fact that DUiJCAN found consis-::ent- advantages of 
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successive over the simultaneous presentations (divided 
attention effect) is at variance with Sl!IFFRIN and his 
coworkers (eogo 0 SHIFFRIH and GARDNER~' 1972; SHIFFRIH, 
GARDNER and ALLMEYERi 1973)o DUNCAN discusses several 
re~sons for thiso However~' an important reason not 
mentioned by DUNCAN might be that 
indicators which might be more 
reorientation of spatial attentioil 
he used bar marker 
effective in guiding 
than prel~nouledge of 
the sequence of the limbs on its owno 
The nost important finding of these experiments is, 
according to DUNCA~I 0 that an increase the number of 
targets in the display produces a substantial decrease in 
performanceo II 0 0 0 
after preselective 
Nontargets can be rejected in parallel 
processing~ hence the number of 
display h~s little effecto Targets, nontargcts in the 
houever 0 must pass on to the 
( DUNCAi:'r 0 1985 0 Po 91 ) o Andg 
limited 
" 0 0 0 
capacity syster.1" 
the distinction 
between a preselective stage 0 at which nontargets are 
rejected and a limited capacity stage to which targets 
nust g~in access if they are to be reported, is as 
important for the detection of simple feature targets as 
for the detection of digits and letters" (po 94)o Thus, 
DUNCAN°s "late selection" theory of target search is 
similar to those theories (eo go 0 SHIFFRIH and .SCHrlSID:::~, 
1977; HOFF!·lAI~ 0 1978) which propose that 11 o o o targets 
0 draw 0 attention or limited-capacity process inc; to 
themselves" (DUiJCZiiJ 0 1980a 0 Po 292); elseHhere he 
statesg "The experience is that the target is only 'seen' 
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when it 0 draws attention 1 to itself" (1985, Po 91 )o 
Hm·1ever, DUNCAN ° s theory disagrees \-lith the view that 
only simple physical stimulus characteristics are 
extracted at the first level of processing so that only 
these can serve as the basis for selective access to the 
limited capacity systemo According to HOFFi·1AIJ's (1978, 
1979), preselective processing is inaccurate and serves to 
direct the "best candidates" to the second stage ,.,here a 
r.10re accurate decision is made o Restated, "o o o access to 
the second stage is probabilistic: Access probubility is 
greater for targets than for nontargets, but nonzero for 
both" (DUNCA!,J, 1985, Po 94)o 
DUNCAN (1985) attempted to test this suggestion, 
reasoning that 11 ooo If it sometimes happened, in the 
simultaneous condition, that nontargets from one limb D 
gained access to the limited capacity system but were then 
(on more careful analysis) correctly rejected, performance 
on limb A, for all trials with a concurrent correct 
rejection, could not be as good as performance in the 
successive condition, in which the limited capacity system 
was never occupied by material from limb B during the time 
that limb A was presented" (Po 94)o The data from the 
line-tilt experiment showed that with concurrent correct 
rejections of limb B, performance for limb A was not lower 
in the simultaneous condition than in the successive 
condition; however, in the digit-search task (DUNCAN, 
1980a) there was a slight loss for the simultaneous 
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relative to the successive condition (of the order of 0.3 
d 0 units). DUNCAN (1935) concludes that the process of 
keeping nontargets out of the limited capacity system is 
perfect if the defining/reported attribute of the target 
is a simple feature, but a "little inaccurate" if the 
defining/reported attribute is more complex. 
An important aspect of DUNCAN's theory is the notion 
of a "selection schedule" ( 1980a, 1 981 ) \vhich is 
responsible for choosing a first-level stimulus 
representation and passing it through the limited capacity 
system to the second level. This is a process which " 
Phenonenally would correspond to directing attention 
to the stimulus" (1981, p. 91 ). According to DUNCAn, many 
different schedules can be implemented, amongst other 
stimulus properties (e.g., colour, size, form) selection 
based on advance knowledge of spatial position and 
adjacency to a bar marker (e.g., POSNER, NISSEN and OGDEIJ, 
1981; ERIKSEn and HOFFHAN, 1973). 
Although first-level processing is assumed 
parallel across stimuli simultaneously present 
visual field, this does not imply that different 
properties are all derived with equal speed 
accuracy and that all are equally effective in 
access to the limited capacity system. 
to be 
in the 
stimulus 
and/or 
guiding 
Rather: 
01 Selection schedules will vary in efficiency" ( 1981, 
p. 91 ). Thus, the question of the relative efficiency of 
different selection schedules is purely an empirical one. 
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For instance, the finding that even when the target 
is the only stimulus presented in an otherwise blank 
field, selection based on advance knowledge of spatial 
location is more effective than selection based on 
stimulus properties which have to be derived after arrival 
of the target relates to the question of the relative 
efficiency of selection schedules. However, it has no 
bearing on the question of an "early" perceptual role for 
attention. In other words, any finding that selection 
based on advance knowledge of spatial location is more 
efficient than other selection schedules cannot be taken 
as support for the idea that attention can facilitate the 
very 11early" stages of perceptual analysis. DUECAN (1981) 
concludes that "... If (a limit to the completeness or 
accuracy of preattentive perceptual analysis) is, in fact, 
to be found, it cannot be by experiments on the 
improvement of performance by advance knowledge of target 
position" ( p. 93). 
1.10. Spatial Attention and Signal Detection Theory 
Recently, SHAN (1980, 1982, 1984; SHAU, MULLIGAN and 
STOIJE, 1 983) has developed "attention theory", \'lhich 
appears to differ from the approaches discussed so far. 
In accordance with signal detection theory (GREEN and 
SWETS, 1966), attention theory assumes that there are (at 
least) two successive functional stages between stimulus 
and response~ coding and decision. In the coding stage, 
each stimulus is converted into an internal representation 
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(this stage may consist of a number of substages); and in 
the decision stageu the internal representation is used to 
determine the responseo The decisive question which 
attention theory attempts to address is whether attention 
influences the quality of the stimulus representation 
generated by the coding process and/or whether it 
influences the decision stageo 
SHAll (1980, 1982, 1984) has been mainly concerned 
with the dispay size effect, ioeo the decrease in the 
probability of correct decisions (eogo, target present 
target absent) that results from an increase in the number 
of separate input sources containing nontarget information 
(SHAW, 1984, extended attention theory also to the effect 
of probabilistic pri~ing)o Assuming that there is a 
strength associated with the stimulus (target or 
nontarget) at each location representing the de9ree of 
similarity between the internal stimulus representation 
and the targetu and assuming further that the strength 
(probability) distributions for targets and nontargets 
overlap, then with an increase in the number of nontargets 
there is also an increase in the probability that the 
strength of at least one nontarget exceeds the strength 
associated with the targeto Thus, for instance, if the 
task requires detection and localisation of a target and 
the observer chooses the location with the largest 
strength, there is an increase in error rate with 
increasing display size even if the strength distributions 
remain unchangedo 
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The basic approach of attention theory to account for 
the increase in error rates with increasin~ display size 
is to generate predictions as to the magnitude of the 
performance decrement expected on the assumption that the 
losses were entirely due to decision errorso If the 
observed decrement exceeds the predicted losses, then 
attention theory concludes that the increase in display 
size (also) reduces the quality of the internal 
representations generated by the coding process; the 
reduced quality of the internal representation is 
conceived of as greater overlap between the strength 
distributions of target and nontargeto 
SHAW (1982) discusses a number of decision models for 
integrating separate sources of information to form a 
simple "target present - absent" responseo There are hro 
basic classes of decision model: "first order integration 
models" and· "second order integration models", \>Tith the 
"order" of a model being determined by the number of 
independent internal codes postulated prior to the 
integrated codeo 
The "order 1 code" X for a given source of 
information is a sensory (or iconic) representation of the 
stimulus which may be influenced by the amount of 
attention allocated to this source, the energy level of 
the stimulus and the type of stimulus presented (eogo, 
target or nontarget)o In first order integration models, 
the code at the next level is the "integrated code" Y, 
a weighted 
separate sources of 
''response code" R 
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average of the Xs associated with the 
information. The third code, the 
is conceived of as a binary decision 
(e.g., target present target absent) requiring a 
comparison of the integrated code Y to a criterion beta; 
it is assumed that if Y is equal to or greater than beta a 
positive response is given, and if Y less than beta a 
negative response. Second order integration models differ 
from the first-order models in that they postulate an 
additional "order 2 code" X' between the "order 1 code" X 
and the "integrated code" Y. The "order 2 code" X' is 
considered as a binary 
code" X requiring a 
categorization 
comparison of 
of the "order 1 
the separate Xs 
associated with each source to a decision criterion beta 
(e.g., "detect state" X' = 1 or "nondetect state" X' = 0). 
The beta criterion (i.e., the "category boundary") may be 
different for the different sources of information and is 
assumed to be under subject control. The "integrated 
code" Y is typically assumed to be the sum of the X's, and 
the response code R is a binary decision requiring a 
comparison of Y to a criterion beta. 
In first order integration models the "order 1 code" 
X (i.e., the internal stimulus representation) may be 
considered as discrete (e.g., two-state, three-state, 
integer-state) or continuous. An example of a two-state 
model is LUCE's (1963) "low-threshold" model which assumes 
that the internal representation of a stimulus is in 
either a detect or a nondetect state; in contrast to 
01 high-threshold" 
detect state to 
high-threshold 
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models, low-threshold models allow a 
occur when no target is present (in 
models a detect state never occurs when no 
target is present; in both classes of model, a detect 
state may or may not occur when a target is present). 
SHAW (1982) generalized LUCE's two-state model to multiple 
sources of infornation, assuming that a positive response 
is given whenever a criterion number of sources is in a 
detect state (otherwise, a negative response is given; 
"low-threshold independent decisions model"). An example 
of continuous-state model is the Gaussian integration 
model of GREEN and SHETS ( 1 966) \-lhich considers the "order 
1 code" X as a random variable; the set of possible 
values for such a random variable forms a onedimensional 
continuum, and the probability of a particular value is 
nonzero both for targets and for nontargets. Target and 
nontarget probability distributions have Gaussian 
functions, with the target distribution being displaced to 
the right of the nontarget distribution. In tasks 
involving multiple sources of information, it is assumed 
that the random variables associated with the individual 
codes Xs are independent and identically distributed. 
These codes are then summed to form the integrated code. 
In second-order integration models, the "order 1 
code" X (i.e., the internal stimulus representation) may 
also be considered as discrete (integer-state) or 
continuous. An example of a continuous-state second order 
integration model is SHAl'l 0 s (1980) "inctependent decisions 
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model"o The assumptions underlying this model are similar 
to those of the Gaussian integration model, except that 
the probability distributions of the independent random 
variables associated with the stimulus representations may 
or may not be Gaussian and may or may not be identical 
(ioeo, in contrast to the Gaussian integration model, 
attention may influence the stimulus representation)o 
SHAW (1982) suggests that there are several possible 
strategies for allocating limited capacity attention to 
separate sources of informationo The "fixed-sharing" 
model assumes that attention is divided among locations 
(sources) within a given trial and that the allocation of 
attention does not change from trial to trialo A second 
model, the "all-or-none mixture model", assuoes that on a 
given trial attention is exclusively allocated to one 
location, and the location from which information is 
obtained varies in a probabilistic manner across trials 
("mixture" of rules for attention allocation)o 
SHAW (1984) investigated the display size effect, 
ioeo the magnitude of the increase in error rates with an 
increase of the display size from two locations (sources 
of information) to four locations (the target could appear 
at only one location on a given trial)o Both a consistent 
mapping and a varied mapping letter detection task and a 
simple luminance detection task were investigatedo The 
task required judging the location of the targeto The 
probability of target occurrence at each location was Oo5; 
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displays were of size n = 2 or n = 4 and could contain O, 
1, oooo or n targets, with the presence of a target at one 
location being independent of its presence at any other 
locationo The four locations were arranged at the corners 
of an imaginary square (1o75 dego diagonal separation); 
for n = 2, trials were blocked by the positive and 
negative diagonalo For the consistent mapping task, the 
exposure time needed for a performance level between o.eo 
and Oo95 correct location judgements (n = 2) was 10 msec; 
the corresponding duration for the varied mapping task was 
75 mseco In the luminance detection task, two (n = 2) or 
four (n = 4) lights at the corners of the square were 
continuously illuminated; the target was a luminance 
increment (brightening) of a particular light over the 
baseline levelo 
The decisive question was as to when it is possible 
to reject the null hypothesis that attention has no effect 
on the quality of the internal stimulus representation. 
To answer this question, SHAW (1980) derived a theoretical 
"boundary'' function relating the (decrement in the) 
probability of a 
four-location task 
location judgement 
correct location judgement in the 
to the probability of a correct 
in the two-location task. This 
boundary function represents the maximum performance 
decrement attributable to the decision process alone 
(ioeou without an effect of display size on the parameters 
of the strength distribution of the internal stimulus 
representation; the "maximum" is taken over all possible 
strength distributions, since 
attributable to the decision 
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the expected decrement 
process varies from 
distribution to distribution). The boundary function was 
based on the following assuDptions: 
( 1 ) II the signal location chosen is the one 
evoking the strongest impression of the target's presence" 
(i.e., the 11 order 1 code 11 random variable Hith the 
largest value); 
(2) the mean and variance of the target and 
distractor strength distributions remain unchanged with 
increases in set size (p. 291 ). 
On the basis of these assumptions, the probability 
P(N) that the target random variable is larger than any 
of the N - 1 distractor variables is always equal 
to or greater than the result of raising P(2), i.e. the 
probability of a correct location judgement in the 
two-location case, to the power of N- 1. 
The (first-order) Gaussian model (which is based on 
the assumptions of normally distributed random variables, 
equal variance for the target and distractor distributions 
and no effect of display size on the mean and variance of 
these distributions) predicts a performance decrement with 
the increase in display size from 2 to 4 which is lower 
than the maximum decrement represented by the boundary 
function. SHAW (1984) found that this model provided a 
good fit for the data of the simple luminance detection 
experiment. SHAW (1984) concludes that for simple 
luminance detection the entire, display size effect can be 
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accounted for in terms of the decision process and the 
detection of luminance increments is not capacity limited. 
Howeveru for the 
consistent and varied 
letter 
mapping) 
detection data (both 
the actual performance 
decrement exceeded the maximum decrement represented by 
the boundary function. Two models provided a good fit for 
the data of the letter detection tasks: A two-state model 
and a continuous-state model, both assuming that attention 
does influence the parameters of the two-valued or, 
respectivelyu continuous-valued random variables. SHAll 
(1984) concludes from the fact that the performance 
decrement exceeded the boundary function not only for the 
varied mappingu but also for the consistent mapping task, 
that both controlled search and automatic detection use 
limited capacity attention resources and that " 
training with a consistent-mapping (task) produces an 
increase in the efficiency with which processing capacity 
is used (shorter exposure duration in comparison with the 
varied mapping task)u but not the bypassing of 
limited-capacity processes" (p. 117)a 
SHAW (1984) refers to the two-state model also as 
ncapaci ty allocation" model (see also SHAH and SHA~·~, 1 977, 
and KINCHLAu 1980)a Attention is assumed to be a finite 
quantity phi which may be 
total 
partitioned among locations 
without changing 
probability of a 
the amount availablea The 
detect state for a particular location 
given that it contains the target and a certain amount of 
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attention phi(k) has been allocated there is assumed to be 
b(phi(k)) = 1 - e**-phi(k)o And the probability of a 
nondetect state for a particular location given that it 
contains a nontarget and phi(k) has been allocated there 
is q(phi(k)) (q(phi(k)) is assumed to be nonzero)o Both 
b(phi(k)) and q(phi(k)) are assumed to be continuous and 
increasing (concave)o 
SHAW (1984) refers to the continuous-state model also 
as "sample size" model (see also LUCE, 1977)o The sample 
size model, which treats sample strength as a continuous 
Gaussian random variable, is based on the assumption that 
there is a fixed number N of strength samples 
(observations) available to be divided among all 
locationso The internal random variable X for a 
particular location k given presence of a target or of a 
distractor there is then the sample mean based on a subset 
of N(k) observations (since the total number N of 
observations over all locations remains constant), and the 
variance of each sample depends directly on the size of 
this subset: The variance for a particular location is 
equal to the variance of a single observation of the 
random variable (a constant that depends on the stimulus 
conditions) over the number of samples allocated to this 
locationo With an increase in the number of locations, 
fewer samples can be allocated to each one, resulting in 
an increased variability in any sample strength statistic, 
eogo the sample meano Restated, with increasing display 
size the discriminability between target and nontarget at 
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each location would decrease and the reduced 
discriminability would, in turnu produce an increase in 
the probability that a nontarget strength at one location 
exceeds a target strength at anothero (The number of 
strength samples N is a discrete, integer-state quantity; 
the argument does not change if N is replaced by the 
continuous attention quantity phio) 
As SHAW, MULLIGAN and STONE (1983) point out, II 
the real difference between two-state and continuous-state 
models ooo is whether a subject's criterion or threshold 
is fixed or can be varied"; they assume that " the 
(two-state) model applies whenever an initial stimulus 
code involves categorization of a stimulus into one of two 
possible states for the purpose of making a decisiono Our 
particular tests of the model do not address the question 
of whether this is the only code, but only whether the 
threshold is fixed" (po 348)o 
The letter detection data of SHAN (1934) favoured the 
sample size and the capacity allocation model, but did not 
allow her to distinguish between themo The study of SHAN 
et alo (1983) was an attempt to separate these modelso 
This study involved three conditions (varied mapping 
letter detection): Display size was either 2 or 4; when 
it was 4, subjects were instructed either to "divide 
attention" bet\'Teen all four locations or to "focus 
attention" on only two locations (Leop the locations on 
the positive or negative diagonal of an imaginary square)o 
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With display size 2, there were no targets on a given 
trial, one target in the one or the other location, or two 
targets in both locations; with display size 4, there 
were either no targets, one target in one diagonal but 
none in the other, or one target in each diagonalo The 
task required indication of the target location (n = 2) or 
the target diagonal (n = 4)o 
For the two-state (capacity allocation) 
decision making assumptions were as follows: 
the location chosen is that for which there is 
model, the 
With n = 2, 
a detect 
state; if neither or both locations are in a detect 
state, one location is chosen at randomo With n = 4 and 
the focused attention instruction, the attended diagonal 
is chosen if either location on this diagonal results in a 
detect state; otherwise, the nonattended diagonal is 
choseno With the divided attention instruction, the 
diagonal with the greatest number of detect states is 
chosen; if the diagonals have the same number of detect 
states, selection is randomo 
For the continuous-state (sample size) model, the 
following assumptions were made: The location chosen is 
that for which the associated random variable is the 
maximumo With n = 4 and the focused attention 
instruction, the attended diagonal is chosen whenever one 
of the associated random variables exceeds its criterion; 
otherwise, the unattended diagonal is selectedo With the 
divided attention instruction, the diagonal chosen is that 
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for which the associated random variable is the maximumo 
SHA\·l et alo formally demonstrated that the two-state 
and the continuous-state model lead to different 
predictions for the accuracy of the location judgement 
under the divided and the focused attention instruction 
(n = 4)o The two-state model predicts that localisation 
accuracy is lower for the divided than for the focused 
attention instruction (single target trials only), while 
the continuous-state models predicts that localisation 
accuracy for the focused attention instruction is lower 
than or equal to that for the divided attention 
instruction a 
The prediction for the two-state model, however, 
depends upon whether the subjects followed the instruction 
to focus attention on one diagonalo To test this, the 
data for the focused attention condition (n = 4) was 
compared with the n = 2 condition: If subjects focus 
attention one diagonalu detection accuracy for the n = 4 
condition without targets in the attended diagonal should 
not differ from that in the n = 2 condition with no 
targets; this should hold whether targets are present or 
absent in the ignored diagonalo Further, detection 
performance for a diagonal with one target should be 
identical for the n = 2 and n = 4 conditiono 
SHAW et alo found that the magnitude of the display 
size effect (ioeo 0 the decrement in localisation accuracy 
in the n = 4 divided attention condition as a function of 
localisation 
equally well 
accuracy 
accounted 
continuous-state model. 
SHAH (1984) and suggests 
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in the n = 2 condition) could be 
for by the two-state and the 
This replicates the findings of 
that "... as the numher of 
display locations (independent sources of information) is 
increased from two to fouru the noisiness of information 
obtained from each location increases" (p. 348). 
As to the comparison between the focused ?nd the 
divided attention instruction (n = 4)u the important 
finding was that for all four subjects, localisation 
accuracy for the divided attention condition equalled or 
exceeded that for the focused attention condition; this 
result favours the continuous-state model over the 
two-state model. Howeveru the generality of this 
conclusion was weakened by the fact that only two of the 
four subjects were completely successful in following the 
focused attention instruction. (A further finding was 
that in the n = 2 conditionu all subjects used an 
attention sharing strategyu i.e. none used an all-or-none 
mixture strategy). 
In summary u in terms of SHA~·l' s "attention theory", 
attention is "... a limited resource ( ••• , processin9 
capacity, search effortu search time) available for 
processing'' (SHAW et al., 1983u p. 340). The allocation 
of the finite-quantity attention capacity phi is assumed 
to be under the control of the subject. That is, the 
total processing capacity available cannot be altered, for 
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instance 0 by changing the luminance level of the display 
since this is 11 ooo analogous, in a real-world search 
problem 0 to altering visibility (eogo 0 the effect of fog) 
and not the total search effort" (SHAH et alou 1933, Po 
350; however 0 changing the total duration of the display 
may be viewed as changing phi)o The processinq capacity 
allocated to a particular source of information can 
influence the internal stimulus representation (at least 
in letter detection tasks)o That isu the more limited 
capacity attention is allocated to a particular source, 
the higher the discriminability between target and 
nontarget and vice versa; and preferential allocation of 
limited capacity attention to one source necessarily 
increases the "noisiness" for other sourceso 
The difference between attention theory on the one 
hand and the models of HOFFi·IA~~ and of DUNCAN on the other 
seems to be that attention theory allows the "coding 
stage" to be influenced by attentionu whereas the models 
of HOFFHAN and of DUNCAN assume that stimulus coding is 
more or less complete (ioeo 0 capacity- and error-free), 
but that the information derived in this stage is only 
reportable if it is passed on to a second stage through a 
limited capacity processo In terms of attention theory, 
howeveru access to the coding stage information does not 
appear to be the limiting factoru although the quality of 
this information may be more or less affected by "noise"o 
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1o11o Overview 
The following four experimental chapters address a 
variety of questions arising from the work reviewed thus 
faro Chapters 2 to 5 start with their own introduction, 
focusing on the specific questions investigatedo This 
involves some repetition of the material presented in the 
preceding sections, but it allows the reader to read 
chapters independently of each other (and of the general 
introduction)o The following paragraph presents an 
outline of the questions investigated in Chapters 2 to 5, 
together with a 11 guide" to other work providing the 
context for the present experimentso Thus, readers can go 
straight to the experimental chapters of particular 
interest to them; if they require more detailed 
contextual information than provided in the introduction 
to each experimental chapter, they could go back to the 
relevant sections in Chapter 1 whenever necessaryo 
All experiments applied POSNER and SNYDER's (1975a, 
b) cost-benefit analysis to a discrimination or detection 
plus localisation tasko Chapter 2 (Experiments 1 to 4) is 
concerned with GRINDLEY and TOWNSENDvs (1968) question of 
the differential advantage produced by spatial cueing in 
single and multiple element displayso Effects of SOA, 
ioeo of the interval between cue and target onset, in 
Experiments 1 to 4 led to the proposal of a model of 
spatial attention that postulates an automatic and a 
controlled orienting componento This model is tested in 
Chapter 3 
directly 8 
(Experiments 
to the work 
5 
of 
1 01 
to 7) which relates 8 most 
JON IDES (1981; YA~1TIS and 
JONIDES 8 1984) 
SCHNEIDER and 
and SHIFFRIN 
SHIFFRIN 8 1977). 
and SCHNEIDER (1977; 
Chapter 4 (Experiments 8 
to 10) analyses the relationship between discrimination 
and localisation accuracy in single and multiple element 
displays 8 intending to reveal the search and decision 
processes underlying performance in Experiments 1 to 4. 
Search models discussed include TREIS~1AN's feature 
integration theory (TREISfiAN, SYKES and GELADE, 1977; 
TREISNAN and GELADE, 1980), HOFFHAN's (1978, 1979; 
HOFFMAJ:'J, NELSON and HOUCK, 1 9 8 3 ) and DUNCAIJ 1 s ( 1 9 8 0 a 1 
1981, 1985) late selection theories of attention and 
SHAH's (1980 8 1982, 1984; SHAI'lu i1ULLIGA!1 and STONE, 1983) 
sample size model. Chapter 5 (Experiments 11 and 12) is 
concerned with the question of how effectively attention 
can be divided among display locations 8 within a single 
brief exposure 0 and whether attention affects sensitivity 
.parameters and/or decision criteria. Thus, Chapter 5 
relates to the divided attention studies of, amongst 
others 8 SHAW and SHAW (1977) and POSNER 8 SNYDER an~ 
DAVIDSON (1980) 8 and it also has important implications 
for the visual search theories of SHAiv 8 HOFFHAN, DUi~CAJ.J 
and SHIFFRIN and SCHNEIDZR. 
Chapter 2 
The Effect of Visual Attention on Peripheral 
Discrimination Thresholds in Single and Multiple Element 
Displays 
2o1o Introduction 
In many studies on visual selective attention, 
subjects are induced to 91 orient" attention to particular 
locations in the visual field without moving their eyeso 
One of the most successful techniques for inducing 
attentional orienting is modelled after a procedure 
developed by SPERLING (1960) and 
(1961) to study "iconic memory"o A 
presented either shortly before or 
appearso These conditions are then 
AVERBACH and CORIELL 
"spatial cue" is 
just as the target 
compared with that 
when no spatial cue is providedo Several studies using 
this technique, in particular the experiments of ERIKSER 
and cm·TOrkers (eogo 0 ERIKSEN and HOFFMAN, 1972, 1973, 
1974; COLEGATE, HOFFMAN and ERIKSEN, 1974; VAN DER 
HEIJDEN and EERLAND, 1973) have demonstrated facilitation 
in accuracy and latency measures for targets at cued 
locations a 
POSNER and SNYDER's (1975a, 1975b) extension of this 
method to a "cost-benefit" 
assumption that alignment of 
necessarily decreases the 
analysis is based on the 
attention with one input 
amount of attention available 
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for other inputso In studies using this analysis, 
subjects were provided with a spatial cue indicating that 
a target would be presented at a particular location with 
a certain probabilityo Selective allocation of attention 
was expected to produce 01 benefits 11 on "valid" trials on 
which the target appeared at cued and "costs" on "invalid" 
trials on which the target occured at uncued locations. 
The predicted costs and benefits have been found in 
many studies (eogou POSNER 0 NISSEN and OGDEN, 1978; 
POSNER 0 SNYDER and DAVIDSON 0 1980; POSNER and COHEN, 
19848 BASHINSKI and BACHARACH 0 1980; ~~YLOR, 1983). 
With only one exception, the task in these studies 
required a simple speeded response to the detection of a 
suprathreshold luminance increment in an otherwise empty 
field (BASHINSKI and BACHARACH measured detection accuracy 
for a near-threshold luminance increment)o One reason for 
preferring a simple detection task seems to be POSNER, 
SNYDER and DAVIDSON's (1980) observation that in more 
complex tasks requiring visual acuity (e.g., 
discrimination or identification) the magnitudes of costs 
and benefits are reduced. POSNER et al. (1980) concluded 
that 11 oao spatial cues are very effective for simple RT 
to luminance increments because this task does not require 
determining what the event is before responding"; in 
complex tasks 0 however 0 the overall effects get smaller 
because of "... the necessity of the subjects switching 
attention from the spatial location indicated by the cue 
to the internal look-up processes which identify 0 0 0 or 
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determine the discriminative response" (po 168)o 
Another reason for the preference for simple 
detection stimuli in an otherwise empty field is, again to 
quote POSNER (1980), the 11 ooo usual observation that 
knowledge of spatial position only helps complex tasks 
when the field is cluttered'' (po 8) or when there are 
competing stimuli present in the visual fieldo The 
strongest support for this statement comes from GRINDLEY 
and TOI·lNSEND 0 s ( 1968) finding that advance knowledge of 
target location facilitated recognition only in their 
"multiple display 11 (four spatial locations one of them 
containing the target stimulus, the other three containing 
distractors)u but not in their usingle display" (in which 
the three remaining positions were blank)o The task in 
GRINDLEY and TOWNSEND's experiment (Experiment 1) required 
subjects to indicate both the location and the orientation 
of the symbol T (four orthogonal orientations) presented 
for a limited exposure duration~ the distractor stimuli 
in multiple displays were crosses of the same size and 
luminance as the targeto GRINDLEY and TOWNSEND concluded 
that 0 0 0 the role of attention in peripheral vision is 
rather to ensure that when there are competing messages 
from other parts of the visual field (multiple stimuli) 
the messages from the part to which attention is directed 
are given priority of treatment" (po 18)'1 it 11 ooo seems 
most profitable to consider the question of attention in 
peripheral vision as one of filtering the available 
information from a short-term information store" (po 19)o 
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However 0 GRINDLEY and TOWNSEND 0 s experiment is open 
to criticism. (1) They failed to specify the precise 
threshold exposure times; they only state that the 
exposure durations needed to reach the threshold criterion 
were longer for multiple than for single displays. Thus, 
the threshold levels may have been incomparable between 
the two display conditions (eogo 0 SPERLING and MELCHNER, 
1978). (2) Their verbal indication of the target location 
on foreknowledge trials caused a considerable delay 
between 01 cue" and target onset (ioeoo a delay in the order 
of 1-2 seconds according to GRINDLEY and TOWNSEND)o In 
addition, the indication of a quadrant is a rather 
imprecise location cue for a target presented at an 
eccentricity of 13 dego (eogo, JONIDES 0 1981)o (3) 
GRINDLEY and TOWNSEND did not mask the display after 
exposureo Thus, for multiple displays, absence of masks 
and generally longer exposure times could have allowed a 
longer build-up of temporal summation, ioeo a prolonged 
useful duration of iconic storage which could, in turn, 
have facilitated subsequent read-out processes. (4) The 
fact that GRINDLEY and TmJNSEND found no "benefit" of 
foreknowledge in single displays (there is actually a 
nonsignificant advantage for the condition without 
foreknowledge) is also puzzling: In their foreknowledge 
condition the probability of a corrrect orientation guess 
was 1/4 (no location uncertainty), while in the condition 
without foreknowledge the probability of a correct 
location plus orientation guess was 1/16o However, with 
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only 8 observations 
and subject, their 
random effects. 
per display/foreknowledge condition 
results were highly susceptible to 
Thus, it may not be too surprising that later studies 
of single element displays have demonstrated enhancement 
both of recognition latency (ERIKSEN and HOFFMAN, 1974) 
and accuracy measures ( SHA\'-7 and SHAl.o.J, 1 977; VAN DEr~ 
HEIJDEfi, SCHREUDER and HOLTERS, 1985) target 
locations were known in advance. However, VAN DER HEIJDEI1 
at al. found advantages for the cued location relative to 
a control condition with a spatially uninformative warning 
signal of less than 0.05 (probability correct), i.e. 
considerably less than the advantage GRINDLAY and 
TOWNSEND (1968) found for their multiple displays. That 
is, despite the fact that single element displays may 
benefit from spatial cueing, these studies do not rule 
out the possibility that the benefits for multiple 
displays 
study by 
are more pronounced. In fact, a recent RT 
ERII\SEN and YEH 
Experiment 1 and 2) seems 
findings of GRINDLEY 
elaborate reinvestigation. 
to 
and 
( 1 985; 
support 
Tm7NSEND 
comparison between 
this. Thus, the 
meJ?it a more 
In a pilot study, MULLER (1984) applied POSNER and 
SNYDER's (1975) cost-benefit analysis to a discrimination 
plus localisation task adapted from GRINDLEY and TOtlNSEND 
(1968). Single and multiple element displays were 
presented for their respective 0.75-threshold exposure 
times. The median exposure times needed to reach the 
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Oo75-level were about 60 msec for the single and 80 msec 
for the multiple display conditioni this difference is in 
accordance with GRINDLEY and TONNSEND (1968)o The target 
display was terminated by contour maskso MULLER found 
significant "benefits" and "costs" in performance for cued 
and uncued locationso That isu the task proved sensitive 
to the spatial cueing procedure, a result not demonstrated 
previously with accuracy as dependent measure. The 
advantage of cued over uncued locations did not differ 
reliably between single and multiple displays, a finding 
which is at variance with GRINDLEY and TOWNSEND. However, 
there was a tendency for performance 
display conditionu in comparison with the 
in the multiple 
single display 
condition, to be lower for uncued locations and higher for 
the cued position. 
This pilot study did not reveal any reliable effects 
of SOA (varying cue-target onset intervals) on performance 
for the cued location (valid trials)o When the cue was a 
transient change in light energy at the indicated position 
(peripheral cue), there was neither a consistent 
improvement nor a decline in performance with increasing 
SOA 0 such as have been found in choice and simple RT 
paradigms (eogo, COLEGATE et al., 1973; ERIKSEN and 
HOFFHAN, 19741 POSNER and COHEN, 1984; HAYLOR, 1983). 
According to ERIKSEN and coworkers, one should have 
expected some improvement in accuracy with SOA durations 
up to 150 msec, reflecting the orientation of attention to 
the cued position (i.e.u in terms of ERIKSEN and 
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coworkersu the focusing of the attentional "zoom lens")o 
According to POSNER and COHENu at even longer SOAs there 
should have been a decline in accuracy, reflecting what 
they refer to as "inhibition" effect; that is, 11 ooo Some 
part of the pathway from the cued location is reduced in 
efficiency by the cuing" (po 537)u thus favouring the 
sampling of areas of the visual field at which there was 
no previous change in light energyo This decline in 
performance for the cued location, however, may not occur 
with "informative" spatial cues, ioeo when the cue 
reliably indicates the actual target location, since 
inhibition may then be suppressed by attentiono For 
uncued locations (invalid trials), MULLER 0 s pilot study 
found a reliable improvement in accuracy with increasing 
SOA for single, but relatively invariant performance for 
multiple displayso 
2o2o Experiment 1 
Experiment 1 was designed to investigate three 
questions raised by this pilot studyo The first question 
concerned the tendency for the performance difference 
between valid and invalid trials 
multiple than for single displayso 
to be 
That 
greater for 
is, might a 
two-way interaction between display type and cue validity 
be established under more controlled conditions? The 
second and 
effects of 
locations; 
third questions of Experiment 1 concerned the 
SOA on performance for cued and uncued 
that is, whether the SOA effects found in RT 
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studies (ERIKSEN et aloo POSNER and COHEN) and the pilot 
experiment could be established (valid trials) or 
replicated (invalid trials)o The expectations were as 
follows~ For valid trials, an early improvement in 
performance and either no change (sustained preparation) 
or only a modest decrease (inhibition) in accuracy at 
longer SOAs; for invalid trials 0 an improvement in 
performance with increasing SOA for single, but not (or 
less marked) for multiple displayso 
Experiment 1 basically introduced the same factors as 
the pilot study~ display type (single and multiple) 0 cue 
validity (valid and invalid) and SOA. There was only one 
type of cue~ a brief brightening of the outline of one of 
the peripheral boxes marking the possible target locations 
(peripheral cue)o In order to map performance as a 
function of SOA for valid and invalid trials, the SOAs 
presented ranged between 50 and 200 mseco The 
experimental design was devised to allow a comparison 
between single and multiple displays within the 
limitations of GRINDLEY and TOWNSEND's (1968) procedure; 
eogog blocked design and separate determination of the 
Oo75-threshold exposure durations for the two display 
conditionso 
Apparatus and Materials~ Stimuli were presented on a 
Hewlett Packard 1321A X-Y display with a P 31 phosphor. 
The CRT was controlled by a CED Alpha (LSI 2/20G) computer 
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through ~ CED 502 Xnterface 0 the display program used was 
the EMDISP system developed by SHEPHERD (~984)o The 
laboratory ~as dimly illuminated by an incandescent lamp 
I?laced behind the screen and shielded fror.t direct vieHo 
·--·-
~he luminance of the stimuli was Oa1 ftL and the luminance 
©f the background of the screen was Oa01 ftLo Observers 
wiewed the CRT from a distance of 115 em with their heads 
~esting on a chin resta 
Diagram 2a1o~ Sequence of frames (X~ VI) presented on a 
given trial 
o··P.~ 0 [!] . ... ... 
. I I\' 
I n lir . o· ·. f-c- 0 n 
D D D ·D D D o· D D D [Q] [Q] 
0 
.....:>- III !-<>'" 0 <:::. ~ 0 
D D D D D D D 0 m [±] [QJ [Q] 
/ F-e- 0 
D D [±] [!) 
Display and Timingg Diagram 2o1o illustrates the 
~equence of frames presented on a given trialo Frame I 
.~isplayed & central fixation dot and four boxes in the 
periphery a The target stimuluso a T in any of the four 
1 1 1 
orthogonal orientations, appeared later in one of these 
(frame V)a After 500 msec, the central fixation dot was 
replaced by a central box containing one of the four 
possible Ts (frame II); this T, displayed for 1500 msec, 
indicated the comparison stimulus for a given trialo 
Then, 1000 msec after the reappearance of the fixation dot 
(frame III), a spatial cue was presented indicating the 
most likely target location (frame IV)o The cue was a 
50-msec brightening of 
peripheral boxes (frame 
trials on which all 
the outline of one of the 
IVa)o There were also baseline 
four boxes were brightened 
simultaneously; this event indicated that the target was 
equally likely to appear at all four locationso After 
variable delays following the onset of the cue (SOA), the 
target stimulus, a T in the same or a different 
orientation as the co~parison T, was presented in one of 
the four boxes for a limited exposure duration (frame V)o 
In single displays (frame Va), the three nontarget 
locations remained emptyo In multiple displays (frame 
Vb), the three nontarget locations contained distractor 
crosses of the same size and luminance as the targeto On 
valid trials (frame Va), the target appeared at the cued 
locationo On invalid trials (frame Vb), the target 
occurred at one of the uncued locationso The eccentricity 
of the target stimuli was 4o4 dego and their size was 
Oo25 dego In frame VI, the exposure of target and 
distractors was terminated by contour masks; the masks, 
which were composed of lines of the same size as target 
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and distractors 0 appeared simultaneously at all locations, 
independently of the display conditione 
Task~ After terQination of the target display (frame 
VI) 0 the subjects had to give two responses on a hand-held 
keypad~ First 0 a same-different response indicating 
whether the orientation of the target T was the same as or 
different from that of the comparison T previously 
presented in the centre 0 and 0 second 0 a position response 
indicating in which of the four boxes the target T had 
appearedo The position response immediately triggered the 
the next trialo 
Design and Procedure~ The three factors in 
Experiment 1 were (1) S/M - single/multiple display 0 (2) 
V/I - valid/invalid trials 0 and (3) SOA (6 levels: 50 0 
75u 100u 125u 150u and 200 msec)o Experiment 1 was 
divided into two sessions 0 each consisting of two blocks 
of trials~ one block of single and one block of multiple 
display trials, with their order counterbalanced across 
sessions and subjectso Each session lasted about four 
hourso The number of trials totalled 2880 0 ioeo 1440 
single 
48); 
and 1440 multiple display trials (6 x (96 + 96 + 
SOAs x (valid+ invalid+ baseline trials)) which 
were presented in random ordero The four orientations of 
the target T were presented with equal frequencyo In half 
the trials the target T was the same as the memory T 0 in 
the other half it was differento The target appeared with 
equal frequency at each of the four locationso The 
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spatial cue was valid on half the trials and invalid on 
the other halfa The cued location was three times as 
likely to contain the target as any one of the three 
uncued locationso 
Determination of the Threshold Exposure Durations: 
At the beginning of each block of trialsu target exposure 
times were determined individually for each subject for 
the respective display conditiono The estimation 
procedure used was a modified PEST adaptive staircase 
(FINDLAYu 1978) which aimed at a threshold level of Oo75 
on the baseline trials (the threshold trials presented a 
11 neutral" warning signal followed by the target at delays 
randomly drawn from the set of SOAs in Experiment 1 )o 
This procedure was based on joint correct same-different 
plus correct position responses (ioeou an error was 
counted if one or both responses on a given trial were 
incorrect)o As 
reached between 
a ruleu the threshold criterion was 
the 48th and the 96th trialo In the 
experiment there were also concurrent baseline trials 
(fixed exposure duration) in order to provide a check on 
the validity and stability of the threshold estimateso 
Instruction: The subjects were asked to respond as 
accurately as possibleo They were informed that the 
target stimulus would appear equally often in each of the 
four boxesu but three times as often at the cued as at one 
of the uncued locationsu furtheru that the target T would 
be equally often the same as and different from the memory 
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To The subjects were instructed to "attend" to the cued 
locationo They were told to fixate on the central dot 
during the sequence of frames on a given trialo If they 
accidentally pressed a wrong response key, they had a 
later opportunity to correct the responseo 
Subjects: Four subjects participated in Experinent 1 
and also in the subsequent experiments: IoPau NaAau DaCa 
and HoMo (males~ ages 20-28~ one with normal and three 
with corrected-to-normal vision)a IaPau NoAa and DaCa 
were paid 4a0 pounds for each four-hour session; payment 
was the same in the later experimentsa IaPa and NoAa 
had taken part in the pilot study (MULLERu 1984); DaCa 
and HoMo received a similar amount of practice in two 
preexperimental sessionsa All four subjects participated 
in another training session in which the Oa75-threshold 
exposure durations were estimated repeatedly until they 
were stablea The follov;ing Oa75-threshold exposure times 
were introduced in Experiment 1 for IaPou NaAou DaCa and 
HoMou respectively (means of the two sessions): 31, 30, 
33a5 and 29 msec in the single and 45, 47a5 1 49a5 and 
42 msec in the multiple display conditione 
2a2a2o Results 
The main performance measure analysed in Chapter 2 is 
the joint probability of a correct position plus a correct 
same-different response p(CPuCSD)a Section 2a7a 
(appendix) provides a detailed justification for this 
measure a 
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Further 11 vvcosts plus benefits" 11 ioeo differences in 
p(CP 11 CSD) between valid and invalid trials, were analysed 
rather than benefits and costs with reference to the 
("neutral") baseline conditione This was done because 
baseline trials were far less frequent than cued, ioeo 
valid and invalid trials 11 so that they were relatively 
unexpected, in addition 11 the simultaneous brightening of 
the outline of all four peripheral boxes on baseline 
trials produced a greater energy change in the display 
than did a peripheral cue on its owno Thus, performance 
on baseline trials may be affected by factors (eogo, 
warning signal and alerting effects, etco) which may have 
no (or less) influence on cued trials and make an analysis 
in terms of costs and benefits problematic (see JONIDES 
and MACK 11 1984) o 
Figure 2o1o presents the mean values of p(CP 11 CSD) as 
a ftinction of SOA 11 separately for single and multiple 
display valid and invalid trials1 
presents p(CP 0 CSD) for single 
baseline trialso (See figure 2o5o 
the corrected values of p(CP 11 CSD)o) 
figure 2o1o also 
and multiple display 
in section 2o7o for 
The values of p(CP 11 CSD) were arcsin-transforned 
(WINER 0 1971) and evaluated in a three-way ANOVA involving 
the factors S/M (single/multiple), V/I (valid/invalid) and 
SOAo This ANOVA revealed the following effects to be 
significant: (1) V/I: F(1 ,3) = 325o29, p < Oo001; (2) 
SOA: F ( 5 Q 1 5 ) = 1 4 0 9 8 , p ( 0 0 0 01 ; ( 3 ) s I !-1 X vI I : 
F«1oJ» 13 ~8o01o 
l'(So15) m ~Oo62o 
lP ( Oo025u 
P <t Oo001u 
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V/I 
IS» S/M x V/I x SOA: 
W(5 0 15) IS: 3o~0 0 p ( Oo05o «A separate ANOVA of · Grcsin 
p(CPuCSD) for the baseline trials 0 with the factors S/M 
... ~ ·-· 
gnd SOAo revealed no significant ~fi'ectso) 
Figure 2o1og p(CP 0 CSD) as a function of SOA 0 separately 
~or single «S: open symbols) and multiple (~l: closed 
~ymbols) displays and for valid 0 baseline and invalid 
~rials «Vg trianglesu B~ circles 0 Ig squares) 
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The significant main effect of V/I is due to the fact 
~hat p(CP 0 CSD) is generally higher when the target 
gppeared at the cued rather than at an uncued locationo 
The significant S/M x V/I interaction agrees with the 
prediction derived from GRINDLEY and Tm'INSEND ( 1968) g The 
©verall difference in p(CPuCSD) between valid and invalid 
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trials (V-I difference) is greater for multiple than for 
single displayso This is due to the fact that performance 
is higher for multiple than for single displays on valid 
trials (p < Oo001) and lower for multiple than for single 
displays on invalid trials (p < Oo05; all comparisons are 
based on the TUKEY-testu unless stated otherwise)o As can 
be seen from figure 2o1ou the advantage of multiple over 
single display valid trials appears quite invariant over 
the entire range of SOAso 
With regard to the effect of SOA on valid trials, it 
was expected that p(CPuCSD) would increase initially and 
reach its optimum at a SOA of the order of 150 msec; 
thereafteru either remaining constant at optimum or 
decreasing to some extento As figure 2o1o shows, there 
is some improvement between the 50 and 125-msec SOAs (at 
the 50-msec SOAu p(CPuCSD) is significantly lower than at 
the SOAs of 100 and 125 msec~ p < Oo01 )o Howeveru this 
initial increase is smallu ioeo the advantage for the 
cued position is already present at the very short SOAs 
and does not improve substantiallyo After the SOA of 
125 msecu p(CPuCSD) shows a tendency to decrease (at the 
200-msec SOAu p(CPuCSD) is significantly lower than at all 
shorter SOAs~ p < Oo025 and beyond)o This pattern of 
early improvement and later decline 
valid trials is apparent in both 
display conditionso 
in performance on 
single and multiple 
For invalid trialsu the expectation was for a general 
1 1 8 
(ioeo 0 combined across display conditions) improvement in 
performance with increasing SOAo As can be seen from 
figure 2o1o 0 p(CP,CSD) on invalid trials shows the 
expected improvement (at the 50-msec SOA p(CP 0 CSD) is 
significantly lower than at the SOAs longer than 100 msec, 
and at the 200-msec SOA p(CP 0 CSD) is significantly higher 
than at all shorter SOAs: p < Oo001 )o Thus, the 
significant V/I x SOA ·interaction occurs because 
performance for valid and for invalid trials converges at 
longer SOAso 
An additional prediction was that SOA would have 
different effects on single and multiple display invalid 
trials: no change in performance for multiple, and 
improvement with increasing SOA for single display invalid 
trialso If the advantage of multiple over single display 
valid trials is independent of SOA 0 this differential 
effect on invalid trials should manifest itself as a 
significant three-way interaction between S/M 0 V/I and 
SOAo This interaction actually turned out significanto 
As can be seen from figure 2o1ou for single display 
invalid trials there is a marked improvement in p(CP,CSD) 
as SOA gets longero However 0 p(CP,CSD) for multiple 
display invalid trials trials also shows a tendency to 
improve 0 though this is less pronounced than on single 
display invalid trialso Linear regression analyses of 
arcsin p(CP 0 CSD) revealed the increase to be significant 
for both single (F(1,22) = 33o11 0 p < Oo001) and for 
multiple displays (F(1 0 22) = 6o94 0 p < Oo025)o Thus, the 
1 1 9 
S/M x V/I x SOA interaction occurs because the convergence 
between valid and invalid trials at longer SOAs is more 
pronounced for single than for multiple displays, mainly 
due to a more marked increase with SOA for single display 
invalid trialso 
The increase in performance at very short SOAs, in 
particular between 50 and 75 msec, for valid and invalid 
trials may be partly attributable to a nonspatial (ioeo, 
warning signal) effect, since baseline trials also show 
some (nonsignificant) increaseo 
2o2o3o Discussion 
With regard to the three questions investigated in 
Experiment 1 0 the results can be summarized as follows: 
Performance differences between valid and invalid 
trials are greater for multiple than for single displays, 
due to a superiority for multiple displays on valid trials 
and a disadvantage on invalid trialso The superior 
performance in 
independent of 
direction of 
~1V 
SOAo 
relative to SV trials appears 
This result at least points in the 
GRINDLEY and TOWNSEND 0 s (1968) findingo 
Note, however, that performance for the cued position is 
clearly enhanced in single displays, 
uncued locations as well as the 
in comparison with 
baseline condition; 
further, that multiple displays required an additional 
exposure duration of about 15 msec in order to reach the 
Oo75-threshold which may have contributed to the superior 
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performance on valid trials (longer build-up of temporal 
summation). 
For valid trials, perfomance shows a slight but 
reliable improvement between the SOAs of 50 and 125 msec, 
followed by a tendency to decline. For invalid trials, 
performance improves with SOA over the whole range. The 
magnitude of the improvement on invalid trials appears 
dependent on the display condition: While there is a 
significant increase with SOA on both single and multiple 
display invalid trials, the improvement is more pronounced 
for single displays. 
The large advantage for valid trials, relative both 
to baseline and to invalid trials, at very short SOAs 
appears surprising when compared to the size of the 
effects obtained in other studies (e.g., ERIKSEN an~ 
HOFFI1A~1 6 1 9 7 2 u 1 9 7 4 i CO LEGATE 6 HOFFHAN and ERIKSEN, 1 9 7 3 ; 
POSNER, SNYDER and DAVIDSON, 1930). The greater advantage 
of spatial cueing in the present experiment may be 
attributable to three factors: (1) A bias to localise the 
target at the cued position (see section 2.7.), (2) 
greater spatial separation between display locations and 
(3) greater target eccentricity together with the 
complexity of the task (localisation plus discrimination). 
The greater separation between locations eliminates 
effects of lateral masking and vvintrusions", into the 
"focus" of attention, of display elements adjacent to the 
indicated target item (see ERIKSEN and HOFFrmi:, 1972, for 
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the effects of inter-element spacing)o This factor is 
important 0 above all 0 for multiple displayso 
The second factor 0 4o5 dego target eccentricity, is 
important for both display conditionso For complex tasks 
requiring stimulus discrinination rather than simple 
detection of change, benefits and costs associated with 
spatial cueing are dependent on the availability of 
(sustained) channels responsible for visual resolutiono 
These are highly concentrated in the fovea, while 
(transient) channels responding to abrupt visual chance 
are more evenly distributed about the retina (FUKADA and 
STONE, 1974; STONE and FUKADA, 1974)o That is, even 
though direct cues at the target location may summon 
attention rapidly and effectively both with foveal and 
with extrafoveal displays (possibly through trans~ent 
channel activation), costs associated with orienting may 
be less marked for small eccenticities because high 
spatial resolution channels are availablea 
This is consistent with ENGEL 1 s (1971) finding that 
for a task requiring a difficult target-background 
discrimination, the area within which the discrimination 
could be performed without advance knowledge of target 
location ("conspicuity area") is limited to the foveal 
regiono For extrafoveal targets 0 advance knowledge of 
their whereabouts can expand the conspicuity area in the 
direction of the target locationo Restated, spatial 
cueing of attention has little effect for targets falling 
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inside the area of high visual conspicuity, but a greater 
effect for targets outside this areaa Note that large 
"costs plus benefits'' were also found in other studies 
which used similar eccenticities as the present 
experimento JONIDES (1981, Experiment 3), for example, 
found RT differences between valid and invalid trials as 
large as 300 msec with peripheral cues, target 
eccentricities of 3a75 dego and SOAs of 25 and 100 msec; 
SOA had no effect on RTs for valid trialsa 
Further, the finding that the advantage for the cued 
position exists already at the 50-msec SOA and improves 
only little thereafter (particularly when warning signal 
effects are allowed for) appears in agreement with TSAL's 
(1983a) estimate of the time it takes to shift attention 
to the location of a peripheral cuea According to TSAL, 
latencies of attention shifts are about 50 msec and shift 
velocity is about 1 dego per 8 rnseca Thus, executing an 
attention shift in the present display could be estimated 
to take about 85 msec (SO msec plus 4a4 * 8 msec), ioeo a 
time about equal to the duration of the shortest SOA 
(50 msec) plus the target exposure time (38a5 msec on 
average) a 
Although valid trials show some initial increase and 
later decrease in performance 0 as expected, it appears 
premature to interpret this in terms of the hypotheses 
underlying the predictionso Two alternative explanations 
seem availablea First, that the pattern of initial 
improvement and later declineu 
around the performance peak at the 
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approximately symmetric 
125-msec SOA 6 is an 
expression of a range effectu ioeo a tendency to prepare 
optimally for SOAs in the middle of the serieso Second, 
that the later decrease on valid trials reflects a 
limitation to the period for which optimal preparation for 
the cued position can be maintained oru alternatively, a 
01 trade-off" \.,ith the corresponding increase for invalid 
trials (ioeou reallocation of attention away from the cued 
position to the uncued locations)o Thus 6 before the 
second and third questions asked by Experiment 1 can be 
answered in a satisfactory wayu two further problems must 
be addressed: (1) whether the SOA function of performance 
for valid trials is produced by a range effect, and (2) 
whether the improvement in performance with SOA for 
invalid trials reflects a trade-off against the 
corresponding decrease for valid trialso 
2o3o Experiment 2 
According to the range-effect explanation of the 
early improvement and later decline in performance on 
valid trialsu as observed in Experiment 1u extending the 
upper limit of the range of SOAs should shift the 
performance peak towards the long SOAso If 6 however 6 such 
a shift of the performance peak does not occuru a range 
effect cannot explain the SOA function of performance on 
valid trialso Thusu Experiment 2 basically replicated 
Experiment 1u except that SOAs varied from 100 to 
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500 mseco Experiment 2 also added further ·evidence 
relating to the question of the relative performance 
difference between valid and invalid trials in single and 
multiple displays and to the question of the differential 
effect of SOA on single and multiple display invalid 
trialso 
2 o 3 o 1 o l·lethod 
Experiment 2 presented 6 SOAs ranging from 100 to 
500 msec~ 100u 150u 200u 300 8 400 and 500 mseco Note 
that Experiment 1 and 2 had three common SOAs: 100, 150 
and 200 mseco The following Oo75-threshold exposure times 
were introduced in Experiment 2 for IoPou NoAou DoCo and 
HoMou respectively (means of the two sessions): 30o5, 
29o5u 32 and 27 msec for single and 42u 43o5, 45o5 and 
38 msec for multiple displayso 
2o3o2o Results 
Figure 2o2o presents the mean values of p(CP,CSD) as 
a function of SOA, separately for single and multiple 
display valid and invalid trials; figure 2o2o also 
presents p(CP 8 CSD) for single and multiple display 
baseline trialso (See figure 2o6o in section 2o7o for 
the corrected values of p(CP,CSD)o) 
The values of p(CP,CSD) were arcsin-transformed and 
subjected to a three-way ANOVA involving the factors S/M, 
V/I and SOAo This ANOVA revealed the following 
significant effects: (1) V/I: F(1 8 3) = 136o66 p < Oo005; 
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«2» SOA~ FC5o~5) g ~9o99o p ( Oo001~ (3) S/N X _V/I: 
~«~o3) 8 ~2o15o p ( OaOS~ «4) V/I X SOA: 
lr«5 0 15» ~ 71o19o p ( Oa001 0 «S» S/H X SOA: 
W«S 0 15» e:: 2oB6o Oo 10 ( p ( OaOSo (A separate ANOVA of 
~resin p(CP 0 CSD) for the baseline trials 0 '!:.Yith the·.· -factors 
S/M and SOA 0 revealed no significant effectso) 
Wigure 2o2o~ p(CP 0 CSD) as a function of SOA 0 separately 
for single (Sg open symbols) and multiple (M: closed 
~ymbols) displays and for valid 0 baseline and invalid 
trials (V~ triangles 0 B: circles 0 I~ squares) 
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The results of Experiment 2 basically replicate the 
~indings of the previous experimento ~s can be seen from 
figure 2o2o However 0 the decline in performance on valid 
trials ~nd the improvement on invalid trials appear more 
J?ronouncedo 
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P(CP 0 CSD) is higher for valid than for invalid trials 
(significant main effect of V/I)o The S/M x V/I 
interaction is significant, ioeo V-I differences are 
greater for multiple than for single displayso P(CP,CSD) 
tends to be higher for multiple than for single display 
valid trials (Oo10 > p > Oo05) and is significantly lover 
for multiple than for single display invalid trials 
(p < Oo005)o 
For valid trials, p(CP,CSD) tends to increase 
slightly from the 100- to the 150-msec SOA, and thereafter 
to decrease towards the SOA of 500 msec (while the initial 
increase is not significant 0 p(CP 0 CSD) at SOAs longer than 
200 msec is significantly lower than at shorter SOAs: 
p < Oo001 )o Most of this decline occurs between the SOAs 
of 150 and 300 msec (ioeo, there are no significant 
differences among SOAs longer than 200 msec)o With regard 
to the range-effect question, the crucial finding is that 
the performance peak occurs at the SOA of 100/150 msec, 
ioeo at the short extreme of the range of SOAs presented 
and not in the middle of the serieso That is, a range 
effect cannot explain the SOA function of performance on 
valid trialso P(CP 0 CSD) for the invalid trials shows a 
tendency to increase as SOA gets longer, thus contributing 
to the significant V/I x SOA interactiono This 
interaction occurs because V-I differences show a marked 
decrease after the 150-msec SOAo 
In contrast to Experiment 1 0 t~e three-way 
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interaction between S/Mu V/I and SOA is not significant 
even though the increase on invalid trials appears more 
pronounced for single than for multiple displayso To test 
whether the slopes of the increase in single and multiple 
display invalid trials differ, the values of arcsin 
p(CPuCSD) were subjected to separate linear regression 
analyseso The analysis for single displays revealed a 
highly significant linear regression (F(1u22) = 39o96, 
p < Oo001)u and the linear regression for multiple 
displays also reached significance (F(1u22) = 4o48, 
p < Oo05)o Slopes do not differ significantly (p > OoOS; 
t-test)o 
The increase in 
150-msec for valid 
attributable to a 
effect), since 
performance between the 100- and 
and invalid trials may be partly 
nonspatial (ioeou 
baseline trials 
warning signal 
also show some 
non-significant increaseo 
2o3o3o Discussion 
With regard to the three questions of Experiment 2, 
the results can be summarized as follows: 
Performance differences between valid and invalid 
trials are greater for multiple than for single displayso 
Performance on valid trials reaches an early peak at the 
150-msec SOAu followed by a declining trendo Performance 
on both single and multiple display invalid trials shows a 
significant improvement with increasing SOAo The rate of 
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improvement does not differ reliably between the two 
display concH tions; there is 0 however 0 sor:te evidence for 
a stronger increase for single display invalid trialso 
Extending the range of SOAs in Experiment 2 had no 
marked effect on the performance peak for valid trials: 
The difference between the SOAs at which the performance 
peak occurred in Experiment 1 and 2 is only 25 msec (note 
that the series of SOAs in Experiment 2 did not include a 
125-msec SOA)o Thus, it seems justified to reject the 
range effect explanantion for the performance function on 
valid trialso The rapid build-up of performance for the 
cued location seems a genuine effect associated with the 
transient change in light energy (peripheral cue) which 
may produce an "automatic" attention response (JO~HDES, 
1981}o 
However 0 the question of the interpretation of the 
declining trend in performance after the early performance 
peak remains unansweredo 
this decrease is quite 
Experiment 2 
substantial 
demonstrated that 
and that it occurs 
under both display conditionso This raises the question 
whether the decline in performance for valid trials with 
increasing SOA is due to a trade-off with performance for 
invalid trials which shows a marked tendency to improve in 
correspondenceo 
The combined results of Experiment 1 and 2 suggest 
that the magnitude of improvement for invalid trials is 
dependent on the display conditiono Although the 
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three-way interaction between S/M, V/I and SOA was not 
significant in Experiment 2, the pattern is similar to 
that found in Experiment 1o (For multiple displays the 
decline on valid trials at longer SOAs appears slightly 
stronger than for single displays, thus compensating for 
the less marked improvement on invalid trials)o The 
differential improvement for invalid trials between single 
and multiple displays is related to the finding that V-I 
differences are generally greater for the multiple display 
conditiono That is, spatial cueing produces less marked 
benefits and costs for single displays 0 in particular at 
long SOA durationso 
2o4o Experiment 3 
The main question of Experiment 3 was whether the 
improvement in performance on invalid trials is separable 
from the decline on valid trialso If this is the case, 
the performance loss for the cued location, which occurs 
after the early peak, may be caused by an "inhibitory" 
effect of the change in light energy associated with the 
peripheral cue 0 as described by POSNER and COHEN (1984)o 
According to POSNER and COHEN 0 the inhibition effect can 
be overcome if the cue is spatially informative, ioeo if 
the cued position is more likely to contain the target 
than the uncued locations 0 since inhibition may then be 
01 masked" by attentiono However, it may well be 
questionable to regard the inhibition effect as an 
all-or-none processo If the decline in performance for 
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the cued location observed in the previous experiments 
indeed reflects an inhibition effect 0 this effect is 
certainly weaker than that which POSNER and COHEN (1984) 
and MAYLOR (1985) observed in simple RT experimentso In 
these experiments 0 RT functions for 
trials typically intersect between 
300 mseco 
valid and invalid 
the SOAs of 200 and 
Note that in Experiments 1 and 2 functions for valid 
and invalid trials are closer to intersection in the 
single display condition 0 because of the differential 
improvement with SOA between single and multiple display 
invalid trialso The simple RT experiments resemble the 
single display condition in that they present a 
suprathreshold luminance increment in an otherwise empty 
fieldo That is 0 as SOA duration gets longer 0 single 
luminance increments at uncued locations may become 
increasingly powerful in summoning attention away from the 
cued position (to which it has been allocated by the 
advance cue) 0 thus contributing markedly to the 
intersection of the RT functionso 
According to POSNER and COHEN (1984) 0 the inhibition 
effect is due to a change in light energy preceding the 
target at the cued positiono If so 0 a possible test for 
the inhibition effect explanation of the performance loss 
on valid trials in Experiment 1 and 2 (direct peripheral 
cue) would be whether or not this loss fails to occur when 
the likely target location is indicated by a symolic cue 
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in the centre of the display (ioeo 0 without a prior change 
in light energy at the cued position)o If there is no 
performance loss 
invalid trials 0 
for valid trials but an improvement for 
the loss for valid trials that is 
associated with the peripheral cue cannot be explained in 
terms of a trade-off with the improvement for invali{ 
trialso 
Thus 0 Experiment 3 replicated the previous 
experiments 0 with two differences~ The most likely target 
location was indicated by a central arrow cue; and the 
SOAs were longer than in Experiment 2 (by 250 msec) 0 since 
production of a spatial expectancy in response to symbolic 
cues is regarded as a time consuming 0 "controlled" process 
(eogo 0 JONIDES 0 1981; see also SHULHAN and I'IcLEAH, 1970)o 
2 o 4 o 1 o 1-lethod 
The methodological details were the same as in the 
previous experiments 0 with the exception of the type of 
cue and the range of SOAso The 6 SOAs were 350 0 400 0 450, 
550 0 650 and 750 mseco The spatial cue was a 300-msec 
central arrow (see frame IVb in diagram 2o1o)o The 
warning signal presented on baseline trials was a central 
cross (instead of the arrow)o The following 
Oo75-threshold exposure times introduced in Experiment 3 
for IoPoo NoAoo DaCo and HoHo 0 respectively (means of two 
sessions)~ 33 0 32o5 0 35 and 30o5 msec for single and 45, 
46a5 1 48 and 42o5 msec for multiple displayso 
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.2o.So2o Results 
Figure 2o3o presents the mean values of p(CPuCSD) as 
~ function of SOAu separately for single and multiple 
display valid and invalid trials~ .. figure 2o3~ al~o 
~resents p«CPuCSD) for the two baseline conditionso (See 
figure 2o7o in section 2o7o for the corrected values of 
Figure 2o3og p(CPuCSD) as a function of SOAu separately 
for single (Sg open symbols) and multiple (Mg closed 
symbols) displays and for validu baseline and invalid 
trials (Vg triangles 0 Bg circles~ Ig squares) 
SOA ( nus e c ) 
The values of p(CPuCSD) ~ere arcsin-transformed and 
~valuated in a three-way ANOVA involving the factors S/Hu 
V/I and SOAo This ANOVfi revealed the following effects to 
be $ignificantg · (1) V/Ig 
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(2) SOA~ F(5 0 15) = 9.6Bu p < 0.001; (3) V/I x S/H: 
F(1 0 3) = 19.33 0 p < 0.025; (4) S/M x SOA: 
F(5 0 15) = 3.85 0 p < 0.025. (A separate ANOVA of arcsin 
p(CP 0 CSD) for the baseline trialsu with the factors S/ZI 
and SOAu revealed no significant effects.) 
As in the previous experiments 0 performance for 
single display invalid trials improves with increasing 
SOA. However 0 in contrast with Experiments 1 and 2, there 
is no decrease in performance for valid trials at longer 
SOAs; rather 0 performance stays quite invariant after an 
initial build-up. 
In accordance with the previous experiments, the 
overall V-I difference is greater for multiple than for 
single displays (significant S/M x V/I interaction). For 
invalid trials p(CP 0 CSD) is relatively lower for multiple 
displays (p < 0.01) 0 and for valid trials it is higher 
(p < 0.005). 
In contrast with Experiments 1 and .2u there is no 
significant V/I x SOA interaction. For valid trials, 
performance improves significantly between the SOAs of 350 
and 400 msec (at the 350-msec SOA p(CP 9 CSD) is 
significantly lower than at longer SOAs~ p < 0.005 and 
beyond) and then remains quite invariant at optimum. As 
can be seen from figure 2.3. 8 there is no apparent 
difference in this pattern between single and multiple 
displays. For invalid trials 8 performance shows a trend 
to improve with increasing SOA (at the 350-msec SOA 
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p(CP 0 CSD) is significantly lower than at SOAs longer than 
400 msec: p < Oo001 )o Thus 0 the convergence between 
valid and invalid trials at longer SOAs is much weaker 
than in the previous experiments, since no decline on 
valid trials contributes to ito 
The increase in performance on invalid trials appears 
more pronounced for single than for multiple displays 
(however 0 the three-way interaction between S/M, V/I and 
SOA failed to reach significance)o To test this effect, 
arcsin p(CP 0 CSD) for single and multiple display invalid 
trials were subjected to separate linear regression 
analyseso The tendency for p(CP 0 CSD) in the multiple 
display condition to increase did not prove reliable 
(F(1 0 22) = 2o28, noso) 0 while there was a significant 
linear regression for the single display condition 
(F(1 0 22) = 23o21 0 p < 001 )o Thus, combined over valid and 
invalid trials 0 single displays show a more marked 
improvement with SOA than do 
(significant S/M x SOA interaction)o 
multiple displays 
The increase in performance between the 350- and 
400-msec SOAs for valid and invalid trials may be partly 
attributable to a nonspatial (ioeo, warning signal) 
effect 0 for baseline trials also show some nonsignificant 
increaseo 
2o4o3o Discussion 
Experiment 3 confirms two findings of the previous 
experiments a 
for multiple 
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For valid trials, performance is superior 
than for single displays; for invalid 
trials 0 however 0 performance is lower for multiple than 
for single displayso As a result, V-I differences are 
greater for multiple displaysa Further 0 there is a 
differential improvement with increasing SOA between 
single and multiple display invalid trialso 
Experiment 3 demonstrates that when the likely target 
location is indicated by a central arrow cue, there is no 
decline in performance for valid trials after optimu~ 
level has been reacheda However 0 even in the absence of a 
decline for valid trials 0 performance for invalid trials 
can improve as SOA duration increasesa Thus, the loss in 
performance for the likely target location following a 
peripheral cue (iaea 0 a change in light energy at this 
position; Experiments 1 and 2) cannot be explained in 
terms of a trade-off in attention allocation between cued 
and uncued locationsa 
This pattern of results is in accordance with that 
described by POSNER and COHEN (1984) for simple RT tasks, 
so that the performance loss for valid trials observed in 
Experiments 1 and 2 might be attributable to ninhibition"o 
If so 0 the present experiment would suggest that 
00 inhibition91 is not an all-or-none, but rather a graded 
effect which also occurs with spatially informative direct 
cues; in other words, attention allocated to· the likely 
target location might partly, but not completely suppress 
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inhibition. Howeveru if suppression is complete, this 
would indicate that spatial orienting is more effective 
immediately after occurrence of a peripheral cue than at 
long SOA durations following presentation of either a 
central or a peripheral cue. In other wordsu with 
peripheral cues optimum advantage for the cued location at 
very short SOAs might be superior to the optimum level 
which can be maintained with central (and with peripheral) 
cues at longer SOA durationso 
The finding that performance for invalid trials 
increases with SOA might indicate that search for targets 
at uncued locations is inhibite~u initially, when 
attention is "automatically" summoned to the likely target 
location by a peripheral cue and/or during "controlled" 
production of a spatial expectancy based on the 
information (about the likely location) provided by a 
central or by a peripheral cue. With completion of these 
processes, attention can be reallocated to a target at an 
0
'unattended 01 position calling an attention response, and 
performance for uncued locations can improve. 
The differential improvement for invalid trials 
between single and multiple displays points to a basic 
difference in the search for targets at uncued locations. 
In single displays, search presumably utilises the 
luminance change associated with the onset of the single 
target to detect it. In multiple displaysu however, this 
inforruation is not available since distractors of the same 
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size and luminance appear simultaneously with the targeta 
Thus 0 for single displays, the improvement is more 
pronounced since the luminance change associated with 
target onset acts as a direct neue" to its position; 
indeed, a target at an uncued location may produce an 
00 automatic" attention response in the same way as a 
peripheral cue if attention is no longer engaged by the 
cued positiona In multiple displays, however, target 
detection is based on some attribute which discriminates a 
T from a crosso Derivation of this information is more 
time consuming and liable to errors than is the detection 
of a single luminance change 0 so that any attention 
response to the target is delayedo Thus, because of the 
limited exposure time, the improvement in performance with 
SOA is less pronounceda 
With peripheral cues (Experiment 1 and 2), both 
single and multiple display invalid trials show a 
significant improvement with increasing SOA; with central 
cues (Experiment 3), however, only single display invalid 
trials improve reliablya Thus, it appears that t~e 
01 early" inhibitory effect on uncued locations is stronger 
when the likely target location is indicated by a direct 
change in light energy rather than by a symbolic cue in 
the centrea (Note, however, that the present experiments 
are not entirely conclusive, since the shortest so~ 
durations in Experiment 3 were longer than those in 
Experiments 1 and 2)o 
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2o5o Experiment 4 
The three previous experiments established that 
performance differences between the valid and invalid 
trials are greater for multiple than for single displays, 
due to a relative advantage for multiple displays on valid 
trials and a disadvantage on invalid trialso Although V-I 
differences are highly reliable in both displ3y 
conditions 0 this pattern at least points in the direction 
of GRINDLEY and TmmSEND 0 s (1968) findingo 
However 0 any conclusions about the relative strength 
of the effects associated with spatial cueing in the two 
display conditions seem problematicu since the longer 
threshold exposure durations for multiple displays in 
GRIHDLEY and TOHI.JSEND 0 s study and in Experiments 1 , 2 and 
3 presumably favour the multiple display condition 
«SPERLING and !·1:CLCHNEll 0 1978)o On the assuEiption that the 
cued position is assigned search priority 0 there is 
relatively less time available in the single displ&y 
condition to discriminate the target if it appears thereo 
That is 0 the advantage for multiple over single display 
valid trials may be compensated for or even reversed when 
the two display conditions are presented with the same 
exposure 
comparison 
presenting 
durationso Thus 0 Experiment 4 aimed at a direct 
between the two display conditions by 
them with the same exposure duration and in 
randomized ordero 
The finding tha~ performance on invalid trials is 
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generally superior for single relative to multiple 
displays may be due to the fact that target detection is 
based on the luminance change produced by single target 
onseto To test this, a third display condition was 
introduced in Experiment 4 which was a "hybrid" of the 
single and multiple display conditions: In the first half 
of target exposure, the target appeared on its own, as in 
single displays, and in the second half distractors 
appeared at nontarget locations 8 as in multiple displays. 
Thus 8 if the lu~inance change associated with the onset of 
a single target is a "pointer" to its location, 
performance on hybrid display invalid trials should be 
intermediate between single and multiple display invalid 
trialso 
It has been proposed (see section 2o4o3o) that the 
transient change in light energy produced by direct cues 
is associated \·lith a strong ("early") inhibitory component 
for uncued locationso As the effect of peripheral cues to 
summon attention fades out and production of an 
expectancy, based on the spatial information provided by 
the cues 8 is completed 8 attention becomes available for 
reallocation and performance for uncued locations can 
increaseo Thus, rather than being linear, the increase 
for invalid trials should be more marked at short SOA 
durations and then reach an asymptotic level that depends 
on the display conditiono To obtain further information 
about this increase, the range of SOAs in Experiment 4 was 
extended to 700 msec (peripheral cue)o 
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2o5o1o Method 
The basic method of Experiment 4 was t~e same as in 
the previous experimentso The variations were as follows: 
Design and Procedure~ Experiment 4 involved the 
factors S/H/H single/hybrid/multiple display 8 V/I and 
SOA (4 levels~ 100 0 300 0 500 and 700 msec)o In hybrid 
displays 0 there was a delay between target and distractor 
onset which was half the exposure ti~e estimated 
individually for each subjecto The spatial cue was a 
50-msec peripheral brighteningo Experiment 4 consisted of 
2688 trials 0 including single and multiple display 
baseline trialso The three display conditions were 
presented in randomized order (within the same block) and 
with the same target exposure durationo 7he exposure 
duration was the mean of the Oo75-threshold estimates 
obtained separately for single and multiple displays at 
the beginning of each session (the order of single and 
multiple display threshold trials was counterbalanced 
across sessions and subjects)o The subjects were not 
informed about the presentation of the hybrid display 
(except for HoMo)o 
Subjects: By the ti~e Experiment 4 was conducted, 
all four subjects had taken part in a different series of 
experiments (see Chapters 3 and 5) 0 with the consequence 
that the Oo75-threshold times were reduced (practice 
effect)o The average Oo75-threshold exposure times 
(average of single and multiple displays) wereu for IoPo, 
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and HoMo 0 respectively (means of two 
~o5a2o Results 
Figure 2a~o presents the mean values of p(CP~CSD) as 
~ function of SOA 0 separately for single 0 hybrid and 
multiple display valid and invalid trials and also for 
$ingla and multiple display baseline trialso (See figure 
in section 2a7o for the corrected values of 
p(CPoCSD)o) 
Figure 2o4og p(CP 0 CSD) as a function of SOA 0 separately 
for single (Sg open symbols} 0 hybrid (H~ dushed line) 
~nd multiple (Mg closed symbols) displays and for valid 0 
baseline and invalid trials (Vg triangles 0 Bg circles1 
Xg squares) 
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The arcsin~transformeC values of p(CP 0 CSD) were 
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subjected to a three-way ANOVA involving the factors 
S/H/I:u V/I and SOAo All effects were significant: ( 1) 
S/H/'d: F(2 0 6) = 46o01 u p ( Oo001i ( 2) V/I: 
F(1 u3) = 720o75 0 p < Oo001 I (3) SOA: F(3u9) = 20o24, 
p < Oo005; (4) S/H/M x V/I: F(2u6) = 26o56, p < Oo005~ 
(5) S/H/M x SOA: F(6 0 18) = 7o41 0 p < Oo001; (6) V/I X 
SOA: F(3 0 9) = 596o34 0 p < Oo001i (7) S/H/M x V/I x SOA: 
F(6 0 18) = 6o13 0 p < Oo025o (A separate ANOVA of arcsin 
p(CP 0 CSD) for the baseline trialsu with the factors S/M 
and SOAu revealed a signi::icant effect of S/ .... ~·l. 
F(1u3) = 12o04u p < 05)o 
Unlike the previous experiments, overall performQnce 
is higher for single than for multiple and for hybrid 
displays (significant main effect of S/H/H)o This holds 
for both the comparisons between invalid trials (SI-MI and 
SI-HI: p < Oo001 ), but only for the S-M comparison 
between valid trials (SV-MV: p < Oo001)o Performance for 
hybrid displays is superior to multiple displays (HV-~V 
and HI-MI: p < Oo001)o V-I differences are smallest for 
single displays ( S-H and S-I;l: p < Oo001 ), internediate 
for hybrid displays (H-M: p < Oo005) and greatest for 
multiple displays (significant S/H/M x V/I interaction)o 
The effect of SOA on valid trials does not differ 
much among the three display conditionso Performance is 
highest at the 100-msec SOA and then declines as SOA 
increases to 300/500 msec1 thereafter 0 performance 
remains relatively constant (combined over the three 
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display conditionsu only the differences between the 
100-msec and the longer SOAs are reliable: p < Oo001 )o 
For invalid trialsu performance in all display 
conditions improves substantially between the 100 and 
300-msec SOAs (at the 100-msec SOA p(CP,CSD) is 
significantly lower than at the longer SOAs: p < Oo001 ). 
This initial increase appears comparatively more marke-:: 
for singleu intermediate for hybrid and less marked for 
multiple displayso Single and hybridu but not so much 
multipleu displays show SOTile further improvement after the 
300-msec SOAo 
The significant three-v1ay interaction bet\veen S/H/il, 
V/I and SOA occurs mainly because of the differential 
effect of SOA on invalid trialso That is, V-I differences 
generally decrease between the 100- and 700-msec SOAs, but 
the total magnitude of this decrease is greater for single 
than for multiple (p < OoOOS) and tends to be greater for 
hybrid than for multiple displays (p < Oo05); it does not 
differ between single and hybrid displayso 
2o5o3o Discussion 
In summaryu the results are as follows: 
For valid trials, performance is superior for single 
and for hybrid in comparison with multiple displays when 
all display conditions are presented with the same 
exposure timeo This is consistent with the idea that v1hen 
attention is already available at the cued location at 
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target onset 0 processing demands in single and hybrid 
displays are largely reduced to target discrimination 
since the target appears on its own (at least initially in 
hybrid displays)o The absence of a significant 
performance loss for hybrid displays suggests that the 
luminance change associated with (single) target onset at 
the cued position is detected early during target exposure 
and that the later a~rival of distractors at uncued 
locations does not interfere with target discriminationo 
The poorer performance for multiple displays can be 
attributed to the additional requirement of distinguishing 
the target T from a distractor crosso 
The finding that on invalid trials performance for 
hybrid displays trials is superior to multiple displays 
indicates that target search is in fact utilising the 
information provided by the (initially single) luminance 
change produced by target onset at one of the uncued 
locationso However 0 reduced performance for hybrid 
relative to single displays points to some interference 
from delayed distractors (one of them occurring at the 
cued position)o 
For invalid trials, there is a general, ioeo largely 
display-condition independent 0 increase in performance 
between the 100- and 300-msec SOAs; after the 300-msec 
SOA 0 hybrid and single displays show a further, 
asymptotic 0 improvemento For valid trials 0 there is no 
indication of a differential effect of SOA between the 
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three display conditionso They all sho'VT optimu::t 
performance at the 100-msec SOA; thereafter 0 performance 
declines to some extent and then stabilizes at the lower 
levelo 
The substantial impairment of performance for uncued 
locations at the 100-msec SOA reflects 0 presumably, an 
early inhibitory effect associated with transient changes 
in light energy in peripheral vision 0 such as the 
peripheral cues presented in Experiment 4o Peripheral 
cues rapidly and inadvertently sun~on attention to the 
cued position 0 thereby reducing the amount of attention 
available for the uncued locationso As this passive 
effect of the peripheral brightening fades out and 
attention for the cued location_ is actively maintained, 
through production of a spatial expectancy based on the 
information of the cue 0 attention becomes available for 
reallocation 0 thus allowing enhancement for uncued 
locations to occur in all display conditionso 
Hov1ever 0 the magnitude of the enhancenent depends oa 
the type of display: It is greater when the target 
appears on its own (single and 0 at least initially, hybrid 
displays)o This suggests that the luminance change 
associated with the onset of a single target summons 
attention in a similar "automatic" fashion as previously a 
periphe.:-al cueo 
search cannot 
associated "Ylith 
In multiple 
take advantage 
target onset 
displays, however 0 target 
of the luminance change 
since distractors appear 
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simultaneously (one of them at the cued position)o 
The finding of Experiments 1 0 2 and 3 that 
performance differences between valid and invalid trials 
are less marked for single than for multiple displays also 
holds when targets are presented for the same exposure 
duration in both display conditionso Further, V-I 
differences decrease as SOA increases and this effect is 
more pronounced for single displays {because of the 
substantial improvement on invalid trials)o Thus, for 
single displays 0 the advantages associated with spatial 
cueing are small 0 in particular at long SOAso But 
performance stays superior for valid trials even at the 
longest cue-target intervals 0 despite the marked 
improvement for "unattended'' locations 0 so that there is 
no justification for the conclusion that single displays 
do not benefit from spatial cueing of attentiono 
2o6o General Discussion 
In summary, there is clear evidence that the 
difference in performance between valid and invalid trials 
is greater for multiple than for single displays (see also 
the RT study of ERIKSEN and YEH 0 1985)o This finding is 
independent of whether single and multiple displays are 
presented for their respective Oo75-threshold exposure 
durations (resulting in ~ relatively longer duration for 
multiple displays; Experiment 1 0 2 and 3) or whether they 
are presented for the same exposure time (Experiment 4)o 
In the first case 0 the greater V-I difference for multiple 
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displays is due to superior performance in valid trials 
and reduced performance in invalid trialso In the secon0 
caseu it is due to a more pronounced disadvantage, 
compared to single displaysu for invalid than for valid 
trialso 
Note that the superior performance for valid trials 
in comparison with invalid (and baseline) trials cannot be 
accounted for in terms of guessingo When correct2d ~or 
guessing (see figures 2o5o to 2o8o in section 2o7o for 
the corrected values of p(CPuCSD))u the magnitudes of the 
overall V-I differencesu collapsed over display conditions 
and SOA durationsu are reduced by up to Oo05o Even at the 
longest SO~s (200u 500u 750 and 700 msec)u V-I differences 
in single displays are Oo1Gu Oo09u Oo09 and Oo13 for 
Experiment 1u 2u 3 and 4u respcctivelyu with performance 
for valid trials (Oo77u Oo75u Oo77 and Oo82) never falling 
below the uncorrected Oo75-baseline levelo 
A further reliable finding is that for valid trials, 
performance 
displaysu 
differences 
whatever their 
between single 
directionu 
and 
are 
multiple 
largely 
independent of SOAo For both display conditionsu when the 
likely target location is indicated by a direct change in 
light energy (Experiment 1u 2 and 4)u performance is 
~boosted'' almost instantlyu with the SOA at which 
performance reaches its peak (125/150 msec) being almost 
unaffected by the presented range~ after having reached 
optimumu performance shows a marked declineu in particular 
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bet\'reen the SOAs of 125/150 and 300/500 msec, follovteC. by 
sustained performance at the lovter level o When the likely 
location is indicated by a symbolic cue in the centre 
(Experiment 3) 0 performance is maintained at optimum after 
an initial build-upo 
For invalid trials, performance differences between 
single and multiple displays are not independent of SOA; 
rather, they increase as SOA gets lo~ger, ior both types 
of cueo However, when the cue is a peripheral change in 
light energy (ExperiQent 1 0 2 and 4) performance for both 
single and multiple displays increases, in particular 
beb1een the SOAs of 100/200 and 300 msec, while in ti1e 
case of the central cue (Experiment 3) there is a reliable 
improvement only for single displays and this increase 
appears less pronouncedo The finding that with a central 
cue, improvement on invalid trials can occur (single 
displays) without a loss in performance for valid trials 
suggests that the decline in perforQance for the likely 
target location following a change in light energy at this 
position is a separate effect froQ the improvement for the 
uncued locations and cannot be explained in terns of a 
trade-off relationshipo 
It seems possible to provide an explanation for these 
results by extending POSNER 0 s (1980) theoretical framework 
into a two-component model of spatial orientingo This 
model is illustrated in diagram 2o2o 
A transient change in light energy ~receding the 
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~arget at the cued location (ioeou a direct peripheral 
©ue» triggers am automatic attention response (JONIDES, 
~981Do producing a rapid performance boost for this 
positiono This early fucilitatory effect for the cued 
position is associated with a concurrent inhibitory effect 
~or uncued locationso This early inhibitory effect 
~eflects an impairment in the ability of targets at 
~nattended locations to call an attention response, 
presumably caused by the rapid engager.tent of attention by 
the peripheral cueo 
Diagram 2o2og Hypothetical two~component model of spatial 
orienting (see text for detail) 
AUlOMAl~C 
CONTROLlED 
100 200 300 400 500 
The early 0 autornatic 0 facilitation for the cued 
position produced by the preceding change in light energy 
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is transitory 0 passing over into a component of actively 
sustained attention for the cued position" This component 
is initiated through a controlled process of producing an 
expectancy for the likely target location" Production of 
a spatial expectancy 0 based on the information provided by 
the cue, is relatively delayed and occurs while the 
automatic orienting component is active" The duration of 
the early inhibitory effect on uncued locations is 
time-locked to the automatic orienting component" Thus, 
with the fading of automatic facilitation, attention can 
be disengaged from the cued position" This enhances the 
ability of targets at uncued locations to call an 
attention response" 
With a symbolic cue in the display centre 0 the ea~ly 
facilitatory effect is absent 0 ioeo build-up of 
performance for the cued position is more gradual" That 
is, central cues seem to initiate only the second 
component of actively maintained attention for the cued 
position 0 through , production of an expectancy for the 
likely target location" 
There is evidence that with central cues the early 
inhibitory effect on uncued locations is not absent, but 
only reduced (ioeo 0 performance for uncued locations 
appears less impaired 0 initially 0 than with peripheral 
cues)" McLEAN and SHULHAN (1978) suggest that 11 oao 
construction of an expectancy requires the involvement of 
attention demanding processes"; but 11 ooo once that 
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expectancy has been constructed it can persist for brief 
periods of time independent of the direction of attention" 
(po 453)o That isu attention may be diverted into 
production of an expectancyu so that inhibition for 
unexpected locations may build up rapidly, while 
facilitation for the likely position may be delayed; this 
early inhibitory effect may be compensated for, to some 
extentu once production of the expectancy is completed and 
attention becomes available againo 
This two-co8ponent model makes a basic distinction 
beb.,een "external" and "internal" spatial orienting 
(POSNERu 1980)~ With peripheral cuesu orienting of 
attention initially responds to externalu ioeo physical 
properties of the cue (activation of transient channels 
through abrupt changes in light energy)o Howeveru as the 
delay between cue and target increases, orienting is 
guided by internal processes which respond to the spatial 
information provided by the cue (production an~ 
maintenance of a spatial expectancy)o Note that external 
and internal orienting processes may interact~ Production 
of a spatial expectancy may enhance the magnitudes of the 
early facilitatory and inhibitory effects of peripheral 
cues on cued and on uncued locationso This suggestion is 
consistent with JONIDES' (1980) finding that even with 
peripheral cues and very short SOAs, the magnitudes of 
benefits and costs vary with cue validityo 
Presumablyu the internal processes which enable 
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attention for the cued position to be maintained (at long 
SOAs) are the same for central and for peripheral cueso 
However 0 the present experiments are not conclusive as to 
the extent to which POSNER and COHEN's (1984) inhibition 
effect (ioeo 0 the inhibitory effect following a preceding 
change in light energy at the cued position) is suppressed 
by sustained attentiono That is 0 a direct comparison 
between central and peripheral cueing experLtents is 
limited by the fact that they were not conducted at the 
same time and with the same Oo75-threshold exposure 
durationso In the present data 0 suppression appears 
fairly strong (ioeo 0 performance on valid trials at longer 
SOAs does not differ substantially between central and 
peripheral cueing experiments)o If confirmed 0 this result 
would suggest that the early facilitatory component 
associated with peripheral cues is more powerful than the 
component of sustained facilitation associated both with 
central and with peripheral cueso 
It is interesting to note that there is no indication 
of POSNER and COHEN's inhibition effect in the baseline 
condition of Experiments 1 0 2 and 4 0 although there was a 
change in light energy occurring at each location and this 
warning signal was spatially uninformative (ioeo, 
inhibition should not be masked by attention)o The 
absence of this effect in the baseline trials may indicate 
that inhibition occurs only for a particular location when 
there was a prior 0 externally triggered attention response 
to this position (see also 1-lAYLOR, 1985)o For the present 
experiments 0 however 0 it seems 
attention response could be 
locations simultaneouslyo 
unlikely 
made to 
that 
four 
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such an 
different 
The present data suggest that the early inhibitory 
effect on uncued locations is stronger when the likely 
target location is indicated by a direct change in li~ht 
energy rather than by a symbolic cue in the centreo But 
again, this conclusion is limited by the fact that the 
shortest SOA durations in Experiment 3 (central cueing) 
were longer than those in Experiments 1, 2 and 4 
(peripheral cueing)o This makes it difficult to assess to 
what extent production of a spatial expectancy inhibits 
performance for uncued locationso 
However, it seems established that the 
enhancement 
marked for 
differential 
following the early inhibitory effect is more 
single than for multiple displayso This 
SOA effect points to a basic difference in 
target search between the two display conditionso 
In single displays 0 the luminance change associate~ 
with target onset at one of the uncued locations is a 
direct pointer to its positiono As attention is no longer 
passively engaged by the cued location (automatic process) 
and/or active production of an expectancy for the cued 
position is completed (controlled process), a single 
luminance increment occurring at an unattended uncued 
location can elicit an "automatic" attention response in 
the same way as previously a change in light energy at the 
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cued locationo 
In multiple displays 6 howeveru the luninance change 
associated with target onset provides only temporal but no 
spatial information since distractors of the same size anC 
energy appear simultaneouslyo 
be based on some "higher 
discriminates a T from a 
Ratheru target seQrch must 
level" attribute which 
crosso Extraction of this 
information is a relatively time consuming and error-prone 
process (ioeou distractors may erroneously call attention 
and have to be rejected) 6 so that any attention response 
to the target is delayedo Thus 6 because of the limited 
exposure timeu un2ttended targets receiv2 less adv3ntagc 
from the increasing availability of attentiono 
Presumably 6 the more demanding nature of the search 
for "unattended" targets in multiple element displays is 
the cause for the longer Oo75-threshold exposure duration 
(since for the cued location the longer exposure time 
produces an advantage in comparison with the single 
display)o In other words 6 the Oo75-threshold time may be 
shorter for the single display since targets at unattended 
locations may automatically call attentiono If restated 
in this way 6 the finding of GRI~DLEY and TOWNSEND (1963) 
can claim supporto 
Choice of the joint probability of correct position 
plus correct same-different responses - p(CP 6 CSD) - as the 
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main performance weasure needs justification since any 
bias inherent in one measure could call into question 
whether effects observed are attentional in nature (see 
KINCIILA, 
problem) o 
1977 and 1980, for a detailed discussion of this 
Note that the problem of separating effects of 
attention and decision making (biases) is not confined to 
the present task (see DUNCAN u 1980b, SHA\i1 , 1984, and 
SPERLING, 1 984 u for a discussion of 11 response t:1reshold 11 
effects in POSNER 9 s simple RT paradigm)o 
The localisation tasJ~ is the most likely source of 
bias, since targets occurred more frequently at cued than 
at uncued positionso That is, if subjects co not perceive 
the target location, they may guess the cued positiono 
This would inflate localisation accuracy for the cued 
position at the expense of the uncued locations, and any 
advantage for valid over invalid trials may be partly or 
entirely an artefact of this guessing strategyo 
One possible way to resolve this problem would be to 
analyse localisation and discrimination responses 
separatelyo If the discrimination data by themselves show 
an advantage for valid over invalid trials, this would be 
a more convincing demonstration of attentional (rather 
than bias) effects (since the discrimination task is not 
confounded with cue validity)o 
However, although subjects show cued position biases, 
as could be expected, localisation and discrimination data 
were analysed jointly (rather than in separation)o The 
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reason for this will be given in Chapter 4 which provides 
detailed analyses of the relationship between localisation 
and discrimination accuracy in the single and multiple 
elements presented in Experiments 1 to 4o However, it is 
necessary to anticipate the main results of these analyses 
to justify the choice of p(CP,CSD) performance measure: 
Discri~ination accuracy is well above chance only 
when localisation is successfulo With localisation 
failures, discrimination accuracy is close to chance; 
that is, the conditional probability of correct target 
discrimination given localisation failure, ioeo 
p(CSD/IP), is close to OoSo Further, p(CSD/IP) does not 
differ between valid and invalid trials and does not 
differ between cued and uncued location errorso Restatec, 
su=cessful discrimination depends on sucessfull 
localisation; if localisation fails, the choice of the 
discrimination response is more or less at random an~ 
independent of cue validityo Thus 0 analysing the 
discrimination data on their own would not add any new 
information to a joint analysis with the localisation 
datao 
Another solution to the bias problem inherent in the 
localisation task is to correct for cued position biaseso 
A model devised to accomplish this is formally set out in 
Chapter 4 (see section 4o2o for detail)o Table 2o1o 
presents the estimates, derived for Experiments 1 to 4, of 
the probabilities of (joint) correct location plus 
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discrimination guessesu separately for single and multiple 
displays and for valid and invalid trials and th£ir 
differenceo 
Table 2o1o~ Estimated probabilities of correct position 
plus same-different guesses 8 separately for single and 
multiple displays and for valid and invalid trials and 
their difference 
Single Multiple 
Valo Invalo Diffo Valo Invalo Diffo 
----------------------------------------------------
EX~o 1 o052 o028 o02~ o057 o0~5 o032 
EXpo 2 o054 o031 o023 o081 o030 o051 
Expo 3 o047 o032 o015 o057 o035 o022 
Expo 4 o032 o022 o010 o108 o029 o079 
----------------------------------------------------
Mean o046 o028 o018 o076 o030 o04G 
As can be seenu correct guesses occur with a 
probability of Oo045 (combined across display and cue 
validity conditions) and are about twice as likely for 
valid than for invalid trials (conbined across display 
conditions)o Further, correct guesses on valid trials are 
more likely for multiple than for single dis?layso The 
effect of cue validity occurs because subjects shov biases 
towards giving a cued position response (both in single 
and in multiple displays)o And the effect of display 
condition occurs because these biases are more pronounced 
for multiple than for single displayso 
As a resultu differences in p(CP 8 CSD) between valid 
and invalid trials are also inflated by correct guesses, 
and more mar:~edly so for multiple than for single displays 
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«see the 00Di:ff o 00 values in table 2 o 1 o » o Ho\..rever o correct 
guesses account for only about ~0':; (single displays: 
o01G/o18') to ~5% (multiple displaysg o046/o295) of the 
~bserved differences between valid and invalid trialso In 
@ther words 0 90% to 85~ of the~e differences can be 
~ttributed to attentional effectso 
Figares 2o5o to 2o8o present 11 for Experiments 1 0 2 0 
3 and 4 0 respectively 11 the values of p(CP 11 CSD) corrected 
for guessing as a function of SOA 11 separately for the 
display ~nd cue validity conditionso As can be seen from 
these figures 11 all the important effects found in the 
~ncorrected data are also apparent in the data corrected 
for guessingo 
Figure 2o5og Experiment 1g cora p(CP 11 CSD) as a function 
of SOA 11 separately for single · qsg open symbols) and 
multiple (Ng closed symbols) dispi~ys and for valid and 
invalid trials (Vg trianglesu Ig squares) 
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Figure 2o6og Experinent 2~ coro p(CPuCSD) as a function 
of SOAu ~eparately for single (Sg open sy~bols) and 
multiple «Hg closed symbols) displays and for valid an~ 
invalid trials (Vg triangles 0 Ig squares) 
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Figure 2o7og Experiment Jg coro .. p(CPuCSD) as a function 
of SOAu separately for single (Sg open symbols) and 
multiple (Mg closed symbols) displays and for valid an2 
invalid trials (V~ triangles 0 Ig squares) 
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Figure 2.8.: Experiment 4: cor .. p(CP,CSD) as a function 
of SOA, separately for single (S: open symbols), hybrid 
(H: dashed lines) and multiple (Mg closed symbols) 
displays and for valid and invalid trials (V: triangles; 
I: squares) 
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Chapter 3 
Internally and Externally Guided Orienting of Visual 
Attention~ Time Course of Activation and 
Resistance to Interruption 
3o1o Introduction 
1 61 
POSJ'ER ( 1980) proposed that orientation of attention, 
while maintaining ocular fixation, can be achieved by two 
mechanisms: The first mechanism is "automatic" orienting 
triggered externally by salient stimuli in the visual 
field, such as a peripheral flash (peripheral cue), and 
the second mechanism is internally 11 controlled" orienting 
in response to symbolic indicators 8 such as a central 
arrow (central cue)o The question of the differing 
degrees of automaticity 
external orienting has 
JONIDES (1981) who applied 
associated with internal and 
been investigated recently by 
POSNER and SNYDER's (1975a, 
197Sb) "cost-benefit" technique to a spatial cueing ta::;k. 
SHIF:?RIN and SCHNEIDER (1977; SCHNEIDER and 
SHIFFRIN, 1977) regard the degree to which a particular 
visual search process can be interrupted or suppressed, 
given its initiating condition, as one of the main 
criteria of its degree of automaticity. Experiment 2 of 
JONIDES 0 study was designed to test the relative ability 
to suppress orienting of attention in respons2 to central 
and peripheral cues. One of two experimental groups was 
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instructed to "attend" to the cue and the other to 
01 ignore" ito Cues were spatially uninformative, Leo the 
cued and the actual target location were probabilistically 
unrelatedo Note that subjects in the "ignore" group \vere 
informed about this, \'lhile subjects in the "attend" group 
were told that cue validity was "fairly low" o JOIJIDES 
found that under the "attend" instruction RTs to targets 
occurring at the cued position were faster than those to 
targets appearing at uncued locations, both for the 
peripheral and the central cueing conditiono However, 
under the "ignore" instruction RTs v1ere faster only for 
the peripheral but not for the central cueing conditiono 
JONIDES concluded that it is possible to supress orienting 
in response to central cues, but not in response to 
peripheral cueso 
It seems, however, problematic to conclude from this 
finding that the orienting process is per se less 
automatic when induced by central rather than peripheral 
cues, for the following reasonso 
The instruction to "ignore" the cue may have 
different effects for the two cue types, due to a basic 
difference in the way in which the spatial information is 
encodedo Peripheral cues provide spa~ial information 
00directly" through their presence at one of the possible 
target locations, whereas the indirect spatial information 
of central (symbolic) cues requires decoding before it can 
be acted upono Decoding requires use of rules which 
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define cue 11directionality 11 and isu itselfu prone to 
errors a 
MULLER (1994) found that the direction of 300-msec 
central arrow cues may be confusedu thus leading to an 
attention response to an uncued location (ioeo, there was 
evidence for confusions between cued and diagonally 
opposite locations; there was no evidence for confusions 
with 50-msec peripheral cues)o Such problems may also 
have occurred in JONID~S' study in which central cueing 
produced generally less marked "benefits" and "costs" in 
comparison with peripheral cueing (eogou "attend" group in 
Experiment 2; "80C-20P" group in Experiment 3)o This may 
be due to the fact that central cues were presented for 
only 25 msecv ioeo not long enough to allow decoding to 
be successful on every trialo 
Further effects on cue analysis may have have been 
induced by the 11 ignore" instruction since subjects knet,.,' 
that cues were spatially uninformativeo If a cue is 
spatially informativeu "ignoring" the cue would be 
detrimental to overall performanceo However, "attending" 
to the cue may not be detrimental if a cue is 
uninformativeo That isu when the target is equally likely 
to occur at any possible location it may make no 
difference to overall perfon;ance if one position is 
searched first or allocated more search efforto Thus, in 
the central cueing 11 ignore" conditionu some subjects may 
have attended to the cued position and some to one of the 
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uncued locations (this is suggested by the between-subject 
standard deviations of the mean RTs for cued and uncued 
locations~ see JONIDES, 1981 u p. 195). However, to 
attend to an uncued rather than the cued location implies 
redefinition of the information (i.e. 0 directionality) of 
the cue. 
Thus, it cannot be ruled out that what JONIDES 
measured was the degree to which the decoding of the 
spatial information provided by symbolic cues can be 
changed by the instruction to ignore it, but not the 
degree to which the orienting mechanism itself can be 
interrupted after being triggered. That is, it does not 
necessarily follow from the absence of costs and benefits 
in the central cueing "ignore" condition that the 
mechanism guiding allocation of attention is per se 
different from that in the peripheral cueing condition 
(nonautomatic versus automatic). For it is conceivable 
that once analysis of a symbolic cue is completed, the 
same mechanism is initiated as in the case of a direct 
pEripheral cue which requires no intermediate translation. 
Another approach to the question of differing degrees 
of automaticity associated with internal and external 
orienting of attention has been to compare the time course 
of the orienting process in response to the two types of 
cue. Periph2ral cues seem to produce an almost 
instantaneous enhancenent of detection and recognition 
performance for targets at the location at which they 
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occur (eo go , ERIKSEN and HOFFHAN u 1 9 7 2; COLEGATE, HOFFllAN 
and ERIKSEN, 1973; ERIJ~SErJ and HOFFHAN, 1974), while the 
advantage produced by central cues appears to build up 
more gradually to optimum (eogo, POSNER, NISSEN and OGDEN, 
1978; see also Experiment 3 in Chapter 2o)o 
Experiment 3 of JONIDES (1981) aimed at a direct 
comparison of the time course of spatial orienting in 
response to (informative) central and peripheral cues 
under two cue "expectancy" conc1i tions: Either peripheral 
cueing trials were more frequent than central cueing 
trials ( "80P-20C" group) or the frequencies v1ere reversed 
( "20P-80C" group) o The bvo cue-target SOAs \•lere 25 rnsec 
and 100 mseco In both the 80P-20C and the 20P-80C 
peripheral cueing conditions and, likewise, in the 20P-80C 
central cueing condition, RTs were faster for cued than 
for uncued locations and this advantage was quite 
invariant across SOAo But in the 80P-20C central cueing 
condition, at the 25-nsec SOA RTs for cued and for uncued 
locations did not differ significantly, while at the 
100-msec SOA there was an advantage for cueQ positions 
which approached that under the "BOP-20C" peripheral 
cueing conditione That is, when central cues are rare, 
the facilitatory effect of spatial cueing takes time to 
build up, and this build-up is associated with a 
corresponding loss in response speed for uncued locations. 
(However, again it cannot be ruled out that unexpectedness 
of central cues affects the process of decoding rather 
than orienting itself; the same applies to the effect of 
1 66 
memory load in Experiment 1 of JONIDESu 1981)o 
It is interesting to compare JONIDES 9 results with 
the data from Experiment 2 (periphe~al cue1 range of 
SOAs: 100 - 500 msec) and Experiment 3 (central cue; 
range of SOAs: 350 - 750 msec) in Chapter 2o In the 
peripheral cueing experiment 8 peak performance for the 
cued position was reached almost instantly (100/150-rnsec 
SOA) 8 followed by a decline (between the SOAs of 150 and 
300 msec) and sustained performance at the lower level; 
performance for uncued locations was impaired at short 
SOAs and then showed a marked improvement towards the 
300-msec SOAo In the central cueing experiment, 
performance for the cued position showed a more delayed 
build-up (reaching its peak at the 450-msec SOA) and was 
then maintained at optimum, performance for uncued 
locations also showed an initial improvement which was, 
however 8 less markedo 
In section 2o6o a two-compo~ent model was proposed 
to explain these results: Peripheral cues trigger a fast, 
vvautomatic" orienting mechanism uhich responds to physical 
(external) properties of the cue and produces an early 
facilitatory effect for cued and a concurrent inhibitory 
effect for uncued locationso This component is 
transitory 8 and as it fades out control is taken over by a 
second 8 sloweru orienting mechanism which responds to the 
(internal) spatial information of the cue (cue analysis is 
performed while the first mechanism is active)o This 
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second component may be less powerful than the earlier 
01 autor.1aticu component, but it enables facilitation for the 
cued location to be maintained and suppressesu to some 
extentu the inhibition effect which would otherwise occur 
because of the preceding change in light energy at this 
position (POSNER and COHEN, 1984~ MAYLOR, 1985)o Central 
cues initiate only this second orienting mechanismo 
Howeveru a direct comparison between the central and 
peripheral cueing experiments was limited by the fact that 
they were conducted one after the other and the ranges of 
SOAs and target exposure times (Oa75-thresholds) were 
differento Thus, no decision was possible as to the 
degree to which POSNER and COHEN's inhibition for the cued 
position can be suppressed by sustained attention anC 
whether the second ucontrolledu component is less 
effective than the earlier "automatic" one (the results of 
JONIDES 0 u 1981u third experiment point in this direction; 
however, central cues may have been at a disadvantage 
since the 25-msec exposure of the cue may have been to 
short for it to be decoded on every trial)o 
Therefore, 3xperiment 5 aimed at establishing the 
time course of both orienting components, U3ing a design 
which allowed a direct comparison between central and 
peripheral cueing conditions~ Both types of cue were 
presented with equal frequencies and in random order, and 
Oa75-threshold exposure durations and SOAs were the sa8e 
for both cueing conditionso Experiment 5 can thus be 
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regarded as 01 50P-SOC" condition in terms of JO!HDES' 
(1981) third experimento 
Experiments 6 and 7 were designed to test the degree 
to which early (peripheral cue) and delayed orienting 
components (central and peripheral cue) in response to 
informative cues can be interrupted by task-irrelevant 
(uninformative) peripheral flasheso That is, unlike 
JONIDES' (1981) second experiment, Experiment 6 and 7 did 
not measure "resistance to suppression" of orienting but 
rather "resistance to competetion" (informative cues and 
uninformative flashes compete when flashes occur at uncued 
locations; 
orienting)o 
flashes are expected to produce "autor.1atic" 
If the early component of orienting in 
response to peripheral cues is indeed an "automatic" 
process, it should be fairly resistant to the competition 
of peripheral flashes at uncued locations; 
component of orienting in response to 
if the delayed 
central and 
peripheral cues is a "controlled" process, it should be 
less resistant to competitiono Thus, the experimental 
situations in Experiment 6 (central cues compete with 
flashes) and Experiment 7 (peripheral cues compete with 
flashes) were analogous to those used by SHIFFRIN and 
SCHNEIDER (1977) in their Experiments 4d and 4c to test 
the distractive effect of consistent-mapping foils on 
focusing attention in controlled (varied mapping) and ir. 
automatic (consistent mapping) searcho 
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lo2o Experiment 5 
3o2o1o Method 
Apparatus and Materials~ Stimuli were presented on a 
Hewlett Packard 1321A X-Y display ~ith a P 31 phosphor~ 
The CRT was controlled by a CEO Alpha (LSI 2/20G) computer 
through ~ CEO 502 Interface~ the display system used was 
the E~DISP program developed by SHEPHERD (1984)o The 
laboratory was dimly illuminated by an incandescent lamp 
placed behind the screen and shielded from direct vieHo 
The luminance of the stimuli was Oo1 ftL and the luminance 
of the screen background was Oo01 ftLo Subjects viewed 
the CRT from a distance of 115 em with their heads resting 
on a chin resto 
Diagram lo1o~ Sequence of frames (I- VI) presented on a 
trial 
fOf (±] m D ' ~ , ' 
,, I\' 
I n B[ 0 
-
0 n 
D D D D D D D D [±] [±] [Q] [QJ 
0 :-o- [!] f-¢- 0 K: -;> 0 
D 0 D D D D D 0 [!] [±] [Q] [Q] 
/ -<>- 0 
D D [±] [!] 
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Display and Timing: Diagram 3a1o illustrates the 
sequence of frames presented on a given trialo Frame I 
displayed a central fixation dot and four boxes in the 
display peripheryo The target stimulus, a T in any of the 
four orthogonal orientations, appeared later in one of 
these (frame V)a After 500 msec, the central fixation dot 
was replaced by a central box containing a T in one of the 
four possible orientations (frame II); this T, displayed 
for 1500 msec, indicated the comparison stimulus for a 
given trialo Then, 1000 msec after the reappearance of 
the fixation dot (frame III), a spatial cue was presented 
indicating the most likely target location (frame IV)a 
This was either a 50-msec brightening of the outline of 
one of the peripheral boxes (periperal cue; 
an arrow indicator in the centre (central 
frame IVa) or 
cue; frame 
IVb); the arrow cue was presented throughout a central 
cueing trial, ioeo for 900 msec, since there was evidence 
(MULLER, 1984) that durations of less than 300 msec may be 
too short to allow arrow direction to be analysed 
accurately on every trialo There were also baseline 
trials on which either all four boxes were brightened 
simultaneously (peripheral cue) or a cross appeared in the 
centre (central cue)l these events indicated that the 
target was equally likely to appear at all four locations. 
After variable delays following cue onset (SOA), th2 
target stimulus, a T in th8 same or a different 
orientation as the comparison T, was presented in one of 
the four boxes for a limited exposure auration (fra~e V); 
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the three nontarget locations contained distractor crosses 
of the same size and luminance as the targeto 0~ valid 
trials (frame 
locationo On 
Va) 0 the target appeared at the cued 
invalid trials (frame Vb), the target 
occurred at one of the uncued locationso The eccentricity 
of the target was 4o4 dego 
frame VI 0 the exposure of 
terminated by contour maskso 
and its size was Oo25 dego 
target and distractors 
In 
Task: After termination of the target display (frame 
VI) 0 subjects had to give two responses on a hand-held 
keypad: First, a same-different response indicating 
whether the orientation of the target T was the same as or 
different from that of the comparison T previously 
presented in the centre, and 0 second 0 a position response 
indicating in which of the four boxes the target T had 
appearedo The position response immediately triggered the 
the next trialo 
Design and Procedure: The three factors in 
Experiment 5 were (1) P/C- peripheral/central cueing, (2) 
V/I -valid/invalid trials, and (3) SOA (6 levels: 100, 
175 0 275 0 40~, 550 and 725 msec)o Experiment 5 was 
divided into two sessions, each lasting about four hours 
and consisting of two blocks of 720 trialso The number of 
trials totalled 2880 0 ioeo 1440 central and 1440 
peripheral cueing trials (6 x (96 + 96 + 48); SOAs x 
(valid+ invalid+ baselin2 trials))o All conditions were 
presented in random order within a block of trialso The 
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four orientations of the target T were presented with 
equal frequencyo In half the trials the target T was the 
same as the comparison Tu in the other half it was 
differento Targets appeared with equal frequencies at 
each of the four locationso Spatial cues were valid on 
half the trials and invalid on the other halfo The cued 
position was three times as likely to contain the target 
as any one of the three uncued locationso 
Determination of the Threshold Exposure Durations: 
At the beginning of each session, target exposure times 
were determined individually for each subject and 
separately for each cueing condition (with the order of 
conditions counterbalanced across sessions and subjects)o 
The estimation procedure used was a modified PEST adaptive 
staircase (FINDLAY, 1978) which aimed at a threshold level 
of Oo75 on baseline trials (threshold trials presented 
''neutral'' warning signals, either a central cross or four 
simultaneous peripheral flashes, followed by the target at 
delays randomly drawn from the set of SOAs in Experiment 
5)o This procedure was based on joint correct 
same-different plus correct position responses (ioeo, an 
error was counted if one or both responses on a given 
trial were incorrect)o As a rule, the threshold criterion 
was reached between the 48th and the 95th trialo The 
target exposure times introduced in Experiment 5 were the 
average values of the Oo75-thresholds estimated for the 
two cueing conditionso Experiment 5 also included 
concurrent central and peripheral cueing baseline trials 
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(fixed exposure duration) to provide a check on the 
validity and stability of the threshold estimate. 
Instruction: The subjects were asked to respond as 
accurately as possible. They were informed that the 
target stimulus would appear equally often in each of the 
four boxes 0 but three times as often at the cued as at one 
of the uncued locations, further 0 that the target T would 
be equally often the same as and different from the 
comparison T. The subjects were instructed to "attend" to 
the cued location. They were told to fixate on the 
central dot during the sequence of frames on a given 
trial. When they had accidentally pressed a wrong 
response key 0 they had a later opportunity to correct the 
response. 
Subjects: Four subjects participated in Experiment 5 
and also in the second experiment: D.C. 0 H.M., L.S. and 
S.C. (ages 20-28, two with normal and two with 
corrected-to-normal vision). 
paid 4.0 pounds for each four-hour session~ payment was 
the same in the later experiments. D.C. and H.:.i. had 
taken part in Experiments 1 to 4~ L.S. and S.~. 
received a similar amount of practice in 4 - 6 
preexperimental sessions. All four subjects participated 
in another training session in which the 0.75-threshold 
exposure durations were estimated repeatedly until they 
were stable. The following 0.75-threshold exposure times 
were introduced in Experiment 5 for D.C., H.II., L.S. and 
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S.C., respectively (means of two sessions): 35.5, 31 .5, 
39.0 and 37.0 msec. These times were based on the 
following threshold estimates: 37.5, 34.0, 42.0 and 
39.5 msec for the central and 33.5, 29.0, 3G.O and 
34.50 msec for the peripheral cueing condition. 
3.2.2. Results 
The main performance measure analysed is the joint 
probability of a correct position plus a correct 
same-different response- p(CP,CSD). {See section 2.7. 
for a justification of this performance measure). 
Figure 3.1. presents the mean values of p(CP,CSD) as 
a function of SOA, separately for central and for 
peripheral cueing valid and invalid trials, and also for 
central and for peripheral cueing baseline trials. The 
values of p(CP,CSD) were arcsin-transformed (WINER, 1971) 
and evaluated in a three-way ANOVA involving the factors 
C/P (central/peripheral cueing), V/I (valid/invalid 
trials) and SOA. This ANOVA revealed all effects to be 
significant: ( 1 ) C/P: F(1,3) = 131.82, p < 0.005; ( 2 ) 
V/I: F(1,3) = 2192.72, p < 0.001; ( 3) SOA: 
F(5,15) = 7.07, p < 0.005; ( 4) C/P X V/I: 
F(1,3) = 27.74, p < 0.025; ( 5 ) C/P X SOA: 
F(5,15) = 1 5o 28 t p < 0.005; ( 6 ) V/I X SOA: 
F(5,15) = 3.43, p < 0.05; ( 7 ) C/P "J' ~ .. V/I X SOA: 
F(S,15) = 91 .88, p < 0.0010 (A separate ANOV_i\ of arcsin 
p(CP,CSD) for baseline trials, involving the factors C/P 
and SOA, revealed the main effect of C/P to be 
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Figure 3o~og p«CPuCSD) as a function of SOAu sep~rately 
~or central «Cg open symbols) and periph~ral cues (Pg 
~illed symbols) and for validu baseline and invalid trials 
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As can be seen from figure 3 01 0 u performance is 
<generally higher for the peripheral than for the central 
©ueing condition (main effect of C/P) o This holds both 
~or valid and for .invalid trials (CV ~ PVu CI ~ PI: 
p ( Oo001o note that these contrasts as well as all 
©omparisons reported below are based on the TUKEY method)o 
Howeveru differences in performance between valid and 
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invalid trials (V-I differences), combined across SOA, are 
greater for peripheral than for central cues, mainly 
because of superior performance in peripheral cueing valid 
trials (significant C/P x V/I interaction)o 
The SOA function for peripheral cueing valid trials 
performance boost reaching its peal~ at 
thereafter, performance declines 
shows an initial 
the 175-msec SOA; 
towards the SOA of ·100 msec and then remains fairly 
constant (the dec=ease between the 175- and 400-msec SOAs 
is highly significant: 
between SOAs shorter 
P < Oo001 for all comparisons 
275 msec)o 
improver:1ent 
and longer 
Peripheral cueing invalid trials 
between the 100 and 275-msec SOAs and 
( 1 00 
than 
an 
then 
and 
remain quite 
175-msec SOAs invariant at the higher level 
differ reliably from longer SOAs: p ( Oo001)o 
Unlike peripheral cueing valid trials, the SOA 
function for central cueing valid trials shows monotonic 
improvement over the entire range of SOAs, particularly 
marked between the SOAs of 100 and 400 msec (SOAs equal to 
and longer than 400 msec differ significantly from shorter 
SOAs: p < Oo001 )o Performance for central cueing invalid 
trials does not vary much with SOA; hm1ever, there 
appears to be a slight tendency for performance to 
decrease as SOA gets longero 
Performance is significantly higher for peripheral 
than for central cueing valid trials within. the 
100 - 275 msec range of SOAs (p < Oo001 ); there are no 
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reliable differences at longer SOAso Performance is 
significantly lower for peripheral than for central cueing 
invalid trials at th~ 100-msec SOA (p < Oo005) and higher 
at SOAs longer than 275 msec (p < Oo005)o That is, 
functions for central and peripheral cueing valid trials 
converge at longer SOAsu whereas those for central and 
peripheral cueing invalid trials divergeo The significant 
three-way interaction between C/Pu V/I and SOA occurs 
mainly because V-I differences at short SOAs are greater 
for the peripheral than for the central cueing conditione 
3o2o3o Discussion 
The results of Experiment 5 are consistent with the 
two-component model of spatial orienting proposed in 
section 2o6o 
The main finding is that peripheral cues almost 
instantly produce large gains in performance for the cue~ 
positio~u followed by a decrease and then sustainef 
performance at the lower levelo Gains produced by central 
cuesu howeveru are delayed and build up only gradually 
within about 400 msec after cue onseto (Note that the 
onset of an arrow cue in the display centre may be itself 
an event which summons attention and thus reduces 
performance gains at short SOAso) At very short SOAs (100 
to 175 msec)u there is a marked advantage for peripheral 
over central cueso Thisu howeveru decreases as the early 
facilitatory effect of peripheral cues fades out and as 
central cues become increasingly effectiveo 
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On valid trialsu optimum performance for peripheral 
cues (100- to 175-msec SOAs) is higher than optimum for 
central cues (550- to 725-msec SOAs); but there are no 
differences between 
longer than 400 mseco 
central 
This 
and peripheral cues at SOAs 
suggestsu firstu that the 
early facilitatory component associated with periph3ral 
cues ("automatic") is indeed more powerful than the 
following conponent of sustained orienting ("controlled"); 
secondu that this second component is the same for central 
and for peripheral cues; and thirdu that sustained 
orienting for the cued position completely suppresses 
POSNER and COHEN's (1984) inhi~ition effect which would 
otherwise (ioeou without sustained attention) follow a 
preceding peripheral, but not a central cueo 
The two-component model receives further support from 
the SOA functions for invalid trialso With peripheral 
cues, early ("automatic") facilitation for the cued 
position (100 to 175-msec SOAs) is associated with a 
concurrent inhibitory effect, ioeo markedly reduced 
performance for uncued locations, which can be compensated 
for only as the "automatic" orienting component fades out 
and attention is actively maintained for the cued 
positiono It has been suggested (see section 2o6o) that 
this early inhibitory effect occurs because peripheral 
cues rapidly summon attention to the cued position; that 
is, there is a "refractory" period, associated with 
"automatic" orientingu during which attention is engaged 
by the cueu so that the ability of targets at uncued 
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locations to call an attention response is reducedo 
With central cues, however, there is a slight 
tendency for performance in uncued locations to decrease 
as internal preparation for the indicated position gains 
in efficiencyo This agrees with JONIDES' (1981, 
Experiment 3) results for the 80P-20C condition; and it 
suggests that decoding of the cue and production of an 
expectancy for the likely target location are themselves 
capacity demanding processes (see also McLEAN and SHULMAN, 
1978) which divert attention and produce inhibition for 
uncued locations at short SOAso Indeed, inhibition is 
almost as strong as with peripheral cues at the 100- and 
175-msec SOAso This suggests that production of a spatial 
expectancy is at least a contributory factor to the early 
inhibitory effecto 
However, the finding that the early inhibitory effect 
is not followed by enhancement at longer SOA durations 
(ioeo, that performance for uncued locations stays below 
that for peripheral cues at SOAs of 275-msec and longer) 
appears inconsistent with the two-component model of 
spatial orientingo Such an enhancement should occur 
within a period of about 400 msec after cue onset during 
which internal orienting processes are largely completedo 
The absence of any enhancement might have two causes: 
First, trials with central and with peripheral cues were 
presented in a randomized order (50C-50P)o That is, when 
central cues are not al\~ays expected, internal production 
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and maintenace of a spatial expectancy might demand more 
attention than when central cues are blocked; this might 
delay facilitation for cued (ioeou the build-up has not 
yet reached asymptote at the 400-msec SOA; see figure 
3o1o) and recovery from early inhibition for uncueu 
locationso (Note that Experiment 3 of JONI~=s, 1981, 
demonstrated that cue frequency influences orienting with 
central, but not with peripheral cues)o Second, the arrm1 
cue remained present in the display centre throughout a 
given trialo That is, informative stimuli in the centre 
might distract attention, in particular for unexpecteC 
locationso 
The finding that for ("neutral") baseline trials, 
performance for central cues is below that for peripher2l 
cues across SOA is also puzzling, in particular because 
the Oo75-threshold exposure times for central and for 
peripheral cues, estimated separately at the beginning of 
each session, differed by only 5 msec on average (see 
section 3o2o1o~ ioeo, since the target exposure times 
introduced in Experiment 5 were the means of the separat0 
threshold estimates, exposure times were 2o5 msec above 
Oo75-thresholds for peripheral and 2o5 msec below for 
central cues)o Again, the continuous presence of a 
central cross on central cueing baseline trials may have 
caused some distractionu and/or the general attentiveness 
was raised on peripheral cueing baseline trials because 
the four simultaneous peripheral flashes produced a 
greater energy change in the display than a cross in the 
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centreo That such baseline shifts can occur lends support 
to JONIDES and HACK's (1984) view that it is preferable to 
analyse differences between valid and invalid trials 
rather than benefits and costs with reference to a 
supposedly "neutral" conditiono 
3o3o Experiment 6 
If attention for the cued position is maintained, at 
long SOA 
suggested, 
durations, by a 
orienting should 
"controlled" process, 
be interruptable by 
as 
a 
competing "automatic" process o Thus, Experiment 6 v1as 
designed to measure the degree to which the component of 
sustained orienting, initiated through informative central 
cues, can be interrupted by task-irrelevant 
(uninformative) peripheral flasheso 
On every trial, a 300-msec central arrow was 
presented which indicated the likely target location 
(frame IV of a given display cycle), and this cue was 
followed by the target after varying intervals (600, 900 
and 1200 msec)o In 1/3 of the trials the central cue only 
was presentedo In the other 2/3 there was an additional 
50-msec brightening of the outline of one of the 
peripheral boxes which occurred at a fixed interval of 
500 msec after central cue- onset (ioeo, the SOAs between 
flash and target were 100, 400 and 700 msec)o Cue-target 
SOAs of 600 msec and longer were introduced to allm1 
sustained preparation for the cued location to be reached 
at flash onset (Experiment 5 had shown that this takes up 
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to 400/550 msec)o The flash was spatially uninformative, 
ioeo it did not alter the probability with which the 
target occurred at the location indicated by the arrow 
cueo Thusu in order to maximise overall performance, 
subjects had to maintain preparation for the cued 
position 6 independently of the position of the flash; 
there was competition between cue and flash whenever the 
flash occurred at an uncued locationo 
In summary, Experiment 6 involved three conditions: 
(1) The C condition ("central cue only") providing a 
baseline measure for valid and invalid trials (CV and CI); 
(2) the F condition ("flashed") in which the target 
occurred at the flashed location (cued position and uncued 
locations, ioeo FV and FI); (3) the -F condition 
(uunflashed") in which the target appeared at an unflashec1 
location (cued position and uncued locations, ioeo -FV 
and -FI)o 
The expectations were as follows: When flash and cue 
compete (ioeou when the flash occurs at an uncued 
location) 6 there would be a performance loss for the cued 
position (-FV) 0 relative to the central cue only condition 
«CV) 6 at short SOAs, because of attention being instantly 
summoned by the flash; at longer SOAs, performance fo~ 
the cued position would build up again, as attention is 
reoriented to the cued locationo For the flashed location 
(FI) 6 it was expected that there would be a performance 
gainu relative to the central cue only condition (CI), at 
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short SOASI at longer SOAsv this advantage would be lost 
again because of the reorientation of attention to the 
cued positiono 
When flash and cue do not compete (ioeou when the 
flash occurs at the cued position)u performance for the 
cued position (FV) would be superior to the central cue 
only condition (CV) at short SOAsv since the automatic 
orienting comj?onent associated with the flash "adds" to 
the component of sustained attention (see Experiment 5); 
at longer SOAs, as the effect of the flash fades out, 
performance would converge with the central cue only 
condition (CV)o For uncued unflashed locations (-FI), 
there would be a performance lossv relative to the central 
cue only co~dition (CI), at short SOAs, due to tha early 
inhibitory effect of the flash; with the fading of this 
effect, performance would improve againo 
3 o 3 o 1 o I·1ethod 
Design and Procedure: Experiment 6 involved three 
main factors: (1) C/F/-Fu (2) V/I and (3) SOA (600, 900 
and 1200 msec between cue and target onset; 100, 400 and 
700 between flash and target onset)o Baseline trials (B), 
presenting a spatially uninformative cross instead of an 
arrow cue, were combined with the Cv F and -F conditons in 
the same way as valid and invalid 
unflashed (-FI) condition can be 
trialso The uncued 
broken· down further 
according to the relation beh1een the cued and the flas~1cd 
position: The target could occur at one of the uncued 
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unflashed locations with cued and flashed positions being 
either identical or not (-Fie~ the flash occurred at the 
0 c 0 ued position; -Fiu~ the flash occurred at an °u'ncued 
location)o 
Table 3o1o~ 
F~ target 
unflasheC:; 
trials 1 c ~ 
= flashed; 
Design of Experiment 6 (C~ central cue only; 
position = flashed; -F~ target position = 
V 8 B and I: valid 8 baseline and invalid 
cued position = flashed; u: uncued position 
number of trials in brackets) 
.--------------------------------
X v X SOA (3 X 96) 
c X B X SOA (3 X 48) 
X I X SOA (3 X 96) 
--------------------------------
X v X SOA (3 X 48) 
F X B X SOA (3 X 24) 
X r X SOA (3 X 48) 
--------------------------------
X v X SOl~ (3 X 144) 
-F X B X SOA (3 X 72) 
X I X SOA (3 X 144) 
X c x SOA (3 X 48) 
-FI 
X U X SQj\ (3 X 96) 
The design of Experiment 6 is summarized in table 
3o1o The ratio between flashed (F) and unflashed (-F) 
trials was 1/3 8 ioeo the probability with which the 
target occurred at the flashed location was 1/4 (i.e., 
flashed location and target position were 
probabilistically unrelated)o The peripheral flash did 
not change the information about the likely target 
location provided by the arrow cue 8 i.e. in flashed (F) 
and in unflashed (-F) conditions the target appeared with 
probability 3/6 at the cued position and with probability 
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3 x 1/6 at the three uncued locationso Further, each of 
the four locations was equally likely to contain the 
target, equally likely to be cued and equally likely to be 
flashedo The total number of trials was 2160 which were 
presented in two four-hour sessions each of 1080 trialso 
All conditions were presented in rando~ized ordero 
Determination of the Target Exposure Times: At the 
beginning of each session, the Oo75-thresholL expo~ure 
durations for CB trials (baseline trials without flash) 
were determined individually for each subjecto The 
Oo75-exposure durations introduced in Experiment 6 were as 
follows for subjects DoCo, Ho~L 0 LoSo and SoCo, 
respectively (means of two sessions): 
and 35o5 mseco 
34o0g 30o0, 36o5 
Instruction: The subjects \'/ere told that on the "cue 
plus flash" trials the flash would not alter the 
information about the most likely target location provided 
by the central arrowo In order to maximise overall 
perfornance, they should therefore "ignore" the flash am:. 
01 attend" to the cued locationo 
3o3o2o Results 
Figure 3o2oao presents the mean values of p(CP,CSD) 
as a function of SOA, separately for C, F and -F 
conditions and for valid, baseline anj invalid tri~lso 
Figure 3o2obo (page 190) presents p(CP,CSD) for CI, FI, 
-Fie and -Flu trials (ioeo, for central cue only and 
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flashed invalid trials and for unflashed invalid trials 
broken down according to whether the flash occured at the 
cued or at an uncued position)o And figure 3o2oCo (page 
191) illustrates the comparison between the -FV, FI and 
-Flu trials (ioeou for the critical condition when flash 
and cue compete and the target occurs at the unflashed 
cued, at the flashed uncued or at an unflashed uncued 
location) a 
The arcsin-transfor~ed values of p(CP,CSD) 
evaluated in a three-way ANOVA involving the factors 
C/F I-F, V /I and SOAo This A!JOVl.;. revealed th2 follouins 
effects to be significant: (1) main effect C/F/-F: 
F(2,6) = 83o04, p ( Oo001; ( 2) main effect V/I: 
F(1,3) = 276o11u p < Oo001; ( 3) C/F/-F X V/I interaction: 
F(2,6) = 8o76, p < Oo025; ( 4 ) C/F/-F x SOA interaction: 
F(4,12) = 213o72, p < Oo001 i ( 5 ) V/I X SOA interaction: 
F(2,6) = 21 o89, p < Oo005; ( 6 ) C/F/-F X V/I X SOl~ 
interaction: F(4,12) = 4o66, p < Jo025o 
To examine whether the location of the flash (cued 
position or uncued location) had an effect on performance 
for unflashed invalid (-FI) trials, the values of arcsin 
p(CP,CSD) for invalid trials was subjected to a separatG 
ANOVA involving the factors C/F/-Fc/-Fu and SOAo This 
ANOVA revealed all effects to be significant: (1) main 
effect C/F/-Fc/-Fu: F(3,9) = 45o17, p < Oo001; (2) main 
effect SOA: F(2,6) = 6o55, p < Oo05; (3) C/F/-Fc/-Fu :: 
SOA interaction: F(6,18) = 77o04, p < Oo001o 
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Figure 3o2oaog p(CPuCSD) as a function of SOAu separately 
for central cue only (C~ left)u for flashed (F~ mi~dle) 
and for unflashcd «~Fg right) conditions and for valid, 
baseline and invalid trials (V~ triangles 0 B~ circles; 
lg !Squares) 
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u 
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As can be seen from figure 3o2oaou un~er the 
unflashed (-F» condition performance is generally lower 
than in the central cue only (C) and flashed (F) 
~onditions (C - -Fu F = -Fg p < Oo001 0 main effect of 
C/F/-F)o Differences in performance between valid and 
invalid trials (V-I differen~es)u combined across SODo 
differ between the Cu F and -F conditions (significant 
.C/F/~F X V/I interaction)~ They are greatest for the F 
©ondition (C - Tu F - -F~ p ( Oo001)o Further 0 V-I 
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differences in the C 0 F 0 and -F conditions are dependent 
on SOA (significant C/F/-F x V/I x SOA interaction)o 
For valid central cue only (CV) trials 0 performance 
increases between the 600- and 900-msec SOAs (p < Oa001) 
and then tends to fall slightlyo For invalid central cue 
only trials, perfornance is quite invariant across SOA 
(see left hand side of figure 3o2oao)o 
For valid and invalid flashed (FV and FI) trials, 
performance is highest at the 600-msec SOA 0 ioeo 100 msec 
after flash onset 0 and then declines towards the 900- (FV: 
600-900~ p < Oo001) and 1200-msec SOAs (FI~ 600-900: 
p < Oo001; 900-1200: p < Oa025)o (See middle of figure 
For valid and invalid unflashed (-FV and -FI) trials, 
performance is lowest at the 600-msec SOA 0 ioea 100 msec 
after the flas~, and then improves towards the 900- (-FI: 
600-900: p < Oo001) and 1200-msec SOAs (-FV: 600-900: 
p < Oa001; 900-1200: p < Oo025; most of the improvement 
occurs between the 600 and 900-msec SOAs)o (See right 
hand side of figure 3o2oao)o 
At the 600-msec SOA, performance is significantly 
higher for flashed (FV and FI) than for central cue only 
(CV and CI) trials (CV - FV, CI - FI: p < Oo001; 
performance for FI trials is as high as performance for CV 
trials)o At longer SOAs, there are no reliable 
differences between flashed and central cue only 
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conditions for valid trials (FV and CV'; note that optimur.1 
performance for FV trials at 600 rnsec is above optimu:·.l 
performance for cv trials at 900 msec). For invalic 
trials, hmvever 8 performance for flashed trials (FI) is 
below that for central cue only (CI) trials (900: 
p < o.oos, 1200: p < 0.001). 
At the 600-msec SOA, performance is significuntly 
lower for unflashed (-FV and -FI) than for central cue 
only (CV and CI) trials (p < 0.001; perform~nce for -~V 
trials is also lower in comparison with CI trials). For 
invalid trials 8 performance for unf!ashed trials (-FI) 
stays below that for central cue only (CI) trials at 
longer SOAs (900, 1200: p < 0.001). For valid trials, 
hov1ever, the difference between unflashed (-FV) an2 
central cue only (CV) trials is no longer reliable at the 
1200-msec SOA (900: p < 0.001 ). 
The significant three-way interaction be~ween C/F/-F, 
V/I and SOA occurs because of a tendency for V-I 
differences in the flashed (F) condition to increase nor~ 
markedly between the 600- and 1200-msec SOAs than in the 
central cue only (C) and unflashed (-F) conditions. 
As can be seen from figure 3.2.b., for invalid 
unflashed (-Fie and -Flu) trials, performance is lowest at 
the 600-msec SOA, i.e. 100 nsec after the flash, and 
increases towards the 900-msec SOA (600-900: p < 0.001 ). 
However, when the flash occurred at an uncued location 
(-Flu) performance is generally belou (p < 0.001) that 
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when it occurred at the cued position «-Fic)u ana ... also 
lower than in the central cue only (CI) a~d flashcJ (?I) 
conditionso When the flash occurred at the cued positionu 
performance for invalid unflashed trials (-!"Ic) is lower 
...... _ 
than in the central cue only condition (CI) at the 
600-msec SOA (p < Oo001) 0 but as high at the 900- and 
1200-msec SOAsu furtheru it (-Fie) is above perfor~ancc 
in the flashed (FI) condition at long SOAs (p < Oo001 )o 
Figure 3o2obog p(CP 0 CSD) as a function of SOAu separately 
for central cue only (Cig open sqaresu solid line) an~ 
for flashed (Fig filled squaresu solid line) invalid 
trials and also for unflashe3 invalid trials with a flash 
at the cued position (-Ficg filled squares 0 dashed line) 
or with a flash at an uncued location (-Fiu: fille~ 
squares 0 dotted line) 
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Figure 3o2ocog p(CP 0 CSD) as a function of SOAo separately 
for unflashed valid «-FVg filled triangles 0 dashed line) 0 for flashed invalid (Fig filled squares 0 soliG line) and 
for unflashed invalid trials with a flash at an uncued 
location «-Fiug filled squares 0 dashed line) 
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Figure 3o2oCo summarizes the results for -FV 0 FI and 
-Flu trials 0 ioeo for the critical conditions in which a 
flash occurred at an uncued position and the target 
~ppeared at the cued «-FV) 0 at the flashed (FI) or at an 
\\!ncued unflashed (-Flu) locationo At the 600-msec SOZ~o 
ioeo 100 msec after flash onset 0 there are perfornance 
gains for targets at uncued flashed {FI) and losses for 
t~rgets at cued unflashed (-FV) . ·and uncued unflashed 
«-Flu) locationso As SOA duration increases 0 functions 
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for uncued flashed (FI) and cued unflashed (-FV) locations 
intersect as 
declines for 
flasheu (FI) 
performance inproves for 
flashed (FI) positionso 
and unflashed (-Flu) 
cued (-FV) and 
And functions for 
uncued locations 
convergeu because of the decline for flashed (FI) and an 
initial improvement for unflashed (-Flu) uncued locationso 
3o3o3o Discussion 
The central cue only condition generally agrees with 
the central cueing condition of Experiment So For valid 
trialsu performance increases slightly fran the 600- to 
the 900-msec SOAo This might indicate that internal 
preparation processes are not yet fully completed 600 msec 
after cue onseto For invalid trialsu performance is quite 
invariant across SOAo Note that differences between valid 
and invalid trials appear less marked than in Experiment 5 
(mainly because of higher performance for invalid trials)o 
With reference to the central cue only condition, the 
effect of the flash is rather stereotyped: For flash2d 
positions (FV and FI)u performance is enhanced 100 msec 
after flash onset (ioeou at the 600-msec SOA); for 
unflashed locations (-FV and -FI)u performance is 
imyairedo Magnitudes of enhancement and inpairrnent are 
largely independent of whether targets appeared at the 
cued (FV and -FV) or at an uncued (?I and -FI) location 
(noteu ho,~everu that the magnitude of the impairment is 
greater than that of the enhancement: Oo20 on average as 
compared to Oo13)o Restatedu the flash, 100 msac after 
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its onset, does not influence the advantage for valid over 
invalid tric.lso 
This indicates that the effect of peripheral flashes 
is not COQpletely automatic~ rather, it can be attenuated 
or enhanced, to some degree, by a controlled process based 
on cue validity (ioeou production and maintenance of an 
expectancy based on the spatial information provided by 
the cue~ see also JONIDES, 1980, 1S81)o Attenuation 
occurs v1hen cue and flash compete: Hhea the flash occurs 
at an uncued position, perfo~mance for the likely target 
location ( -rv) is less inhibited, 1 00 msec after flasl: 
onset, than is performance for uncued unflashed locations 
(-FI)o Enhancement occurs when cue and flash agree: When 
the flash occurs at the cued position (FV), performance 
for this position is more facilitated, shortly after the 
flash, than in the conditio~ with only the central cue 
(CV)~ further, facilitatio~ for flashed locations is more 
marked when a flash occurs at the cued position (FV) 
rather than at an uncued location (FI)o In other words, 
facilitatory effects produced by uninformative flashes can 
11 add" to the facilitation associated Hith the mai:1tenance 
of a spatial exp3ctancy, while maintenance of a spatial 
expectancy can 11 subtract" from inhibitory effects of 
flasheso 
The most important finding of Experiment 6 is that 
when cue and flash compete (ioeo, when the flash occurs at 
an uncued location), performance for the cued position 
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(-FV) 
while 
is markedly reduced, 
per~ormance for the 
100 msec after flash onset, 
flashed location (FI) is 
enhanced (see figure 
01 controlled" process of 
through production of 
3o2oCa)a This indicates that the 
sustained orienting, initiated 
a spatial expectancy based on 
central cue information, is interrupted by an "autoi-:lutic" 
orienting response triggered by a competing peripheral 
flasho The abrupt peripheral change in light enersy 
rapidly summons attention away from the high (iaeo, tho 
cued) to a lou priority (iaeau the flasheC.) location, 
inhibiting performance for the former and facilitating 
performance for the latter positiona This is detrimental 
to overall performance because gains for the flashed 
location (probability of target occurrence: p = 1/3) 
cannot co@pensate for losses for the cued position 
(p = 3/6)o This stereotyped effect of the flash indicates 
that an abrupt discontinuity in light energy in peripheral 
vision is a "proper" initiating condition for an 
0
'automatic" orienting response that is not interruptable 
(though modifiable to some degree) by voluntary controla 
After attention has been rapidly summoned away to the 
location of the flash, performance for the cued position 
(-FV) recovers as the interval between flash and tar0et 
onset increases and attention is reoriented; this 
recovery is particularly marked within 100 - 400 msec 
after flash onset and is associated vrith marked losses in 
performance for the flashed location (FI; see figure 
This trade-off in attention between flashed and 
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cued positions suggests that the period for which the 
automatic orienting mechanis1~ is active is transitory. 
That isu within 100 to 400 msec after its onsetu external 
orienting in response to the flash becomes increasingly 
interruptable by voluntary controlu ioe. a controlled 
pro~ess which is guided by the expectancy for the likely 
target location previously indicated by the central cue. 
It is interesting to note the similarity of the tiwe 
course of recovery for the cued position (-FV) with that 
of the performance build-up for the indicate2 location in 
the central cueing condition of Experiment 5. 7his 
suggests 
involvedo 
that same internal orienting rnechanisw is 
100 msec after flash onset, performance for unflashed 
positions is markedly reduced: both for the cued (-FV) 
and for the two uncued unflashed locations (-Flu) with a 
flash at an uncued position, and for the three uncued 
unflashed locations (-Fie) with a flash at the cued 
positiono That is, the automatic orienting response 
triggered by the flash is associated with a rapid build-up 
of inhibition for unflashed locationso 
This inhibitory effect which rapidly follows flasl1 
onset shows a remarkable difference for uncued unflashe~ 
locations between the condition with a £l~s~1 at the cued 
position (-Fie) and the condition with a flash at an 
uncued location (-Flu): In the first condition (-Fie) 
inhibition is less marked than in the second condition 
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(-Fiu)o Further, both conditions improve within 100 to 
400 msec after flash onseti however, performance for 
uncued unflashed locations reaches a comparable level as 
on invalid trials without flash (CI) only for the 
condition with a flash at the cued position (-Fie; ioeo, 
there are no differences between -Fie and CI at the 900-
and 1200-msec SOAs), while in the condition with a flas~ 
~t an uncued location (-Flu) performance stays well belov 
this levelo (See figure 3o2obo) 
This finding indicates that two factors contribute to 
the inhibitory component for unflashed locations: Early 
inhibition caused by the rapid sunnoning of attention by 
the flash, no matter whether it occurs at the cued (-Fie) 
or at an uncued location (-Fiu)'f this "passiv8" 
inhibition can be compensated for as the power of the 
flasl1 to suumon attention fades out, within 100 to 
400 msec after its onset, and attention becomes available 
for reorientationo lmd "active" inhibition Hhich occurs 
only with a flash at an uncued location; that is, it is 
caused by the additional capacity demands of the 
controlled process which guides reorientation of attention 
to the cued positiono Since active inhibition is 
time-locked to the reorienting process, it can outlast 
00 passi ve" inhibition which is time-loc::ed to the 
transitory automatic orienting processo The additional 
capacity demands with a flash at an uncued location might 
arise because the spatial expectancy for the likely target 
locations needs to be renewed or consolidateJo \lith a 
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flash at the cued positionu no additional dcmanus arise 
because the flash may itself "refresh" the spatial 
expectancy and there is no need to reorient attentiono 
The suggestion that two sources contrib·.1te to 
inhibition for uncued unflashed locations could also 
account for the finding in Experiment 5 that 
unexpected central cues (50C-50P)u performance for uncued 
locations is not enhanced within 400 msec after cue onset 
(ioeou there is no recovery from early inhibition as with 
peripheral cues)o That isu if central cues are not always 
expectedu additional demands on production of a spatial 
expectancy might cause active inhibition which outlasts 
passive inhibition produced by peripheral cueso 
Kote that at the 900- and 1200-msec SOAs, performance 
for invalid central cue only (CI) trials does not differ 
from performance for invalid unflashed trials with a fla~h 
at the cued position (-Fie; -Fie trials can be regarded 
as equivalent to peripheral cueing invalidu PI, trials in 
Experiment 5; recall that PI trials showed superior 
performance to CI trials at SOAs longer than 275 msec; 
see figure 3o1o)o This might indicate that when central 
cues are always expected, active inhibition for uncued 
locations (CI) is compensated for within 600 msec after 
cue onset; that isu performance for uncueG locations 
might have been reduced at very short SOAs and might have 
recovered before the 600-msec SOA (ioeou the shortest son 
duration in the present experiment)o 
3.4. Experiment 7 
Experiment 7 was designed to measure the 
which the early automatic and the later 
COQponent of orienting in response to 
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degree to 
controlled 
infornative 
peripheral cues can be diverted by task-irrelevant 
(uninformative) peripheral flashes. If external orienting 
is indeed an "autonatic" process, as suggested, it should 
be less interruptable by a competing flash than internal 
orienting. 
A trial began with the presentation of a peripheral 
cue, i.e. a 50-msec brightening of the outline of one of 
the four boxes indicating the likely target locntion, 
which was then followed by the target after varying 
delays. In one condition only the peripheral cue was 
presented 0 and in the other conditions an additional flash 
ocurred at varying delays after the onset of the 
peripheral cue (cue-flash onset asynchronies, CFOAs). 
This flash was spatially uninfornative, i.e. it vas 
necessary to maintain preparation for the cued location, 
whether the flash appeared at the cued (no competition) or 
at an uncued location (competition). 
Thus, Experiment 7 involve2 three conditions: (1) 
The "peripheral cue only" (P) condition; (2) the 
01 flashed" (F) condition in which the target occurred at 
the flashed position; and (3) the "unflashed" (-F) 
condition in which the target appeared at an unflashed 
location. The SOAs between cue and target onset (P 
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condition) and between flash and target onset (F and -F 
conditions) were 100, 300 or 500 msec so that the ti~e 
course of orienting in response 
flashes could be tracedo The 
to peripheral cues and 
CFJAs were 100, 300 or 
500 msecu ioeo the flash occurred during the components 
of automatic (100- to 300-msec CPOAs) and of sustained 
(300- to 500-msec CFOAs) facilitation for the cued 
position so that resistance to 
be testedo The 100-msec CF~A 
avoid apparent movement when 
competition for these coulJ 
was just long enough to 
the flash occurreJ at an 
uncued location and to allow the cued and flashec: 
positions to be clearly distinguishcdo (Although 
originally plannedu shorter CFOAs could not be introduced 
because of these difficultieso) 
For flashes occurring at uncued locations, it il2S 
expected that there would be a performance loss for the 
cued position (-FV) at the 100-Qsec SOA, with the 
magnitude of this loss depending on CFOA: At the 100-msec 
CFOA this performance loss would be less marked than at 
longer CFOAs 0 because the early automatic orienting 
component triggered by a peripheral cue is more powerful 
in resisting the competition of a flash than the later 
controlled componento That is, automatic orienting is 
characterized by a "refractory" period durin<;: \·lhich 
attention is engaged ~y the peripheral cue so that a 
second flash at an uncued location is less powerful in 
eliciting an attention responseo At longer SOhs, priority 
for the cued location would be reestablished (controlled 
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reorienting of attention)o 
Like\:~ise 8 it ~·laS ex?ected that there \'mulJ be a 
performance gain for the uncued flashed location (FI) at 
the SOA of 100 msec, with the magnitude of this gain 
depending on CFOA~ At the 100-msec CFOA this gain would 
be less marked than at the longer CFOAs, because attention 
is initially engaged by the peripheral cueo At longer 
SOAs 8 this advantage for the flasheC locatio~ would be 
lost again 8 because attention is reor~ented to the cueG 
posi tim1 o 
3o4o1o Hethod 
The general method of Experi~ent 7 was the sa@e as in 
Experiment Go 
follm1s o 
The variations in methodology were as 
Apparatus and Materials: Stimuli were presented on a 
Tektronix 608 X-Y display with a P 31 phosphoro The CTI7 
was controlled by a LSI-11/23 conputer system through a 
CED 502 Interfaceo Subjects viewed the CRT from a 
distance of 50 em, resulting in the same angular sizes and 
eccentricities 
experiments a 
of the stimuli as in the previous 
Design and Procedure: Experiment 7 involved four 
main factors~ (1) CFOA (100, 300 and 500 msec), (2) 
P/F/-F 8 (3) V/I and (4) SOA (100 8 300 and 500 msec)o Note 
that the term "SOA" refers to the delay bet\.,een the onset 
of the peripheral cue (P) or of the peripheral flash (~ 
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and -F) and target onseto Baseline trials (B) which 
presented a spatially uninformative, simultaneous 
brightening of all four boxes were combined with the F/-F 
conditons in the sane way as valid and invalid trials. 
Further 11 in the PB condition ("warning signal only") the 
target occurred not only at the SOAs of 100, 300 and 
500 msec but also at delays of 700 and 900 msec to provide 
a b2seline measure without fl~sh for the F and ., -1"' 
conditions a The design of Experiment 7 is su:-.marized in 
table 3o2o The total number of trials was 2976 which were 
presented in four two-hour sessions each of 744 trials. 
Table 3a2o: De~ign of Experinent 7 (P: peripheral cue 
only; F: target position = flashed; -F: target 
position = unflashed; V, D and I: valid, bas2line and 
invalid trials; c: cued position = flashed; u: uncued 
position = flashed; number of trials in ;)ra::kets) 
p 
F 
-F 
-FI 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
v 
D 
I 
X 
X 
X 
SOA 
SOA 
SOA 
V x CFOA x SOA 
B x CFOA :{ SOl-. 
I x CFOA x SOJI. 
V x CFC...ZI.. ·· SOl~ 
B x CFOA x SOA 
I x CFO?. x SOA 
(3 x 9G) 
(5 X 48) 
(3 X 96) 
(3 X 3 X 24) 
(3 X 3 X 12) 
(3 X 3 X 24) 
(3 X 3 X 72) 
( 3 X 3 := 3 6) 
(3 X 3 X 72) 
X c X CFOA X SOA (3 X 3 X 24) 
X u X CFOA X SOA (3 X 3 X 48) 
Subjects: Seven subjects participated in Experiment 
7: AoHo 11 PaPa, S.H. 11 L.G. 11 C.H. 11 T.L. and H.II. (ages 
19-29; four wi tl1 normal and three with 
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corrected-to-normal vision). Payment was 5.0 pounds for 
each two-hour session. Subjects having no prior 
experience with the task (all except for H.M.) 
participated in 4 6 practice sessions until they reached 
stable and comparable 0.75-threshold exposure durations. 
The following exposure times were introduced in Experiment 
4 for A. N. 0 P. P. o S. H. 0 L. Go , C. \'l. 0 T. L. and H. !<1. , 
respectively (means of four sessions 0 based on threshold 
estimates for PB trials 0 i.e. baseline trials without 
flash)~ 45 0 53.5 0 50 0 47.5 0 51o5 0 50.5 and 39 msec. 
Figures 3.3.a. and 3.3.b. present the oean value~ 
of p(CP 0 CSD) as a function of C?O~ and of SC~, separately 
for flashed (F6 figure 3.3.a.) and for unflashed (-F; 
figure 3.3.b.) valid 0 b2seline and invalid trials. Figure 
3.3.c. (page 208) presents the comparison between flashed 
(FI) and unflashed (-FI) invalid trials, with the -FI 
trials broken down accor:ing to whether the flash occurred 
at the cued (-Fie) or at an uncued (-Flu) location. 
Figure 3.3.d. (page 210) illustrates the comparison 
between valid unflashed (-FV) 0 invalid flashed (FI) and 
invalid unflashed (-Fiu) trials with a flash at an uncued 
location. And figure 3o3oeo (page 211) presents the 
comparison betv;een valid flashec1 (FV), peripheral cue onl~7 
baseline (PB) and invalid unflashed (-Fie) trials with a 
flash at the cued position. 
The arcsin-transformed values of p(C?,CSu) uere 
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evaluated in a four-way ANOVA involving the CFOl"i, F I-F, 
V/I and SOAo This ANOVA revealed the following effects to 
be significant: (1) main effect CFOA: F(2,12) = 26o51, 
p < Oo001i (2) main effect F/-F~ F(1,6) = 114o53, 
p < Oo001; (3) main effect V/Ig F(1,3) = 81o13, 
p < Oo001u 
p < Oo001r 
p < Oo001r 
(4) main effect SOAg 
(5) CFOA x V/I interaction: 
(6) F/-F x SOA interaction: 
F(2,12) = 2t3o3G, 
F(2,12) = 18o61, 
F(2,12) = 131 o31 1 
p < Oo001; (7) V/I x SOA interaction: F(2,12) = 5o04, 
p < OoOSr (8) CFOA x F/-F x V/I interaction: 
F(2,12) = 3o53, OoOS < p < Oo075; (9) CFOA x F/-F x SOA 
interaction: F(4 6 24) = 2o65 6 OoOS < p < Oo075o 
To examine whether the location of the flash (cued 
position or uncued location) has an effect on perfor8ance 
for unflashed invalid (-FI) trials, the values of arcsin 
p(CP,CSD) for invalid trials were subjected to a separate 
ANOVA involving the factors CFOAu F/-Fc/-Fu and SOAo This 
ANOVA revealed the following effects to be significant: 
(1) main effect F/-Fc/-Fu: F(2,12) = 30o27; p < Oo001; 
(2) main effect SOA: F(2,6) = 4o77, p < OoOS; (3) 
F/-Fc/-Fu x SOA interactiong F(4,24) = 41o97, p < Oo001; 
(4) CFOA x F/-Fc/-Fu x SOA interaction: F(8,48) = 2o12, 
OoOS < p < Oo075o 
As can be seen from figures 3o3oao and 3o3obo 1 
overall performance is higher for flashed (F) than for 
unflashed (-F) trials Cnain effect of F I -P), and also 
higher for valid than for invalid trials (main effect of 
V/I)o 
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Figures 3o3oao and 3o3obog p(CP 0 CSD» as a function of 
CFOA and SOA 0 separately for flashed (F 0 top figure) and 
unflashed «~F 0 bottom figureD conditions and for validu 
baseline and invalid trials «Vg trianglesu Bg circles; 
lg squares} 
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For flashed (F) trials (figure 3o3oao) 0 performance 
is highest at the 100-msec SOA and then declines 
significantly towards the 300-msec SOA (10C-300: 
p < Oo001 ) 0 both for valid and for invalid trials and for 
all CFOAso This decline appears more marked for invalid 
than for valid trialso For unflashed (-F) trials (figure 
3o3obo) 0 performance is lowest at the 100-msec SOA and 
then improves significantly towards the 300-nsec SOA 
(100-300: p ( Oo001}o This iraprovenent appears mor.:= 
marked for valid than for invalid trials~ ~or valid 
trials 0 it continues after the 300-msec SOAo 
At the 100-msec S0~ 0 performance is higher for vali: 
and invalid flashed (FV and FI) trials than for valid an~ 
invalid unflashed (-FV and -FI) trials (FI - -?V: 
p<Oo001}o At longer SOAs 0 performance does not differ 
reliably between flas~ed and unflashed valid {FV an] -FV) 
and between flashe~ and unflashed invalid (FI and -?I) 
trialso 
Combined across flashed (F) and unflashed (-~) 
conditions 0 performance for v~lid trials does not vary a~ 
a function of SO~ (ioeo 0 the relatively strong improve~ent 
for -FV trials between th2 100- and 300-msec SOAs 
compensates for the decrease for FV trials)o However, 
performance for invalid trials, combined across flashed 
(F) and unflashed (-P) conditions 0 decreases between the 
100- and 300-msec SOAs (ioeo 0 the relatively strong 
decline for FI trials is not compensate( fvr by tile 
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initial increase for -FI trials)o As a result, overall 
performance decreases significantly (100-300: p < Oo001; 
main effect of SOA) and V-I differences increase between 
the SOAs of 100 and 300 msec (significant V/I x SOh 
interaction)o 
As can be seen from ~igures 3o3oao and 
differencesu combined across SOAu are 
smaller for the CFOAs of 300- and 500-msec 
3o3oboq V-I 
significantly 
than for the 
100-msec CFOAo This difference occurs because of an 
initial performance loss for valid (100-300, 100-500: 
p < Oo001) and invariant performance for invalid trials 
(CFOA x V/I interaction)o 
Furtheru for the 100-msec CFOA, V-I differences do 
not differ between flashed (F) a~d unflashed (-F) 
conditions; however 0 for the CFOAs of 300 and 500 msec, 
V-I differences tend to be smaller for the flashed (F) 
than £or the unflashed (-F) condition (marginally 
significant CFOA x F/-F x V/I interaction)o This occurs 
because performance losses for valid trials between the 
CFOA of 100 msec and the 300- and 500-msec CFOAs are more 
marked for the flashed (F) than the unflashed (-P) 
conditiono 
Performance differences between the F and -r 
conditions 0 combi~ed across valid and invalid trials, vary 
little with SOA for the 100-msec CFOA; houever 0 for the 
CFOAs of 300 and 500 msec differences tend to increase 
between the SOA of 100 rnsec and the 300- an~ 500-rnsec SOAs 
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(Qarginally significant CFOA x F/-F x SOA interaction)a 
This occurs because at the 100-msec SOn, there is a 
performance loss for unflashed valid (-FV) trials between 
the CFOA of 100 1nsec and the 300- and 500-rnsec CFOAs 
(100-300, 100-500~ p < Oa001; see also figure 3a3ado), 
in addition to the SOA independent loss for flashed vali~ 
(FV) trialso 
Thus, the reduced overall performance for the C~OAs 
of 300 and 500 msec in comparison with the 100-rnsec CFO~ 
(main effect of CFOA) is due to a largely SOA independent 
loss in performance for flashed valid (FV) trials anc a 
specific loss for unflashed valid (-FV) trials at the 
100-msec SOA (note that performance for these conditions 
is below the peripheral cue only baseline Pn; see figure 
3o3oeo)o Performance for flashed and unflashed (FI and 
-FI) invalid trials is relatively unaffected by CFOA 
(except for the FI condition at 100-msec SOA, which shm1s 
a slight increase between the CFOA of 100 nsec and th~ 
300- and 500-rnsec CFOAs; see figure 3o3odo)o 
As can be seen from figure 3o3oCou for unflashe~ 
invalid trials (-Fie ane -Flu), performance is lowest at 
the SOA of 100 msec and increases significantly towards 
the 300-msec SOA (100-300~ -Fie~ p < Oo025; -FI~: 
p < OoOOS)o General performance for unflashed invalid 
trials is significantly lower with a flas~ at an uncued 
location (-Flu) than with a flash at tte cued (-Fie) 
position (p < Oo001 for all SOAs)o 
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Figure 3o3ocog p(CPuCSD) as a function of CFOA and._SOA, 
separately for flashed invalid trials (Fig solid line~) 
~nd also for unflashed invalid trials with a flash at the 
©ucd position (-Ficg dashed lines) ~nd with a flash at a~ 
uncued location (-Ficg dotted lines) 
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At the 100-msec S~Au performanc~ for unflashcd 
invalid (both for -Fie and for -Flu) trials is 
significantly lower than for flashed invalid (F!) trials 
(p ( Oo001)o Howeveru at the 300- and 500-msec SOAs, 
performance tends to be higher for un::lushed inv.::tlid 
trials with a flash at the cued po::::i tion (-Fie) and lo\-1er 
for unflashed invalid trials with a flash at an uncue~ 
location «-Flu) in comparison with. flasheG invalid trials 
(FI)o (Significant F/-Fc/-Fu X so~ interactiono) 
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At the SOAs of 300 and 500 msecu pe~foroance for 
flashed (FI) and unflashed (-Fie and -Fiu) invalid trials 
does not differ significantly among CFOAs. However, at 
the 100-msec SOAu performance both for flash2d invalid 
trials (FI) and for unflashed invalid trials with a flash 
at the cued position (-Fie) is lower for the 100-nscc CFOA 
than for the CFOAs of 300 and 500 msec (FI: 100-300: 
p < 0.025, 100-500: 0.10 > p > 0.05; -Fie: 100-300: 
p < 0.05u 100-500: p < 0.01 ); but perfornance for 
unflashed invalid trials with a flash at an uncueC 
location (-Fiu) tends to be higher. 
In other words, when the flash occurs at an uncuad 
location, performance (100-~sec SO~) is slisht!y increased 
for the 2lashed position (FI) and reduced for unflas~1ed 
locations (-Fiu) at the CFOAs of 300 and 500 msec relative 
to the 100-msec CFOA. However, when the flash occurs at 
the cued position, perfor~ance (100-msec SOA) is reduceJ 
for unflashed locations (-Fie) at the 100-msec CFOA 
relative to the CFOAs of 300 and 500 msec (marginully 
significant interaction between CFOA, F/-Fc/-Fu anC SOA). 
Figure 3.3.d. summarizes the results for -FV, FI and 
-Fiu trialsu i.e. for the critical conditions in which a 
flash occurred at an uncued position and the target 
appeared at the cued, at the flashed or at an uncued 
unflashed location. 
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Figure 3o3odo~ p(C~ 0 CSD) as a function of CFOA and SOA, 
separately for unflashed valid (-?V: filled triangles, 
dashed lines) 0 for flashed invalid (FI~ fillec squ~res, 
solid lines) and for unflas!lec1 invalid trials l•7i th a flash 
at an uncued location (-Flu: filled squares 0 dotted 
lines) 
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At 1 00-msec SOl'.s 0 there a=c perforr:tance gains for 
flashed invalid (FI) tria~s and losses for unflashed valio 
(-FV) a:1d unflashed invalid (-Flu) trialso :Jote that at 
~he CFOAs of 300 and 500 msec gains and losses for flashed 
~nd unfla~hed locations are more marked than at the 
~00-msec CFOAo At longer SOAsu SOA functions for invalid 
. flashed (FI) anc valic unflashed (~FV) trials intersect, 
in particular . for the 300- and 500-msec CFOAs, as 
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performance improves for valid (-FV) trials and declines 
for invalid (Fl) trials; and SOA fu~1ctions for flasheG 
(Fl) and unflashed (-Flu) invalid trials converge, because 
of performance losses for flashed (Fl) and improvement£:: 
·-~ ._ 
for unflashed (-Flu) trials. 
Figure 3.3.e.: p(CP,CSD) as a function of CFOA and S~~, 
separately for flashed valid (FV: triangles), for 
peripheral cue only b~seline (PE: circles) and Eor 
invalid trials \"lith a flash at the cued position (-?Ic: 
squares) 
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Valid and invalid trials with a flash at the cued 
position (FV and -Fie) are comparable to the "peripheral 
cueing" conditions of E;:periments 5 and 6. A~ can be seen 
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from figure 3.3.e., flashed valid (FV) and unflashed 
invalid trials (-Fie) in Experiment 7 show a pattern which 
is very similar to PV and PI trials in Experiment 5 and, 
respectively, to FV and -Fie trials in ~xperiment 6~ note 
th.::t the "peripheral cue only" (P) condition, presented at 
the left of figure 3.3.e., can be regarded as a "flashed" 
condition with identity between cued and flashed locatio~ 
and a CFOA of 0 msec. 
There is no difference in performance bet\veen tll2 0-
and 100-msec CFOAs and between the 300- and 500-mscc 
CFOAs. For the 0/100-msec CFOAs, performance at the 
100-msec SOA is highest for valid and lowest for invalid 
trials. For the 300/500-rnsec CFOAs, however, pcrfonnancc 
for invalid trials remains invariant across SOA at a level 
comparable to the 300- and 500-msec SOAs with the 
0/100-msec CFOAs (i.e., performance is not reduced at the 
100-msec in comparison Hith the longer SOAs). In 
contrast, performance for valid trials is generally 
reduced in conparsion ,.,i ti1 the C /1 00 msec CFOAs. 'I'hu:::, 
V-I differences decrease between the 100- and 300-osec 
SOl'.s, for all CFOl',s, and also bet'-v1een the 0/100- and the 
300/500-msec CFOl'.s. A separate AHOVA of arcsin p(CP,CS:J), 
involving the factors CFOA (0, 100, 300 and 500 msec), 
FV/-Fic and SOA, revealed the corresponding three-way 
interaction to be significant (F(6,36) = 2.45, p < 0.05). 
3.4.3. Discussion 
100 rnsec after the onset of a flash at an uncuad 
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location, there are substantial perfor~ance losses for the 
unflashed cued ?Osition (-FV) and marked gains for the 
flashed uncued location (FI); there are also losses for 
unflashed uncued locations (-Fiu) (see figure 3.3.d.). 
That is, a flash at an uncued location rapidly sumnons 
attention away from the cued position, enhancing 
performaace for the flashed location and reducing it for 
the cued position and also for uncue6 unflasheJ locations. 
However, the magnitudes of the performance losses for 
cued and of the gai:1s for flashed positions are dependent 
on the interval beb.,een cue and flash onset ( CFOli.): Ti1e 
trade-offs are less mar:~ed for the CFOA of 1 00 msec tha:1 
for the 300- and 500-nsec CFOAs; and, likewise, the 
losses for uncued unflashed locations are less for the 
100-msec than for the longer CFOAs. In other words, when 
a flash occurs at an uncued position during the early 
orienting COQponent triggered externally by a peripheral 
cue (i.e., 100 usee after cue onset), its a:Jili-::y to 
summon attention and to cause inhibition for unflashe6 
locations is reduced, in comparison with flashes occurring 
during the later component that is guided internally bv 
.i 
the spatial information of the cue (i.e., 300 to 500 ns2c 
after cue onset). 
That is, the early, "automatic", orienting process is 
more pouerful in resisting the competition of a flash than 
the later, "controlled", p!'ocess of sustained o:;:ienti:1g. 
T!1is differential resistance against a conpeting 
("automatic") process inciicates that orienting in response 
to a peripheral cue is indeed characterised by 2 higher 
degree of automaticity than 
production of a spatial 
information of the cue~ 
orienting based solely on 
expectancy in response to the 
note, hoHever, that the 
difference is only a gradual one, i.e. there is a 
substantial trade-off even for the 100-msec CFOA (but this 
is less marked than for the 300- and 500-nsec CF0,7,s). The 
differential trade-offs between the 100-msec and th~ 
longer CFOAs S"..lp;Jort the notion of a "refractory" period 
during which attention is engaged by the peripheral cue, 
so that a seccnd flash or a target at an uncuec location 
is less li)~ely to call an attention response~ note that 
this idea of a refractory period could also provide an 
explanation for the early, "passive", inhibitory effect of 
periphe~al cues on uncued locations. 
Uith increasing time between flash and target (300-
and 500-msec SOAs), as the power of the flash to engage 
attention fades out and attention can be actively 
withdrawn from the flashed location, priority for the cue~ 
position is reestablished through an internal orienting 
process guided by the spatial expectancy induced by the 
preceding cue. This reorientation of attention to the 
likely target location (-FV) shows a siuilar time course 
and is associated with a similar, substantial, decline in 
performance for the flashed position {FI) as in Experiment 
6. With the faCing of the power of the flash to summon 
attention, some enhancement, i.e. recovery from early, 
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passive, inhibition, can also occur for uncued unflashea 
locations (-Fiu; i.e., targets at these positions become 
more likely to call an attention response). 
As in Experiment 6, performance for uncueJ unflashe~ 
locations is generally lower with a flash at an uncued 
(-Fiu) than with a flash at the cued position (-Fie; sec 
figure 3.3.c.). That is, with a flash at a less lik2ly 
target location, uncuea unflashed positions (-Fiu) are 
affected by lasting, "active", inhibition (in addition to 
the transitory, passive, inhibition) associated ....... vll c..n the 
additional capacity demands of reorienting attention to 
the cued position. 
The peripheral cue only (P) condition shovs the 
typical pattern associated vith peripheral cueing (see 
CFOA = 0 conGition in figure 3.3.e.). For the cue( 
position, there is a pm;erful ("automatic") facili tatory 
effect at the 100-msec SOA, followed by a decline and 
sustained ("controlled") facilitation at the 300- and 
500-msec SOAs. For uncuec locations, there is an early 
inhibitory effect followed by some enhancement withi~ 
300 msec after cue onset. Nith a flash at the cued 
position (FV and -Fie), the pattern is essentially the 
same for the 1 00-r.tsec :i,nterval bebreen cue and flash onset 
(100-msec CFOP.; note that at the 100-rnsec SOA, the flash 
does not improve performance for the cued position above 
that for the peripheral cue only, i.e. 0 -nsec CFO!. 
condition). 
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However, there is a change in this pattern for the 
longer intervals (300- and 500-ms~c C?O~s)o For the cue~ 
position, the early enhancement produced by the flash 
(100-msec SOA) does not improve upon the sustaineC level 
of facilitation for CFOAs of 0 anL1 100 r:lSC:C CFOJ\s at the 
300- and 500-msec SOA::::;, and at tlle SOT~s of 300 and 
500 msec performance falls even belov1 this level (note the 
intersection betueen valid flashed, FV, and peripheral cue 
only baseline, PD, trials in figure 3o3oeo)o For uncued 
locations, the early inhibitory effect is reduced or 
absent (in contrast with unflashed trials with a flash at 
an uncued position, ioeo -Fiu) and perfornance at the 
300- and 500-r.tsec SOAs is as high as that for the CFOAs of 
0 and 100 mseco That is, the reduced strength of the 
early facilitatory component for the cued position is 
associated witl1 a less powerful inhibitory com?onent for 
uncued locations; but the reduced level of sustained 
facilitation for the cued position at the 3~0- an~ 
500-msec SOAs does not enhance performance for uncue~ 
locations a 
Presumably, FOSNE~ and COIT~N's (1934) inhibition 
effect is the cause for the reduced facilitation (of both 
the early and the sustained component) for the 300- and 
500-msec CFOAso That inhibition for the cued position 
cannot be completely suppressed by attention ~hen it is 
flashed repeatedly (cue plus flash) and with intervals 
between cue and flash onset of 300 to 500 ~sec, appears in 
accordance \·lith POSN:..:::TI u COHEN, CHOA'l,:C u HOCKEY and i•L\YLOl": 
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(1984)o POSNER et ala observed that simple RTs to 
suprathreshold luminance incre~ents were sloweC t~1en th3 
target probe a~peared twice or more often at the sa2c 
location than when it did not (inhibition was most 
pronounced at the 300-msec interval between res?onse to 
target and preser-.. tation of target Hi- 1, at 
inter-target intervals of 600 to 700 msec)o Although 
POSI1E~ et al o found that inhibition was at its Daxi~u~ 
after only one repetition, this does not rule out t~e 
possibility that inhibition may build up with nore 
repetitions w~en the inter-stinulus interval is shorter 
than 600 to 700 mseco Such a build-up migit have occ~rre~ 
in the present experiment tlith a maximum inter-stimulus 
interval of 500 msec in the cue-flash-target sequence 
(ioeo 6 two repetitions)o 
POSNER and COHEi~ 0 s inhibition results in failure of a 
second flash at the cued position to reactivate fully the 
early (100-rnsec SOA), auto~atic, orienting component 
followi~g activation by a peripheral cue, and this i~ 
associated t'li th reduced strength of early, "passi ve 11 , 
inhibition for uncued locationso ("Active" inhibition 
should not be involved, for a noncompeting flash shoul~ 
not influence the spatial expectancy based on th8 
inforuation provided by the a<lvance cueo) But POS~·i::::R anc.' 
COHEN's inhibition effect is not associate~ with enhanced 
performance for uncued locations at 300- and 500-~sec 
SOAs, indicating that this effect is not a trade-off 
phenomenon (see also POS~J:L.;~ and COI-IE:I, 1984)a 
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3o5o General Discussion 
The results of the present e~periments are largely 
consistent with the two-component model of spatial 
orienting proposed in Chapter 2 (section 2o6o~ 
JONIDESu 19C1)o 
see also 
Experiment 5 showed that at short SO~s, central cues 
are less effective than peripheral cues in orientin~ 
attention to the indicated location~ ho~ever, at longer 
SOAs, the two types of cue are equally effective in 
sustaining attention for the cued positiono 
~his suggests th2t there are two different processes 
associated with central and peripheral cuein;: Direct 
cues in the display peri?hery trigger a =apid and po~erful 
orienting res;>onse ( "su;:unoning" of attention); 
presumably, this process is activated by extern2l 
properties of the cue (abrupt temporal discontinuity in 
light energy)o Symbolic indicators in the centre initiate 
a delayed orienting process (production of an e:~?ectancy) 
which is guided by the spatial information provided by the 
cueo Production of a spati~l expectancy demands ti~e an~ 
capacity 0 but it may enhance the effect of peripheral 
cueso 
The early facilitatory component produced by 
peripheral cues is follm1ed by a less effective conponer1t 
of sust.:1i:1ed facilitation; hm-1ever u this cor.:poner1t is 
pov1er£ul enough to supress POSI·m~~ and COlli::!·; 1 s inhibi tioa 
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effect which uould otherwise, i.eo without actively 
sustained attention, follow the preceding peripheral cua 
(POSln::::R and COE:;:::r.;, 1984; UAYLO:-!., 1985). The transitio:, 
from the first to the second corn?onent with peripheral 
cues and th~ asymptotic build-up of facilitation with 
central cues suggest that the component which ena~les 
attention to be maintained for t~e indicated location is 
the same fo~ the two types of cue. 
The build-up of facilitation for the cueG position is 
associated with a concurrent inhibitory effect for uncued 
locations. This effect appears to have two sources: 
"Passive" inhibition ,,,hich i::; transitory anc1 cau::;ed by the 
su~~oning of attention to the locus of a peripheral cue; 
and "active" inhibition Hhich can la.:..;t longer an~ is 
caused by the cayacity demands of producing a spatial 
expectancy for the indicated position. =arl~ inhi~ition 
can be co~:~pensat3d for only as the "passive" effect of a 
peripheral cue to engange attention fades out anC/or 
"active" production of a spatial expectancy is completed. 
Maintenance of a spatial expectancy for the cued position 
is associated with reduced inhibition for uncued 
locations. 
The differential time course of S?atial orientins in 
response to peripheral and to central indicators 
(Experiment 5) suggested that the early facilitatory 
component associated with peripheral cues and the 
component of sustained facilitation as~ociate0 both with 
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central and with peripheral cues ~re based on separate 
processes \'lhich differ in their deg:ce2 of auto:-:~a tici ty 
("automatic" versus "controlled"). Experiments 6 and 7 
were designed to test this by rneasuri~g the degree to 
which these processes could resist the competition of an 
uninformative peripheral flash (i.e., of an "auto:"Jatic" 
stimulus itself). 
Experiment 6 that sustained orientins 
initiated through central cues ("controlled" process) is 
not powerful enough to resist the co8petition of 
("automatic") orienting in response to a peripheral flash: 
;'lith a flash at an uncue<.i location, perforr.1ance is 
initially impaired for the cue~ (-FV) and enhanced for the 
flashed position (FI), because tha flash rapidly summons 
attention away from the high to a low priority location. 
Presumably, the ability of the orienting process initiated 
by central cues to resist interruption would not be 
greater at shorter intervals between cue and flash (i.e., 
shorter than the 500-msec CFOA used in Experiment 5). 
As the automatic effect of the flash to engage 
attention fades out, within 100-400 msec after its onset, 
attention can be actively reoriented to the high priority 
location indicated by the advance cue and facilitation for 
this position (-FV) is built up again. The time course of 
this recovery resembles the asymptotic build-up of 
facilitation in the central cueinq condition of Experi~ent 
5, suggesting that reorientation of attention is guided h~ 
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the same process which enables orienting in response to 
central indicators. Reorientation of attention to tho 
cued position involves a trade-off with the flashed 
location (FI) which loses its ea~ly advantage as the 
interval between flash and target gets longer. 
With the fading of early, passive, inhibition 
produced by the flash, performance for uncued unflashed 
locations improves initially, whether the flash occured at 
the cued (-Fie) or at an uncue~ position (-Flu). However, 
with a flash at an uncued locatio~, the capacity demands 
associated with the reorientation of attention to the c~ec 
position involve lasting, active, inhibition for uncued 
unflashed locations. 
Experime~t 7 sl1owed that similar trade-offs occur 
when the likely target location is indicated a 
peripheral cue which is then followed by a spatially 
uninformative peripheral flash. 
However, with a flash at an uncued position, the 
tradeoff between the cued (-FV~ early performance loss) 
and the flashed (FI~ early performnace gain) location is 
less marked for the 100-msec interval between cue and 
flash than for the 300- and 500-msec intervals. That is, 
the early orienting component triggered by peri~heral cues 
(100-msec CFOA) shows greater resistance against the 
competition of a peripheral flash than the later component 
of sustained orienting (300- and 500-msec C~OAs); tho 
trade-off for this second component is as large as that in 
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Experiment 6 \•lith central cues and a 500-msec CFCn. This 
indicates that external orientins triggered by peri?h2ral 
cues is indeed an "automatic" process, Hhile sustained 
(internal) orienting initiated both throu~h central ana 
through peripheral cues is a "controlled" process. 
With a flash at the cued position (FV and -Fie~ PV 
aad PI trials are regarded as "flashed" conci tions \·ri th a 
CFOA of 0 ~sec), there is a furt~er differential effect 
between the 0- and 100-nsec intervals between cue and 
flash onset and the 300- and 500-rnsec intervals: 
long CFOAs are compared with short ones, the early 
(100-Lsec SOA) facilitatory component for the cuec! 
position is reduced in magnitude, as is the con?onent of 
sustained facilitation (300- anC 500-~sec SO~s). 
reduction is presunably caused by POS~JER and COH:Ci·i' s 
(1984) inhiDition effect. Ti.1is would suggest that 
inhibition may build up, and reach a strength which cannot 
be com~ensated for by sustained attention, when tha cued 
position is repeatedly stimulated with a maximum 
inter-stimulus interval of SOC mscc in tltc 
cue-flash-ta=get sequence (see also POSNER et al., 1984). 
Both Experiments 6 and 7 provide evidence that t!w 
effect of peripheral flashes is not completely 
"automatic"; rather, it can be attenuated or enhancecl, to 
sane degree, by a controlled process based on a spatial 
expecta:1cy (see also JOHID~S, 1930, 1981 ). AttenuJ.tion 
occu=s when cue and flash compete; enhance~ent can occur 
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when they agree. Restated, facilitatory effects produce~ 
by uninformative flashes can "add" to the facilitation 
associated with the production and maintenance of a 
spatial expectancy (note that with a flash at the cue6 
position, enhancement occurs only with central but not 
with peripheral cues); and maintenance of a spatial 
expectancy can "reduce" inhibitory effects of flashes. 
YAN':..,IS and JO:~IDES ( 19G4) have recently de::10nstruted 
that single abrupt stimulus onsets in multielement 
displays ~ith gradual stimulus onsets produce II ••• a 
ra?id and involuntary deployment of attention to the locus 
of temporal discontinuity'' (p. 601 ). The present 
experiments, using single salient discontinuities in light 
energy in peripheral vision (peripheral cues and flashes), 
agree with this. They are consistent with two of YAN~IS 
and JOiHDES' ( 1 984) predictions for "onset" and "no-onset" 
stimuli (see pp. 61C - 619): First, if an attended 
location contains a target, an abrupt onset nontarget at 
sone other location is more likely to interfere with 
target processing than a no-onset nontarget; secon\.~, 
performance for a target with abrupt onset should be quite 
high even if it appears at an unattended location. 
That is, targets with abrupt onsets ''... should be 
efficiently processed regardless of the subject's 
intentional allocation of attention" (p. 619). The reason 
for this is the involuntary nature of the automatic 
orienting process triggered by abrupt changes in light 
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energy. Such changes are "irnperati ve", summon in·] 
attentio~ possibly without subjective effort, intention 
and awarenesso Presurnably 0 they are encoded at some 
early, preselective (parallel and capncity-free), stage in 
the visual system and guide access of im::~e:di.ately 
follmving sti;uuli to a 1 imi ted ca!_)aci ty syste;:. (eo go, 
DUNC.Z\IJ 0 1980a)o 
Y.i\I:'..:.~Is and. JOlHD:8S linJ:ed the effect of cJir2ct 
peripheral cues to the special s~atus of abrupt onsets in 
the transient visual systeo (e.g., I~ULII~O~?SICI anc1 
TOLHURST, 1973; BREIT:EYZTI and JULESZ, 1975; TODD anc'l 
VAN GELD~l~, 1979) o In responding to abru;_Jt cha;1ges in the 
periphery, this system can be regarded as ''o•• part of an 
0 early w2rning systeo' th~t orients an organis~ and 
directs its attention to locations in visual space that 
poten·cially contain novel i_)attern information" (B~BI'I'i~SY:C:~~ 
and GA:·JZ, 1976 0 Po 31 ). 
The differential trade-off function~ in Experi~ent 7 
for the 100-msec and the 300- and 500-msec i~tcrvals 
between cue and flash onset suggest that the transition 
froo the early automatic to the later controll2d orienting 
component occurs at some point between 100 and 300 msec 
after the onset of a peripheral cue, i.e. at c: tiL;c 
charc:cteristic for the lateu.cies of saccadic eye r:~oveuents 
in response to peripheral target stimulio This appears to 
be more than a coincidence, suggestin<; that "a:.:ttooatic" 
shifts of attention (covert) precede saccadic changes of 
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ocular fixation (overt). 
There has been some controversy about the nQture of 
the relationship between attention shifts ~nd saccadic eye 
move;nents. 
1·7hen presenting monkeys ui th a peripheral stir:mL.1s 
which was to be the target of a saccade, GOLDBERG an~ 
WURTZ (1972) found increased activity, about 50 ms~c aft2r 
stinulus onset, of single cells in the inte~mediate layers 
of tl1e superior colliculus whose receptive field include~ 
the eye movement target. The latency of this enhancement 
is consistent ui th the findings of ::ISSE~~, POSiTC~~ an( 
SNYD:2:R (1978) and of P.I::I-aNGTOU (1930( Experinents 1 anc1 
2) that when a luminance increment occurs at the location 
of a peripheral eye movement target, simple RT to and 
sensi~ivity for the detection probe is enhanced, 50 to 
100 msec after the onset of the saccade target, in 
corn?arison with the locations at the centre and on the 
opposite side of the eye movement target o Hm·1ever, ~7U~TZ 
and I:OIILEE (1976; IiOl~L!:£( ane rm.i1TZ, 1976) founC: nQ 
increased discharge rate of collicular cells when monkeys 
maue spontaneous saccades either in the darl: or in the 
light, or when they were trained to make hand movements to 
the onset of a pcriiJ~1eral target light or to detect a 
dimming of this light while maintaining fixation. That 
is, the attentional mechanism associated with the enhanced 
activity of collicular cells appeared related to the 
11 intention" to ma~~e a saccade to a peripheraL target 
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probeo 
This led \'lUI:.TZ and I:-lOHLB:\. to propose their "efference 
readiness'' hypothesis that when attention to a peripheral 
stimulus is required, a "program" for an eye novement to 
its location is prepared; the oculomotor readiness, 11 ooo 
via as yet unknoun feedforuard pathua::rs, has the e::fect of 
enhancing processing in or fro~ sensory pathways dealing 
\'lith information from the target location" (I-~LEII-1, 19:30, 
Po 262) o 
However, KLEIN (1980) argues against this position on 
the basis of a study which was designed to dGcouple 
attention shifts and eye movementso The first e~perirnent 
consisted of eye 
(25%) trials which 
(dual condition)o 
movement (75S) and of simple nanual n~ 
were presented in randomized order 
On eye movement trials, subjects had to 
make a saccade to a prespecified location (left or right) 
\·Thich ";as fixed throughout a block; the signal for the 
eye move~ent was a peripheTal asterisk which could occur 
either at the target position of the saccade (compatible) 
or on the opposite side (incompatible)o On manual ~T 
trials, subjects had to give a sim~le speeded response to 
a luminance increment which could occur either at the 
prespecified (eye movement) location (50%) or on the 
opposite side (SO~)o 
KL=ru found that saccade latencies were shorter when 
the asterisk signal occurred at the eye movement target 
(compatible) than when it did not (incompatible); bu~ 
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manual RTs showed no advantage for luninance increments 
occurrinJ at the (blocked) location of the eye raove;.1ent 
target. KLEIN concluded that ''... shifts of visual 
attention do not necessarily occt:<r uhen su:)j ects get rea•:::..-
to move their eyes to a target location" (p. 268). 
On manual response trials, the location of the 
datection probe is probabilistically unrelated with the 
location of the eye movement target, so that, indee:, no 
attention shift should occur. However, it is questionable 
"'::.ether the aJvantage in saccac1e latencies for comp2 til)le 
trials is caused by "reudiness", prior ·co the asteris~~ 
signc.l, to mal~e an eye moveii1ent to a position knmm in 
advance. Rather, saccade latencies may be faster on 
compatible trials because an asterisl: signal precedes the 
ey2 movement at its tar~et location. That is, the 
asterisk is an imperative stimulus for an auto~atic 
orienting 
relate'-'· to 
process. This process may 
oculomotor "programming" 
be intrinsically 
(possibly, it is 
associated with enhanced activity of collicular cells), so 
that on co~patible trials saccades can be re~dil! 
executec:. On incompatible trials, hm-rever, eye movem~nts 
to the asterik must b6 actively suppressed and sacc2Jes in 
the opposite direction must be generated. This mav 
require internally controlled reorienting of attention an1 
is responsible for the increased saccade latencies. In 
other wor6s, there is no need to assume that eyo movenents 
in KL:..::IlJ' s i:xperiment 1 \·1ere programmed in advance of the 
asterisl: signal. 
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In I~LEIN's second experiment, 80% of trials required 
a manual response (simple R7 to the onset of a luminance 
increment) and 20% of trials required an eye movement 
(saccade latency to the onset of an asterisk signal). 
Both types of trial started with the presentation of a 
central arrow cue pointing to the likely location of the 
luminance increment. On manual response trials, the 
luminance increment occurred, 1000 msec after cue onset, 
either at the cued (88%) or at the uncued location (12%). 
On eye movement trials, subjects of one experimental group 
had to malte a saccade to the location of the asterisk 
signal (compatible), and subjects of a second group had to 
make a saccade to the opposite location (incompatible). 
The asterisk occurred with equal frequency at cued and at 
uncued locations. 
KLEIN found that simple RTs were faster for cued than 
for uncued locations, for both the compatible and the 
incompatible eye movement group. 
latencies did not differ between 
However, saccade 
trials with asterisk 
signals at cued and those with asterisk signals at uncued 
locations, neither for the compatible nor for the 
incompatible eye movement group. The manual RT advantages 
for cued locations indeed indicate that subjects used the 
advance cue to orient attention. However, KLEIN's 
conclusion that II 0 0 0 oculomotor readiness does not 
accompany shifts of visual attention" (p. 272) is again 
questionable. On eye movement trials, an asterisk 
occurred 1000 msec after cue onset. This asterisk 
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automatically summons attention, 'Vlhether it occurs at the 
cued or at the uncued location. Thus, the absence of an 
advantage in saccade latencies for asterisk signal~ at 
cued locations only indicates that internal orienting 
guided by the cue (controlled process) can be effectively 
interrupted by external orienting in response to an 
asterisk at an uncued location (automatic process). 
On the basis of this interpretation, one shoulc 
expect saccade latencies to be shorter for compatible than 
for incompatible eye movement trials. (~or if external 
orienting in response to an asterisk signal is 
intrinsically related to oculomotor programning, saccac!es 
can be readily executed on a co~patible trials; but on 
incompatible trials, an eye movement to the asterik must 
be actively suppressed and a saccade in the opposite 
direction must be generated, a process which may require 
internal reorienting of attention). Although the main 
effect of compatibility on saccade latencies is not 
significant in I~LEHJ' s Experiment 2, latencies are 
consistently faster for compatible than for incom?atible 
eye movements; that is, consistently across saccadG 
directions (left and right) and across cue validity 
conditions (valid, neutral and invalid). (The reason why 
this effect failed to reach significance may be that this 
contrast involves different groups of suLjects; in 
KLEIU's Experiment 1, the within-subject conparison 
between compatibility conditions turned out significant.) 
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Thus, it may be premature to ciscard the "efference 
readiness" hypothesis, at least as far as "autor.1c:1tic" 
orienting in response to ·peripheral stimuli is concerned. 
This vieu seefils consister..t "~:lith IlEriilJGTO:·!' s ( 19-JO; 
Experifilent 3) finding that shifts of attention, prior to 
the onset of an eye movefilent, II ... do not seen to 
accompany saccades that are initiated by a ce1:tral cue" 
(p. 738). But II ... whenever a peripheral event is used 
to trigger an eye movement, clear shifts of attention 
occur" (p. 742), vlheth8r or not subjects "inte~1d" to r;;ove 
attention with their eyes (Experiment 4). This might 
in~icate that there are two types of oculomotor readiness: 
"readiness" externally imposed by a salient peripheral 
stimulus anC:. "readiness" internall}' genera tecl in adva:1ce 
of soue target event. It seems plausible to suggest that 
the first typG of readiness is characterised by a clos~r 
intrinsic link to the saccadic control system than the 
second type. 
This does not rule out the possibility, of course, 
that there is a common mechanism (e.g., the transient 
visual system) that links both attention and eye i"aover.:ents 
to the onset of peripheral events, but that the control 
systens for attention and for eye movements are separate 
mech&nisms. That is, the onset of a stimulus 
"attract" both the eye movement system and the automatic 
attention mechanism, without any intrinsic physiological 
relationship between the two syste3s being implicateC:.. 
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Chapter 4 
The Relationship between Target Localisation and Target 
Discrimination in Single and Multiple Element 
Displays 
4.1. Introduction 
What is the relationship between localisation ana 
discrimination accuracy in the single and multiple element 
displays presented in Experiments 1 to 4? Analyses of (1) 
p(CP,CSD), i.e. the joint probabilities of correct 
responses have position plus correct same-different 
already been presented in Chapter 2. This chapter will 
also present analyses of the three remaining combinations 
between correct and incorrect localisation and 
discrimination responses: (2) p(CP,ISD): correct 
position plus incorrect same-different response; (3) 
p(IP,CSD): incorrect position plus correct same-different 
response; and (4) p(IP,ISD): incorrect position plus 
incorrect same-different response. These analyses will be 
guided by a model which allows the correction for effects 
of guessing on localisation and discrimination accuracy. 
This, in turn, will allow a decision among several 
alternative hypotheses about the relationship between 
target localisation and target discriminationo 
There are five logically distinct alternatives: 
(1) Localisation and discrimination accuracy are 
completely independent. 
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(2) Target localisation and target discrimination are 
completely interdependent: Localisation accuracy is at 
chance when discrimination fails and discrimination 
accuracy is at chance when localisation fails. 
(3) Target discrimination is completely dependent on 
target localisation: Discrimination accuracy is at chance 
when localisation fails; however, localisation accuracy 
may be above chance when discrimination fails. 
(4) Target localisation is completely dependent on 
target discrimination: 
discrimination 
Localisation accuracy is at chance 
fails; however, discrimination 
accuracy may be above chance when localisation fails. 
(5) Mixture between (3) and (4): Both localisation 
and discrimination accuracy may be above chance when 
discrimination or, respectively, localisation fails. 
What are the positions of current models of visual 
search about these alternatives? Four influential models 
will be reviewed in some detail: The models of TRZISNAN 
(TREISMAlJ, SYKES and GELADE, 1977; TREISMAN and GELADE, 
1980), of HOFFl·,lAN (1978, 1979), of DUNCAN (1980a, 1981, 
1985) and of SHAW (1980, 1982, 1984; SHAW, MULLIGAN and 
STONE, 198.3). 
TREISHAN's "feature integration theory" assumes that 
there is an initial, parallel and capacity-free 
("automatic") stage of "feature registration" in v1hich the 
visual display is coded along a number of separable 
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"dimensions" (e.g., brightness, colour, spatial frequency, 
orientation, etc.). In a second stage of "feature 
integration'' these separate first-stage representations 
are then synthesized into compound object representations, 
i.e. object "perceptions", which can be stored and 
reported as such. Feature integration is assumed to be 
serial and capacity-limited ("controlled") in nature, 
requiring "focused attention"o 
This theory makes a basic distinction betHeen t':.ro 
types of search task: (1) Tasks in which targets are 
defined by single features ("feature tasks"; eog., search 
for a red or blue square among red circles and blue 
triangles; i.e., the defining attribute is shape); and 
(2) tasks in which targets are defined by conjunctions of 
features ("conjunction tasJ~s"; e.g., search for a red 
triangle among red circles and blue triangles; iee., the 
defining attributes are shape plus colour). If exhaustive 
search of display elements is prevented (limited exposure 
times), feature integration theory makes different 
predictions for localisation and identification accuracy 
in single feature and in feature conjunction tasks. 
In feature tasks, the presence of the defining 
attribute may be detected without being localised. ~hat 
is, feature identification may be based on the first-stage 
registration of the critical feature (i.e., square shape 
in the above example); but feature localisation, which 
ov .. ".. could logically follm·1 instead of preceding 
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identification" (TREISHAN and GELADE, p. 100), may fail 
because of the prevention of exhaustive (serial) search. 
That is, " ••• focused attention may be necessary not only 
to ensure correct identification of conjunctions, but also 
to localize single features accurately" (TREISHAN anc 
GELADE, 1980, p. 130). 
In conjunction tasks, however, a compound target 
cannot be identified without being localised. That is, 
first-stage registration of the critical features (i.e., 
red colour and triangle shape in the above example) is not 
sufficient to determine the presence of the target (since 
there are "red" objects and coloured "triangles" as 
distractors); rather, localisation is a necessary 
precondition for the integration of separate features into 
a (correct) second-stage representation of the target 
(i.e., a red triangle). Note, that when focused attention 
is prevented, II ••• the registration of unlocalised 
features in separate maps permits illusory conjunctions to 
be formed from incorrectly integrated features" (TREISILZ\N 
and GELADE, 1980, p. 131 ). 
Further, in both tasks localisation accuracy should 
be at chance when identification failed. That • II ~s, ••• 
one cannot normally locate an item which differs from a 
field of distractors without also knowing at least on 
which dimension (color or shape) that difference exists" 
(TREISMAI~ and GELADE, 1980, p. 131). That is, first-stage 
representations (of colour and shape) are separate and 
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detection of one odd item must be specific to one such 
representation. 
However, successful localisation without successful 
identification might still be possible if a sufficient 
number of display elements can be searched by serially 
focusing attention on them. Suppose, for example, that 
three out of a total of four display locations, one of 
them containing the target, can be searched successfully~ 
then, if none of the searched positions contains the 
target, the unsearched location can be correctly guessed 
(see, KADAN'E, 1971, and STONE, 1975, for a formal 
treatment of "optimal whereabouts search"). But 
identification could fail because of the prevention of 
focused attention for the target location. 
HOFFHAN suggested the follmling t\·10-stage model (to 
counter SHIFFRIN and SCHNEIDER's, 1977, proposal that 
memory comparisons in "varied mapping" search, i.e. when 
target and distractor stimuli change roles from trial to 
trial, occur in a "serial-serial" order that cycles 
through a frame of display elements for a given memory set 
iteQ k before switching to the next item k + 1). 
In a first, preattentive stage, each display element 
is compared in parallel to all memory set items, computing 
independent values of the similarity between display and 
memory set elements. Display items are then transferred, 
in order of decreasing similarity, to a second stage of 
serial, exhaustive rneQory comparisons (transfer from a 
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rapidly fading trace {iconic memory) to a more permanent 
store (short term memory). Transfer is a serial, limited 
capacity process of selective attention. When transfer of 
display ele~ent k is complete, transfer of item k + 1 can 
begin, i.e. transfer can be carried out in parallel with 
memory comparison. Hov1ever, if transfer of eleri1ent k + 1 
is completed while item k is still in the memory 
comparison stage, element k + 1 must queue. The memory 
comparison stage is assumed to be error-free; the main 
sources of errors (misses) is that display elements fail 
to gain admission to the transfer list and that queueing 
time exceeds "iconic" memory durationo 
This model allows a matching decision (i.e., 
response) to be made based on first-stage representations. 
The optimal decision strategy involves summing of the 
output of several "filters'' (i.e., of the independent 
similarity values for each display element) and comparing 
the sum to a criterion. This may be a successful strategy 
for consistent mapping search or 
discriminability is high. However, 
when signal/noise 
for varied mapping 
search or when signal/noise discriminability is low, 
responding on the basis of first-stage representations 
wouln result in high error rates. To reduce error rates, 
display elements can be sub~itted to a second stage whose 
output is more accurate. 
Thus, HOFFHAN's model predicts that identification 
accuracy may be above chance even when localisation 
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failes, because of the possible integration of the output 
of several filters. Further, localisation accuracy may be 
above chance when identification failed, for the following 
reason: Suppose, for example, that "distractor" elenent k 
gains access to second-stage memory comparison before 
"target" item k + 1 on the transfer list; then, 
second-stage processing may succeed in correctly rejecting 
element k as a distractor, but may not be able to conplete 
memory comparison for item k + 1; then, item k + 1 should 
be chosen for the position response and the identity 
response should be based on the integrated similarity 
values for all the remaining elements on the transfer 
list. 
Similar ideas of a first, parallel stage of 
processing and a second, limited capacity stage have been 
proposed by DUNCA:J ( 1980a, 1 981 , 1 985). In DUI~Cl'.N 1 s 
model, display elements are fully identified (position, 
colour, size, form and aspects of meaning) at the first 
stage, and the further action of the system can depend on 
this information. However, first-stage representations 
cannot serve as the basis for response, i.e. "no 
reportable perception of any sort has been formed". Since 
first-stage representations are susceptible to visual 
masking and decay, they must gain access to a limited 
capacity system which accomplishes the transfer to the 
second stage. Since transfer is capacity-limited, some 
"selection schedule'' is needed to define which elements to 
pass on. As DUNCAN states, " • • 0 Potentially any 
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information derived at the first level could serve as the 
basis for selection". In search tasks, only targets, i.e. 
stimuli with the attribute(s) defining the target, " 
will usually pass into and compete for the 
limited-capacity system". 
The main feature which distinguishes DUNCAN's model 
from that of HOFFHAN seems to be that only emergence of an 
element at the second stage creates a reportable 
perception and that the second stage of processing cannot 
be more accurate than the first stage. Since second-stage 
representations are percepts based on first-stage 
representations, " ••• There is no way ••• for the second 
level to know whether information received from the first 
level is accurate or inaccurate'' (DUNCAN, 1930a, p. 285). 
Thus, since only targets will usually pass into the 
limited capacity system, identification accuracy should be 
at chance when localisation failed and localisation 
accuracy should be at chance when identification failed. 
However, DUNCAN (1981, 1985) seems to imply that these 
predictions hold only if location and identity information 
are derived equally efficiently (i.e., equally fast) at 
the first stage of processing, so that neither could serve 
as the basis for selecting the other. Suppose, for 
example, 
identity 
that position information is derived faster than 
information; it could occur then that the 
position information 
while the identity 
gains access to 
information does 
the second stage 
not. That is, 
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localisation accuracy could be above chance when 
identification failed. Similarly, if identity information 
is derived faster than position information, 
identification accuracy could be above chance Hhen 
localisation failed. Note, however, that identification 
and localisation accuracy could not be both above chance 
when localisation or, respectively, identification failed. 
SHAH's "attention theory", based on signal detection 
theory (SOT; GREEN and SWETS, 1966), distinguishes 
between a first stage of stimulus coding and a second 
stage of decision making: In the coding stage stir.mli are 
converted into internal representations, and in the 
decision stage the internal representations are used to 
determine the response (note that the coding stage may 
consist of substages which are, however, considered 
together). 
The basic assumption of SHAW's nodel is that a finite 
resource (attention, processing capacity, search effort) 
is divided among display elements and that the processing 
capacity allocated to a particular element can influence 
its internal representation. Suppose, for instance, that 
there is a fixed number of "strength samples" N available 
to be divided among display elements (note that SHA\7 
conceives of the finite attention resource not as an 
integer-state quatitity N, but as a continuous-state 
quantity phi). The value of the internal random variable 
for a particular input k, given that it is a target or a 
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distractor, is then the mean of the subset of N(k) samples 
and its variance is the variance of a single sample (a 
constant depending on stimulus conditions) divided by 
N(k). With an increase in display elements, fewer samples 
could be allocated to each one and target-distractor 
discriminability for each input would decrease. That is, 
the probability would increase that the value for a 
distractor at one location would exceed the value for a 
target at another position. 
The decision making assumptions of SHAW's model are 
then as follows: The display element chosen for the 
position response is that for which the associated random 
variable is the maximum of the n random variables 
associated with the n elements. The value of the random 
variable 
position 
associated with the element chosen for 
response should usually also determine 
the 
the 
identity response. However, it is also possible that for 
the identity response the values of independent random 
variables are integrated (e.g., averaged) and compared to 
a criterion. This allows identification accuracy to 
exceed chance even when localisation failed. However, 
localisation should be at chance when identification 
failed. 
But, as with feature integration theory, successful 
localisation without successful identification might still 
be possible if the finite attention resource is co@pletely 
allocated to a subset of display locations, while the 
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other elements are ignoredo Suppose 0 for example, that 
one out of four display locations, one of them containing 
the targetu receives no search efforto This improves 
target-distractor discriminability for the three attended 
locations 0 and if none of the associated random variables 
exceeds the criterion, it is more likely that the 
unattended location contains the targeto Thus 0 guessin0 
the ignored position would optimize target localisation 
without improving target discrimination (see SHAH, 
MULLIGAN and STrnillu 1983)o 
The explanations for successful localisation without 
successful identification given by SHAW's attention theory 
and by TREISHAN's feature integration theory resemble each 
other in that both assume a strategy of "excluding" one or 
more locations from search to which guesses are allocated 
if no target was found at searched locationso Note, 
however 0 that SHAW conceives of attention as a continuous 
quantity rather than a discrete resource applied serially 
to discrete locationso 
4o2o Analysis 
None of the current model of visual search predicts 
complete independence between localisation and 
identification 0 ioeo 0 in the context of the present task, 
discrimination accuracyo This hypothesis can be easily 
testedo Assuming independence 0 the observed values of 
p(CPuCSD) 0 p(CP,ISD), p(IP,CSD) and p(IP 0 ISD) should be 
predictable in the following way: 
p(CP 0 CSD) = p(CP) * p(CSD); 
p(CP 0 ISD) = p(CP) * (1-p(CSD)); 
p(IP 0 CSD) = (1-p(CP)) * p(CSD); 
p(IP 0 ISD) = (1-p(CP)) * (1-p(CSD)) 0 
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where p(CP) and p(CSD) are the observed probabilities of 
correct position and correct same-different responseso 
Howeveru the values calculated in this way consistently 
(ioeou across subjects and conditions) underestimate 
p(CP 0 CSD) and p(IP 0 ISD) and overestimate p(CP 0 ISD) and 
p(IP 0 CSD) 0 so that the hypothesis of complete independence 
between target localisation and target discrimination can 
be refutedo 
To decide among the remaining hypotheses requires 
establishing that either localisation accuracy (hypothesis 
(3)) or discrimination accuracy (hypotheis (4)) or both 
(hypothesis (S)) are above chance when discrimination or 
localisationu respectively 0 faileso Hypothesis (2) can be 
refuted if either p(CP 0 ISD) or p(IP 0 CSD) or both are above 
chance a 
p(IP 0 CSD) 0 correct discrimination with 
localisation failure 0 is at chance when~ 
p(IP 0 CSD) = p(IP 0 ISD); 
that is 0 when p(CSD/IP) 0 the probability of a correct 
same-different response given an incorrect position 
response 0 is OoS 
discrimination}~ 
(two-alternative 
p(CSD/IP} = p(IPoCSD)/p(IP) = Oo5 1 
forced 
where p(IP) is the sum of p(IP 0 CSD) and p(IP 0 ISD)o 
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choice 
It is more difficult to determine whether p(CP,ISD), 
ioeo correct localisation with discrimination failure, 
exceeds chance 0 for the cued position (ioeo, the likely 
target location) might be more or less frequently 
00 guessed" to contain the target than any one of the three 
uncued locations and this "cued position bias" has to be 
taken into accounto It is possible 0 however, to derive a 
model which resolves this problemo This model is designed 
to estimate the value of p(CP 0 ISD) expected on the 
11 guessing assumption" (see (1) and (2) belou) and to 
compare it with the observed valueo This model is based 
on the following assumptions and definitions: 
(1) If insufficient location information is acquired 
on a given trialu the position response is a guesso 
(2a) The three uncued locations are guessed with 
equal probabilityo (2b) The cued position, however, may 
be more or less likely guessed than any particular uncued 
locationo 
(3a) For invalid trials, the probability with which 
the two uncued nontarget locations are guessed is 
estimated by invalo p(IP=u) (observed probability of 
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0 u 0 ncued position errors). (3b) And the probability with 
which the cued position is guessed is estimated by inval. 
p(IP=c) (observed probability of 0 c 0 ued position errors). 
(3c) For valid trialsu the probability with which the 
three uncued locations are 0 erroneously 0 chosen is 
estimated by val. p(IP=u) (observed probability of 
0 u 0 ncued position errors). 
(4a) For invalid trials 0 the probability of a correct 
same-different response given an uncued position guess is 
estimated by inval. p(CSD/IP=u) and val. p(CSD/IP=u); 
that is 0 p(CSD/IP=u) on invalid trials (observed 
probability) is equal to 
(observed probability). 
p(CSD/IP=u) on valid trials 
(4b) For valid trials, the 
probability of a correct same-different response given a 
correct position guess is estimated by inval. 
p(CSD/IP=c); that is 0 p(CSD/IP=c) on valid trials (not 
observable) is equal to p(CSD/IP=c) on invalid trials 
(observed probability). Note that while (4a) is a 
testable assumption 0 (4b) is not. 
(Sa) The 01 cued position bias" 0 henceforth p(cb), is 
defined as the probability (invalid trials) of a cued 
position guess given a position guess. (Sb) p(cb) is the 
same for invalid and for valid trials. 
The following deductions can be made from these 
assumptions: 
(6) It follows that 0 for invalid trials, the 
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probability with which any particular uncued location, 
including the target positionu is guessed is given by 
invalo p(IP=u)/2u ioeo half the probability with which 
the two uncued nontarget locations together are guessed 
«consequence of (2a) and (3a))o 
(7) It follows further that the probability of 
position guesses on invalid trials is given by invalo 
p(IP=c)+3*p(IP=u)/2, ioeo the sum of the probability with 
which the cued position is guessed and three times the 
probability with which any particular uncued location is 
guessed (consequence of (2a)u (3a), (3b) and (6))a 
(8) The cued position bias p(cb) is then given by 
invalo p(IP=c)/[p(IP=c)+3/2*p(IP=u)J (consequence of (Sa) 
and (7))o 
(9) It follows further that, for valid trials, the 
probability with which the cued position is, correctly, 
guessed to contain the target is given by valo 
p(IP=u)*p(cb)/[1-p(cb)J (consequence of (3c)u (Sb) and 
( 8 ) ) 0 
(10) The expected value of p(CP,ISD) is then given 
by~ 
(10a) invalid trials (consequence of (3a) and (4a)): 
[1-p(CSD/IP=u)J * p(IP=u)/21 
(10b) valid trials (consequence of (4b) and (9)): 
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[1-p(CSD/IP=c)] * p(IP=u)*p(cb)/[1-p(cb)]. 
This model allows one to correct the observed values 
of p(CP) and of p(CP,CSD) for correct guessing. P(CP) 
corrected for guessing is given by: 
(11a) invalid trials: 
p(CP) - p(IP=u)/2; 
(11b) valid trials: 
p(CP) - p(IP)*p(cb)/[1-p(cb)]. 
And p(CP,CSD) corrected for guessing is given by: 
(12) cor. p(CP) -cor. p(CP,ISD), 
where cor. p(CP) is p(CP) corrected for correct guessing 
and cor. p(CP,ISD) is the difference between the observed 
values of p(CP,ISD) and the values expected on the 
guessing assumption (see note on page 246A). 
The data obtained in Experiments 1 to 4 were analysed 
in this way in order to decide whether localisation or 
discrimination accuracy or both are above chance even when 
discrimination or, respectively, localisation failed. 
Analyses were performed on pooled data, i.e. data pooled 
for each subject across corresponding conditions in 
Experiments 1 to 4 (i.e., not across display and cue 
validit~ conditions and the whole SOA range), in order to 
. -
provide enough data for reliable parameter estimates. 
Data pooling seemed permissible, for the following 
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Note: The guessing model assumes four underlying 
perceptual states: 
W - location seen, same-different seeni 
X - location seen, same-different guessedi 
Y - location guessed, same-different seeni 
Z - location guessed, same-different guessed. 
In correcting p(CP,CSD), one wishes to estimate p(N). 
But cor. p(CP,CSD) is p(W) + (f * p(X)), where f is the 
conditional probability of a correct same-different guess 
given location seen. One possible assumption is that f is 
1/2, i.e. the expected probability for a correct 
same-different guess. Alternatively, the probability of a 
correct same-different guess given location seen (not 
observable) might be equal to the probability of a correct 
same-different guess given location guessed (observable). 
However, when the location is seen, the way the 
same-different guess is made may be different from when 
the location is guessed. That is, one cannot extrapolate 
from the situation when the location was not seen. It is 
possible to show that what one can estimate from observed 
parameters is cor. p(CP,CSD), but that one cannot 
estimate p(X) without knowing the conditional probability 
of a correct same-different guess given location seen. 
All what one can savely say is that p(W) is (equal to or) 
less than cor. p(CP,CSD). 
Assuming that the conditional probability of a 
correct same-different guess given location seen is the 
saQe for targets at cued and uncued locations, the 
difference in p(W) between valid and invalid trials is 
greater than the difference in cor. p(CP) - cor. 
p(CP,ISD) -because, as will be seen in section 4.3., cor. 
p(CP,ISD) is smaller for targets at the cued location. 
Restated, the difference in cor. p(CP) - cor. p(CP,ISD) 
between valid and invalid trials provides a conservative 
estimate of joint localisation plus discrimination costs 
plus benefits. 
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reasons: 
(1) The same subjects participated in all four 
experiments, and the order in which experiments were 
carried out was the same for each subject. 
(2) The design of all four experiments was 
three-factorial: single/multiple displays (S/~), valid 
and invalid trials (V/I) and SOA. l1ote, however, that 
Experiments 1, 2 and 4 presented peripheral and Experiment 
1 presented central cues; further, SOA durations differed 
among experiments (see (4) below). 
(3) Target 
individually for 
display condition 
exposure times were determined 
each subject and separately for each 
(except for Experiment 4) at the 
beginning of each blocl: of trials, so as to allow a joint 
localisation plus discrimination accuracy of 0.75 on 
baseline trials. Note, however, that in Experiment 4 
baseline performance for multiple displays was below 0.75 
(since display conditions were presented for the same 
exposure time and in randomized order). Thus, only the 
single display condition of Experiment 4 was used in the 
data pooling. To provide a corresponding multiple display 
condition, the same subjects participated in a further 
experiment in which threshold exposure times were set to 
the 0.75-level (Experiment 4a: multiple display condition 
only; otherwise same methodological details 
Experiment 4). 
as in 
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(4) Pooling of individual SOA durations across 
peripheral (Experiments 1 , 2 and 4) and central 
(Experiment 3) cueing experiments seemed permissible since 
Experiment 3 presented only "long" SOt1.s (i.e., SOA 
durations of 350 msec and longer) and since the 
experiments reported in Chapter 3 had shown that there are 
no reliable differences between central and peripheral 
cueing conditions at long SOAs. The way in which data 
obtained for individual SOAs in separate experiments were 
combined for each subject can be seen from table 4.1. 
Note that data were pooled across experiments only when 
there were no consistent within-subject differences 
between SOA durations. For convenience, the resulting 
SOAs are labelled SO, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 500 and 
700 msec even though average durations may be slightly 
shorter (50- and 150-msec SOAs) or longer (300-msec SOA). 
Data pooling ensured that the number of observations 
available per SOA, display (S/M) and cue validity (V/I) 
condition for each subject was at least 192. Combined 
across SOA durations, cue validity (including baseline 
trials) and display conditions, the total number of 
observations available for each subject was 12672. 
The analyses presented beloVT are subdivided into 
three parts: ( 1 ) Localisation accuracy vli th 
discrimination failures (section 4 • 3 • ) i (2) 
discrimination accuracy with localisation failures 
(section 4.4.); and ( 3 ) cued position biases (section 
4.5.). Sections 4.3. and 4.4. aim to establish whether 
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target localisation and target discrimination are above 
chance even with discrimination and, respectively 
localisation failures. Section 4.5. examines response 
biases for the likely target location in order to reveal 
to what degree spatial cueing influences "stimulus coding" 
and "decision making" processes. 
Table 4.1.: Pooling of 
experiments (No.: number 
cue validity condition for 
further details) 
SOA 50 100 150 
SOA durations (msec) across 
of observations per display and 
each subject; see text for 
200 300 400 500 700 
------------------------------------------------------
Exp. 1 50 100 125 200 
Exp. 1 75 150 
Exp. 2 100 150 200 300 400 500 
Exp. 3 350 400 450 650 
Exp. 3 550 750 
Exp. 4 100 300 500 700 
No. 192 288 288 192 288 192 384 288 
4.3. Localisation Accuracy With Discrimination Failures 
4.3.1. Results 
This section will present analyses of p(CSD/CP), i.e. 
the probability of correct same-different responses given 
correct position responses, and of p(CP,CSD) (see Chapter 
2 for separate analyses of this measure for Experiments 1 
to 4) and p(CP) on which p(CSD/CP) is based. Effects on 
p(CSD/CP), i.e. the ratio between p(CP,CSD) and p(CP), 
involve changes in p(CP,ISD), i.e. the joint probability 
of correct position plus an incorrect same-different 
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responses (p(CP,ISD) is the difference between p(CP) and 
p(CP 1 CSD)). To evaluate whether effects on p(CSDICP) can 
be accounted for by correct position guesses, the values 
of p(C?,ISD) expected on the guessing assumption (see 
section 4.2.) will be estimated and compared with the 
observed values. 
Figures 4.1. 
p(CP,CSD) and of 
and 4.2. present mean values of 
p(CP) as a function of SOA, separately 
for single and for multiple display valid and invalid 
trials; figure 4.3. presents mean values of p(CSDICP), 
i.e. the ratio between p(CP,CSD) and p(CP). 
The arcsin-transformed values of p(CP,CSD), of p(CP) 
and of p(CSDICP) were evaluated in separate three-way 
ANOVAs involving the factors display type, cue validity 
and SOA. These ANOVAs revealed the following effects to 
be significant or marginally significant: 
ANOVA of p(CP,CSD): (1) VII: F(1 ,3) = 695.34, 
p ( 0. 0 01 ; ( 2 ) SOA: F ( 7 , 21 ) = 11 • 8 0, p ( 0. 0 01 ; ( 3 ) s I ~·1 
x VII: F(1,3) = 44.73, p < 0.01; (4) Sill x SOA: 
F ( 7 I 21 ) = 3. 1 6 I p ( 0. 0 2 5; ( 5) vI I X SOA: 
F(7 1 21) = 71.00, p < 0.001. 
ANOVA of p(CP): (1) Slr-1: F(1,3) = 25.16, p < 0.025; 
(2) VII: F(1 1 3) = 1118.87, p < 0.001; (3) SOA: 
F(7,21) = 4.33, p < 0.005; (4) SII:I x VII: 
F(1 1 3) = 40.30, p < 0.01; (5) Sl~1 x SOA: F(7 ,21) = 2.56, 
p < 0.05; (6) VII x SOA: F(7,21) = 92.21, p < 0.001. 
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ANOVA of p(CSD/CP): (1) S/U: F(1,3) = 181.32, 
p < 0.001; (2) V/I: F(1,3) c 188.56, p < 0.001; (3) 
SOA: F(7,21) • 9.67, p < 0.001; (4) S/l·1 X SOA: 
F(7,21) = 3.06, p ( 0.025; (5) V/I X SOA: 
F(7,21) • 10.50, p < 0.001. 
The effects obtained for p(CP,CSD) and for p(CP) are 
very similar (see figures 4.1. and 4.2.). 
P(CP,CSD) and p(CP) are significantly higher for 
valid than for invalid trials (main effects of V/I). 
Figure 4.1.: p(CP,CSD) as a function of SOA, separately 
for single and multiple displays (S: open symbols; M: 
closed symbols) and for valid, baseline and invalid trials 
(V: triangles; B: circles; I: squares) 
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Figure 4.2.: p(CP) as a function of 
single and multiple displays (S: 
closed symbols) and for valid and 
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(V: 
For valid trials, p(CP,CSD) and p(CP) are highest at 
short SOA durations (50 to 150/200 msec), decrease 
significantly between the 150- and 300-msec SOAs and 
thereafter remain constant at the lower level (p < 0.001 
for all comparisons between SOAs shorter and longer than 
200 msec). 
For invalid trials, p(CP,CSD)_and p(CP) increase as 
·soA gets longer. The increase is particularly markeJ 
between the 50/100- and 300/400-msec SOAs and then reaches 
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asymptote at SOA durations of the order of 500 rnsec 
(p < 0.005 and beyond for all comparisons between SOAs 
shorter and longer than 300 msec). 
Thus, functions of p(CP,CSD) and of p(CP) for valid 
and invalid trials converge, i.e. V-I differences 
decrease at longer SOAs (significant V/I x SOA 
interactions). 
For valid trials, the SOA effect on p(CP,CSD) and on 
p(CP) (i.e., the decrease between SOA durations of 150 and 
300 msec) does not differ much between display conditions. 
For invalid trials, however, the increase with SOA is more 
pronounced for single than for multiple displays. Thus, 
functions of p(CP,CSD) and of p(CP) for valid and invalid 
trials converge more markedly for single than for multiple 
displays (however, S/M x V/I x SOA interactions failed to 
reach significance). This is reflected in significant S/Ii 
x SOA interactions, i.e. p(CP,CSD) and p(CP), combined 
across valid and invalid trials, increase with SOA for 
single, but not for multiple displayso Further, while 
linear regression analyses of arcsin p(CP,CSD) and of 
arcsin p(CP) for invalid trials revealed highly 
significant effects for both display conditions 
(p(CP,CSD): S: F(1,30) = 82.69 and M: F(1,30) = 99.14, 
p < 0.001~ p(CP): S: F(1,30) = 83.14 and N: 
F(1,30) = 82.58, p < 0.001 ), slopes are greater for single 
than for multiple displays (p < 0.05, t-test). 
Combined across valid and invalid trials and across 
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SOAs, p(CP,CSD) does not differ between display conditions 
(no main effect of S/M), whereas p(CP) is significantly 
higher for single than for multiple displays (main effect 
of S/M). A main effect of S/M on p(CP,CSD) is absent 
because single displays, relative to multiple displays, 
show a significant (p < 0.001) advantage on invalid and a 
significant (p < 0.001) disadvantage on valid trials (S/M 
x V/I interaction). The main effect of S/N on p(CP) 
occurs, however, because there is no reliable difference 
between display conditions on valid trials, while on 
invalid trials p(CP) is higher (p < 0.001) for single than 
for multiple displays (S/M x V/I interaction). 
Examining p(CSD/CP) (see figure 4.3), there are 
highly significant main effects of S/M and V/I: p(CSD/CP) 
is higher for multiple than for single displays and higher 
for valid than for invalid trials. That is, p(ISD/CP) is 
greater for single than for multiple displays and greater 
for invalid than for valid trials. 
Further, for valid trials, p(CSD/CP) shows a 
significant increase between the 50- and 150-msec SOAs 
(50-150: p < 0.001 ), followed by a decrease and invariant 
values at longe~ SOA durations (p < 0.001 for the 
comparisons between the 150- and the 300-, 400- and 
500-msec SOAs). That is, p(ISD/CP) decreases initially 
and then 
p(CSD/CP) 
decreases, 
increases again. 
shows a trend to 
as SOA gets 
For invalid trials, 
increase, i.e. p(ISD/CP) 
longer (p < 0.005 and 
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beyond for the comparisons between the 50/100-msec and 
500/700-msec SOAs). Thus, functions of p(CP/CSD) for 
valid and invalid trials converge at long SOAs CV/I x SOA 
interaction). 
Figure 4.3.: p(CSD/CP) as a function of SOA, separately 
for single and multiple displays (S: open symbols; N: 
closed symbols) and for valid and invalid trials (V: 
triangles; I: squares) 
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The convergence of the functions of p(CP/CSD) for 
valid and invalid trials appears more pronounced for 
single than for multiple displays, mainly because of a 
more marked increase for single than for multiple display 
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invalid trials. (However 0 the SIM x VII x SOA interaction 
failed to reach significance.) This is reflected in a 
significant SIM x SOA interaction 0 i.e. p(CSDICP), 
combined across valid and invalid trials, increases with 
SOA for single 0 but not for multiple displays. The 
greater increase on invalid trials for single than for 
multiple displays is confirmed by linear regression 
analyses of arcsin p(CSDICP)~ There are significant 
effects for both display conditions (S~ F(1 0 30) = 50.55, 
p < o.oo1, M~ p < 0.005) 0 but 
regression slopes are significantly greater for single 
than for multiple displays (p < 0.0251 t-test). 
In order to decide whether these effects can be 
accounted for by (correct) position guesses, the values of 
p(CP 0 ISD) expected on the guessing assumption were 
calculated (see section 4.2.) and then subtracted from the 
observed values. Figure 4.4. illustrates the mean 
differences between obs. and exp. 0 i.e. cor. p(CP,ISD) 
as a function of SOA 0 separately for single and multiple 
display valid andinvalid trials. 
The values of cor. p(CP 0 ISD) were subjected to a 
three-way ANOVA involving the factors display type, cue 
validity and SOA. This ANOVA revealed the following 
effects to be significant~ (1) SIM~ F(1 0 3) = 1081.10, 
p < 0 0 0 01 ( 2 ) vI I~ F ( 1 0 3 ) = 11 58 0 1 5 Q p < 0 0 0 0 5, ( 3) SOA: 
F ( 7 0 21 ) = 4 0 1 4 0 p < 0 0 01 ; ( 4 ) vI I X SOA: F ( 7 , 21 ) = 3 0 1 2 , 
p < 0.025. 
c 
Figure 4.4.: cor. p(CP,ISD) as a 
separately for single and multiple 
symbols; M: closed symbols) and for 
trials (V: triangles; I: squares) 
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As can be seen from figure 4o4o 0 coro p(CP 0 ISD) is 
significantly greater for single than for multiple 
displays (main effect of S/M: s-~ differences are 0.042 
on average) and greater for invalid than for valid trials 
(main effect of V/I; V-I differences are 0.032 on 
average). For multiple display valid trials, coro 
p(CP,ISD) is about 0.017 11 i.e.,-.obso p(CP 11 ISD) is harcly 
different from chanceo For single display valid trials, 
·t.rials, ho\'Tever, cor. p(CP,ISD) is about 0.063, i.e. 
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clearly above chance. This is also true for multiple and 
single display invalid trails for which cor. p(CP,ISD) is 
about 0.054 and 0.090, respectively. 
For valid trials, cor. p(CP,ISD) decreases between 
the 50- and 150-msec SOAs (p < 0.01) and then tends to 
increase again (p < 0.025 and beyond for the comparisons 
between the 150- and the 300- and 500-msec SOAs). For 
invalid trials, cor. p(CP,ISD) shows a slight tendency to 
decrease with increasing SOA (no significant comparisons). 
Thus, functions of cor. p(CP,ISD) for valid and invalid 
trials converge at long SOAs (significant V/I x SOA 
interaction). For invalid trials, the decrease in cor. 
p(CP,ISD) with increasing SOA appears ~ore marked for 
single than for multiple displays. This is confirmed by 
linear regression analyses: There is a significant effect 
for single (F(1,30) = 23.97, p < 0.001 ), but not for 
multiple (F(1,30) = 0.78, n.s.) displays. 
Unlike p(CP,ISD) corrected for guessing (i.e., cor. 
p(CP,ISD)), p(CP,ISD) accounted for by guessing (i.e., 
exp. p(CP,ISD)) does not differ much between single and 
multiple displays and between valid and invalid trials 
(SV: 0.030; SI 0.020; MV: 0.046; MI: 0.021; the 
apparent V-I differences - V: 0.038; I: 0.021 - are due 
to "cued position biases", i.e. tendencies to "guess" tl1e 
cued position to contain the target; see section 4.5.). 
Table 4.2. presents S-M and V-I comparisons between the 
values of p(CSD/CP) expected and corrected for guessing; 
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that isg 
expo p(CSD/CP) = p(CP 0 CSD)/(p(CP 0 CSD) +expo p(CP/ISD)) 
and 
cora p(CSD/CP) = p(CP 0 CSD)/(p(CP 0 CSD) + coro p(CP/ISD)), 
where p(CP 0 CSD) is the value of p(CP 0 CSD) corrected for 
guessing (see section 4o5o)o The expected values of 
p(CSD/CP) hardly differ between display and between cue 
validity conditions 0 while the corrected values are higher 
for multiple than for single displays and higher for valid 
than for invalid trials 0 as are the observed values of 
p(CP/CSD)o Thus 0 the main effects of S/M and of V/I on 
p(CSD/CP) cannot be accounted for by (correct) position 
guesseso 
Table 4o2o~ S-M and V-I comparisons between p(CSD/CP) 
expected and corrected for guessing (see text for detail) 
p(CSD/CP) M s 
o954 o965 
o943 o897 
v I 
o954 o965 
o952 o888 
Similarly, the effects of SOA on p(CSD/CP) for valid 
and invalid trials cannt be accounted for by guessing: 
The expected values of p(CSD/CP) do not vary as a function 
of SOA and are uncorrelated with the observed values 
(correlations between mean observed and mean expected 
p(CSD/CP) for valid and invalid trials, respectively: 
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-Oo37 and Oo18u F(1 0 6) = Oo04 and Oo75u ns)o Ho\<1ever, 
correlations between mean observed and mean corrected 
positive 
for valid 
and 
and 
highly significant 
for invalid trials, 
p(CSD/CP) are 
(correlations 
respectively: 
p<Oo001)o 
Oo93 and Oo99 0 F(1 0 6) = 55o28 and 666o00, 
Thus 0 in valid trials, the initial decrease and later 
increase in coro p(CP 0 ISD) (see figure 4o~o) 8 together 
with the initially high performance and the later decrease 
of p(CP 0 CSD) 8 produce the SOA effect on p(CSD/CP)o That 
isu as performance for the cued location approaches 
optimum at very short SOAs (50-150 msec) 0 the probability 
decreases that successful localisation is not associated 
with correct discrimination; 
reduction in perforQance for 
probability increases againo 
and at longer SOAs 0 with the 
the cued position, this 
Invalid trials show a trend for p(CSD/CP) to increase 
with SOAo This increase is caused by a decrease of coro 
p(CP 0 ISD) 0 together with an increase of p(CP,CSD) (neither 
the increase in p(CP 0 CSD) nor the decrease in coro 
p(CP 0 ISD) on their own could account for more than about 
half the increase in p(CSD/CP))o Both single and multiple 
displays show an increase of p(CSD/CP); however, the 
increase is more pronounced for single displays because of 
more marked SOA effects on p(CP,CSD) (increase) and on 
p(CP 0 ISD) (decrease)o 
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4.3.2. Discussion 
In summaryu localisation accuracy is generally above 
chance even with discrimination failures; that is, cor. 
p(CP 0 ISD) exceeds the e;:pected value of 0.0. There seem 
to be several possible explanations for this finding. 
Firstly, it may be attributable to a post-display factor, 
namely prolonged access 0 after mask onset 0 to inforBation 
useful for target localisation but not so much for 
discrimination. 
process based 
containing the 
Secondly 0 it may reflect a serial search 
on rejection of searched locations as 
target and allocation of guesses to 
unsearched positions. Thirdly, it 
preselective mechanism which ensures 
display elements are searched which 
target items. 
may indicate a 
that only those 
are likely to be 
The first possibility is that some information on 
which target localisationu but not so much discrimination, 
is based was accessible after onset of the masking 
contours. This might have been so because the visible 
persistence of the P31 phosphor 0 with which the CRT was 
equipped 0 is rather long when the laboratory is dimly 
illuminated. (P31 phosphor decay below the 0.5%-level 
takes in excess of 400 microseconds; note that the 
1%-level is clearly visible in a dimly lit rooB.) That is, 
the finding that localisation accuracy is above chance 
even with discrimination failures may be an artefact 
associated with inadequate masking. 
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A closer look at some display characteristics 
provides a hypothesis about the sticulus attributes which 
might persist after mask onset and which might, thus, 
serve as the basis for successful target localisation (but 
less so for target discrimination) •.. 
Diagram 4.1.: Contour (left) and pattern masks (right) at 
target and nontarget locations 
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Countour masks in the present experiments were 
squares of the same size as the target Ts and distractor 
crosses. As can be seen from diagram 4.1o, target Ts and 
distractor crosses were composecl of two "bars", each of 
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which bonsisted of seven illuminated spots (ioeou the two 
bars shared one spot at their intersection)o Similarly, 
the bars which contour masks were composed of consisted of 
seven spots (ioeou they shared one spot at each corner)o 
Thusu at display offset and mask onsetu the outer spots 
which target Ts and distractor crosses were composed of 
were superseded by the masking contoursu while the spots 
inside the masks decayedo 
Howeveru the number of spots decaying inside the 
rnasl~ing contoursu differed between target and nontarget 
locations and also, concerning nontarget locations, 
between display conditions~ The number of spots decaying 
inside masks at nontarget 
displays (since nontarget 
locations was 0 for single 
locations were "blank" before 
mask onset) and 9 for multiple displayso The number of 
spots decaying at target locations was Su both for single 
and for multiple displayso 
Thusu target localisation could have been successful, 
after display "termination" by the masking contours, to 
the degree to which any existing luminance differences 
between target and nontarget locations could be detectedo 
Howeveru the ability to detect these luminance differences 
should have less influence on target discriminationu since 
the masking contour at the target position completely 
supersedes the outer line of the target T; one possible 
effect could be an increase in the probability of 
confusions between Ts of opposite (ioeo, for example, 
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"normal" and "upside dO\<~n") orientation. (Note, however, 
this it is not testable with the present data since 
erroneous "different" responses on "sane" trials leave the 
"perceived" orientation of target Ts unspecified; see 
section 4.4.) 
Experiment 8 
Thus, detection of post-mask luminance differences 
between target and nontarget locations could explain the 
finding that localisation accuracy is "generally" above 
chance even with discrimination failures. (Note, however, 
that it is difficult for this explanation to account for 
the differences in p(CP,ISD) found between display (S/M) 
and between cue validity (V/I) conditions.) Since the 
present data do not rule out this explanation, a control 
experiment (Experiment 
eliminated, under one 
luminance differences 
8) carried out which 
masking condition, any post-mask 
between display locations. The 
critical masking condition presented "pattern" masks which 
were composed of an outer square (like contour masks) plus 
an inner cross (see diagram 4.1.). That is, with target 
masks, one bar of the square su~erseded the outer bar of 
the T, and one bar of the cross superseded the inner bar 
of the T (note that in multiple displays the luminance 
increment, i.e. the additional number of spots 
illuninated at pattern mask onset was the same for target 
and nontarget locations). The second masking condition 
presented "contour" masks, as in the previous experiments. 
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In summary, Experiment 8 comprised four factors: S/!·1 
single/multiple displays, V/I- valid/invalid trials 
(peripheral cue), SOAs (100, 300, 500 and 700 msec) anc 
C/P - contour/pattern masks. Trials with contour and with 
pattern masks were presented in randomized order (within a 
given block), as were valid and invalid trials and SOAs. 
Presentation of display conditions was blocked, with their 
order counterbalanced across sessions and subjects. At 
the beginning of each block, 0.75-threshold exposure 
durations were determined for contour mask baseline trials 
under the respective display condition. Trials \'lith 
contour and trials with pattern mas:~s \-lere then presented 
with the (same) threshold exposure time estimated for 
contour mask baseline trials. All other methodological 
details were the same as in the previous experiments. 
Four subjects (L.G., C.H., s.r.:. and H.H.), all 
highly practised with the present task, participated in 
Experiment 8 which presented a total of 3840 trials 
(including baseline trials) over four two-hour sessions~ 
payment was 2.50 pounds per houro The following 
0.75-threshold exposure durations were estimated for L.G., 
c.w., S.M. and H.N., respectively (average of four 
sessions): 43.75, 53.75, 40.75 and 32.50 for single 
displays and 61.25, 63.75, 57.50 and 52.50 for multiple 
displays. 
Figures 4.5., 4.6., 4.7. and 4.8. present mean 
values of p(CP,CSD), p(CP), p(CSD/CP) and cor. p(CP,ISD), 
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respectively, as a function of SOA, separately for contour 
and pattern masks, for single and multiple displays and 
for valid and invalid trials. The arcsin-transformed 
values of p(CP,CSD), p(CP) and p(CSD/C?) and the values of 
cor. p(CP,ISD) were subjected to separate four-way ANOVAs 
involving the factors C/P, S/M, V/I and SOA. These ANOVAs 
revealed the following effects to be significant: 
AN OVA of p(CP,CSD): ( 1 ) C/P: F(1,3) = 11.33, 
p ( 0.05; ( 2) V/I: F(1 ,3) = 36.33, p ( 0. 01 ; ( 3 ) S/l·l X 
V/I: F(1,3) = 44.58, p ( 0. 01 ; ( 4 ) S/I·1 X SOA: 
F(3,9) = 5.67, p ( 0.025; ( 5 ) V/I X SOA: 
F(3,9) = 127.29, p < 0.001. 
ANOV)'I. of p(CP): {1) V/I: F(1,3) = 40.46, p < 0.01; 
{2) S/r-1 x V/I: r'(1,3) = 23.79, p < 0.025; {3) S/i-1 x SOJ.: 
F(3,9) = 5.37, p < 0.025; (5) V/I x SOA: F(3,9) = 77.52, 
p < 0.001. 
ANOVA of p(CSD/CP): ( 1 ) C/P: F{1,3) = 78.07, 
p < 0.005; (2) S/M: F(1,3) = 25.34, p < 0.025; (3) V/I: 
F(1,3) = 18.60, p < 0.025; ( 4 ) V/I X 502\: 
F(3,9) = 15.98, p < 0.001. 
ANOVA of cor. p(CP,ISD): (1) C/P: F(1,3) = 17.34, 
p < 0.025; (2) S/H: F(1,3) = 171.24, p < 0.001 (3) V/I: 
F(1 1 3) = 927.70, p < 0.001; 
p < 0.01. 
( 4) SOA: 
As can be seen from figures 4.5. 
F(3,9) = 7.63, 
and 4.6., 
Experiment 8 replicates the effects of S/M, V/I and SOA 
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@btained in the previous experimentso 
p(CP 0 CSD» and p«CP) are significantly higher for 
walid than for invalid trials (main effects of V/I)o For 
valid trials 0 p(CP) does not differ reliably~~between 
display conditions 0 whereas p(CP 0 CSD) is lo\'ler for single 
than for multiple displayso For invalid trials 0 however 0 
both p(CP 0 CSD) and p(CP) are higher for single than for 
multiple displays (significant S/N x V/I interactions)o 
Figures 4o5og p(CP 0 CSD) as a function of SOAu separately 
for contour and pattern masks (C~ left; P~ right)u for 
single and multiple displays « S ~ open syr.tbols; I·1g 
closed symbols) and for validu baseline and invalid trials 
«Vg triangles; Bg circles; Ig squares) 
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Figures 4.6.: p(CP) as a function of SOA, separately for 
contour and pattern masks (C: left~ P: right), for 
single and multiple displays (S: open symbols; Il: 
closed symbols) and for valid and invalid trials (V: 
triangles; I: squares) 
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Further, for valid trials, p(CP,CSD) and p(CP) are 
highest at the 1 00-msec SOA, decrease to\vards the 
300/500-msec SOAs and then remain constant at the lower 
level. For invalid trials, p(CP,CSD) and p(CP) increase 
as SOA durations get longer, in particular between the 
100- and 300-msec SOAs. Thus, functions of p(CP,CSD) ana 
of p(CP) for valid and invalid trials converge with 
increasing SOA (significant V/I x SOA interactions). The 
increase with SOA for invalid trials appears more 
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pronounced for single than for multiple displays. As a 
consequence, p(CP,CSD) and p(CP), combined across valid 
and invalid trials, increase with SOA for single, but not 
for multiple 
interactions). 
displays (significant S/M X SOA 
The main effects of C/P occur because of losses in 
p(CP,CSD) and p(CP) for pattern in comparison with contour 
mask trials (p(CP,CSD) for contour and pattern mask 
trials, respectively: O.G18 0.555; p(CP): 0.795-
0.720). These losses are largely independent of display 
type, cue validity and SOA. However, losses appear more 
pronounced for p(CP,CSD) than for p(CP). Thus, p(CSD/CP) 
is lower for pattern than for contour mask trials 
(significant main effect of C/P; see figure 4.7.). 
As in the previous experiments, p(CSD/CP) is higher 
for multiple than for single displays (significant main 
effect of S/M) and higher for valid than for invalid 
trials (significant main effect of V/I). Further, for 
valid trials, p(CSD/CP) shows a decrease between the 100-
and 300/500-msec SOAs, as p(CP,CSD) decreases relatively 
more than p(CP); and for invalid trials, p(CSD/CP) tends 
to increase ~lith SOA, as p(CP,CSD) increases relatively 
more than p(CP). Thus, functions of p(CP/CSD) for valid 
and invalid trials show a trend for convergence at longer 
SOAs (significant V/I x SOA interaction). 
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Figure 4.7.: p(CSD/CP) as a function of SOA, separately 
for contour and pattern trials (C: left; P: right), for 
single and multiple displays (S: open symbols; M: 
closed symbols) and for valid and invalid trials (V: 
triangles; I: squares) 
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As can be seen from figure 4.8., cor. p(CP,ISD) is 
higher for single than for multiple displays and higher 
for invalid than for valid trials (significant main 
effects of S/M and of V/I). Further, cor. p(CSD/IP) 
increases between the 100- and 500-msec SOAs (significant 
main effect of SOA), and this effect is mainly produced by 
an increase for valid trials {marginally significant V/I x 
SOA interaction: F ( 1 I 3 ) = 2 • 8 9 I 0 • 1 0 > p > 0 • 0 5 ) • This 
pattern agrees with the previous experiments and accounts 
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for the observed effects of S/M, V/I and SOA on p(CSD/CP). 
The main finding of Experiment 8, however, is the 
significant main effect of C/P: cor. p(CP,ISD) is 
slightly higher, rather than lower and close to zero, for 
pattern (0.073) than for contour mask. trials (O.OS3) 
Figure 4.8.: cor. p(CP,ISD) as a function of SOA, 
separately for contour and pattern masks (C: left; P: 
right), for single and for multiple displays (S: open 
symbols; M: closed symbols) and for valid and invalid 
trials (V: triangles; I: squares) 
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In summary, Experiment 8 replicates the main findings 
of the previous experiments. And, most importantly, it 
shows that eliminating any post-mask luminance ~iffarences 
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between target and nontarget locations in the pattern mask 
condition failed to eliminate the higher than chance 
values of coro p(CPuiSD)o Thusu detection of post-mask 
luminance differences between target and nontarget 
locations does not appear to be an adequate explanation 
for the 
generally 
failureso 
previous 
exceeds 
finding 
chance 
that localisation accuracy 
even with discrimination 
A second possible explanation for this finding is 
that higher than chance values of coro p(CP,ISD) reflect 
a search strategy which is based on rejection of display 
locations to contain the targeto That is, if target 
presence cannot be ascertained for a subset of searched 
locations, one of the remaining locations is chosen by 
defaulto 
Suppose, for instance, that search of display 
locations is "serial" and self-terminating, with the cued 
position being searched first on every trial because 
spatial cues are probabilistically informativeo Note that 
these assumptions resemble those of SHIFFREJ and 
SCHNEIDER 0 s {1977) model 1a for varied mapping tasks and 
of TREISYiliN's model for conjunction taskso {In terms of 
feature integration theoryu the present task can be 
regarded as requiring the conjunction of features which 
differ on one stimulus dimensiono) Suppose further that, 
because of limited exposure times, only three {ioeo 8 the 
cued and two uncued) locations can be searched 
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successfully. Thus, if the searched locations can be 
rejected, as not containing the target, the unsearched 
(i.e., the third uncued) position containing the target 
would be correctly accepted by default. That is, 
localisation accuracy should be as high for unsearched as 
for searched positions. However, the localisation 
accuracy with concurrent discrimination failures would be 
lower for unsearched locations, since discrimination 
accuracy should be close to chance for target positions 
chosen by default. 
The decisive question for this explanation appears to 
be whether target exposure times in the present 
experiments were long enough to allow serial memory 
comparisons and switching of attention between display 
locations to occur. Single memory comparisons take about 
40 msec (e.g., STERNBERG, 1966; YAIJTIS and JONID:SS, 
1984), and attention shifts from one location to another 
take about 8 msec per degree of visual angle (TSAL, 19C3a; 
see also SHULI·lAN, RE:UNGTOIJ and i·lcLEAN, 1979). Thus, it 
seems unlikely, with the present target exposure times 
(between 30 and 45 msec), that displays could be searched 
in a (near-exhaustive) serial fashion. Hith matching 
decisions requiring at least one memory comparison and 
with visual angles between display locations of 6.2 deg., 
serial search of just two locations would take much in 
excess of target exposure durations. 
Appendix 4.7. presents more direct arguments, based 
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on the available data, against serial search. In 
particular, the serial search model outlined above fails 
to account for the actual localisation accuracy observed 
for invalid trials and, further, it overestimates and, 
respectively, underestimates cor. p(CP,ISD) observed for 
cued and for uncued locations. Over- and underestimations 
are the more marked the lm-1er the number of displa~; 
locations which can be searched successfully. 
This and other recent findings (e.g., PASHLER and 
BADGIO, 1 985 i HOUCJ~ and HOFF1·1A£1, 1 986) raise a question 
concerning TREISI·lAU and GELAD:!];' s ( 1980) assu;:aption that 
search for conjunctive targets is serial and 
self-terminating. PASHLER and BADGIO (1985) used a 
conjunction task requiring detection of the letter E anong 
Fs and Ls; in addition, they varied the quality of the 
display elements by manipulating stimulus contrast. 
Instead of the 2:1 slope ratio of RTs as a function of 
display size for "target absent" versus "target present" 
trials, PASHLER and BADGIO found a ratio of about 1.5:1, 
which is contrary to a self-terminating model. Further, 
the effect of display quality was additive with display 
size, suggesting "... that the stages retarded by the 
intensity reduction are not executed serially" (p. 111 ). 
A serial strategy would predict that "G•• the visual 
quality effect on the encoding of each item would be added 
to the overall RT, once for each additional item in the 
display (presuming exhaustive processing" (p. 108), 
resulting in an interaction between display quality an~ 
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display size. 
Thus, if a serial exclusion strategy fails to explain 
the finding that localisation accuracy is generally above 
chance even with discrimination failures, this finding 
would indicate that search is not a "blind 11 process, basec! 
on a fixed search order or on randoQ selection of uncued 
locations. Rather, it could be taken as evidence for a 
mechanism, at an early stage of processing, which en3ures 
that only those elements (i.e., display locations) are 
selected (i.e., 11 searched 11 ) which are likely to be target 
items. 
Both the models of HOFFI·ll.I,~ ( 1978, 1979) anr1 of DUiJC2\I'T 
(1980a, 1981, 1985) explicitly propose such a preattentive 
selection mechanis~, so that they could provide a 
framework for the explanation for the finding that 
p(CP,ISD) exceeds chance. However, any explanation which 
aims to account for the effects of cue validity and of 
display type on p(CP,ISD) must make the following 
assumptions. 
( 1 ) The 
localisation 
stimulus 
is based 
attributes on which target 
are derived faster than the 
information on which target discrimination is based. 
(2) Information from the cued position becomes 
available faster than information from uncued locations. 
(3) The stimulus attributes required for target 
localisation are derived faster for single than for 
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multiple displays. 
(1) Suppose that stimulus attributes indicating 
target presence at a given location are derived faster 
than information required for target discrimination, and 
may thus serve as the basis for selection of information 
for discrimination (DUNCAN) or may determine the transfer 
order of display elements (HOFFiiAN). Thus, because of 
ex?osure time constraints, derivation 
required for target localisation is 
of the attibutes 
more likely to be 
completed than derivation of the infor~ation necessary for 
target discrimination, no matter whether the target occurs 
at the cued or at an uncued location. 
This does not imply that the stimulus attributes on 
\olhich target localisation is based are necessarily 
different from those required for target discrimination 
(although they may be in different display conditions; 
see section 4.6. below). It is also conceivable that 
target localisation and target discrimination are based on 
the same information, but that discrimination requires 
more detailed processing. 
(2) Suppose further that information from the cue~ 
position becomes 
uncued locations 
available 
because of 
faster than information fron 
the informative spatial 
cueing. That is, a selection schedule is set up in 
advance which assigns priority to the likely target 
location (DUNCAN), or the cued position is placed first on 
the transfer list (HOFFI-1AN). (Note that for uncued 
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locations no selection schedule can be set up prior to 
display onset; otherwise, selection of uncued locations 
would be at random or based on a fixed search order; see 
section 4.7.) Thus, information from the cued position can 
be passed on, through the limited capacity system (DUNCA~) 
or to the memory comparison stage (HOFFHA:n, as soon as it 
is derived. Although location attributes are derived 
faster than 
priority for 
discrimin&tive 
discriminative information (see above), 
the cued location makes it less likely that 
information is lost (limited target 
exposure times) when a target occurs there. 
When a target occurs at an uncued (rather than at the 
cued) location, it may be possible to reject the cued 
position on the basis of location information on its own. 
It may occur, hciwever, that both location and 
discrimin~tive information are passed on, causing delays 
in the availability of the limited capacity system. While 
!~formation from the cued position occupies the limited 
capacity stage, location attributes derived from uncued 
locations serve to set up a selection schedule determining 
order of passage for low priority (i.e., uncued) display 
elements. However, selection may involve further delays 
because more than one item may compete for access to the 
limited capacity system. Thus, even if the uncued 
location containing the target is successfully selected, 
exposure time constraints are more likely to prevent 
discriruinative information to be passed on successfully. 
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(3) The information for target localisation is 
derived faster in single than in multiple display 
conditions. For single displays, simple detection of the 
luminance change produced by single target onset is 
sufficient for localisation (see Experiment 4 in Chapter 
2). That is, target localisation and target 
discrimination are based on different stimulus attributes. 
With multiple displays, however, luminance changes of the 
same energy occur simultaneously at target and at 
nontarget locations, so that localisation is based on more 
complex (sha~e) information, i.e. on attributes which 
discriminate a target T from distractor crosses. 
Localisation may involve preselective "filtering" of 
locations for any "odd" element in the display. {As a 
result, there may be more competition of uncued display 
elements for the limited capacity system than in single 
displays.) Discrimination may then determine the precise 
shape of the odd element (see section 4.6. below for a 
more detailed discussion of the "primitive" visual coding 
in single and multiple element displays). 
Since target localisation is based on a more 
effective mechanism in single displays, localisation 
accuracy is as high as for multiple displays on valid 
trials and higher than for multiple displays on invalid 
trials, despite shorter 0.75-threshold exposure durations 
for single displays. However, since e~posure time 
constraints affect target discrimination relatively more 
than target localisation, successful localisation with 
discrimination failures is more 
displays. 
likely for 
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single 
Compared to the effects of cae validity and display 
type, the effects of SOA on p(CP,ISD) are small and should 
be interpreted with caution (in particular, since the 
estimates of ex?. p(CP,ISD) are based on pooled data 
obtained in experiments with different ranges of SOA 
durations). 
According to the two-component model of spatial 
orienting (see Chapters 2 and 3 for detail), the "early" 
facilitatory effect for cued and the "early" inhibitory 
effect for uncued locations are associated with a "fast", 
automatic, orienting process which is triggered by 
external properties of peripheral cues. This component is 
transitory, and as its power to engage attention fades out 
orienting is guided by a "slmver", controlled process 
which is based on the spatial information provided by the 
cue. This second component is less effective than the 
prior automatic component~ however, it maintains 
facilitation for the cued position (but at some lower 
level), while inhibition for uncued locations can be 
compensated for to some extent. 
For valid trials, p(CP,ISD) tends to increase at SOA 
durations longer than 100 to 150 msec, because of 
relatively greater losses in discrimination than in 
localisation accuracy. (Note that at very short SOAs, 
p(CP,ISD) tends to decrease. However, this tendency 
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should be interpreted with caution, since the estimate of 
exp. p{CP,ISD) for the 50-msec SOA is based on data froill 
one experiment only.) 
The increase in p{CP,CSD) for valid trials 100- to 
150-msec after cue onset is expected on the basis of the 
asSUQption that the components of auto~atic and controlled 
facilitation are characterised by lower and, respectively, 
higher interruptability of the priority of selection 
assigned in advance to the display element at the cued 
position. That is, at longer SOAs di3tractor stimuli at 
uncued locations are more likely to claim precedence, 
causing delays in the availability of the li1nited capacity 
system for the target item at the cued position. This 
affects target discrimination relatively more than target 
localisation, since location attributes are derived faster 
than discri~inative information. 
For invalid trials, both localisation and 
discrimination accuracy are reduced at very short SOAs and 
then show an asymptotic increase as SOA duration gets 
longer. This increase, however, is greater for 
discrimination than for localisation 
p{CP,ISD) tends to decrease. 
accuracy, i.e. 
This is again expected on the basis of the assumption 
that interruptability of the priority of selection for the 
cued position increases as the automatic orienting 
component fades out. That is, a target stimulus at an 
uncued location is more likely to clai~ precedence, so 
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that the probability increases that both location and 
discriminative information are passed on successfully. 
The tendency for p(CP,ISD) to decrease more markedly, 
with increasing SOA, for single than for multiple displays 
(invalid trials) can be explained along si~ilar lines. 
With multiple displays, it is a more frequent event 
that an interruption to the priority of selection for the 
cued position is caused by a distractor (rather than by 
the target) at an uncucd location. With single displays, 
houever, it is more likely that the target stimulus 
itself, i.e. the single luminance change associated with 
its onset, causes an interruption (rather than some 
"illusory" target at an uncued location). 
occurs more frequently with single 
Thus, since it 
displays that 
precedence is claimed by the actual target stimulus at an 
uncued location, there is a more marked increase in the 
probability that both location and discriminative 
information are passed on successfully. 
Note that these assumptions imply, in DUNCAN's words, 
that "... access to the second stage is probabilistic: 
Access probability is greater for targets than for 
nontargets, but nonzero for both" (DUHCAN, 1985, p. 94). 
This assumption agrees with HOFF1·1AH' s model. According to 
HOFF}mN, preselective processing is inaccurate and serves 
to direct the "best candidates" to a more accurate 
checking stage. But according to DU:1CAiJ, 
nontargets out of the limited capicity system is 
keeping 
perfect 
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(that is, at least when the defining/reported target 
attribute is a simple feature; it may be a "little 
inaccurate" with more complex attributes). However, the 
present data would question the position that full-scale 
pattern recognition occurs in parallel, at an early stage 
of stimulus encoding. 
Note further that SHAW's attention theory (193C, 
1982, 1984; SHAI'l, NULLIGAN and STONE, 1983) could also 
account for the finding that p(CP,ISD) exceeds chance. 
One possibility would be that attention, which is 
conceived of as a finite continuous resource, is 
concentrated on a subset of display locations, while the 
others are ignored. I-Iovrever, SIIA\"l et al. (1983) found no 
consistent evidence that subjects " ••• do, indeed, ignore 
information in the unattended diagonal" 
four-location display when instructed to do 
(po 347) 
so. In 
of a 
the 
present experiments, no "ignore" instruction Has given, 
and none of the subjects agreed to having applied such a 
strategy spontaneously. Thus, it seems questionable 
whether allocation of guesses to ignored locations can 
account for the the finding that p(CP,ISD) exceeds chance. 
However, there is an alternative way for SHA~1 1 s model 
to explain the present findings. All that this requires 
is to make the same basic assumptions outlined above: (1) 
That the cued position is allocated more of the finite 
attention "samples 11 than uncued locations and (2) that 
target localisation requires less "sampling" than target 
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discrimination and (3) less "sampling" in single than in 
multiple element displays. (Note that for single 
displays, assumptions (2) and (3) are consistent with 
SHAW's, 1984, claim that detection of luminance changes is 
not capacity limited.) 
In SHAH's attention theory, the amount of sanples 
allocated to display locations influences the quality of 
"first stage" representations, i.e. of the final outputs 
of the initial ''coding" stage on which further decision 
making is based. Hm-tever, since SHA\·l leaves the su:Jsta<Jes 
which stimulus coding may be composed of unspecified, the 
output of the coding stage might correspond to "second 
stage" (i.e., post-selective) representations in terms of 
HOF~1AN's or of DUNCAN's model. Thus, SHAW's attention 
theory may not be incompatible with HOFFMAN's and DUNCAN's 
"late selection" the.::>ries of attention. 
4.4. Discrimination Accuracy With Localisation Failures 
4.4.1. Results 
This section will present analyses of p(CSD/I?), the 
probability of a correct same-different response given an 
incorrect position response (i.e., ratio between p(IP,CSD) 
and p(IP)). Assuming that when localisation fails the 
discrimination response is randomly chosen (two-forced 
choice), the expected value of p(CSD/IP) is 0.5. 
The main finding is that, p(CSD/IP), combinec acro~s 
experimental conditions, is 0.594 and significantly above 
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chance (p <0.001 for each subject; binomial tests). 
The guessing model predicts that p(CSD/I~) for uncued 
position errors (i.e., IP=u) does not differ between valid 
and invalid trials; in both cases, the cued position is, 
erroneously (valid trials) or correctly (invalid trials), 
rejected and one out of three (valid trials) or two 
(invalid trials) uncued nontarget locations is chosen for 
the position response. Invalid trials on which the target 
location is correctly "guessed" are treated as uncued 
position "errors", and p(CSD/IP) i3 asnumed to be the sane 
for correct and incorrect position guesses. That is, the 
guessing model predicts that the actual target location 
(whether cued or uncuec1) does not affect p(CSD/IP) for 
uncued position guesses. 
However, p(CSD/IP) may differ between cued (i.e., 
IP=c) and uncued (i.e., IP=u) position errors. Correct 
position "guesses" on valid trials are treated as cued 
position "errors", and it is assumed that p(CSD/IP) is the 
same for correct (valid trials) and incorrect (invalid 
trials) cued position guesses. This assumption, however, 
is not directly testable. 
To test whether p(CSD/IP) for uncued position errors 
differs between valid and invalid trials, the arcsin 
transformed values of p(CSD/IP) were subjected to a 
three-way ANOVA involving the factors display type, cue 
validity and SOA. This A:mvA revealed only a significant 
main effect of S/M (F(1,3) = 10.90, p < 0.05): p(CSD/IP) 
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is slightly higher for single than for multiple displays. 
However, when p(CSD/IP) for single and for multiple 
displays is weighted (z-transformation) by the 
corresponding values of p(IP), i.e. probability with 
which uncued position errors occur, the difference between 
display conditions does not turn out to be reliable 
(F(1,3) = 1.70, ns). That is, the degree of confidence 
that p(CSD/IP) differs from chance does not differ 
reliably between single and multiple displays. (Note that 
the z-transformation [9(IP,CSD)-p(IP)*0.5]/ 
SQRT[p(IP)*0.5**2] weights a given value of p(CSD/IP) 
the more, the higher p{IP) on which it is baseJ). 
The absence of cue validity (V/I) effects on 
p(CSD/I~) is consistent with the guessing nodel: The 
actual target location (cued or uncued) does not affect 
p(CSD/IP) for uncued position guesses. 
A second ANOVA tested whether there are any 
differences in p(CSD/IP) between cued and uncued position 
errors (three-Hay A!WVA of arcsin p ( CSD/ IP), involving the 
factors S/I-1, c/u, i.e. IP=c and IP=u, and SGA). Ac:;ain, 
only the main effec-t of S/!>1 was significant 
(F(1,3) = 24.64, p < 0.025): p(CSD/IP) is higher for 
single than for multiple displays. HoHever, the 
difference between display conditions is small (O.a12), 
and the degree of confidence that p(CSD/IP) differs fro8 
chance is actually loHer for single displays (AI10VA of 
z-transformed values: S/I-1: F(1,3) = 15.74, p < 0.05) 
because position errors are less lik~ly; that is, a 
random effect cannot be ruled out. 
The absence of any differences between cued and 
uncued position guesses indicates that p(CSD,IP) is a 
constant fraction of p(IP), i.e. of the probability of 
position errors, no matter whether the cued or an uncucd 
location is (erroneously) chosen for the position 
response. 
The last question examined was whether p(CSD/IP) 
differs between "sarae" and "different" trials, i.e. 
trials with and without matching comparison and target Ts. 
Unlike same responses on same trials, different responses 
on different trials leave it unspecified whether target 
"identification" is actually correct. That is, a correct 
different response may refer to an illusory "target" ':.-Jhich 
happens to be different from the comparison T, but is not 
the sarae as the actual target T. Imagine, for example, 
that the orientation of the coraparison T is "normal" and 
that of the target T "upside dmm"; a correct different 
response on such a trial would fail to specify whether the 
target v;as correctly "identified" as "upside dmm" or 
incorrectly as tilted to the "right" or to the "left". 
Thus, p(CSD/IP) should be higher for different than for 
same trials because an illusory T may have been seen at 
the reported (nontarget) location. 
To test this, the values of arcsin p(CSD/IP) were 
subjected to a four-way ANOVA involving the factors S/::, 
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c/u (i.e., cued/uncued position errors), s/d (i.e., 
same/different trials) and SOA. This ANOVA revealed the 
main effect of s/d to be significant (F(1 ,3) = 33.42, 
p<0.01): p(CSD/IP) at chance for same trials (0.497), 
but well above chance for different trials (0.684). This 
difference cannot be attributed to a random effect (ANOVA 
of z-transformed values: s/d: F(1 ,3) = 34.90, p < 0.01). 
Table 4.3. presents the probabilities with which 
p(CSD,IP) exceeds chance (i.e., (p(CSD,IP)-p(ISD,IP))*O.S), 
separately for single and multiple displays, for cued and 
uncued position errors and for same and different trials. 
The upper half of table 4.3. presents the observed values 
and the lower half presents the corrected values which 
take into account (p(CSD,IP)-p(ISD,IP))*0.5 for correct 
· t · sse ( 1' e correct pos1' t1' on "guesses" are pos1 1on gue s •• , 
treated as localisation "errors"; see above). 
Table 4.3.: (p(CSD,IP)-p(ISD,IP))*O.S for single and 
multiple displays, for cued and uncued position errors and 
for same and different trials (upper half: observed 
values; lower half: corrected values; see text for 
details) 
Single 
Same Diff. 
Cued 0.001 
Uncued -0.001 
Cued 0.002 
Uncued -0.001 
0.015 
0.016 
0.023 
0.021 
Hultiple 
Same Diff. 
-0.001 
-0.001 
-0.002 
-0.001 
0.025 
0.015 
0.036 
0.020 
As can be seen from table 4.3., the probabilities 
that p(CSD,IP) exceeds chance are low, even for different 
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trials. The apparent differences between single and 
multiple displays and between cued and uncued position 
errors occur because localisation errors are more likely 
for multiple displays and more likely to be cued position 
responses (see section 4.5.). 
4.4.2. Discussion 
In summary, p(CSD/IP) exceeds the expected value of 
0.5, i.e. discrimination accuracy appears to be above 
chance even when localisation failed. 
However, p(CSD/IP) exceeds chance only for different, 
but not for same trials. The probability Hi th v1hicll 
p(CSD,IP) exceeds the expected value is about -0.001 for 
same and 0.025 for different trials (corrected for correct 
position guesses). That is, even for different trials 
correct discrimination with a localisation failure is & 
very rare event. 
p(CSD/IP) does not differ between display conditions, 
between types of localisation error and among son 
durations. That is, choice of discrimination responses is 
determined by the same factors when localisation failea 
("guessing"). Hm'lev.;r, the probability with v1hich 
p(CSD,IP) exceeds chance is dependent on these variables, 
because they determine the probability of localisation 
errors. 
The finding that p(CSD/IP) exceeds chance on 
different trials, but not on same trials, appears to 
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result from two factors: 
Firstly, threa of the four subjects show a tendencv 
towards responding different (probabilities of different 
responses: 0.536, 0.545 and 0.544, respectively); and 
one subject shows a slight same tendency (0.483). The 
tendency of three subjects towards responding different 
increases p(CSD/IP) for different and decreases it for 
same trials. Their average values of p(CSD/IP) are 0.435 
(same) and 0.701 (different), respectively. However, for 
the subject with a same tendency, p(CSD/IP) is greater 
than 0.5 both for same (0.533) and for different (0.656) 
trials. But even for this subject, p(CSD/IP) is smaller 
for same than for different trials, although the 
difference is less marked than for the subjects with a 
different tendency. Thus, discrimination response 
tendencies modify p(CSD/IP) to some extent~ but they 
cannot account for the finding that, with localisation 
failures, discrimination accuracy exceeds chance reliablv 
only for different and not for same trials. 
That is, there must be another factor which produces 
this asymmetry. As already pointed out, different 
responses on different trials leave it unspecified whether 
target identification is actually correcto Same responses 
on same trials indicate tl1at the reported target matched 
the comparison stimulus and the actual target. However, 
differeLt responses on different trials only indicate a 
mismatch between perceived target and comparison stimulus, 
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but not whether the perceived target matched the actual 
target. Thus, different trials are at an advautage in 
comparison with same trials in that different responses 
are not required to indicate identity between perceived 
and actual target in order to ba counted as "correct". 
This should inflate discrimination accuracy for 
different trials, no matter whether target localisation is 
successful. With localisation failures, however, 
discrimination accuracy for different trials should be 
more inflated, for Ts perceived (i.e., reported) at 
nontarget locations are more likely to be "illusions" 
which happen to be diffe:ent from co;::tparison Ts ,.,i t!1out 
being identical with target Ts. 
~"lith 
p(CSD/CP) 
successful localisation, p(CP,CSD), p(CP), 
and cor. p(CP,ISD) do not differ significantly 
between same and different trials (see upper third of 
table 4.4. for the overall values). However, there are 
strong trends for differences in p(CSD,CP) and 
cor. p(CP,ISD), the directions of which 
obs. and 
depend on 
subjects' discrimination response tendencies (seG nidcle 
and lower thirds of table 4.4.): For the three subjects 
with a different response tendency p(CP,CSD) is higher for 
different trials, while for the subject with a same 
response tendency p(CP,CSD) is higher for same trials. 
And, since p(CP) hardly differs between same and different 
trials, p(CP,ISD) is higher on same trials for the 
subjects \'lith a different tendency and higher for 
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different trials for the subject with a same tendency 
(this is true both for obs. p(CP,ISD) and for cor. 
p(CP,ISD)). Thus, p(CSD/CP) is higher on different trials 
for the subjects with a different tendency and higher on 
same trials for the subject with a same tendency. This 
contrasts with p(CSD/IP) which is higher on different than 
on same trials, irrespective of subjects' individual 
response tendencies. 
Table 4.4.: Observed values of p(CP,CSD), p(CP) and 
p(CSD/CP) and corrected value of p(CP,ISD) for all four 
subjects together (Overall) and separately for the subject 
with a "same" and for the three subjects \'lith a 
"different" response bias. 
Same 
Overall 
Diff. 
obs. 
p(CP,CSD) 
0.715 
0.730 
obs. 
p(CP) 
0.813 
0.803 
obs. cor. 
p(CSD/CP) p(CP,ISD) 
0.879 0.060 
0.909 0.048 
------------------------------------------------------
Same 0.739 0.809 0.913 0.032 
"Same" 
Diff. 0.676 0.793 0.852 0.085 
Same 0.707 0.815 0.867 0.069 
"Diff." 
Diff. 0.7tl8 0.806 0.928 0.035 
Restated, when localisation is successful, the 
predominant type of discrimination error (same or 
different) for individual subjects can be accounted for by 
their respective response tendencies. I-Im1ever, v1hen 
localisation fails, response tendencies only modify, but 
do not cause the predominance of different decisions. 
Thus, the factor responsible for the asymmetry in 
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p(CSD/IP) between same and different trials has a stronger 
effect on the discrimination decision when target 
localisation fails rather than when it is successful. 
(Note that as a result, different responses are nore 
likely for invalid than for valid trials, since 
localisation accuracy is lower: p(diff.) for valid and 
invalid trials, respectively: 0.516 and 0.538; V/I: 
F(1,3) = 8.59, 0.10 > p > 0.05.) 
If discrimination accuracy for different trials, 
given localisation failures, is in~lated (predominance of 
different responses) because different responses are not 
required to indicate "identity" bet\-1een perceived <1nc1 
actual target in order to be counted as "correct", then 
requiring an identification instead of a discrimination 
response should reduce this asymmetry. Experiment 9 was 
designed to test this prediction. 
Experiment 9 
The tasl-;. in Experiment 9 v1as basically the sane as 
the localisation plus discrimination task in the previous 
experiments. However, instead of giving a same-different 
response, subjects had to report the precise orientation 
of the target (four-forced choice recognition). Subjects 
were informed that the "comparison" T in the display 
centre (fra~e II) indicated that the orientation of the 
target (frame V) would be same on half the trials and 
different on the other half. The spatial cue presented 
was a 50-msec peripheral brightening; the type of display 
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was "multiple" (i.e., target T plus distractor crosses); 
and the SOA between cue and target was 150 rnsec (only one 
display condition and one SOA were tested since p(CSD/IP) 
did not show any effects of display ty~e and SOA duration 
in the previous experiments). 
Experiment 9 consisted of 1440 tri~ls (576 valid, 576 
invalid and 288 baseline trials) which wGre presented in 
randomized order (two two-hour sessions of each 720 
trials). Four subjects (L.G., c.w., P.P. and H.M), all 
experienced with the previous localisation plus 
discrimination task, participated in Experiment 9; 
payment was 2.50 pounds per hour. The following 
0.75-threshold exposure durations were estimated at the 
beginning of each session for subjects L.G., c.w., P.P. 
and H.M, respectively (average of two sessions): 45.5, 
52.5, 47.0 and 36.0 msec. !Jote that the threshold 
determination routine counted a given recognition response 
as correct if it correctly indicated whether co~parison 
and target T were the same or different, no matter whether 
reported and actual target orientation were identical. 
The data were analysed in two stages. In the first 
stage, a given recognition response was counted as correct 
if it correctly indicated whether comparison and target T 
were the same or different, no matter whether reported and 
actual target orientation were identical on different 
trials. That is, the identification response was 
"reduced" to a same-different discrimination response 
(notation for 
In the second 
orientation had 
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a correct discrimination response: CSD). 
stage, reported and actual target 
to match in order for the recognition 
response to be counte~ as correct (notation for a correct 
recognition response: CR). 
For correct localisation responses, these analyses 
showed performance to be significantly higher for valid 
than for invalid trials. That is, tuo-\·Ta~' AI·10Vl~s 
involving the factors V/I and s/d (i.e., same anu 
different trials) revealed significant main effects of V/I 
for arcsin p(CP) (i.e., localisation accuracy: 0.887 -
0.501; ?(1 ,3) = 436.33, p < 0.001), for arcsin p(CP,C3D) 
(i.e., joint localisation plus discrimin~tion accuracy: 
0.778- 0.414; F(1,3) = 574.01, p < 0.001) and for arcsin 
p(CP,CR) (i.e., joint localisation plus recognition 
accuracy: 0.745- 0.392; F(1,3) = 391.28, p < 0.001). 
However, only p(CP,CR) showed an effect of s/d: 
joint localisation plus recognition accuracy is higher for 
sawe than for different trials (0.604 0.533: 
F(1,3) = 111.08, p < 0.005). Note that the absence of s/d 
effects on p(CP) c:nd p(CP,CSD) is consistent \·lith the 
previous experiments. 
With incorrect localisation responses, p(CSD/IP) is 
0.459 for same and 0.611 for different trials (however, a 
two-way ANOVA of arcsin p(CSD/IP) involving the factors 
c/u, i.e. cued and uncued position errors, &nd s/d 
revealed the main effect of s/d to be only marginally 
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significant: ~(1 ,3) = 9.51, 0.10 ) p ) 0.05). This 
agrees with the previous experiments. Note that all four 
subjects show this asymmetry; hmvever, the magnitude of 
s-d differences depends on subjects' different response 
biases: For unbiased subjects (L.G. and c.w.; average 
p(diff.) = 0.499), p(CSD/IP) is 0.486 on same and 0.556 on 
different trials, while for subjects with a different bias 
(P.P. and H.II.; average p(diff.) = 0.529), p(CSD/CP) is 
0.433 on same and 0.666 on different trials. 
p(CR/IP) is unchanged 0.459 for same trials 
(since recognition is correct Hhenever discriiilination is 
correct), but 0.196 for different trials ( A~TOV!i of arcsin 
p(CR/IP): F(1,3) = 118.63, p < O.OOS)o That is, on 
different trials, target orientation is correctly 
recognized in only about one out of every five trials on 
which localisation failed. Incorrect recognition 
responses (about 4 out of every 5 trials) include same 
responses and nontarget orientation different responses in 
about equal numbers (each about 2 out of every 4 trials). 
That is, on different trials, p(CTI/IP) for incorrect saiile 
responses and p(CR/IP) for incorrect different responses 
are 0.332 and 0.325, respectively. The second figure 
indicates that with localisation failures, the choice of a 
"different" orientation response is at chance; that is, 
when subjects make a different decision on a different 
trial, chance expectancy for a 
response is 1/3. 
correct orientation 
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Thus, \'lith localisation failures, recognition 
accuracy (i.e., orientation response) is at chance, both 
for same and for different trials; however, 
discrimination accuracy (i.e., same-different response) is 
above chance for different trials, no matter whether or 
not subjects are biased towards responding different. One 
consequence of this is that, when localisation failed, 
p(same) is higher for same than for different trials and 
p(diff.) is higher for different than for same trials 
(with loc~~isation failures, the probabilities that a same 
response is given on a same ra.ther trhan a different trial 
and that a different response is given on a different 
rather than a same trial are 0.545 and 0.528, 
respectively, for Experiment 9 and 0.597 and 0.588, 
respectively for the previous experiments). 
In terms of feature integration theory (TREISMAN et 
al., 1980), the finding that recognition accuracy is at 
chance when localisation failed would suggest that target 
recognition requires the "conjunction" of independent 
target features; that is, the integration 
orientation of the horizontal and vertical bars, 
of 
i.e. 
the 
of 
the constituent parts of target Ts, into correct target 
representations. However, the finding that discrimination 
accuracy can be above chance when localisation failed (as 
is the case for different trials) would suggest that 
target discrimination requires simple feature "detection". 
How can these findings be reconciled? 
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There appears to be an alternative explanation for 
the finding that discrimination accuracy can be abovG 
chance when localisation failed. It is based on thG 
assunption that a same-different (s-d) value is "computed" 
in parallel and independently for each display location; 
that is, a value indicating the degrea to which the 
stimulus at a particular location matches the conparison 
T. If there is no s-d value associated with a particular 
location that clearly exceeds the values associated with 
all or a subset of the other positions, thus favouring 
selection of this location for the position response, the 
position response may be a (pseudo-) random choice ( ta!:ing 
into account "strategic" information such as the a-priori 
probability of target occurrenc2 at alternative locations, 
etc.) and the independent s-d values may be summed to 
determine the discrimination response. In this way, the 
s-d value associated with the actual target position might 
play a decisive role in determining the discrimin~tion 
response, although it may not be strong enough to 
deterraine the position response. 
Suppose, for example, that on a different trial the 
target location and one other position are in different 
"states" and one location is in a same "state" (the fourth 
location may have created a "neutral" impression). The 
discrimination response chosen in this case would then be 
different (and the localisation response would involve a 
decision between positions in different states). In this 
way, the different state associated with the actual target 
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location would shift the balance towards a different 
decision. Note that the same and different impressions 
associated Hith the nontarget locations are "illusions", 
while the different state for the target position may or 
may not be an illusion. 
It is easy to imagine the analogous situatio~ for a 
same trial. In this case, however, the orientation of on8 
illusory target at one nontarget location and the 
orientation of the iDpression for the target position 
woulG have to be the same and both impressions would have 
to match the comparison T. If the orientation of illusory 
targets at nontarget locations is more or less randoDly 
determined (1 out of 4 orientations), such a situation 
would be less likely to occur. This could explain why 
p(CSD/IP) is lower for same than for different trials. 
Note that this proposal of sa8e-differe~t response 
integration across cisplay locations agrees with the 
visual search theories of HOFFMAN (1978, 1979) and of SHA~ 
(1982). The basic assumption of this explanation is that 
target discrimination involves a "choice" among real 
and/or illusory target impressions which are accessible to 
the decision process~ they may, however, not be 
accessible for report because impressions may be lost from 
memory while others are reported. This assumption also 
receives some support from subjects' experience that on 
"many" trials they had "seen" not only one, but bm or 
more "targets" of different orientations at different 
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display locations. 
4 .. 5. Cued Pusition Biases 
4 .. 5.1. Results 
This section will present analys9s of p(cb), i.e. of 
cued position biases. p(cb) was introduced in section 
4 .. 2. as the probability, on invalid trials, to localise a 
target in the cued position given that the position 
response is a "guess", uhere the probability of a position 
guess is estimated by p(IP=c)+p(IP=u)*3/2. That is, the 
probability of a position guess is the su~ of the 
probability of cued position errors (i.eo, p(IP=c)) plus 
3/2 times the probability of uncued position errors (i.e., 
p(IP=u)). The factor 3/2 takes into account that if the 
position response is a random guess on invalid trials, all 
three uncued locations, including the target position, 
should be guessed with equal probability (that is, the 
uncued target position should be "guessed" \'lith half the 
probability with which the two uncued nontarget locations 
together are guessed). 
Figure 4.9. presents p(cb) as a function of SOA, 
separately 
Figure 4.9. 
for single and multiple display conditions. 
also presents the probabilities of a cueC. 
position error p(IP=c) and of an uncued nontarget 
on which p(cb) is based, position error - p(IP=u) 
separately for single and multiple display invalid trials. 
~he values of p(cb) and those of p(IP), i.~. p(I?=c) 
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and p(IP=u), were arcsin-transformed and evaluated in 
separate AIWVAs. The ANOVA of p ( cb) involved the fuctors 
S/1·1 and SOA, and the AI~OVA of p(IP) involved the factors 
S/H, c/u (i.e., IP=c/IP=u} a:1d SOP.. These AI10VAs revealed 
the following effects to be significant or marginally 
significant. 
ANOVA of p(IP): (1) S/~: F(1,3) = 39.29, p > 0.01; 
(2) c/u: F(1,3) = 992.54, p ( 0.001; (3) SOA: 
F(7,21) = 27.94, p < 0.001; (4) S/I: x c/u: 
F(1,3) = 50.76, p < 0.005; ( 5) c/u x SOA: 
F(7,21) = 67.2G, p < 0.001. 
ANOVA of p(cb): (1) S/?.·1: F(1 ,3) = 49.56, p ( 0.005; 
( 2) SOA: F(7,21) = 69.74, p < 0.001; (3) x SOA: 
F(7,21) = 2.83, p < 0.05. 
As can be seen from figure 4.9., the probability of 
cued position errors (IP=c) exceeds that of uncued 
position errors (IP=u) (significant main effect of c/u). 
Further, c-u differences are greater for multiple than for 
single displays (significant S/D x c/u interaction). This 
effect occurs 0ecause p(IP=c) is ~1igher for multiple tha~ 
for single displays, while there are no apparent 
differences in p(IP=u). Thus, the difference in p(IP=c) 
between display conditions accounts for the significant 
nain effect of S/M. 
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Figure 4.9.: p(cb) (circles), p(IP=c) (triangles) and 
p(IP=u) (squares) as a function of SOA, separately fo= 
single and multiple display invalid trials (S: ope~ 
symbols; 1-i: closed symbols) 
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Figure 4.9. shows further that p(IP) decreases as 
SOA gets longer (significant main effect of SOA). This 
effect is caused by a decrease in p( IP=c), ~.&ost of uhich 
occurs after the 150-msec SOA (at SOAs equal to and 
shorter than 150 rnsec, p(IP=c) is significantly higher 
than at longer SOAs: p < 0.005 and beyond; there are no 
reliable differences between SOAs longer than 300 msec). 
Vnlike p(IP=c), p(IP=u) shows some tendency to increase 
with SOA (at SOAs shorter than 150 msec, p(IP=u) is 
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significantly lower than at longer SOAs: p < 0.01 and 
beyond; 
longer 
there are no relia~le differences between SOAs 
than 150 msec). Thus, SOA functions for p(IP=c) 
and p(IP=u) converge at longer SOAs (significant c/u ~ SO~ 
interaction). The degree of convergence does not differ 
much between display conditions. 
As can be seen from figure 4.9., cued position biases 
are stronger for multiple (0.637, i.e. above the e;:pcctec 
value) than for single (0.512, i.e. at about the expected 
value) displays (the expected value is 0.5, i.e. the 
probability with which targets occur at the cued 
position). This significant main effect of display type 
results from p(IP=c) being higher for multiple than for 
single displays, while there are no reliable differences 
in p(IP=u). 
Further, p(cb) shows a trend to decrease with 
increasing SOA durations (significant main effects of 
SOA), with most of the decrease occurring between the 150-
and 300-msec SOAs (at SOAs shorter than 200 msec, p(cb) is 
significantly higher than at longer SOAs: p < 0.001; 
there are no reliable differences between SOAs longer than 
200 msec). The rate of decrease in p(cb) appears so~ewhat 
greater for for single than for multiple displays 
(significant S/M x SOA interaction). 
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4.5.2. Discussion 
In SU@rnary, the probability of cued position errors 
is generally higher than that of uncued position errors 
(IP=u). Further, p(IP=c) is higher for multiple than for 
single displays, while p(IP=u) does not differ between 
display conditions. p(IP=c) shows a trend to decrease and 
p(IP=u) shows some tendency to increase between 150- and 
300-msec SOil.s. Lil~e~'lise, p(cb) is higher for nultiple 
than for single displays and shows a trend to decrease, in 
particular between SOA durations of 150 and 300 rnsec. 
The finding that p(cb) tends to exceed the expected 
value of 0.5 could reflect a response strategy to choose 
preferably the cued location in the case of uncertainty 
(and, thus, reliance on guessing)o Such a strategy can 
contribute to optimizing overall performance, as can be 
seen from the following example: If the cueC position is 
guessed to contain the target with p = 1.0, the likelihood 
of a correct position guess is 1/2; if, however, the cued 
position is chosen with p = 1/2, the likelihood of a 
correct position guess is 5/12. Thus, adopting a valu0 of 
p(cb) greater than 0.5 can result in an advantage in 
correct position guesses of up to 1/12 or 0.083. It may 
therefore not be surprising that p(cb) tends to be greater 
than 0. 5, in particular since the task in the pr::~sent 
experiments did not discourage "false alarms" for the cuec: 
posi tio:1. 
In addition to such a response strategy, the value of 
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p(cb) should depend on how efficiently the cued position 
can be rejected as the target location and on how 
effici~ntly targets can be localised at uncued positions. 
That is, it should be easier (and be associated with a 
higher degree of certainty) to "decide" whether the cued 
position is empty (single displays) than whether it 
contains a distractor cross (multiple displays). And 
localisation of targets at uncued positions is based on a 
more effective mechanism in single than in multiple 
displays. The finding that p(cb) is lower for single than 
for multiple displays may the~ be explicable along the 
follm'ling lines. 
(1) The advantage for single displays in rejecting 
the cued location as the target position results primarily 
in a reduction in p(IP=c) and a corresponding increase in 
p(IP=u), i.e. in an increase of correct uncued position 
guesses. That is, it does not per se affect localisation 
accuracy for uncued locations. (2) The more e~fective 
localisation mechanism in single displays results in 
greater localisation accuracy for uncued locations, with 
corresponding reductions in both p(IP=c) and p(IP=u). 
Note that there is no reason to assume this affects the 
ratio between p(IP=c) and p(IP=u) and, thus, p(cb). 
Thus, p(IP=c) should be lower for single t~an for 
multiple dis?lays, for both (1) and (2) reduce p(I~=c) for 
single relative to multiple displays. However, p(IP=u) 
may not differ between display conditions, since {1) 
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results in an increase and (2) in a decrease in p(IP=u) 
for single relative to multiple displays. This is 
consistent with the finding that p(:P=c) is lower for 
single than for multiple displays, without reliable 
differences in p(IP=u). With regard to the cued position 
bias, this ex?lanation implies that the lower value of 
p(cb) for single than for multiple displays is caused b~ 
the differential efficiency in rejecting the cued location 
as the target position. 
Cued position biases decrease with increasing SOA 
durations, in particular between 150 and 300 msec, because 
of a decrease in p(IP=c) and a slight increase i~ p(IP=u). 
This change in biases appears to be too systematic 
and consistent across subjects to be based on a conscious 
strategy. Rather, it may be attributable to a factor 
whic~ is not under subject control and which produces a 
genuine change in subjects' perception of the target 
location. It is interesting to note that this bias change 
occurs within 150 and 300 msec after cue onset, i.e. 
coincides with a decline in localisation accuracy for 
valid trials and an improvement for invalid trials. 
It has been suggested (see Chapters 2 and for 
detail) that the loss in localisation accuracy for the 
cued position and the gain for uncued locations are cause2 
by the fade-out of an initial, automatic, orienting 
component triggered by peripheral cues and the transition 
to a second, controlled, component of sustained attention. 
Automatic and 
characterised 
controlled 
by lm1er 
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orienting components are 
and, respectively, higher 
interruptability of attention, i.eo of priority of 
selection, for the cued positiono That is, as the 
(automatic) effect of peripheral cues to engage attention 
fades out, stimuli at uncued locations are more lil:ely to 
cause an interruption and claim precedenceo Interruptions 
may be produced both by targets or by nontargets (i.e., 
illusory targets) at uncued locations; but interruption 
probability is higher for targets than for nontargets and 
higher for single than for multiple displays. 
Thus, as the (automatic) effect of peripheral cues to 
engage attention fades out and targets at uncued positions 
become more likely to claim priority, localisation 
accuracy for uncued locations improves (while that for the 
cued position declines); restated, position guesses for 
uncued locations decrease. If biases were to remain 
constant, this should result in a decrease both in cued 
(p(IP=c)) and in uncued (p(IP=u)) location errors in such 
a way that their ratio remains invarianto 
However, not only targets, but also nontargets at 
uncued locations become more lil~ely, within 300 msec after 
cue onset, to cause an interruption to the priority fo~ 
the cued position. Hhen this occurs and a nontarget 
(i.e., an illusory target) claims precedenceu it may not 
be always possible, because of exposure time constraints, 
to reject it and it may be accepted as the most likely 
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target candidate. Thus, the probability increases within 
300-msec after cue onset that an uncuea nontarget location 
is chosen for the position response. 
However, this increase in uncued location errors 
(p(IP=u) can only occur at the expense of cued position 
errors (p(IP=c)). That is, there is a trade-off which 
changes the bias by subtracting from cued and adding to 
uncued location errors. As a result, p(IP=c) shows a more 
marked decrease and p(IP=u) shows a slight increase rather 
than a decrease which would be expected if biases were 
constant. 
Thus, the bias change which occurs within 300 msec 
after cue onset does might be completely "automatic", 
involving a simple change in subjects' perception of the 
whereabout of targets rather than conscious monitoring of 
SOA duration and readjustment of decision processes. 
In summary, the localisation task in the present 
experiments is a source of bias, since targets arc more 
likely to occur at cued than at uncued locations. This 
bias inflates localisation accuracy for the cued position 
at the expense of the uncued locations, and advantages for 
valid over invalid trials are at least in part an artefact 
of this guessing strategy. (Note that this problem of 
separating effects of "attention" and of "decision ma}~inc;" 
(biases) is not confined to the present task; see, for 
instance, ou:·JCAH, 1980b, SHA:r, 1984, and SP:C:Rl.E7G, 19~>1, 
for a discussion of "response threshold" effects in 
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POSNER 1 s simple RT task)o 
In order to assess to \·rhat extent biases toHards 
giving cued position responses inflate advantages for 
valid over invalid trials, the values of p{CP) and of 
p(CP,CSD) were corrected for (correct) guessing (seG 
section 4o2o for the correction procedure)o Figures 
4o10o and 4o11o present coro p(CP) and coro p{CP,CSD), 
the corrected values, as a function of SOh, 
separately for single and multiple displays and for valif 
and invalid trialso (Hote that coro p{CP,ISD), sho·.m in 
figure 4o4o, is the difference between coro p{CP) and 
coro p{CP,CSD)o) 
Figures 4o10o and 4o11o shou that differences 
between valid and invalid trials are reduced in comparison 
with the uncorrected data {see figures 4o1o and 4o2o)o 
The contribution of correct guesses to V-I differences can 
be seen from table 4o5o which presents the estimates of 
the probabilities of correct position guesses (p{CP)) and 
of (jointly) correct localisation plus discri8ination 
guesses {p{CP,CSD))o 
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Figures 4.10. and 4.11.: cor. p(CP) and cor. p(CP,CSD) 
as a function of SOA, separately for single anG nuitiplc 
displays (S: open symbols; H: closed symbols) displays 
and for valid and invalid trials (V: triangles; I: 
squares) · 
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Table 4.5.: Estimated probabilities of correct position 
guesses (p(CP)) and of correct position plus 
same-different guesses (exp. p(CP,CSD), separately for 
single and multiple displays and for valid and invalid 
trials and their difference 
Single Hultiple 
Val. Inval. Diff. Val. Inval. Diffo 
.078 
.047 
.047 
.029 
p(CP) 
.031 .115 
p(CP,CSD) 
.018 .069 
.049 
.028 
.. 066 
.041 
Correct position guesses occur with a probability of 
0.072, and correct position plus correct sa~e-different 
guesses occur with a probability of 0.043 (combined across 
display and cue validity conditions). Correct guesses ar8 
about twice as likely for valid than for invalid trials 
(combine~ across display conditions) because subjects shrn1 
biases towards giving a cued position response. For valid 
trials, correct guesses are more likely for multiple than 
.for single displays, because biases are more marked for 
multiple than for single display3. 
However, the contribution of correct gu2sses to V-I 
differences in localisation and in joint localisation plus 
discri~ination accuracy are limited (see the "Diff." 
values in table 4.5.): About 15 (single displays) tc 20 
(multiple displays) percent of the observed differences in 
p(CP) bet~een valid and invalid trials, and about 10 
(single displays) to 15 (multiple displays) percent of the 
observed differences in p(CP,CSD) can be accounte~ for by 
correct guessing. In other words, at least 80 percent of 
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these differences cannot be attributed to guessing 
strategies. 
Further, guessing strategies cannot account for the 
effects of display conditions and of SOA duration on 
performance in valid and invalid t£ials. All the e=fects 
found in the uncorrected data are largely unchange~ in the 
data corrected for guessing (see figures 4.10. and 4.11 ). 
With the present task, the bias consciously adopted 
by subjects appears quite strong, i.e. as strong as that 
observed for very short SOAs (average values of p(cb) for 
50- and 100-msec SOAs: 0.60 for single and 0.75 for 
multiple displays). This may in part be attributable to 
the present task \·1hic!1 did not discourage "false alarns" 
for the cued position. 
This has important consequences for the question to 
what extent "costs plus benefits" can be attributeC. to 
attentional factors (see also KINCHLA, 1977). Suppose, 
for instance, that on a given invalid trial the subjective 
pro~ability that a target has appeared at the uncued 
location containing the target is O.B, and the probability 
for the cued (nonturget) position 0.7. ~hus, if subjects 
responded on the basis of these probabilities, they woul~ 
decide in favour of the information fron the uncue~ 
location. However, because the cued position has a higher 
a-priori probability, observers might give preferential 
weight to the evidence from this location. Thus, if 
subjects were biased touards accepting any . .c ~· ~nl.or;na l.~O!! 
available from the 
the result would be 
invalid trials. 
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cued position as target information, 
a large advantage for valid over 
One prediction arising from such a strategy of 
assigning preferential weight to any evidence available 
from the cued location would be that not only hit rates, 
but also false alarm rates should be higher for valid than 
for invalid trials. Thus, it seemed necessary to 
replicate the present findings in a further experiment 
(Experiment 10) ~hich used a task, based on signal 
detection theory~ that allowed the measurement of false 
alarm rates for cued and uncued locations. 
Experiment 10 
Hit rates in this experiment should behave in the 
same way as with the previous task, i.e. they should 
decrease, with increasing SOA duration, for the cued 
position and increase for uncued locations. False alarm 
rates, however, should behave in the same way as cued and 
uncued location errors with the previous task, i.e. they 
should decrease for the cued position and increase 
slightly for uncued lobations (because cued location 
biases are more marl~ed at short SOAs). 
The methodology used in Experiment 10 was based on 
signal detection theory ( SDT; GRr::::::~ and s~·mTs, 19 56); in 
particular, it employed the joint ROC technique previously 
used by BASHHJSI:I and DAC;-11\Rl\CII ( 1 980). Hi th the 
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exception of the type of spatial cue presented and of the 
varying SOA durations, the ~ethodological details of 
Experiment 10 are the same as in Experiments 11 and 12 
(see Chapter 5). Thus, only the basic design ann 
procedure will be outlined in this section and all other 
details will be presented in Chapter 5. 
The target stimulus in Experiment 10 was the symbol T 
which could appear in any of the four orthogonal 
orientations. The T presented in the display centre 
(frame II) prior to target exposure (frame V) indicated 
the particular orientation to be expected on a given 
trial; that is, on signal (i.e., target) trials, the 
target T presented in one of the four peripheral boxes was 
always the same as the T previously displayeC in the 
centre. On signal trials, the target T appeared at one of 
the peripheral locations and distractor crosses of the 
same size and lu~inance appeared at the remaining three 
positions; on noise (i.e., no-target) trials, distractor 
crosses appean~d at all four locations ( "mul tiplc" 
displays). The spatial cue presented in frame IV was a 
50-msec brightening of the outline of one of the four 
boxes (peripheral cue) which mig:1t (valid trials) or misht 
not (invalid trials) correctly prime the cued position. 
There were also baseline (neutral) trials in which all 
four boxes were brightened simultaneously. SOA durations 
between spatial cue and target were 150 and 700 msec, so 
that hit and false alarm rates could be neasureG for the 
early automatic a~d the later controll3~ orienting 
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for detail). Experinent 1 0 components (see Chapter 3 
consisted of 2784 trials ("single cue" condition; 233 
valid plus 3 x 128 invalid signal trials and 336 cued 
noise trials and, in addition, 256 baseline signal anJ 128 
baseline noise trials per SOA). SOA durations, signal and 
noise trials and cue validity conditions were presented in 
randomized order. 
After target display termination (frame VI), subjects 
gave three responses: First, a yes-no response to 
indicate wh2ther or not they had detected a target. 
Second, they rated their degree of certainty of this 
response (i.e., in the case of a positive response 
according to the categories "very certain", "certain" and 
"uncertain" and in the case of a negative response 
according to the categories "uncertain" and "certain"). 
Third, they made a response to indicate at which of the 
four locations they had detected a target. The 
localisation response was also re~uired in the case of a 
no-target response. Subjects were instructed to avoid 
false alarms for a given location if they could reject it 
to contain the target, since this would improve their 
overall performance. 
Three subjects (I.?., N.A. and ll.M.) 
Experiment 10 (two four-hour sessions 
trials). Payment was 2.50 pounds per 
participated in 
of each 1392 
hour. Since 
Experiment 10 was conducted after Experiment 11 (see 
Chapter 5), all subjects were highly experiencea with the 
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present task. At the beginning of each session, threshold 
exposure times were determined according to a modified 
PEST adaptive staircase procedure (see section 5.2. for 
detail) v7hich aimed at a "detection" sensi ti vi ty of 
P(A) = 0.75 on baseline (neutral) trials. The following 
times were estimated for I.P., N.A. and 
respectively (average of two sessions): 32.5, 31.5 and 
28.5 msec. 
The data were subjected to a SDT analysis which 
accepted a detection response as a hit only if both the 
detection and the joint localisation response were 
correct. This analysis allowed the assignment of false 
alarms to individual (i.e., cued or uncued) positions 
since the localisation response specified whether a target 
stimulus had been - erroneously - detected at the cued or 
at an uncued location. Restated, this analysis took into 
account the cue validity condition under which a 
particular noise trial would fall if it had been a signal 
trial, as indicated by the positive detection response. 
( i'Jote that this analysis corresponds to "detection plus 
localisation II" analysis in terms of Bl'.,SIIINSI(I and 
BACHARACH, 1980; see section 5.5. Appendix A). 
In addition to hit and false alarm rate measures, 
computer-determined estimates were obtained for the 
sensitivity parameter P(A). These estimates are based on 
the rna:dmum likelihood approach developed by DORFHAN and 
ALF (1969; SDT rating method data) and calculated for 
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each subject under each experimental condition. Table 
4.6. presents the hit and false alarm rates and the P(A) 
estimates, individually for each subject and separately 
for the two SOAs and for valid, baseline (neutral) and 
invalid trials. 
Table 4 0 6 0 : Joint detection plus localisation hit (HR) 
and false alarm rates (FAR) and joint detection plus 
localisation sensitivity: Summary of HR, FAR and P(A) for 
each subject under each experimental condition. 
------------------------------------------------
SOA 1 50 SOA 700 
Ss v N I v N I 
------------------------------------------------
HR 
I.P. .778 .660 .542 .674 .656 .596 
N.A. .774 .672 .542 • 71 9 .676 .607 
H.I:I. .868 .742 .552 .792 .676 • 6 41 
Ivlean .807 • 6 91 .545 .728 .669 .615 
FAR 
I.P. • 1 46 • 11 7 .089 .060 • 1 02 .080 
N.A. • 1 43 .132 .077 .068 • 11 7 .083 
H. I'.I. • 11 9 .109 .068 .065 .094 .074 
Mean 0 1 36 • 11 9 .078 .064 • 1 0 4 .079 
P(A) 
I.P. .896 .865 .802 .890 .878 .856 
N.A. .896 .865 .815 .880 .881 .854 
H. r'1. .947 .915 .864 .926 .908 .890 
rviean .913 .882 .827 .899 .889 .867 
As can be seen from table 4.6., hit rates are higher 
for valid than for invalid trials (ANOVA of arcsin HR: 
main effect of V/I: F(1 ,2) = 45.60, p < 0.025), and V-I 
differences for HR are less marked at the 700- than at the 
150-msec SOA (V/I x SOA interaction: F(1,2) = 77.47, 
p<0.01). This interaction occurs because hit rates 
decrease between SOAs for valid trials and increase for 
invalid trials. This is consistent with hit rates in the 
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previous experiments. 
False alarm rates are higher for valid than for 
invalid trials (ANOVA of arcsin FAR: main effect of V/I: 
F{1,2) = 60.96, p < 0.025), and V-I differences for FAR 
are more marked at the 150- than at the 700-msec SOA (V/I 
x SOA interaction: F(1,2) = 197.78, p < 0.005). This 
interaction is caused by a false alarm rate decrease 
between SOAs for valid trials, while for invalid trials 
false alarm rates remain constant. Note that FAR for 
invalid trials remain unchanged despite of a 11 general 11 
tendency for FAR to decrease, i.e. despite a decreasing 
tendency for baseline trials. That is, relative to 
baseline trials, FAR for invalid trials show an increase 
across SCAs, ~~1ile FAR for valid trials show a decrease. 
Thus, the false alarm rate pattern agrees with that of 
cued and uncued location errors for invalid trials in the 
previous experiments. 
The pattern of cued and uncued position errors for 
invalid (signal) trials in the present task also agrees 
with the previous experiments (note that localisation 
errors in the present task, i.e. when the cued position 
or an uncued nontarget location was erroneously chosen, 
are treated as 11 misses 11 ). Cued position errors show a 
marked decrease between the 150- and 700-msec SOAs, and 
uncued location errors remain constant {cued position 
errors are 0.220 at the 150- as compared to 0.106 at the 
700-msec SOA, and unc~ed position errors are 0.182 as 
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compared to 0.164; an ANOVA of arcsin p(IP) with the 
factors cued/uncued position errors and SOA revealed the 
following effects to be significant: main effect of c/u: 
F(1,2) = 23.72 1 p < 0.05; 
F(1,2) = 33.05, p < 0.05). 
and c/u x SOA interaction: 
Thus, cued position biases decrease between the 150-
and 700-msec SOAs, both for (invalid) signal and for noise 
trials. (Combined across signal and noise trials, the 
decrease is from 0.423 to 0.257; an ANOVA of arcsin p(cb) 
vli th the factors signal/noise trials revealed a 
significant main effet of S02\: F(1,2) = 171.73, 
p < 0.005.) Cued position biases do not differ between 
(invalid) signal and noise trials (as indicated by the 
absence of signal/noise trial effects). 
Thus, the factor which is responsible for the 
reduction in hit rate for the cued position between SOAs 
does not only change the ratio between cued and uncued 
position "guesses" for (invalid) signal trials, but also 
that for noise trials. The effect of this factor is to 
decrease cued and to increase uncued location guesses. 
As a result, reduced hit rates for the cued position 
at the 700- as compared to the 150-msec SOA are 
accompanied by reduced false alarm rates. The reduction 
in false alarm rates almost compensates for that L1 hit 
rates, so that there are only slight losses in 
"sensitivity" for the cued position beb1een the 150- and 
700-msec SOAs. As can be seen from table 4 • 6 • 1 the 
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sensitivity parameter P(A) for valid trials differs by 
0.014 between SOAs~ but although small, this difference 
is consistent across subjects. (See note on page 319A.) 
For invalid trials, there is a more marked increase 
in P(A), i.e. sensitivity tends to converge towards that 
for valid trials at the 700-msec SOA. (See note on page 
319A.) (An ANOVA of P(A) with the factors V/I and SOA 
revealed to following significant effects: main effect 
of V/I: F(1 ,2) = 376.32, p < 0.005~ V/I x SOA interaction: 
F(1,2) = 203.44, p < 0.005). 
In summary, Experiment 10 replicates the findings 
obtained with the previous task. However, it also shows 
that higher hit rates for cued than for uncued locations 
are not accompanied by lower false alarm rates (i.e., 
at least not at short SOAs). In other words, while 
detection probability is higher when the cued position 
contains a target, rejection probability may not be 
higher when it does not contain a target. Thus, 
advantages in hit rate for the cued position are at least 
in part the result of a strategy to assign 
preferential weight to evidence available from the cued 
location. (See Chapter 5. for a more detailed discussion.) 
It has been proposed (see above) that the SOA effects 
on hit and false alarm rates and on sensitivity occur 
because spatial orienting (peripheral cues) is based on 
two different processes at short and at long SOAs: an 
early automatic and a later controlled process which are 
characterised by lower and, respectively, higher 
Note: 
orienting 
both on 
orienting 
319A 
This pattern indicates that automatic 
is characterised by a marked cue validity effect 
sensitivity and on bias, while controlled 
is mainly characterised by an effect on bias. 
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interruptability of attention for the cued position. 
In terms of SDT, the major difference between the 
components of automatic and controlled orienting appears 
to be a shift to the right of the yes-no cutoff point on 
the decision axis (i.e., internal strength variable), as 
indicated by reductions both in hit and in false alarm 
rates. Restated, the early, automatic orienting component 
seems to maximise hit rates at the cost of increased false 
alarm rates, while the later, controlled component appears 
to minimise false alarm rates at the cost of reduced hit 
rates. 
While the yes-no cutoff point is further to the right 
of the mean of the noise distribution for long than for 
short SOAs, it is questionable whether a ''rightwards 
shift" of the yes-no cutoff point indeed occurs. It 
appears more likely that subjects do not adopt different 
cutoffs for short and for long SOAs, but that distribution 
parameters change relative to each other; that is, the 
absolute value of the cutoff on the internal strength 
variable may be constant across SOA, but the noise 
distribution may be shifted to the left. 
Such a leftwards shift would occur if, as suggested, 
the likelihood increases between SOAs that distractor 
elements at uncued locations cause an interruption to the 
priority for the cued position. As it is not always 
possible, because of exposure time constraints, to reject 
such a nontarget stimulus claiming precedence, the 
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probability increases that it is accepted as the most 
likely target candidate. Thus, on noise trials false 
alarm rates increase for uncued locations and decrease for 
the cued position, in the same way as uncued and cued 
localisation errors on (invalid) signal trials. 
4.6. General Discussion 
In summary, detailed analyses for the single and 
multiple element displays presented in Experioents 1 to 4 
revealed that both localisation and discrimination 
accuracy are above chance even with failures to 
discriminate and, respectively, to localise. Thus, it 
appears discrimination is not a necessary condition for 
target localisation and that localisation is not a 
necessary condition for target discrimination (mixture of 
hypotheses (3) and (4) outlined in section 4.1.). 
However, in terms of the processes which, plausibly, 
underly search in the present task, the principal route to 
successful discrimination is through localisation. Only 
when this fails is there a second, inefficient, route of 
integrating target impressions across display locations. 
The finding that localisation accuracy is above 
chance even with discrimination failures cannot be 
explained by inadequate masking, i.e. detection of 
"oost-mask 11 ~ luminance differences between target and 
nontarget locations (see Experiment 8). Nor can it be 
explained in terms of a serial search strategy which aims 
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at ascertaining target presence for a subset of display 
locations and, if it fails to do so, chooses one of the 
.unsearched locations at randoD (see appendix 4.7G). 
This supports the idea that search in the present 
task is not a "blind" (random selection) process, but 
rather based on a mechanis~, at an early stage of 
processing, which ensures that only those elements (i.e., 
display locations) are selected (i.e., "searched") 1 • ' \·1!11 Cil 
are likely to be target items. Both the models of :ro?FIF~:~ 
(1973, 1979) and of DU!lCAH (1980a, 1981, 1985) e::plicitly 
propose such a preattentive selection mechanisD and can, 
thus, provide a framework fer the explanation of th~ 
finding that localisation accuracy is above chance even 
with failures to discriminate. 
l;ote that Si-IA;?'s attention theory (1S30, 1982, 1904), 
which distinguishes bet\'leen an initial "coding" and a 
later "decision" stage, could also provide such 
frameuork. lim-rever, SHAN's model may not be incompatible 
with IIO:FFIIAIJ's and DUIJC.P..H's "late selection" theories of 
attention, since SHA~1 leaves the substages which stimulus 
coding may be composed of unspecified. 
It appea~s that any feasible explanation for the 
effects of display condition, cue validity and SOA 
duration on localisation accuracy with discriminatio~ 
failures has to mal:e at least three assumptions: 
( 1 ) Stimulus attributes required for target 
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localisation are derived faster than, and may thus serve 
as the basis of selecti~n of, infornation required for 
target discrininationo Thus, exposure tine constraints 
are more likely to limit target discrimination than target 
localisation a 
( 2) Infor::~ation fro;-n tl1e cued position 
available faste= than information from uncued locations. 
That is, the likely target position is assigned priority 
of selection in advance, so that information can gai~ 
access to the limited capacity syste@ as soon as it is 
derived a The order of selection for elenents at less 
likely locations oust be determined by (locali3ation) 
attributes derived after display onset a Hm·Tever, 
selection is subject to delays if more than one element 
competes for access to and if information from the cue~ 
position occupies the limited capacity system. Thus, 
exposure times constraints cause more information losses 
for un=ued locationso 
(3) Information for target localisation is 0crivG( 
faster in single than in multiple element displays. For 
single displays, simple d2tection of the luminance change 
produced by single target onset is sufficient for 
localisation, anj localisation and discrimination are 
b~sed on separate attributeso However, for multi9le 
displays, with luminance changes occurring simultaneously 
at target and nontarget locations, localisation must be 
based on a more COQple~ attribute which discri~inates a ,.., .L 
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from a cross. Since target localisation is based on a 
more effective mechanism in single displays, localisation 
accuracy is at least as high as for hlultiple displays, 
despite shorter exposure durations. However, since 
exposure time constraints affect target discrimination 
more than target localisation, successful loc2lis~tio~ 
with discrimination failures is more lil~ely for single 
displays. 
One additional assumptions is needed to e~plain the 
SOA effects: Spatial orienting is guided by two different 
processes at short and at long SOAs: an early autonatic 
and a later controlled process which are characterised by 
lower and, respectively, higher interruotabilitv of the 
' - -
priority (of selection) assigned in advance to the cue~ 
position. 
Thus, within about 300 msec after (perip:1eral) cue 
onset, elements at uncued locations become more likely to 
claim precedence, cau~ing delays in the availa~ility of 
the limited capacity system for a target at the cuef 
position. As a result, both localisation and 
discrimination accuracy decrease for the cued location. 
However, this is less .marked for localisation, since 
location attributes are derived faster than information 
required for discrimination. 
Interruptions to the priority for the cued position 
may be caused both by target anC by nontarget elements at 
uncued locations~ but interruption probability is higher 
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for targets than for nontargets and higher for targets in 
single than in multiple element displays (note that 
"nontargets" may also "arise" in single displays, because 
of noise in the visual system and confusion betVTeen masJ~ 
and target information). 
Thus, as interruptability of the priority for the 
cued position increases Hithin 300 msec of cue onset, 
targets at uncued locations become more likely to clai:;~ 
precedence. As a result, the probability increases that 
not only whereabout, but also and discri@inat~vo 
information is passed on successfully. This increase is 
less marked for multiple than for single displays, because 
distractors in multiple displays are more likely to clai8 
precedence than "nontargets" in single displays (that is, 
\d th multiple displays, there may not be a "second" cho.nce 
if the "first" interruption is caused by a distractor; 
with single displays, however, it is 8ore likely that the 
target takes the first chance). 
The same assumption can explain the SOA effect on 
cued location biases. That is, not only targets, but also 
nontargets at uncued locations become more likely, within 
300 msec after cue onset, to cause an interruption to the 
priority for the cue~ position. However, it may not 
always be possible, because of exposure time constraints, 
to reject a nontarget claioing precedence. Thus, the 
probability increases that an uncued nontarget location is 
chosen for the position response. This increase in uncued 
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location errors can only occur at the expense of cued 
position errors~ As a result, the ratio between cued and 
uncued location errors changes. 
Thus, the bias change which occurs withiri 300 msec 
after cue onset might be completely "automatic", involving 
a simple change in subjects' perception of the whereabout 
of targets rather than conscious monitoring of SOA 
duration and readjustment of decision processes. 
The explanation suggested for the present findings 
makes one or t\-;o critical assumptions \·Thich HOFF:1AIJ ( 1 97 3, 
1979) and, more so, DUNCAN (1980a, 1981, 1935) might have 
reservations about. 
First, access to the limited capacity system is 
probabilistic: "Access probability is greater for targets 
than for nontargets, but nonzero for both" (DUNCA:1, 1985, 
p. 94). This is consistent \·lith HOFFH.l\.?I' s model; but 
according to DUNCA:~, keeping nontargets out of the lini ted 
capicity system is nearly perfect, at least when the 
defining/repartee target attributes are simple features. 
Second, location attributes not only serve as thG 
basis for selection of information required for 
discrimination (because they are derived faster at the 
preselective stage of processinJ), but also gain prior 
access to the limited capacity system. 
information can become available 
That is, location 
for report, while 
discriminative information fails to do so. (In terms of 
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HOFF:·ll-.N' s model, this assunption might imply that the 
order of display elements on a transfer is accessible for 
report). 
This assumption should be less disputable for single 
element displays, target since localisation is based on 
detection of a single lu~inance increment, i.e. 0::1 an 
attribute that is separate from the form information 
required for discrimination. In other v1ords, detection of 
the luminance increment associated with single target 
onset can be regarded as a task in itself. For '..:he 
multiple element displays, however, there appears to be no 
clear-cut separation betHeen localisation and 
discrimination components. 
However, recent research on the primitive coding of 
the ( 1 D) spatial distribution of luminance changes 
suggests that such a separation may also eAist for 
multiple displays. According to the MIRAGE model of WAT7 
and !10RG.~:,I (1985), there is a nui'Tiber of filters of 
different spatial scales (i.e., space constants) for every 
point in the retinal image. Line terminations, line 
intersections and line curvature maxima produce sr.1all 
peaks in the convolutions between the summed outputs of 
these filters and a distal stimulus, at which visual 
images are segmented into si~ple features prior to shape 
analysis (\'lATT, 1985, and \vATT and CA!-1PBELL, 1985). 
Thus, in terns of the MIRAG= algorithm, target (T) 
stimuli would characterised four convolution peaks 
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(three line terminations plus one intersection), anC 
dis tractor ( + ) stir:mli by five peal:s (four line 
terminations plus one intersection) peaks. Thus, any 
system based on counting the nw:1ber of convolution pea~:s 
would allow an initial grouping of display elements into 
.target and distractor stimuli prior to shape analysis 
(i.e., target discrinination). 
In other words, there is, in principle, only n 
quantitative, but not a qualitative, difference between 
single (4 peaks for target as compared to nought for 
"nontarget" locations) and multiple disJl&ys. This 
quantitative difference could account for the ..... asswnp ~.-1ons 
that localisation, i.e. grouping of display eleDents into 
targets and distracto£s is less error-prone (i.e., less 
liable to noise) and faster (i.e., based on the output o~ 
filters of the largest spatial scale which sho~ transient 
properties) for single displays. 
Thus, for both display con(H tions, location 
information may be derived prio~ to information for 
discrimination. In terms of l·liR.P.G:C, discrimination 
requires a "scaling dovm" process in Hhich a likely target 
candidate is subjected to geometrical (i.e., to~ological) 
anc::.lysis of stimulus segments in terms of "above ••• ", 
"right of II etc. This involves a time consuni8g, 
extra, step of finding the appropriate spatial scale. 
According to \"l.l\TT ( 1936), this scale is fou;:'lc: by Si·li tching 
filters off, starting with the largest scale filters and 
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proceeding "dmvnwards 11 in an orderly manner, until the 
output of the NIRAGI: algorithm changes topologically. 
Note that there are alternatives to HATT and l·lORG..A!-1' s 
MiilAG2 model, such as JULESZ's (19~1, 198~~ JULBSZ an{ 
BERG:....;N, 1983) "texton" theory which is based on research 
on patterns composed of many randouly repeated textur2 
elements. JULESZ used the immediacy of texture 
segregation as a criterion for identifying the basic 
elements, or "textons", of preattentive vision. 
Differences in the density of textons serve to mark area::; 
that will be analysed by "focal" attention. Hm1ever, it 
app?ears difficult to generalize beyond this research 
since the visual system may deal with redundant patterns 
in a special manner. 
Thus, the cain route to target discrimination is 
through target localisation. However, there appears to be 
a second route available when localisation failed. This 
is suggested by the finding that discrimination accurac~· 
can exceed chance even with failure to localise. However, 
this holds only for different, but not for sane trials 
(i.e., for trials with no rather than with matching target 
and comparison Ts). And it holds only for (two-forceJ 
choice same-different) discrimination, , .,_ DUL. not for 
(four-forced choice orientation) recognition (I:xperiment 
9). This second route to target discrimination is very 
unreliable, i.e. successful discrimination Vli th 
localisation failures is a very rare event exceeding 
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chance by not more than 0.025 (different trials). 
This route is presumably based on integration of 
independent target "impressions"u i.e. real and/or 
illusory ones, across display locations. Integration can 
contribute to optimising discrimination accuracy for 
different trials, but not so ~uch recognition accuracy for 
same and for different trials. 
For "different" discrimination to be successful, it 
would be sufficient if two target impressions, e.g. one 
for a nontarget and one for the target location, are both 
different from the comparison T, no natter uhether they 
are identical with each other or whether they match the 
actual target. Hmvever, for "same" and "different 11 
recognition to be successful, the orientation of one 
illusory impression at a nontarget location and the 
orientation of the impression for the target position 
\vould have to be identical and, and for 11 sa~ile 11 
recognition, both impressions would have to match the 
comparison T. That is, integration is much less likely to 
be successful for "same" and "different" recognition if 
the orientation of illusory target iQpressions for 
nontarget location::; is more or less rando:.1ly dcten1ined 
(one out of four orientations). 
Tl1is proposal of same-different "response" 
integration across display locations agrees with the 
theories of HOFFI:iA:J ( 1 973, 1979) and of (1982). The 
basic assumption of this explanation is that target 
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discrimination involves a choice among real and/or 
illusory target im9ressions which are accessible to the 
decision process (they may, however, not be accessible for 
report because impressions may be lost from memory while 
others are reported). 
In sumr.1ary, the visual search theories of HOPF:ii~!! 
(1978, 1979), of SHAW (1980, 1982, 1984) and, with some 
qualifications, of DUI:~CA:\1 (1930a, 1981, 1905) can provi2e 
consistent e~:planations for the effects of attention an( 
decision making in the present loculisation plus 
discrimination task. The present data, hoHever, do not 
allov1 (and Experiraents 1 to 4 ,.,ere not d.::signed) a 
decision among them. The most important conclusion is 
that target discrimination is lar0ely dependent on tars~t 
localisation, and that differences in localisation betwe~n 
single and multiple element displays are nore quantitative 
rather than qualitative in nature. 
4.7. Appendix 
If target search in the present task is a 3erial, 
self-terminating process, one should assurae that the cued 
position is searched first and that selection of an uncueC 
location to be searched next is either random or base~ on 
a search "rule". :ihile the assumed priority for the cuec1 
position could ex?lain the superior performance for the 
cued position, there is no evidence in the present data 
for any fixed search order among uncued locations. 
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One rule, for example, would be to search the cueC 
position first and the adjacent locations next. This rule 
would predict that performance on invalid trials would be 
higher for locations adjacent rather than op~osite to the 
cued position. However, the p~esent data do not show any 
advantages for adjacent over opposite locations. The:.·e is 
also no evidence for alternative search rules such as, for 
instance, to search in clockvrise or anticloc:~i·:ise order 
(see also JONIDES, 1980). Thus, any serial model 
remaining would have to assume random choice. 
(Note that the absence of advantages for adjacent 
over opposite locations also provides evidence that the 
superior performance for the cued position is not produced 
by strategic eye movements in the direction of spatially 
informative cues; see section 5.6. in Chapter 5 for a 
more detailed discussion of the possible role of eye 
movenents in the explanation of "sensitivity" advantages 
for cued over uncued locations.) 
In the following paragraphs, a serial, random choice, 
search model \'I ill be derived i·lhich aims to predict na::u~um 
localisation accuracy for uncued locations. Model 
predictions, bas8d on paraJJeter esti;:nates tRken fro:'1 the 
available data, will then be compared with the observeC 
values in order to decide whether the serial search 
assumption is 
accuracy. 
consistent with actual localisation 
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(1) Assumptions: (1a) Target search is a serial 
process, starting with the cued location. (1b) Target 
search is self-terminating, i.e. search is terminated 
\vhen a target is, correctly or erroneously, localised. 
(1c) Because of limited target exposure times, only a 
subset of display locations, including the cued position, 
can be searched; if the target cannot be localised in a 
searched position, an unsearched location is chosen by 
11 default 11 • (1d) Selection of uncued locations to be 
searched is random. 
(2) On invalid trials, the probabilities that the 
uncued position searched first, second and third contain 
the target - i.e. , p ( T I i) , i = 1 , 2, 3 - are 1 I 3, 1 I 2 and 1 , 
respectively. The probabilities that the uncued location 
searched first, second and third contain a distractor 
i • e. , p ( D I i ) , i = 1 , 2 , 3 - are 1 - p ( T I i ) • 
(3) It follows from (1b) that uncued locations are 
searched only on invalid trials if a target has not been 
erroneously localised in the cued position; thus, the 
probability with which the first uncued location is 
searched is p(i=1) = 1 - p(IP=c). 
(4) Assumptions: (4a) The probability with which the 
target is localised in a searched position given that it 
is present there i.e., max. p(tiT) (T for target 
present, t for target response) - does not decrease as 
the number of searched locations increases. (4b) The 
probability with which a searched position is rejected 
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as not containing the target given that it is not present 
there i.e., max. p(d/D) (D for distractor present, 
d for distractor response) - does not decrease as the 
number of searched locations increases. 
(5) p(i) is the probability with which search is not 
terminated after searching location i-1; the initial 
value of p(i=1} is 1 - p(IP=c)~ if search continues from 
uncued location i-1 to uncued location i, p(i) is p(d/D) 
obtained when searching location i-1 (i.e., the 
probability that search is not terminated is the sum of 
the probabilities of correct rejections when searching 
i-1 ) 0 
(6) The conditional probabilities of p(t/T) i.e. 
target response given target present-, p(d/T), p(d/D), 
p(t/D) can then be derived as follm·1s: 
p(t/T) = p(i) * p(rr/i) * ma>~o p(t/T)~ 
p(c1/T) = p(i) * p(T/i) * [ 1 - max. p(t/T)]; 
p(d/D) = p ( i) * p(D/i) * max. p(d/D); 
p(t/D) = p ( i) * p(D/i) * [ 1 - ma}: o p(d/D)]. 
The left hand side of table 4.7. shows p(CP) -i.e., 
p(t/T) -and p(IP=u) - i.e., p(t/D) -for uncued locations 
expected on the basis of this model when 3, 2 or 1 display 
locations (i.e., 2, 1 or 0 uncued locations) can be 
searched successfully. The expected values are based on 
the following parameter estimates: p(t/T) = 0.926, p(d/D) 
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= 0.782 and p(i=1) = 0.782; these are the empirical 
values obtained for the cued position (combined across 
display conditions and SOA durations). The right hand 
side of table 4.7. shows cor. p(CP,ISD), i.e. the 
values of p(CP,ISD) corrected for guessing (see guessing 
model in section 4.1 .), expected for cued (left) and 
uncued (right) locations when 3, 2 or 1 display locations 
can be searched successfully. These values are based on 
the following further estimates: p(CSD/CP) is 0.915 and 
0.594 and for searched and unsearched locations, 
respectively, and p(CSD/IP) is 0.594 (that is, p(CSD/CP) 
for unsearched locations is assumed to be equal to 
p(CSD/IP)); p(CSD/CP) = 0.915 and p(CSD/IP) = 0.594 are 
the actual values observed for cued position and for 
incorrect localisation decisions in general. 
Table 4.7.: Observed and expected values of p(CP) and 
p(IP=u) for uncued locations and of cor. p(CP,ISD) for 
cued (left) and uncued (right) locatioris (expected values 
are based on the assumption that 3, 2 or 1 display 
locations, including the cued position can be searched; 
see text for further details) 
obs. 
exp. 3 
exp. 2 
exp. 1 
p(CP) 
0.686 
0.590 
0.445 
0.261 
p(IP=u) 
0.097 
0.192 
0.337 
0.521 
cor. p(CP,ISD) 
0.034 
0.057 
0.066 
0.071 
0.073 
0.066 
0.035 
o.ooo 
As can be seen from table 4.7., the expected values 
of p(CP) underestimate and the expected values of p(IP=u) 
overestimate the values actually observed; further, the 
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expected values of coro p(CPuiSD) overestimate the value 
obtained for the cued position and understimate the value 
observed for uncued locationso Over- and underestimations 
are the more marked the fewer display locations can be 
searched successfullyo Thusu it seems unlikely that 
search in the present task is based on a serial (rando~ 
choice) rnodclo 
Chapter 5 
Sensitivity and Criterion Effects in the 
Spatial Cueing of Visual Attention 
5.1. Introduction 
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How does the focusing and dividing of attention 
influence perception? Recent research on this question 
has been concerned with two effects: that of "display N", 
i.e. the number of nontargets in the display, and that of 
"probabilistic priming", i.e. the relative frequencies of 
target occurrence assigned to individual locations. 
Experiments with accuracy as the dependent measure and 
with high error rates have established that an increase in 
the number of nontargets, without an increase in the 
number of targets, reduces target detectability (e.g., 
ESTES and TAYLOR, 1964), and that variations in the 
probabilities with which the target occurs at particular 
locations enhance target detectability for the more likely 
positions relative to the less likely locations (e.g., 
SHAW and SHAW 1977). Equivalent effects have been 
demonstrated in RT experiments (e.g., ESTES and WESSEL, 
1966; SHAW, 1978). 
For the explanation of these effects, it seems useful 
to assume that there are at least two functional stages 
between stimulus and response: In the first "coding" 
stage, which may consist of a number of substages, each 
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stimulus is converted into an internal representation. In 
the second "decision" stage, the internal representation 
is used to determine a response, for example a ••target 
present - absent" decision. According to signal detection 
theory (SDT; GREEN and SWETS, 1966), the internal 
stimulus representation is characterized by a 
one-dimensional strength variable and the observer makes 
decisions about the presence of a target by comparing the 
strength of a representation against a criterion. Thus, 
the decisive question is whether the variations in the 
number of nontargets in a display and in frequencies of 
target occurrence at particular locations influence the 
quality of the stimulus representations generated by the 
coding process or wh~ther the resulting effects are due to 
errors and criterion shifts in th~ decision process. 
SHAW (1980, 1984) has developed a model for the 
prediction of the maximum performance decrement which can 
be produced by an increase in display N on the assumption 
that the losses are entirely due to decision errors. This 
model assumes that there is a strength value associated 
with the stimulus (target or nontarget) at each location 
which represents the degree of similarity between the 
internal representation and the target and, further, that 
the strength distributions for targets and nontargets 
overlap. It follows that an increase in display N 
increases the probability that the strength of at least 
one nontarget will exceed the strength associated with the 
target. Thus, if the observer chooses the location with 
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the greatest strength value, error rate will increase with 
display N even if the strength distributions remain 
unchanged. 
SHAW (1984) found that in tasks requiring the 
detection and localisation of letters (consistent and 
varied mapping), the actual performance decrement exceeded 
the maximum amount expected on the basis of the decision 
process explanation. SHAW concluded that dividing of 
attention among an increased number of locations results 
in greater overlap of the strength distributions for 
target and nontarget, i.e. in reduced quality of the 
internal stimulus representations. While SHAW (1984) thus 
found capacity limitation in 
detection of letter stimuli, 
the coding process for the 
for the detection of 
luminance increments her results were "radically" (sic) 
different: Here the entire display N effect could be 
accounted for in terms of the decision process. SHAW 
claims that the same qualitative difference also holds for 
the effect of probabilistic priming. 
Most studies investigating this effect have used 
simple detection of change, i.e. simple RTs to 
suprathreshold luminance increments (e.g. POSNER, NISSEN 
and OGDEN, 1978; POSNER, SNYDER and DAVIDSON, 1980). 
However, DUNCAN (1980b), SPERLING (1984) and SHAW (1984) 
have recently argued that it does not necessarily follow 
from the mere presence of the priming effect that stimulus 
coding at the more likely positions is enhanced by 
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allocation of limited attention resources. RT advantages 
for the more likely relative to the less likely locations 
can equally well be explained by a simple response bias, 
i.e. a tendency of the processing system to reduce the 
amount of evidence it requires to decide whether a change 
has occurred at the more frequent positions (and, 
possibly, to raise the criterion for the less frequent 
locations). As is apparent, the response bias explanation 
presupposes that the observer can adopt independent 
criteria (i.e., response thresholds) for positions with 
high and low probabilities of target occurrence. 
However, SHAW's (1984) conclusion about the priming 
effect for the detection of luminance increments contrasts 
with the results of BASHINSKI and BACHARACH (1980) who 
combined a "cost-benefit" analysis (POSNER and SNYDER, 
1975) with a SDT rating procedure. This task required 
detection plus localisation of a single target probe 
briefly flashed at either of two locations on signal 
trials (on noise trials both locations remained blank). 
On cued trials, an arrow indicator primed the more 
(p = 0.8) and the less (p = 0.2) likely location. There 
were also trials with a neutral prime (i.e., p = 0.50 for 
each location). BASHINSKI and BACHARACH found benefits in 
the sensitivity parameter P(A) for the more likely 
position (relative to the neutral condition). When the 
localisation response was taken into account, there were 
also costs for the less likely location. 
ratios (betas) at the yes-no cutoff 
The likelihood 
point were 
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near-optimal and independent of the £requency with which 
the target occurred at a particular location. (Note, 
however, that there is a major problem with the joint 
detection plus localisation analysis used by BASHINSKI and 
BACHARACH which renders their conclusions questionable; 
see section 5.5. Appendix A for details.) Thus, while 
according to SHAW (1984) focusing attention produces 
criterion shifts without sensitivity changes, according to 
BASHINSKI and BACHARACH (1980) there are sensitivity 
effects without criterion changes. 
A further question 
evidence concerns the 
attention among spatial 
assigned probabilities. 
on which .there is conflicting 
limit to the divisibility of 
locations according to their 
SHAW and SHAW (1977) argue in 
favour of a flexible attention sharing mechanism. They 
compared one condition in which a single letter appeared 
equally often at one of eight locations with another in 
which the frequencies of target occurrence assigned to 
individual locations were varied (p = 0.25 and p = 0.05 
for each two positions and p = 0.10 for four locations). 
SHAW and SHAW found that after providing extensive 
practice with these frequency distributions, recognition 
accuracy did not differ between locations in the first 
condition, while in the second condition it varied as a 
function of the probability with which the target occurred 
at any particular location. 
POSNER et al. (1980) question whether attention can 
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) be allocated freely over the visual field within a given 
trial and argue that SHAW and SHAW 1 s finding may be due to 
averaging across trials, i.e. 11 subjects (may) 
sometimes attend to one position and sometimes to 
another, and these probabilities match those assigned to 
target presentation 11 (p. 169; see also ERIKSEN and YEH, 
1985). POSNER et al. investigated this possibility 
employing a simple RT task (Experiment 5). They used four 
signal locations arranged horizontally to the left and 
right of a fixation mark. One location, indicated to be 
the most likely (p = 0.65) target position, varied across 
trials, while another location, the second most likely 
(p = 0.25) position, remained fixed throughout a block of 
trials. Posner et al. found that RTs for the ·second most 
likely position were faster than those for the uncued 
locations when it was adjacent to the most likely 
position, but not when it was separated from it. POSNER 
et al. (1980) concluded that for luminance detection, 
there are II severe limits in the ability of subjects 
to assign attention to a secondary focus in addition to a 
primary focus 11 ; however, the focus of attention 11 may 
vary in size according to the requirements of the 
experiment 11 (p. 171). 
Thus, two questions seem open: whether luminance 
detection is 11 radically 11 different from letter detection; 
and what the 11 limits 11 are to the ability to divide 
attention among spatial locations according to 
probabilistically defined priorities. These questions 
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were investigated in two experiments. Both employed a 
task amenable to SDT analysis which required the detection 
plus localisation of a target stimulus. 
Experiment 11 investigated the limits to the 
divisibility of attention among spatial locations. The 
target stimulus was the symbol T which could appear in any 
of the four orthogonal orientations; nontargets were 
crosses of the same size and luminance. On every trial, a 
11 Single arrow 11 or a 11 double arrow 11 was presented to 
indicate the likely target position(s) in a display of 
four locations; that is, the cued positions numbered 
either one (single arrow) or two (double arrow) and the 
uncued locations either three or two. The probability of 
target occurrence for the 11 cued 1 11 position was the same 
in single and double cue conditions. The probability of 
target occurrence for the 11 cued 2 11 location in double cue 
conditions was either the same as that for 11 Cued 1 11 (i.e., 
both arrow arms were equally long) or it was reduced 
(i.e., the second arm was shorter). Estimates of the 
sensitivity parameter P(A) and the bias parameter beta 
were obtained independently for indicated and nonindicated 
locations and compared 
conditions. 
within and between cueing 
Experiment 12 investigated differences between 
luminance increment and symbol detection tasks. There 
were three display conditions: The first was similar to 
that used by BASHINSKI and BACHARACH (1980), i.e. 
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although the target was a T, the task required only 
detection of the luminance change produced by its arrival 
in the display; the second display condition was the same 
as in Experiment (consistent mapping); and the third 
was a varied mapping task in which Ts in different 
orientations changed roles as targets and nontargets from 
trial to trial. 
5.2. Experiment 11 
5. 2. 1 • Method 
Observers: 
males; ages 
Three subjects 
20 - 30; each 
(I.P., 
with 
vision) participated in Experiment 11 
N.A. and H. M.; 
corrected-to-normal 
which lasted 30 
hours inclusive of two practice sessions. They were all 
experienced psychophysical observers who had taken part in 
previous experiments involving the localisation plus 
discrimination task. Payment was 1.50 Pounds per hour 
plus a bonus of 10.0 Pounds for completion of the 
experiment. H.M. also participated in a repetition of 
Experiment 11 involving the monitoring of eye movements 
(Experiment 11a). 
Apparatus and Materials: Stimuli were presented on a 
Hewlett Packard 1321A X-Y monitor with P31 phosphor, 
driven by a CEO Alpha (LSI 2/20G) computer via a CEO 502 
Interface. Refreshing of the display and sampling of 
digital and analogue (Experiment 11a) inputs were 
controlled by a software system developed by SHEPHERD 
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(1984). Observers viewed the screen from a distance of 
115 ern with their heads resting on a chin rest. The 
laboratory was dimly illuminated by an incandescent lamp 
placed behind the screen and shielded from direct view (to 
eliminate reflections from the observer). The luminance 
of the stimuli was 0.1 ftL and the luminance of the 
background of the screen was 0.01 ftL. 
Display and Timing: Diagram 5.1. illustrates the 
sequence of frames presented on a given trial. Frame I 
displayed a central fixation dot and four boxes in the 
periphery in one of which the target stimulus, a T in any 
of the four orthogonal orientations, could appear later 
(frame V). After 500 rnsec, the central fixation dot was 
replaced by a central box containing one of the four Ts 
(frame II); this T, displayed for 1500 rnsec, indicated 
the target stimulus for a given trial. Then, 1000 rnsec 
after the reappearence of the fixation dot (frame III), an 
arrow cue appeared in the display centre for 350 rnsec 
indicating the most likely target position(s) (frame IV). 
There were also neutral ("baseline") trials on which a 
cross (instead of the arrow) was displayed in the centre; 
this cross indicated that the target was equally likely to 
appear at any of the four locations. 750 rnsec after the 
onset of the cue, the target display appeared for a 
limited exposure duration (frame V). On signal trials, 
the target stimulus occurred in one of the four boxes and 
distractor crosses of the same size and luminance appeared 
in the remaining three boxes. On noise trials, distractor 
I 
J 
• 
J 
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crosses appeared in all four boxes. The eccentricity of 
the target stimulus was 4.4 deg. and the size of its 
constituent lines was 0.25 deg. In frame VI the exposure 
of the target and distractors was terminated by contour 
masks (squares of 0.25-deg. line size). 
Diagram 5.1 .: Sequence of frames (I- VI) presented on a 
given trial 
ll 
~ 
v 
-
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Diagram 5.2. illustrates the three cueing conditions 
used in Experiment 11. In the first condition (left)~ the 
cue in frame IV was a single arrow which might or might 
not correctly prime the cued position (single cue). 
However, on this trial the target (in frame V) did not 
appear at the most likely position indicated by the arrow 
(valid 1 ), but rather at one of the uncued locations 
~ 
• 
~ 
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Diagram 5.2.: Cueing conditions: Single cue (left), 
double cue 1 (middle) and double cue 2 (right) 
/ > 
(invalid). In the second condition (middle), the cue in 
frame IV was a double arrow with two arms of unequal 
length (double cue 1 ). The long arm indicated the most 
likely position (valid 1) and the short arm indicated the 
second most likely location (valid 2). Note that the 
central fixation dot remained in the display while the 
cues were presented in order to allow the long and short 
arrow arms to be discriminated when they formed a straight 
line. In the third condition (right), the cue was a 
double arrow consisting of two arms of equal length 
(double cue 2). This two arms indicated that the target 
might appear with equal probability at either of the two 
cued locations. Over the whole experiment, all four 
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locations were indicated with equal frequencies and under 
the double arrow conditions all configurations of the two 
arms occurred equally often. 
Task: After the target display terminated (frame 
VI), the observers made three responses, in succession, on 
a hand-held keypad: First, a yes-no response indicating 
whether or not a target had been detected. Second, a 
rating of the certainty of the yes-no response; in the 
case of a positive response according to the categories 
"very certain", "certain" and "uncertain" and in the case 
of a negative response according to the categories 
"uncertain" and "certain". Third, a position response 
indicating in which of the four boxes a target had been 
detected; this response was also required in the case of 
a "no-target" response. 
Design: Table 5.1. shows the frequencies of signal 
and noise trials and the frequencies with which, on signal 
trials, the target appeared at the cued and uncued 
locations. Table 5.1. shows that the frequency of the 
most likely location (valid 1) was the same for all three 
cueing conditions. The introduction of the second cued 
location (valid 2) in the double arrow conditions reduced 
the frequencies of target occurrence at the two remaining 
uncued locations (invalid). Note that signal and noise 
trials were presented in the ratio of 2:1. Adding the 
cell entries over the cueing and cue validity conditions, 
Experiment 11 consisted of 7200 trials in all. Each 
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observer was presented with these · 7200 trials, in 6 
experimental sessions of 1200 trials. Each session was 
subdivided into three blocks of 400 trials in which one of 
the three cueing conditions was presented. While the 
design was thus blocked with regard to the cueing 
conditions, valid, neutral and invalid trials were 
presented in randomized order. (The positions indicated 
by the arrow cues were also randomized across trials.) The 
order of presentation of single cue, double cue and 
double cue 2 blocks within a given session was 
counterbalanced across observers and sessions. 
Table 5.1 .: Summary of the frequencies of signal trials 
(valid I, valid II and invalid, neutral) and of noise 
trials for each cueing condition (number of invalid 
locations in brackets) 
Condition 
Valid 1 
Valid 2 
Invalid 
Noise 
Neutral 
Noise 
Total 
Single 
576 
256(3) 
672 
256 
128 
2400 
Double I Double II 
576 
384 
192(2) 
672 
256 
128 
2400 
576 
576 
96(2) 
672 
256 
128 
2400 
Table 5.2.: 0.75-target exposure times in msec for .each 
observer and session 
Ses.sion 2 3 4 5 6 Mean 
----------------------------------------------------
I.P. 38 34 35 31 29 27 32.3 
N.A. 41 34 30 32 30 27 32.3 
H.M. 34 30 27 25 26 24 27.7 
Mean 37.7 32.7 30.7 29.3 28.3 26.0 30.8 
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Determination of the Threshold Exposure Durations: 
At the beginning of each session the threshold exposure 
times for target detection were determined individually 
for each subject according to a modified PEST adaptive 
staircase procedure (FINDLAY, 1978) which aimed at a 
detection sensitivity of P(A) = 0.75 on neutral trials. 
Ratings of the certainty of the yes-no response and 
position responses were also required on threshold trials 
to give the observers practice at the task, but only 
detection hits and false alarms were used to home in on 
the intended threshold level. Preexperimental estimations 
had shown that the 0.75-thresholds corresponded to a ratio 
between the average detection hit and false alarm rates of 
about 2:1. Table 5.2. presents, individually for each 
subject and session, the 0.75-threshold exposure durations 
estimated in this way. As can be seen from table 5.2., 
the times varied between 20 and 40 msec and showed a 
reduction as the number of sessions increased. 
Instruction: In two practice sessions, the observers 
were familiarized with the task. After an initial outline 
of SDT and the instruction to maximise the number of hits 
and minimise the number of false alarms, repeated 
threshold determinations were carried out until the 
estimated times stabilised. After each threshold 
det~rmination, the observers were shown their hit and 
false alarm rates for each rating category; they were 
then given specific instructions how to improve 
performance. In the next stage, the observers were 
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introduced to the three cueing conditions. They were told 
the frequencies of target occurrence at individual 
locations and instructed to divide their attention 
accordingly. Again, they practised the task over several 
blocks of trials. The observers experienced no difficulty 
in making the position· response even in the case of a 
11 no-target 11 response. They were instructed to avoid 
responding to a given location if they were certain that 
it did not contain the target since this would improve 
their overall performance. The observers were told to 
fixate on the central dot throughout the display cycle. 
SDT-Analysis: The data were subjected to a two-stage 
SDT analysis: In the first stage, localisation responses 
were ignored, i.e. detection responses were accepted as 
hits if the yes-no responses were correct. In this stage, 
false alarm rates were the same (i.e., pooled) for valid 
and invalid trials, but different for the neutral 
condition (since they were estimated from trials with 
neutral warning signals). 
In the second stage, detection responses were 
accepted as a hit only if both the detection and the 
localisation responses were correct. In this stage~ it 
was possible to assign false alarms to individual display 
locations since the localisation responses specified 
whether a target stimulus had been erroneously 
detected at a cued or at an uncued position. Restated, 
this analysis stage took into account the cue validity 
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condition (valid 1, valid 2, invalid) under which a 
particular noise trial would have fallen if it had been a 
signal trial (as indicated by the positive detection 
response). Accordingly, false alarm rates differ between 
valid and invalid trials. For neutral trials, however, 
this conditional classification of false alarms was not 
possible. Thus, false alarm rates are the same for the 
two analysis stages; note, however, that hit rates can 
vary, since correct detections may not always be 
associated with correct localisations. 
This hierarchical STD analysis is similar to 
BASHINSKI and BACHARACH (1980). Note, however, that false 
alarm rates in the joint detection plus localisation 
analysis were calculated according to a solution which 
avoids the problem in the procedure used by BASHINSKI and 
BACHARACH (see 5.5. Appendix A for further details.) 
The sensitivity parameter P(A), 
the ROC curve, was the principal 
(since it has the advantage of 
i.e. the area under 
performance measure 
being relatively 
independent of the shapes and variances of the underlying 
distributions of noise and signal plus noise; see GREEN 
and SWETS, 1966; SIMPSON and FITTER, 1973). In. both 
stages of analysis, computer-determined estimates were 
obtained for the P(A) parameter and its variance and for 
the likelihood ratio beta at the yes-no cutoff point. 
These estimates were based on the maximum-likelihood (ML) 
approach developed by DORFMAN and ALF (1969) and 
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calculated for each observer under each experimental 
condition. The P(A) values obtained for the cue validity 
conditions under the three cueing conditions were tested 
for statistical significance (one-tailed within-subject 
G-tests; GOUREVITCH and GALANTER, 1967). 
Eye Movement Monitoring: Since eye movements were 
not monitored in Experiment 11, effects of attention on 
sensitivity might be confounded with effects of retinal 
eccentricity (i.e., saccades to cued locations could be 
executed because of the 700-msec delay between cue and 
target onset). To rule out this possibility, Experiment 
11 was repeated for one observer, H.M., involving the 
monitoring of his ocular fixation (Experiment 1a). Design 
and procedure of Experiment 11a were the same as in 
Experiment 11, except that the numbers of trials under 
each cueing and cue validity condition were only half the 
values reported in table 5.1. (3 four-hour sessions of 
each 3 blocks of 400 trials). Target exposure time was 
45 msec (average of the three sessions). Room lighting 
was normal (fluorescent overhead light). Head movements 
were eliminated by providing a dental bite bar. Eye 
movements, i.e. the horizontal movement components, were 
monitored by a photoelectric method (ACS eye movement 
system EM 130, developed by R. ABADI at the University of 
Manchester Institute of Science and Technology). Output 
from the eye movement recorder was sampled every 10 msec, 
starting at cue onset and ending 150 msec after target 
onset. The eye movement record for each trial was 
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analysed at the end of the trial. If a pre- or 
post-stimulus saccade was detected, the trial was rejected 
and rerun later in the block. Saccade detection was based 
on comparing the differences between successive samples 
with a velocity criterion (two successive differences, 
both in the same direction, exceeding approximately 30 
deg./sec). To detect slow fixation drifts on accepted 
trials, mean (and variance) differences between the first 
25 samples after cue onset and the last 25 samples before 
target offset of each eye movement record were analysed at 
the end of the experiment (see table 5.10. in section 
5.6. Appendix B). 
5.2.2. Results 
Table 5.3. presents the P(A) values for the 
detection data (D) and the joint detection plus 
localisation data (D+L), individually for each observer 
and separately for the three cueing conditions and for the 
valid, neutral and invalid trials. Note that the values 
for H.M. in Experiment 11a (eye movement monitoring) are 
indicated by an asterisk~ H.M. 's values for Experiments 1 
and 1a were averaged before calculating the group means. 
Data were pooled over the neutral trials under the three 
cueing conditions since an initial analysis did not reveal 
any significant differences depending upon which cue 
(single or double) was presented during a given block of 
trials. 
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Table 5.3.: detection and joint detection plus 
localisation sensitivity: Summary of P(A) values for each 
observer under each experimental condition (V = valid, 
N = neutr~l, I = invalid~ * - eye movements monitored) 
----------------------------------------------------------
Detection Detection + Localisation 
----------------------- ------------------------
Os v 1 v 2 N I v 1 v 2 N I 
----------------------------------------------------------
Single Cue 
I. P. .909 .784 .779 .948 .900 .897 
N.A. .923 .788 .783 .946 .913 • 91 2 
H.M. .951 .780 .784 .970 .909 .891 
H.M. * .892 .780 .770 .936 .897 .902 
Mean • 91 8 .784 .780 .949 .905 .902 
Double Cue 1 
I. P. .894 .865 .784 .777 .926 • 91 8 .900 .902 
N.A. .908 .894 .788 .783 .932 .935 . 91 3 . 891 
H.M. .940 . 911 .780 .770 .953 .927 .909 .901 
H.M. * .882 .864 .780 .762 . 91 7 .900 .897 .882 
Mean .904 .882 .784 .775 .931 .922 .905 .895 
Double Cue 2 
I. P. .868 .871 .784 .775 .920 .920 .900 .893 
N.A. .904 .910 .788 .768 .924 .935 .913 .875 
H.M. .922 .922 .780 .766 .923 .934 .909 .905 
H.M. * .880 .870 .780 .755 • 91 4 .902 .897 . 871 
Mean .891 .892 .784 .768 .921 .924 .905 .885 
----------------------------------------------------------
Note that the P(A) values for observer H.M. show no 
substantial differences between conditions with (H.M.*) 
and without (H.M.) eye movement monitoring. This 
indicates that eye movements cannot account for the 
pattern of sensitivity effects found in Experiment 11. 
Further evidence for this is provided by the absence of 
P(A) differences between "adjacent"· and "opposite" .cues 
(see 5.6. Appendix B, in particular tables 5.12. and 
5.13., for details). That eye movement would produce such 
differences is shown in a further experiment (Experiment 
11b) reported in section 5.6. Appendix B. In this 
Experiment, varying the retinal eccentricity of cued and 
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uncued positions (single cue) resulted in systematic 
sensitivity differences between uncued locations adjacent 
and opposite to the cued position. 
P(A) values are generally higher and differences in 
P(A) between cue validity conditions are generally smaller 
for the joint detection plus localisation analysis than 
for the analysis of the detection responses on their own. 
Note that all comparisons reported below are based on 
G-tests between D+L data pooled over observers. 
In the single cue condition, P(A) is higher for the 
most likely position (V 1) than for the neutral condition 
and the uncued locatibns (p < 0.001 for all comparisons). 
In the double cue 1 condition, P(A) tends to be higher for 
the more likely one of the two cued positions; but note 
the exception of N.A. (D+L data). And P(A) not only 
shows a reliable difference between the most likely 
position and the neutral and invalid trials (V 1-N: 
p < 0.005; V 1-I: p < 0.001 ), but also between the 
second most likely position and the latter conditions 
(V 2-N: 0.10 > p > 0.05; V 2-I: p < 0.025). In the 
double cue 2 condition, there are no differences in P(A) 
between the two indicated positions (V and V 2) which 
are equally likely. Of course, from the point of view of 
the observer, the two locations (as defined in the 
computer program) are not distinguishable. Further, P(A) 
is significantly higher for these positions than for the 
neutral condition and the two uncued locations (V 1-N: 
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0.10 > p > 0.05; V 1 -I: p < 0.05; · V 1-N: p < 0.05; 
V 1 -I: p < 0.025). There are no reliable differences 
between the neutral and invalid trials under any of the 
cueing conditions. Note, however, that for all observers 
P(A) appears lower for invalid than for neutral trials, 
except for H.M.* in the single and I.P. in the double cue 
1 condition (D+L data). 
In the single cue condition, P(A) for the most likely 
position (V 1) is higher than P(A) for the most and second 
most likely locations in the double cue 1 and 2 conditions 
(p < 0.01 and beyond for all comparisons between the 
single cue and the double cue conditions in D+L data). 
P(A) does not differ among the invalid trials in the 
single cue, the double cue and the double cue 2 
conditions. 
Table 5.4.: Detection and joint detection plus 
localisation hit (HR) and false alarm (FAR) rates: 
Summary of mean HR and mean FAR under each experimental 
condition (V = valid, N = neutral, I = invalid) · 
---------------------------------------------------------
Detection Detection + Localisation 
------------------------ ------------------------
v 1 v 2 N I v 1 v 2 N I 
---------------------------------------------------------
Single Cue 
HR .918 .769 .768 .877 .699 .663 
FAR .361 .379 .361 0 1 0.8 .095 .084 
Double Cue 1 
HR .893 .872 .769 .753 .847 .802 .699 .640 
FAR .354 .354 .379 .354 0 1 07 .093 .095 .078 
Double Cue 2 
HR .887 .886 .769 .732 .833 .848 .699 .604 
FAR 0 351 .351 .379 0 351 .120 .128 .095 .052 
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In the detection data, the differences in P(A) 
between valid and invalid trials occur because hit rates 
are higher for cued than for uncued locations (see table 
5.4. for the mean hit and false alarm rates). Since 
noise trials were pooled across cue validity conditions 
(valid and invalid) within a given cueing condition 
(single or double), there are no differences between false 
alarm rates. Such differences could occur between cueing 
conditions. However, total false alarm rates do not vary 
much (the average false alarm rates are 0.361, 0.354, 
0.351 and 0.379 for the single cue, the double cue 1, the 
double cue 2 and the neutral condition, respectively). 
For the joint detection plus localisation responses, 
hit rates are lower than for the detection responses since 
on some trials correct detections were associated with 
localisation failures. Reductions in hit rates are more 
than twice as marked for uncued than for cued locations. 
False alarm rates are higher for cued than for uncued 
locations. That is, on noise trials, cued locations were 
about 1.5 times more likely to be accepted as the target 
position than any particular one of the uncued locations. 
Thus, the general increase in P(A) from the detection 
to the joint detection plus localisation analysis is due 
to the partitioning of the total (i.e., detection) false 
alarm rates into cue validity conditions (see 5.5. 
Appendix A). But this increase is less marked for valid 
than for invalid trials because more false alarms are 
2 
-1 
-2 
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assigned to cued than to any particular one of the uncued 
locations. The result is a decrease in costs plus 
benefits in P(A) from the detection to the joint detection 
plus localisation analysis. 
Figure 5.1. presents the normal-normal detection ROC 
curves, based on the certainty ratings, for each 
experimental condition; the values plotted are the means 
of the three subjects (excluding H.M.*). Detection plus 
localisation ROC curves are not presented because P(A) 
differences between cue validity conditions are rather 
small (i.e., ROC curves are not clearly discernible). 
Figure 5.1 .: Detection ROC curves for the single cue 
(left), double cue (middle) and double cue 2 (right) 
conditions and for the valid 1 (open triangles), valid 2 
(filled triangles), neutral (open circles) and invalid 
trials (open squares) 
-2 -1 2 -2 -1 2 -2 -1 
ZCFalse Alarm Rate) 
2 
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As can be seen from figure 5.1 ., the ROC curves show 
a linear relationship between the z-transformed rates of 
hits and of false alarms; this is also true for the 
detection plus localisation ROC curves (i.e., none of the 
chi**2s based on the final ML slope estimates is 
significant). The linear ROC curves . suggest that the 
underlying distributions of noise and signal plus noise 
are Gaussian. The slopes of the ROC curves vary 
systematically: For valid trials, the average slopes are 
0.57 and 0.60 for the detection and the joint detection 
plus localisation ROC curves, respectively; for neutral 
trials they are 0.87 and 1.09; and for invalid trials 
0.98 and 1.01. That is, while for invalid and neutral 
trials the variances of the noise and signal plus noise 
distributions are approximately equal, for valid trials 
the variance of the signal plus noise distribution is 
greater than that of the noise distribution. The slope 
differences between the valid trials on the one hand and 
the neutral and invalid trials on the other are generally 
significant (p < 0.001, except for p < 0.025 for the 
comparisons between V 1-I and V 2-I in the double cue 2 
condition; G-tests based on the ML estimates for the 
slopes and their variances for D+L pooled data). 
In order to test whether the instruction to maximize 
hits and 
likelihood 
estimated 
minimize false 
ratios (betas) 
(ML estimates) 
alarms was successful, the 
at the yes-no cutoff were 
for each subject under each 
experimental condition. The individual beta values are 
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presented in table 5.5., separately for the detection and 
the joint detection plus localisation data. The values 
for H.M. in Experiment 11a (eye movement monitoring) are 
indicated by an asterisk; H.M. 's values for Experiments 1 
and 1a were averaged before calculating the group means. 
These beta estimates take into account the fact of the 
unequal variances of the noise and signal plus noise 
distributions. 
Table 5.5.: 
localisation 
(beta) at the 
experimental 
I = invalid; 
Os 
I. p. 
N.A. 
H.M. 
H.M.* 
Mean 
I. P. 
N.A. 
H.M. 
H.M.* 
Mean 
I. P. 
N.A. 
H.M. 
H.M.* 
Mean 
v 1 
.233 
• 211 
• 1 4 5 
.384 
.236 
.252 
.223 
• 1 56 
.455 
.260 
.355 
.304 
.236 
.485 
.340 
Detection and joint detection plus 
bias: Summary of the likelihood ratios 
yes-no cutoff for each observer under each 
condition (V = valid, N = neutral, 
* - eye movements monitored) 
Detection 
v 2 
. 3 91 
.298 
.234 
.575 
.365 
.339 
.288 
.221 
.470 
.324 
N 
• 61 4 
.735 
.746 
.770 
.702 
• 61 4 
.735 
.746 
.770 
.702 
• 61 4 
.735 
.746 
.770 
.702 
I 
Single 
.722 
.795 
.860 
.770 
.777 
Double 
.667 
.749 
.976 
.974 
.797 
Double 
.725 
.850 
.962 
.946 
.843 
Detection + Localisation 
v 1 
Cue 
.629 
.581 
. 51 5 . 
1 . 2 01 
.689 
Cue 1 
.579 
.666 
.425 
1 . 1 01 
.669 
Cue 2 
• 91 0 
.737 
.559 
.938 
.799 
v 2 
1.11 4 
.998 
• 6 81 
1 • 44 7 
1 • 05 9 
.812 
.771 
.547 
.941 
.776 
N 
1 • 7 22 
2.467 
2.690 
2.460 
2.255 
I 
2.205 
2.777 
2.538 
2.662 
2.527 
1.722 2.329 
2.467 2.147 
2.690 3.037 
2.460 3.283 
2.255 2.545 
1.722 2.729 
2.467 2.542 
2.690 3.661 
2.460 3.421 
2.255 2.937 
The beta values are higher for the joint detection 
plus localisation responses than for the detection 
responses on their own. Further, the beta values vary as 
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a function of the probability with which the target occurs 
at a particular location: They are lower for valid than 
for neutral and invalid trials, for all observers. In 
other words, the lower the probability with which a target 
occurs at a particular location, the more evidence is 
required for a positive decision, and vice versa. This 
also applies to the comparison between the most likely and 
the second most likely location in the double cue 
condition. 
5.2.3. Discussion 
In general, the results of Experiment 11 
those of BASHINSKI and BACHARACH (1980). 
agree with 
There are 
sensitivity gains for cued position(s); there are only 
slight sensitivity losses for uncued locations relative to 
the neutral baseline (however, even if the position 
response is taken into account); slopes of ROC curves for 
a particular location decrease to follow the assigned 
probability of target occurrence. 
The asymmetric relationship between the sensitivity 
gains for cued position(s) and the losses for uncued 
locations, relative to the neutral condition, may occur 
underestimate baseline because the 
performance. 
than cued 
neutral trials 
Since neutral trials were far less frequent 
trials (the ratio is 1/5.25), they were 
comparatively unexpected. JONIDES (1981) found reduced 
efficiency of unexpected symbolic cues; this might as 
well apply to the neutral warning signal presented in 
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Experiment 11 (see also Experiment 5 in Chapter 3). 
Comparisons between cued (valid and invalid) and neutral 
trials should therefore be interpreted with caution (see 
JONIDES and MACK, 1984). 
The finding that the slopes of the ROC curves are 
close to 1 .0 £or ~ncued locations and in the neutral 
condition, but significantly lower for cued positions is 
expected if one assumes that the uncued, the neutral and 
the cued conditions represent increasing levels of signal 
strength. That is, there is a positive relationship 
between the frequency of target occurrence at a particular 
location and the confidence associated with positive 
decisions (signal trials) for this location. Note, 
however, that this relationship involves a trade-off in 
terms of slightly higher false alarm rates for the 
increased certainty associated with the more likely 
locations. 
The most important result of Experiment 11 (for which 
the "actual" neutral baseline appears irrelevant) is that 
there are substantial sensitivity gains for a second cued 
position, in comparison with the uncued locations in the 
single cue condition. This finding suggests that for 
letter detection and for trial-by-trial cueing of the 
second most likely position, attention can be more 
effectively divided between two indicated locations than 
has been proposed by POSNER et 
although division of attention 
al. (1980). However, 
appears posssible, the 
available processing capacity cannot be 
can be concluded from the finding 
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increased. This 
that P(A) for the 
position cued to be most likely and, less reliably, for 
the uncued locations decreases from the single to the 
double cue conditions. 
capacity is fixed. 
That is, the total processing 
On the basis of the estimates of the time it takes to 
shift attention from one location to another (e.g., 
SPERLING and REEVES, 1980; TSAL, 1983a; TSAL estimates 
the velocity of attention shifts in response to peripheral 
cues to be about 1 deg. per 8 msec), it seems unlikely 
that the division of attention between the cued locations 
in Experiment 11 is based on "attention switching". An 
"attention sharing" model which assumes that a fraction of 
the total processing capacity is allocated simultaneously 
to each of the input sources appears more appropriate 
(e.g., the "sample size" model of SHAW, 1980, 1984, and 
SHAW et al., 1983; see also GREEN and LUCE, 1973, and 
LUCE, 1977). (Note that this argument depends on 
effective control of target exposure times, i.e. 
effective display termination by the masking contours. 
Experiment 11c, reported in section 5.7. Appendix C, 
shows that sensitivity gains for a second cued position 
cannot be explained in terms of inadequate masking.) 
Suppose, for instance, that a fixed number of samples 
is available to be divided among the input locations and 
that more samples are allocated to the more likely and 
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less to the less likely locations. The greater number of 
samples allocated to cued positions reduces the 
variability associated with the sample mean and thus 
improves discriminability between target and distractor, 
and vice versa for uncued locations. 
One should expect that the higher variability for 
uncued locations produces an increase in the probability 
that nontargets presented at them will exceed the 
criterion, whereas this is less likely for nontargets 
presented at cued positions. That is, on noise trials, a 
target should be more likely to be erroneously -
detected and localised at one of the uncued locations. 
However, the observed false alarm rates are slightly 
higher, rather than lower, for cued locations. 
This suggests that observers give preferential weight 
to evidence from cued locations, in accordance with the 
higher a-priori signal probabilities assigned to them. 
Suppose that on a noise trial, both the stimulus at a cued 
and that at an uncued position produce a target 
impression, but that the evidence is stronger for the 
uncued location. Thus, if the observer decided on the 
basis of the strength of "sensory" impressions, he would 
allocate a false alarm to the uncued position. However, 
if he assigns preferential weight to the evidence from the 
likely target location, he would - erroneously - decide in 
favour of the cued position. 
Thus, the slightly higher false alarm rates for cued 
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than for uncued locations can be taken as indicating some 
bias towards accepting information available from cued 
positions as target information. Thus, the summing of 
false alarm rates over cue validity conditions in the 
analysis of the detection responses on their own 
exaggerates the advantage in sensitivity for valid over 
invalid trials since it "reduces" the false alarm rates 
for cued positions and "increases" them for uncued 
locations. Note that any bias towards accepting 
information from cued positions as target evidence would 
inflate not only false alarm rates but also hit rates for 
cued positions, and vice versa for uncued locations. 
However, 
analysis, 
in the 
inflated 
joint detection plus localisation 
hit rates for cued locations are 
counterbalanced by higher false rates, and vice versa for 
uncued locations. That is, joint detection plus 
localisation P(A) values give a less "biased" estimate of 
costs plus benefits in sensitivity than detection P(A) 
values. 
The suggestion that the observer assigns weights to 
display locations according to their probabilistic 
priorities is consistent with a class of models which can 
be referred to as "weighted integration" (KINCHLA, 1977) 
or "first order integration" (SHAW, 1982) models. The 
"order code" X for a given location is a "sensory 11 
representation of the stimulus which is influenced by the 
type of stimulus presented (target or nontarget), its 
energy etc. and, possibly, by the amount of attention 
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allocated to this source. (Note that in SHAW's sample 
size model, X is the strength of a continuous-state random 
variable and that the strength values are derived 
independently for each input source.) 
For the localisation decision, the observer might 
then weight the Xs according to the a-priori probabilities 
assigned to their locations and choose that position for 
which the weighted X is the maximum (SHAW et al., 1983). 
For the detection response, however, the (weighted) Xs 
might be be summed and compared to a criterion (SHAW, 
1982). Thus, in the integration process, the strength 
value associated with the actual target position may play 
a decisive role in determining the detection response. 
Target localisation, however, may fail if the strength 
values associated with one or more of the nontarget 
locations exceed the value of the target position, because 
of sample strength variability and/or differential 
weighting. 
The finding of a more positive response bias for cued 
positions and a more negative bias for uncued locations 
and the neutral condition does not agree with BASHINSKI 
and BACHARACH (1980) who failed to find any bias effects 
(but see 5.5. Appendix A). This result shows, in 
accordance with SHAW (1984; SHAW et al., 1983), that 
observers can and do adopt independent criteria at 
different locations. Further, this finding is consistent 
with the weighted integration model; that is, assigning 
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more weight to strength values for cued and less weight to 
strength values for uncued locations is equivalent to 
lowering and, respectively, raising the decision criteria 
for cued and for uncued positions. 
It seems reasonable to suggest that the decision 
criteria (i.e., the "weights") are largely set "a priori", 
before display onset, on the basis of the probabilistic 
information provided by the spatial cue; that is, more 
liberal for more likely and more conservative for less 
likely locations. Note, for instance, that as the 
a-priori probability assigned to uncued locations 
decreases from the single through the double cue 1 to the 
double cue 2 condition, beta tends to increase (see table 
5 . 5 • ) . However, there might also be some "a-posteriori" 
adjustment of decision criteria on the basis of the 
perceived competition among independent input sources for 
the detection and localisation response. Suppose, for 
example, that the strength values of two or more equally 
likely positions favour a positive response. Thus, in 
order to decide optimally among these locations, the 
decision criterion might be raised. Note, for instance, 
that beta for cued locations tends to be higher in the 
double cue 2 than in the single cue condition, although 
the a-priori probabilities are equal (see table 5.5.). 
5.3. Experiment 12 
Experiment 12 was designed to test this by presenting 
three display conditions with varying degrees of 
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target-distractor similarity (i.e., target-dis tractor 
discriminability). It seems a reasonable assumption that 
the degree of response competition among locations being 
in a detect "state" depends on the similarity between 
target and distractor. Thus, increasing the degree of 
target-distractor similarity should lead to a raise of 
criteria for optimal decision making. 
On this hypothesis, the fact that BASHINSKI and 
BACHARACH (1980) did not find any bias effects (not even 
in the detection data on their own) may be due to their 
display condition. In their study, the target was the 
only stimulus presented and the "nontarget" was a "blank'' 
location. That is, target-nontarget discriminability was 
high (see DUNCAN, 1981) and the task required detection of 
a single luminance increment. Thus, the first display 
condition in Experiment 12, termed single display, was the 
same as that presented by BASHINSKI and BACHARACH. 
The second display condition, termed multiple display 
1, was the same as in Experiment 11. In order to detect 
the target T, it had to be discriminated from distractor 
crosses of the same size and luminance appearing 
simultaneously with it. The third condition, ·termed 
multiple display 2, required the discrimination of the 
target T from distractor Ts in different, i.e. nontarget 
orientations. The order of presentation of the three 
display conditions was randomized within blocks of trials 
so that the "a priori" decision criteria would be the 
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same. 
5.3.1. Method 
Display: The only cueing condition presented in 
Experiment 2 was double cue 1 (double arrow with unequal 
arm lengths). On a signal trial in the single display, 
the target T appeared in one of the peripheral boxes and 
the other locations remained blank; on noise trials, all 
four boxes remained empty. On signal trials in the 
multiple display 1, the target T appeared in one of the 
boxes and distractor crosses of the same size and 
luminance at the remaining locations; on noise trials, 
all four boxes contained distractor crosses. On signal 
trials in the multiple display 2, the target T appeared in 
one of the four peripheral boxes and three Ts in nontarget 
orientation at the other locations; on noise trials, four 
nontarget Ts appeared in the periphery (one of the three 
possible nontarget Ts was randomly chosen and presented 
twice, i.e. at two locations). The single display and 
the multiple display 1 are consistent mapping tasks in 
terms of SCHNEIDER and SHIFFRIN (1977; SHIFFRIN and 
SCHNEIDER, 1977). The multiple display 2, however, is a 
varied mapping task since target and distractors Ts 
changed roles from trial to trial. Unlike Experiment 11, 
the arrow cue in the centre was displayed for 500 msec and 
the onset of the target display immediately followed the 
offset of the cue. 
Design and Procedure: The probabilities of signal 
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and noise trials and the probabilities with which, on 
signal trials, the target occurred at the cued (valid 
and valid 2) and uncued locations (invalid) were the same 
as in the double cue 1 condition of Experiment 11. The 
three display conditions were presented in randomized 
order (i.e., randomized within the same blocks of trials). 
The threshold exposure times were determined on threshold 
trials presenting the multiple display 1 neutral 
condition. The threshold exposure times introduced in the 
main experiment were the same for the three display 
conditions. 
Observers:· N.A. and H.M. participated in this 
experiment (I.P. was not available). Payment was 25 
Pounds for completion of the experiment. N.A. was 
presented with 1200 trials under each display condition 
(in three sessions), i.e. the frequencies listed under 
the double cue 1 condition in table 5.1. are halved for a 
given display condition. H.M. completed 6 sessions, i.e. 
2400 trials under each display condition. 
threshold exposure duration was 26.33 msec for 
21.67 msec for H.M. 
5.3.2. Results 
The average 
N.A. and 
The data from Experiment 12 were analysed in the same 
hierarchical fashion as in Experiment 11. Table 5.6. 
presents the P(A) values for the detection data (D) and 
the joint detection plus localisation data (D+L), 
individually for each subject and separately for the three 
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display conditions and for the valid, neutral and invalid 
trials. 
Table 5.6.: Detection and joint detection plus 
localisation sensitivity: Summary of P(A) values for each 
observer under each experimental condition (V = valid, 
N = neutral, I = invalid) 
----------------------------------------------------------
Detection Detection + Localisation 
----------------------- ------------------------
Os v 1 v 2 N I v 1 v 2 N I 
----------------------------------------------------------
Single Display 
N.A. .883 .876 .845 .844 .930 .918 .928 .928 
H.M. .892 .892 .847 .848 .926 .939 .922 .924 
Mean .887 .884 .846 .846 .928 .929 .925 • .926 
Multiple Display 1 
N.A. .846 .836 .775 .776 • 9 31 .895 .890 .881 
H.M. .861 .840 .782 .766 .921 . 91 2 .900 .891 
Mean .854 .838 .779 .771 .926 .904 .895 .886 
Multiple Display 2 
N.A. .856 .810 .746 .728 .904 .896 . 851 .825 
H.M. .844 • 81 6 .759 .733 .903 .875 .865 .828 
Mean .850 .813 .753 .730 .904 .889 .858 .827 
----------------------------------------------------------
As in the previous experiment, P(A) values are 
generally higher and differences in P(A) between cue 
validity conditions are generally smaller for the joint 
detection plus localisation data than for the detection 
data on their own. Note that all comparisons reported 
below are based on the joint detection plus localisation 
(G-tests between D+L data pooled over observers). 
In the single display condition, there are no 
differences in P(A) between cue validity conditions (D+L 
data). In the multiple display condition, P(A) is 
slightly higher for the more likely one of the cued 
locations (i.e., for V 1 than for v 2) and higher for cued 
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positions than for uncued locations and for the neutral 
condition. However, 
likely position and 
(V 1-I: p < 0.05). 
only the difference between the most 
the uncued locations is reliable 
In the multiple display 2 condition, 
the pattern is very similar. However, the difference 
between the most likely position and the uncued locations 
and that between the second most likely position and the 
uncued locations are more pronounced (V 1-I: p < 0.01; 
V 2-I: p < 0.05). 
In the single display condition, P(A) (for all cue 
validity conditions) is significantly higher than for 
uncued locations in the multiple display 1 condition 
(p < 0.05 and beyond) and for the second most likely 
position, the uncued locations and the neutral condition 
in the multiple display 2 condition (p < 0.05 and beyond). 
Further, P(A) for uncued locations is higher· in the 
multiple display than in the multiple display 2 
condition (p < 0.05). That is, in the multiple display 2 
condition, there is a marked loss in sensitivity for 
uncued locations relative to both the single and the 
multiple display 1 condition. And the magnitude of P(A) 
differences between cued and uncued locations tends to 
increase with decreasing target-dis tractor 
discriminability (i.e., from single display 
multiple display 1 to multiple display 2). 
through 
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Table 5.7.: Detection and joint detection plus 
localisation hit (HR) and false alarm (FAR) rates: 
Summary of mean HR and mean FAR under each experimental 
condition (V = valid, N = neutral, I = invalid) 
---------------------------------------------------------
Detection Detection + Localisation 
------------------------ ------------------------
v 1 v 2 N I v 1 v 2 N I 
---------------------------------------------------------
Single Display 
HR .832 .827 .770 .764 .805 .787 .758 .733 
FAR .231 .231 .258 .231 .072 .064 .065 .048 
Multiple Display 1 
HR . 81 6 .802 .742 .671 .759 .721 .656 .590 
FAR .296 .296 .328 .296 .077 .089 .082 .066 
Multiple Display 2 
HR • 81 0 .760 .707 .603 .736 .655 .594 .474 
FAR .292 .292 .375 .292 • 071 .085 .094 .069 
In the detection data, the observed P(A) differences 
between valid and invalid trials within a given display 
condition occur because hit rates are higher for cued than 
for uncued locations; there are no false alarm 
differences between valid and invalid trials since noise 
trials were pooled across cue validity conditions (see 
table 5.7. for the mean hit and false alarm rates). 
Among display conditions, however, false alarm rates are 
lower for single than for multiple displays. For the most 
likely location, hit rates hardly.differ among display 
conditions. For the remaining cue validity conditions, 
however, hit rates decline with frequency of target 
occurrence and with target-distractor similarity. 
In the joint detection plus localisation data, hit 
rates are reduced relative to the detection data. The 
losses, due to correct detections associated with 
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localisation failures, appear dependent on both cue 
validity and display condition: They increase from the 
most likely through the second most likely to the uncued 
locations and from the single display through the multiple 
display 1 to the multiple display 2 condition. False 
alarm rates are slightly higher for valid than for invalid 
trials; that is, on noise trials, cued positions are 
about 1.25 times more likely to receive erroneous 
responses than any particular one of the uncued locations. 
Thus, partitioning of the total (i.e., detection) 
false alarm rates into cue validity conditions (see 5.5. 
Appendix A) produces a general increase in P(A) from the 
detection to the joint detection plus localisation 
analysis. This increase is more marked for invalid than 
for valid trials because less false alarms are assigned to 
uncued locations. As a result, costs plus benefits in 
sensitivity decrease from the detection to the joint 
detection .plus localisation analysis. Note that for the 
single display conditon, sensitivity differences between 
cue validity conditions in the joint detection plus 
localisation analysis. 
Figure 5.2. presents the normal-normal detection ROC 
curves, based on the certainty ratings, for each 
experimental condition; the values plotted are the means 
of the two observers. Again, detection plus localisation 
ROC curves are not presented because P(A) differences 
between cue validity conditions are too small for ROC 
2 
1 
-1 
-2 
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curves to be clearly discernible. 
Figure 5.2.: Detection ROC curves for the single display 
(left), multiple display 1 (middle) and multiple display 2 
(right) conditions and for the valid 1 (open triangles), 
valid 2 (filled triangles), neutral (open circles) and 
invalid trials (open squares) 
-2 -1 2 -2 -1 1 2 -2 -1 
ZCFalse Alarm Rate) 
The ROC curves show a linear relationship between the 
z-transforrned hit and false alarm rates (i.e., none of the 
chi**2s based on the final ML slope estimates is 
significant). Slopes of the ROC curves vary 
systematically: For valid trials, the average slopes are 
about 0.67 and 0.70 for the detection and for the joint 
detection plus localisation ROC curves, respectively; for 
neutral trials. they are 0.82 and 1.02 and for invalid 
trials 0.84 and 0.85. Further, slopes appear dependent on 
display condition: They are lower for single than for 
2 
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multiple displays (0.61 as compared to 0.81 in the D+L 
data). In the single display condition, there are no 
significant slope differences between cue validity 
conditions. In the multiple display conditions, slope 
differences between valid and invalid trials are 
reliable (D+L: p < 0.05). 
Table 5.8.: Detection and joint detection plus 
localisation bias: Summary of the likelihood ratios 
(beta) at the yes-no cutoff for each observer under each 
experimental condition (V = valid, N = neutral, 
I = invalid) 
----------------------------------------------------------
Detection Detection + Localisation 
----------------------- ------------------------
Os v 1 v 2 N I v 1 v 2 N I 
----------------------------------------------------------
Single Display 
N.A. • 41 4 .416 .657 .555 1 • 1 8 5 1 • 21 9 1 • 9 4 9 2. 1 32 
H.M. .459 .453 .695 .662 1 • 0 7 3 1 • 6 61 1 • 7 44 2.373 
Mean .436 .434 .676 .608 1 • 1 2 9 1 • 440 1 • 84 7 2.253 
Multiple Display 1 
N.A. • 541 .589 • 81 7 1 • 005 1 • 71 6 1 • 51 4 2.793 2.875 
H.M. .547 .596 .736 .934 1 • 6 43 1 • 855 2. 1 43 3.087 
Mean .544 .593 .777 .969 1 • 6 8 0. 1 • 685 2.468 2.981 
Multiple Display 2 
N.A. .537 • 7 41 .868 1 • 0 96 1 • 33 2 2.207 2.175 2.591 
H.M. .571 .699 .932 1 • 082 1 • 5 71 1 • 986 2.293 2.760 
Mean .554 .720 .900 1 • 089 1 • 452 2.097 2.234 2.680 
The ML estimates of the likelihood ratios (betas) for 
the yes-no cutoff are shown in table 5.8., individually 
for each observer and separately for the detection and the 
joint detection plus localisation data. The beta values 
are higher for the joint detection plus localisation 
responses than for the detection responses on their own. 
Further, the beta values (in particular the D+L values) 
are lower for valid than for neutral and invalid trials, 
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both in the multiple and in the single display conditions. 
The beta values are consistently (i.e., across observers 
and cue validity conditions) higher for multiple than for 
single displays, but do not differ much between the 
multiple display 1 and 2 conditions (D+L data). 
5.3.3. Discussion 
With regard to the sensitivity parameter P(A), the 
results of Experiment 12 for the multiple display 1 and 2 
conditions replicate the findings for the double cue 1 
condition in Experiment 11. Both multiple display 
conditions show gains and losses associated with the 
preferential 
locations. 
differences 
allocation of attention to the cued 
For the cued positions, there are no 
in P(A) between the multiple 
reliable 
display 
conditions; for the uncued locations, P(A) is reduced in 
the multiple display 2 in comparison with the multiple 
display 1 condition. 
In the single display condition, P(A) is generally 
higher than in the multiple display conditions. However, 
there are no differences between cue validity conditions 
(D+L data); that is, there are no costs plus benefits 
associated with the preferential allocation of attention 
to the cued positions. 
The fact that there are gains and losses in 
sensitivity for cued and uncued locations in the multiple 
display conditions indicates that letter detection is a 
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limited capacity process. In this respect consistent 
(i.e., multiple 1) and varied (i.e., multiple 2) mapping 
tasks do not differ essentially. However, the magnitude 
of costs plus benefits differs between multiple display 
conditions. In other words, there are differences between 
consistent and varied mapping tasks in the efficiency with 
which the limited processing capacity is used (see also 
SHAW , 1 9 8 4 ) . 
However, the failure to find costs plus benefits in 
sensitivity for cued and uncued locations in the single 
display condition indicates that detection of a luminance 
increment in an otherwise empty field is not capacity 
limited. That is, luminance detection appears "radically" 
different from letter detection. This agrees with SHAW's 
(1984) findings for the display size effect (see also COHN 
and LASLEY, 1974). 
Note that ther~ appears to be a discrepancy between 
the present study, and that of SHAW (1984), on the one 
hand and BASHINSKI and BACHARACH's (1980) experiment on 
the other. Using only two locations, BASHINSKI and 
BACHARACH reported P(A) differences between valid and 
invalid trials of 0.168 for detection and 0.263 for joint 
detection plus localisation. In the present experiment 
the corresponding values are 
differences between V 1 and I 
condition). In BASHINSKI and 
increase in P(A) between the 
0.039 and 0.002 (average 
in the single display 
BACHARACH's study, the 
detection and the joint 
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detection plus localisation analysis is an artefact of 
their method of calculating 
false alarm rates (see 5.5. 
is possible that one might 
detection plus localisation 
Appendix A for details). It 
fail to find costs plus 
benefits 
data if 
in BASHINSKI and BACHARACH's luminance detection 
they were analysed according to the joint 
detection plus localisation ROC procedure suggested in 
section 5.5. Appendix A. 
For the most likely location (V 1 ), the slight loss 
in P(A) for multiple relative to single displays is due to 
localisation failures (i.e., misses). Similarly, the more 
marked losses for the less likely positions (V 2 and I) 
are largely accounted for by localisation failures, but 
somewhat higher false alarm rates associated with these 
positions in multiple in comparison with single displays 
contribute to the reduction in sensitivity. (Note that in 
the D+L data, the proportion of localisation failures 
among misses, i.e. of targets erroneously "detected" at 
nontarget locations, is 12.9 percent for the single and 
23.8 and 27.1 percent for the multiple display 1 and 2 
conditions, respectively; these differences between 
display conditions are the more marked the less likely a 
particular location.) 
This pattern indicates greater sample strength 
variability for less likely locations in multiple 
displays. That is, the strength value associated with one 
of the less likely locations (V 2 and I) is more likely to 
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exceed the value ass6ciated with the most likely position 
(V 1 ), resulting in a failure to choose that position for 
the localisation response. The same argument provides an 
explanation for the finding that false alarm rates for the 
most likely position are not higher for multiple than for 
single displays. Differences between the multiple display 
1 and 2 conditions can be explained along similar lines. 
With regard to the bias effects, the likelihood 
ratios increase with decreasing cue validity, in the 
single display condition as well as in the the multiple 
display and 2 conditions. The more positive and, 
respectively, negative biases for cued and for uncued 
locations in the single display condition (especially in 
the D+L data) are at variance with BASHINSKI and BACHARACH 
(1980) who reported costs plus benefits in sensitivity 
without bias changes. However, BASHINSKI and BACHARACH's 
beta estimates are based on a flawed calculation of false 
alarm rates (D+L analysis; see 5.5. Appendix A); and, 
further, they do 
differences between 
distributions (i.e., 
not take into account variance 
noise and signal 
the fact that the 
plus noise 
slopes of the 
normal-normal ROC curves for cued locations were different 
from 1 • 0) . 
In the multiple display conditions, response biases 
are generally (i.e., across cue validity conditons) more 
conservative than in the single display condition. Since 
the three display conditions were presented in randomized 
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order (within blocks of trials), decision criteria could 
not be differentially preset. Thus, decision criteria set 
••a priori 11 according to the probabilistic information 
provided by the arrow cue must have been readjusted on the 
basis of the information obtained during the presentation 
of the target display. 
The more conservative biases in the multiple display 
conditions are consistent with the assumption that 
target-distractor discriminability for a particular 
location is a function of both the similarity between 
target and nontarget and the amount of processing capacity 
allocated to this position. The single luminance 
increment on which the discrimination between target and 
nontarget is based in the single display condition can be 
picked up more efficiently, i.e. presumably without 
capacity limitation, than the information required for 
target-distractor discrimination in the multiple display 
conditions. Thus, in the multiple display conditions, 
there is greater variability in sample strength for the 
less likely locations, i.e. an increase in the 
probability that the strength values associated with 
nontarget locations 
actual target position 
equal or 
(signal 
exceed 
trials) 
the 
or 
value of the 
exceed some 
criterion value (noise trials). The resulting response 
competition requires decision criteria to be raised for 
optimal decision making. 
The same argument predicts more conservative decision 
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criteria for the multiple display 2 (varied mapping) than 
for the multiple display 1 (consistent mapping) condition. 
But note that the difference does not appear reliable (at 
least in the D+L data). This indicates that the increase 
in target-nontarget similarity from consistent to varied 
mapping multiple displays is less fundamental than that 
from single to multiple displays. 
5.4. General Discussion 
With regard to the question raised by POSNER et al. 
(1980), Experiment 11 demonstrates that attention can be 
effectively divided between two likely target locations. 
Recently, ERIKSEN and YEH (1985) have argued-against such 
a position on the basis of a letter detection experiment 
in which the most likely position was directly cued by a 
bar marker and the second most likely location was always 
diagonally opposite to the cued position. ERIKSEN and YEH 
found benefits in response speed only for the cued 
position; for the second most likely location, RTs were 
slower than in neutral control conditions, but faster than 
for the uncued locations. When the probability of target 
occurrence at the cued position was increased, at the 
expense of the second most likely and uncued locations, 
there was a further divergence of RT functions. This 
pattern of results led ERIKSEN and YEH to suggest that 
search strategies alternated, across trials, between a 
focused (serial) and a diffuse (parallel) mode of 
processing, with their mixture being determined by cue 
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validity. 
However, the type of spatial cue presented in this 
experiment may have interfered with effective attention 
sharing. JONIDES (1981; see also YANTIS and JONIDES, 
1984) and Experiments 6 and 7 (see Chapter 3) have shown 
that direct (peripheral) cues produce rapid and 
involuntary deployment of attention to the cued position 
and that this process cannot be suppressed substantially 
even when cue validity is neutral. Thus, the failure of 
ERIKSEN and YEH to find benefits in RT for the location 
diagonally opposite to the bar marker may be attributable 
to the dominance of 11 automatic 11 processes triggered by 
external properties of the cue over 11 controlled 11 
processes, i.e. attention sharing, based on its implicit 
spatial information. 
With regard to the question raised by SHAW (1984), 
Experiment 12 does support the conclusion that the 
explanation of the priming effect differs 11 radically 11 
between tasks requiring the detection of letters and those 
requiring the detection of luminance increments; the 
differences appear more qualitative than just quantitative 
in nature. This conclusion is at variance with BASHINSKI 
and BACHARACH (1980). 
Thus, for spatial cueing experiments measuring simple 
RT to luminance increments (e.g., POSNER, SNYDER and 
DAVIDSON, 1980), the present data (as well as those of 
SHAW, 1984) would suggest that the benefits and costs in 
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response speed typically found for cued and uncued 
locations are produced by differential setting of response 
thresholds, i.e. lowered for cued and raised for uncued 
locations. But note that the present experiments do not 
rule out that costs and benefits in simple RT at very 
short intervals (about 100 msec) following the onset of 
peripheral cues ( 11 automatic 11 orienting) are caused by 
11 sensitivity 11 rather than (mere) 11 bias 11 changes (see also 
Experiment 10 in Chapter 4). However, it seems at least 
questionable whether the simple luminance detection task 
is an 11 ideal model task 11 (POSNER et al. , 1 980) for 
investigating the effects of spatial attention. 
Given that costs plus benefits in simple RT to 
luminance increments reflect the differential setting of 
response thresholds for cued and uncued locations, the 
question arises why POSNER et al. (1980; Experiment 5) 
failed to find consistent RT advantag~s for the second 
most likely location. Possibly, this is due to the fact 
that this position was not cued on every trial (but rather 
fixed throughout a block). 
To test this, MULLER, ASTELL and FINDLAY (1985) 
repeated Experiment 11 with the simple RT task used by 
POSNER et al. That is, the task required a simple speeded 
response to a suprathreshold luminance increment; this 
was the only stimulus presented, i.e. nontarget locations 
remained blank (2/3 target trials and 1/3 catch trials). 
Table 5.9. presents the mean RTs and their standard 
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deviations (6 subjects). MULLER et al. found reliable 
benefits, relative to the neutral baseline, for cued 
positions and significant costs for the uncued locations, 
both under single and double cueing conditions (main 
effect of cue validity: F(2,10) = 10.64, p < 0.005). 
Thus, it appears that consistent benefits for a· second 
cued location can be obtained in a simple RT task when 
this position is cued on every trial (rather than 
blocked). This is consistent with POSNER et al.'s (1980; 
Experiment 11) own finding that with blocked designs the 
subjects apparently II (did) not continue to set 
themselves for the position in space at which the target 
was most expected" (p. 163). 
Table 5.9.: 
and their 
experimental 
I = invalid) 
v 1 
Simple RTs in msec: Summary of 
standard deviations (S.D.) 
condition (V = valid, 
v 2 N I 
Single Cue 
Mean 
S.D. 
246 257 263 
Mean 
S.D. 
Mean 
S.D. 
33 31 39 
Double Cue 1 
248 255 260 269 
22 21 32 28 
Double Cue 2 
251 264 274 
24 27 30 
mean values 
under each 
N = neutral, 
The results of the present experiments have some 
implications for the notion of "automatic detection" 
(SCHNEIDER and SHIFFRIN, 1977; SHIFFRIN and SCHNEIDER, 
1 977). According to SHIFFRIN and SCHNEIDER, one should 
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expect that extensive practice with consistent mapping 
multiple displays (multiple display 1 condition) reduces 
the size of the priming effect as the demands on the 
limited processing capacity are reduced and finally 
bypassed. Experiment 1 1 and 1 2' however, demonstrate 
capacity limitation for consistent mapping multiple 
displays despite the fact the observers had all undergone 
extensive training. As can be seen from table 5. 2. 
(0.75-threshold exposure times for Experiment 11 ), display 
duration decreased from about 38 msec in the fist session 
to 26 msec in the sixth session; i.e., exposure durations 
had to be continuously readjusted in order to compensate 
for practice (automatization) effects (see also PRINZMETAL 
and BANKS, 1983, and KLEISS and LANE, 1986). However, the 
decrease in exposure durations was not associated with 
reductions of benefits and costs associated with the 
preferential allocation of attention to the cued 
locations. Thus, training with a consistent mapping task 
appears to produce an increase in the efficiency with 
which the available processing capacity is used rather 
than a bypassing of limited capacity processes. 
SHAW's ( 1980, 1984; SHAW et al., 1983) "sample size" 
model provides a good account for the priming effects 
found in the present experiments. This model is based on 
the assumption that a finite resource (attention, 
processing capacity, search effort) is divided among the 
input locations. The processing capacity allocated to a 
particular source can influence the internal stimulus 
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representation generated in the coding stage. Since this 
model considers the substages which the coding stage may 
be composed of together, it may not be incompatible with 
"late selection" theories of attention (e.g., HOFFMAN, 
1978, 1979; DUNCAN, 1980a, 1981, 1985). 
These theories generally assume that there is a 
preselective, parallel and relatively capacity-free stage 
of processing deriving simple stimulus features and also 
aspects of meaning which must be passed on to a second 
stage in order to be preserved and form a reportable 
perception. The transfer from the first to the second 
stage is accomplished by a limited capacity system which 
involves an "attention response" to the attributes 
defining the the stimulus to be selected; this transfer 
is generally presumed to be serial in nature. DUNCAN 
(1981) argues that the finding of enhanced "sensitivity" 
for spatial locations known in advance.cannot be taken as 
evidence for the idea that attention has a facilitatory 
effect on the "early" stages of perceptual analysis. 
Rather, selection of first-stage representations on the 
basis of spatial location is but one of several possible 
"selection schedules" which may, however, differ in 
efficiency. 
For the double cue conditions in the present 
experiments the selection schedule implemented might have 
been one of transferring first-stage representations in a 
spatial order determined by the arrow cue until they were 
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terminated by masking. However, such a selection schedule 
would not predict the decrease in sensitivity for lower 
priority locations (i.e., the second cued and the uncued 
locations) from the multiple display 1 to the multiple 
display 2 condition, as observed in Experiment 12 (see 
also TSAL, 1983b). This decrease is expected on the basis 
of the assumption that reduced target-distractor 
discriminability increases the likelihood that nontarget 
stimuli compete for and gain access to a limited capacity 
system. This finding appears incompatible with the 
assumption that display elements are fully identified in 
parallel and without capacity limitation at a first stage 
of encoding, and it may point to at least some role of 
attention for influencing the "quality" of information 
extracted in simultaneous processing of multiple input 
sources. 
5.5. Appendix A 
It is not immediately clear from BASHINSKI and 
BACHARACH (1980) how they calculated the false alarm rates 
for the joint analysis of detection plus localisation 
responses. BASHINSKI and BACHARACH agree (DUNCAN, 
personal communication) that their procedure was as 
follows: 
(1) Let the total number of "noise", i.e. nontarget, 
trials be N. 
(2) Across these N trials, let the number of false 
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alarms assigned to, i.e. erroneously localised at, the 
cued position be a and the number assigned to the uncued 
location be b. 
(3) For "signal", i.e. target, trials with an arrow 
cue, let the probability that the target occurred at the 
cued position be p and the probability that the target 
occurred at the uncued location be q = 1-p. 
(4) BASHINSKI and BACHARACH then took the false alarm 
rate for the cued position to be a/(pN) and the false 
alarm rate for the uncued location to b/(qN). 
Restated, BASHINSKI and BACHARACH performed an 
imaginary division of the noise trials into a proportion p 
for the cued position and a proportion 1-p for the uncued 
location. That BASHINSKI and BACHARACH (1980) performed 
such a division is also evident from their article: The 
false alarm rates reported for the j~int detection plus 
localisation analysis - 0.17 for .the cued and 0.37 for the 
uncued position (p. 245) - add up to a higher total false 
alarm rate than that reported for the detection analysis -
0.22 collapsed across cued and uncued locations (p. 244). 
This procedure has one problem: It produces an 
advantage in the sensitivity parameter P(A) for cued over 
uncued locations. Suppose, for example, that the a-priori 
probabilities of a signal occurring at the cued and at the 
uncued location are 0.8 and 0.2, respectively as in 
BASHINSKI and BACHARACH 1 s experiment. Then, on the basis 
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of BASHINSKI and BACHARACH's procedure, the expected ratio 
between hit and false alarm rates is 0.4/0.5 for the cued 
and 0.1/0.5 for the uncued position. That is, the ROC 
curves for the cued and the uncued location based on the 
expected hit and false alarm rates lie beneath, rather 
than on, the main diagonal (chance performance), and P(A) 
is smaller for uncued than for cued locations. 
There is a simple 
numbers a and b, i.e. 
solution to this problem: The 
the false alarms assigned to the 
cued and the uncued location, should both be divided by N 
since they are based on the total N trials. (Otherwise, 
false alarm rates could exceed 1 .0!) And further, if there 
is more than one uncued location, b must be divided by the 
number of uncued positions to give the false alarm rate 
per location. Thus, for example, in the single cue 
condition of Experiment 11, the false alarm rate for the 
cued position is given by a/N and that for the three 
uncued location by (b/3)/N. 
Note that there is another solution: To count as a 
false alarm any response on signal trials on which the 
observer erroneously detects and localises a target in a 
nontarget position. This is problematic, however, since 
any advantage in detection plus localisation hit rates for 
cued positions would result in reduced false alarm rates 
for uncued locations. 
It is important to note that recalculation of the 
false alarm rates in BASHINSKI and BACHARACH's experiment 
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according to the solution set out above radically changes 
their conclusion concerning the relative accuracy for cued 
and uncued locations. Working backwards from the joint 
detection plus localisation false alarm rates reported by 
BASHINSKI and BACHARACH, the false alarm rates 
recalculated for cued and uncued locations are 0.14 and 
0.07, respectively. That is, the false alarm rate is 
twice, rather than half, as high for cued than for uncued 
locations. And, as a result, costs plus benefits in joint 
detection plus localisation sensitivity are smaller, 
rather than greater, in comparison with detection 
sensitivity on its own. It is not possible to recalculate 
P(A), since BASHINSKI and BACHARACH do not report joint 
detection plus localisation hit rates for cued and uncued 
locations. It cannqt be ruled out, however, that the 
recalculated P(A) values do not differ between valid and 
invalid trials. 
Note that in the present experiments, joint detection 
plus localisation false alarm rates were calculated 
according to the solution proposed above. Note further 
that for the joint detection plus localisation ROC curves, 
frequencies of misses and of correct rejections were 
pooled across "no - uncertain" and "no - certain" response 
categories. 
5.6. Appendix B 
There is evidence that eye movements cannot account 
for the pattern of sensitivity effects in Experiment 11. 
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Experiment 11a showed that when trials on which 
saccadic eye movements occurred are excluded, the pattern 
of results is very similar to Experiment 11 in which eye 
movements were not monitored. Out of 3600 trials in 
Experiment 11a, the number of saccades detected was 16, 
all occurring before display onset (i.e., there was no 
evidence of post-display saccades within 150 msec after 
display onset). Thus, saccade probability was less than 
0.005. However, there was evidence of slow fixation 
drifts prior to display onset. 
Table 5.10.: Size (in deg. of visual angle) and 
direction (left-right) of slow fixation drifts: 
Frequencies separately for 11 neutral 11 trials (central 
cross), for double cue trials with arrows pointing to 
11 different 11 sides and for single cue and double cue trials 
with arrows pointing to the 11 same 11 side 
Left Centre Right 
deg. 1.25 1.00 0.75 0.50 0.25 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 
Neutral 4 1 4 66 122 186 11 9 52 9 4 
Different 5 8 62 133 285 390 282 11 5 51 1 0 3 
Same/Left 1 1 20 108 218 274 156 46 7 
Same/Right 11 54 1 43 263 221 107 29 1 0 2 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
Table 5.10. presents the size and direction of these 
drifts, separately for neutral trials, for double cueing· 
trials with arrows pointing to different sides and for 
single cueing and double cueing trials with arrows 
pointing to the 11 same 11 side. Table 5.10. shows that for 
11 neutral 11 and 11 different 11 trials, the distributions are 
approximately symmetric. However, for 11 same 11 trials the 
distributions are skewed to the side (left or right) of 
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the location(s) to which the single arrow (single cueing 
condition) or both arrows (double cueing conditions) were 
pointing; that is, approximately 60 percent of the shifts 
were in the cued, i.e. 11 attended" direction. The mean 
and variance of the combined "same/left" and "same/right" 
distribution are about equal to those of the "neutral'' and 
11 different 11 distributions. This suggests that fixation 
drifts in some attended direction also occurred on neutral 
trials and on trials with double arrows pointing to 
locations on different sides. Note, however, the size of 
these drifts (horizontal components) was small: 
Approximately 75 percent were smaller than 0.375 deg. and 
approximately 95 percent smaller than 0.625 deg. These 
findings appear consistent with KOWLER and STEINMAN's 
(1979a, 1979b) work on slow fixation drifts in the 
attended direction in tasks which required eye tracking of 
repetitive target steps: Drifts occurred as early as 
350 msec before expected target steps and with velocities 
up to 0.5 deg./sec. 
Thus, even though it seems certain that such drifts 
occurred in Experiment 11, because of their small size 
they should have had little influence on sensitivity 
parameters. Shifts of greater size towards the most 
likely position(s) should show up in contrasts between 
equally likely display locations adjacent and opposite to 
the eye position in the same way as outright saccadic eye 
movements. Suppose, for instance, that in the single 
cueing condition an observer moved his eyes towards the 
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cued location before target onset. This would have 
decreased the retinal eccentricity of the cued position 
and increased it for the uncued locations. However, the 
increase would have been relatively greater for the 
diagonally opposite position than for the adjacent 
locations. For example, if the distance of the eye from 
the cued position decreases from 4.4 to 2.0 deg., that for 
the opposite position increases from 4.4 to 6.8 deg. 
while that for the two adjacent locations increases from 
4.4 to only 5.0 deg. To assess the effect of such changes 
in retinal eccentricity, an experiment (Experiment 11b) 
was conducted which varied the distances of cued and 
(adjacent and opposite) uncued locations systematically. 
In Experiment 11b, the observer viewed the fixation 
dot in the centre of the display, expecting the target 
event to occur at some location on the positive or 
negative diagonal. Unlike Experiment 11, however, display 
locations were not marked by boxes and their distances 
from the display centre were not fixed, but varied from 
trial to trial. Three seconds after the beginning of a 
trial, a single box (i.e., single peripheral cue) appeared 
for 50 msec marking the likely target position (uncued 
locations were not marked). On neutral trials, 50-msec 
boxes occurred at all four display locations. The 
distance of the cued location from the display centre 
could take the following values: 4.4, 4.0, 3.0 
deg. Thus, the distance of the diagonally 
position was 4.4, 4.8, 5.8 or 6.8 deg. and that 
or 2.0 
opposite 
of the 
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adjacent locations 4.4, 4.4, 4.6 or 5.0 deg. On neutral 
trials, display locations were equidistant from the centre 
(4.4 deg.). The interval between cue and target onset 
(SOA) was 75 msec, i.e. too short for eye movements to 
occur. Target and distractor exposure was terminated by 
contour masks. 
One observer, H.M., was presented with 2008 cued 
(i.e., valid, invalid and noise) trials under each of the 
four eccentricity conditions plus 768 neutral (signal and 
noise) trials, i.e. 8800 trials in all (8 four-hour 
sessions). Eccentricity conditions were presented in 
randomized order (within the same block of trials). The 
average target exposure time, determined at the beginning 
of each sessions for neutral threshold trials, was 35.5 
msec. The experiment was conducted under normal room 
lighting (fluorescent overhead light). All other 
methodological details were the same as. in Experiment 11. 
Table 5.11. presents the P(A) values for cued and 
for adjacent and opposite uncued locations and for each 
retinal eccentricity condition. P(A) for the neutral 
condition (4.4 deg.) was 0.765 for the detection and 0.888 
for the joint detection plus localisation data. Costs 
plus benefits in sensitivity explicable in terms of 
"attention", rather than retinal eccentricity, appear 
small in Experiment 11b (see P(A) for the 4.4-deg. 
eccentricity in the D+L data). Presumably, this is due to 
forward masking produced by the peripheral cue. Forward 
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masking reduces gains for the cued position, and for the 
neutral condition, relative to the uncued locations. 
Table 5.11 .: Detection and detection plus localisation 
sensitivity: Summary of P(A) values for cued and for 
ajacent and opposite uncued locations under each retinal 
eccentricity condition (distance of central fixation dot 
from cued location in deg. of visual angle) 
deg. 
4.4 
4.0 
3.0 
2.0 
Detection 
Cued Adj. Opp. 
.825 
.842 
.865 
.896 
.702 
~708 
.695 
.688 
.705 
.702 
.667 
.637 
Detection + Localisation 
Cued Adj. Opp. 
.903 
• 911 
.936 
.959 
.888 
.884 
.878 
.864 
.886 
.878 
.849 
• 81 3 
Note that the size of the attentional effect in 
Experiment 11 b is irrelevant with respect to the 
comparison between adjacent and opposite uncued locations 
as a function of retinal eccentricity. Table 5.11. shows 
that when the eye is equidistant from all four display 
locations, there are no P(A) differences between adjacent 
and opposite uncued locations. However, such differences 
occur when the eye "moves" closer.to the cued location. 
At an eye-cued location distance of 2.0 deg., P(A) for 
opposite locations (6.8-deg. distance) is 0.051 (D+L 
data) lower than P(A) for adjacent locations (5.0-deg. 
distance). Linear regression analyses for cued and 
opposite locations showed the retinal eccentricity effect 
to be approximately 0.03 P(A)-units per degree of visual 
angle. 
Thus, if observers in Experiment 11 had made eye 
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movements in the direction of the·cued position larger 
than about 1 deg., this should show up in differences, in 
the single cue condition, between adjacent and opposite 
uncued locations. However, as can be seen from tables 
5. 1 2. and 5. 1 3. which present the corresponding 
"adjacent-opposite" contrasts individually for each 
observer in Experiment 11, there is no evidence for such 
differences. (Note that the values for H.M. in 
Experiment 11a (eye movement monitoring) are indicated by 
i 
an asterisk; H.M. 's values for Experiments 1 and 1a were 
averaged before calculating the group means.) 
Table 5.12.: Detection sensitivity: Summary of P(A) 
values for ea6h observer under each experimental ~ondition 
(V = valid, I = invalid; * - eye movements monitored) 
I.P. 
N.A. 
H.M. 
H.M.* 
Mean 
I.P. 
N.A. 
H.M. 
H.M.* 
Mean 
I.P. 
N.A. 
H.M. 
H.M.* 
Mean 
Adjacent Opposite 
V 1 V 2 I V 1 V 2 I 
.886 
• 91 4 
.934 
.880 
.902 
.866 
.902 
.913 
.882 
.889 
.867 
.896 
.906 
.867 
.883 
.874 
• 91 5 
.922 
.868 
.895 
Single Cue 
.780 
.788 
.773 
.769 
.780 
Double 
.786 
.777 
.764 
.762 
.775 
Double 
.790 
.767 
.749 
.758 
.770 
Cue 1 
• 911 
.898 
.951 
.885 
.909 
Cue 2 
.871 
• 91 0 
.938 
.877 
.896 
.861 
.890 
.922 
.857 
.880 
.865 
.902 
.923 
.874 
.889 
.776 
.774 
.790 
.774 
.777 
.758 
.795 
.784 
.762 
.775 
.744 
.771 
.802 
.750 
.764 
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Table 5.13.: Joint detection plus localisation 
sensitivity: Summary of P(A) values for each subject 
under each experimental condition (V = valid, I = invalid; 
* - eye movements monitored) 
------------------------------------------------------
Adjacent Opposite 
v 1 v 2 I v 1 v 2 I 
------------------------------------------------------
Single Cue 
I.P. .898 .896 
N.A. • 91 5 .901 
H.M. .888 .890 
H.M. 
* 
.901 .902 
Mean .903 .898 
Double Cue 1 
I. p. .923 .914 .898 .939 . 921 . 911 
N.A. .935 .930 .894 .925 .940 .886 
H.M. .947 .922 .904 .963 .935 .894 
H.M. 
* 
.920 .905 .890 .910 . 8 91 .864 
Mean .931 .919 .896 .934 .925 .892 
Double Cue 2 
I. p. .917 .925 .901 .925 • 911 .868 
N.A. .924 .938 .863 .924 .930 • 8 91 
H.M. .920 .937 .899 .932 .927 • 91.0 
H.M. 
* 
.896 .903 .870 .899 .901 .869 
Mean .916 .928 .883 .922 .918 .883 
------------------------------------------------------
Similar arguments apply to the double cueing 
conditions. Suppose that observers made an eye movement 
to the (potentially) most informative region of the 
display. Thus, with double arrows pointing to adjacent 
locations (90-deg. angle between arrows), the optimal 
strategy would have been to move to the point in the 
middle between the cued positions. However, with double 
arrow indicators pointing to opposite locations (180-deg. 
angle between arrows), the optimal strategy would have 
been to maintain fixation at the display centre. Thus, 
the distance from eye fixation of the uncued locations 
would have been 6.9 deg. for adjacent cues as compared to 
4.4 deg. for opposite cues. That is, sensitivity for 
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uncued locations should be lower for adjacent than for 
opposite cues and sensitivity for cued locations should be 
lower for opposite than for adjacent cues. However, 
neither in the double cue nor in the double cue 2 
condition of Experiment 11 are there any such differences 
in the P(A) data (see tables 5.12. and 5.13.). 
Alternatively, subjects could have made an eye 
movement to the most likely location (i.e., to one of the 
two equally likely signal locations in the double cue 2 
condition). One should expect then that in the double cue 
1 condition (with different signal probabilities assigned 
to cued locations), sensitivity for the second most likely 
position would be lower for opposite than for adjacent 
cues (8.8 as compared to 6.2 deg. distance from eye 
fixation of most likely location). And that in the double 
cue 2 condition (with equal signal probabilities assigned 
both to cued locations), sensitivity for 
would be lower for opposite than 
However, again there is no evidence for 
cued positions 
for adjacent cues. 
such differences 
in the P(A) data of Experiment 11 (see tables 5.12. and 
5.13.). 
Rather, sensitivity parameters are quite independent 
of the angle between arrow indicators (double cueing 
conditions) and of the relation of uncued locations with 
respect to the cued position (single cueing condition). 
In other words, there is no evidence for large and 
strategic eye movements in the data of Experiment 11. 
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5.7. Appendix C 
The effectiveness of the contour masks to terminate 
the display was tested in a further experiment (Experiment 
11c). Contour masks might leave some useful information 
accessible even after display offset since the visible 
persistence of the P31 phosphor, with which the monitor 
was equipped, is rather long when the laboratory is dimly 
illuminated. A closer look at some display 
characteristics provides a hypothesis about the stimulus 
attributes which might persist after mask onset. Contour 
masks were squares of the same size as that of target Ts 
and.distractor crosses (0.25 deg.). As can be seen from 
figure 5.3., target Ts and distractor crosses were 
composed of two bars each of which consisted of 7 
illuminated spots (i.e., they shared one spot at their 
intersection). Similarly, the bars of which contour masks 
were composed consisted of 7 spots (i.e., they shared one 
spot at each corner). Thus, at display offset and mask 
onset, the outer spots of which target Ts and distractor 
crosses were composed were superseded by the masking 
contours, while the spots inside the masks decayed. 
However, the number of spots decaying inside the masking 
contours differed between target (5 spots) and nontarget 
(9 spots) locations. Thus, target detection and 
localisation could have been successful, after display 
"termination" by the masking contours, to the degree to 
which any existing luminance differences between target 
and nontarget locations could be detected. 
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Figure 5. 3. : Contour (left) and pattern (right) masks at 
target and nontarget locations 
••••••• ••••••• ••••••• • •••••• 
• • • • • • • • 
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CONTOUR 
Refreshed 
Decaying 
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- ...... . 
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Experiment 11c was designed to eliminate, under one 
masking condition, any post-mask luminance differences 
between display locations. The critical masking condition 
presented "pattern" masks which were composed of an outer 
square (like contour masks) plus an inner cross (see 
figure 5.3.). Note that the additional number of spots 
illuminated at pattern mask onset was the same for target 
and nontarget locations; further, that the pattern masks 
appeared like continuously filled squares (i.e., the gaps 
could not be resolved) with fixation at the display 
centre. The second masking condition presented contour 
masks, as in Experiment 1. The cueing condition was 
double cue (double arrows indicating different signal 
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probabilities for v 1 and v 2). Target exposure 
durations, estimated at the beginning of each session for 
contour mask threshold (neutral) trials, were the same for 
contour and pattern mask trials which were presented in 
randomized order (i.e., randomized within the same block). 
Room lighting was the same as in Experiment 11. One 
observer, H.M., completed 2400 trials under each masking 
condition (4 four-hour sessions). His target exposure 
duration was 27.75 msec (mean of the four sessions). 
Table 5.14.: Detection and joint detection plus 
localisation sensitivity: Summary of P(A) values under 
each experimental condition (V = valid, N = neutral, 
I = invalid) 
Detection Detection + Localisation 
v 1 v 2 N I v 1 v 2 N I 
---------------------------------------------------
Contour Masks 
.895 .874 .794 .776 .931 .900 .898 .878 
Pattern Masks 
.891 .869 .783 .758 .924 .901 .896 .879 
Table 5.14. presents the P(A) values for each cue 
validity condition (V 1, V 2, N and I) and stage of 
analysis (D and D+L), separately for contour and for 
pattern mask trials. P(A) values show the same pattern as 
in Experiment 11 (double cue 1 condition) and the same 
pattern for contour and for pattern mask trials. That is, 
the sensitivity gains for the second most likely position 
relative to the uncued location cannot be a post-display 
effect. 
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CHAPTER 6 
·conclusions 
Experiments 1 to 4, which investigated the effects of 
spatial orienting 
displays, provide 
in single and 
clear evidence 
in multiple element 
that performance 
differences between valid and invalid trials are indeed 
greater for multiple than for single displays, as 
suggested by GRINDLEY and TOI'lNSEND ( 1968). 
For valid trials, performance differences between 
single and multiple displays are largely independent of 
SOA. In both display conditions, when the likely target 
location is indicated by a direct change in light energy 
(peripheral cue), performance is enhanced very rapidly; 
after having reached optimum (150-msec SOA), performance 
shows a marked decline (300- to 500-mseG SOAs), followed 
by sustained performance at the lower level. When the 
most likely location is indicated by a symbolic cue in the 
centre (central cue), performance is maintained at optimum 
after an initial build-up. 
For invalid trials, performance differences between 
single and multiple displays increase with SOA duration, 
for both types of cue. However, with peripheral cues 
performance increases both for single and for multiple 
displays, in particular between the SOAs of 100/200 and 
300 msec, while with central cues there is a reliable 
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increase only for single displays and this increase 
appears less pronounced. 
To explain these results, a two-component theory of 
spatial orienting was proposed: 
A transient change in light energy preceding the 
target at the cued location (i.e., a direct peripheral 
cue) triggers an "automatic" attention response. This 
response produces both an "early" facilitatory effect 
(i.e. , an "instant" performance gain) for the cued 
position and an early inhibitory effect (i.e., an 
immediate performance loss) for uncued locations. 
Presumably, 
the ability 
this 
of 
inhibitory component reflects a loss in 
targets at uncued locations to call 
attention, caused by the rapid engagement of attention by 
the peripheral cue. 
The early, automatic, facilitation for the cued 
location produced by a preceding peripheral cue is 
transitory and passes over into a second conponent of 
actively sustained attention for the cued position. This 
component is initiated through a "controlled" process of 
producing an expectancy for the likely target location. 
Production of a spatial expectancy is relatively delayed 
and occurs while the automatic orienting component is 
active; it may also enhance the magnitude of the early 
facilitatory and inhibitory effects of peripheral cues on 
cued and on uncued locations. 
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The duration of the early inhibitory effect on uncued 
locations is time-locked to the automatic orienting 
component, so that with the fading of this component 
(during v1hich attention is "summoned" and engaged by the 
preceding change in light energy), attention can be 
disengaged 
ability of 
from the cued position. This enhances the 
targets at uncued locations to call an 
attention response. 
With a symbolic cue in the display centre, the early 
facilitatory component is absent (i.e., the performance 
·build-up for the cued position appears more gradual) and 
the early inhibitory component is reduced (i.e., 
performance for uncued locations appears less impaired 
initially). That is, central cues initiate only the 
second component of actively sustained preparation for the 
cued position, through production of an expectancy for the 
likely target location. 
For uncued locations, the magnitude of the 
inhibitory effect is enhancement following the initial 
more marked for single than for multiple displays. This 
differential SOA effect points to a basic difference in 
target search between the two display conditions. 
For single displays, the luminance change associated 
with target onset at an uncued location is a direct 
pointer to its 
automatically 
position. 
engaged by 
production of an expectancy 
As 
the 
for 
attention is 
(peripheral) 
the cued 
no longer 
cue and/or 
position is 
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completed, a single luminance increment occurring at an 
unattended (i.e., uncued) location mav elicit an automatic 
attention response in the same way as a previous change in 
light energy at the cued position. 
In multiple displays, however, the luminance change 
associated t~ith target onset at an uncued location 
provides only temporal but no spatial information, since 
dis tractors of the same size and energy appear 
simultaneously, one of them at the 
is, rejecting the cued position 
cued position. That 
as not containing the 
target is more demanding than when it is ·blank; and 
search requires extraction of some "higher level" 
attribute which discriminates a T from a cross, a more 
time consuming and error-prone process. Thus, search for 
targets at uncued locations is less enhanced when 
automatic engagement of attention by the (peripheral) cue 
fades out and/or controlled production . of an expectancy 
for the cued position is completed. This more demanding 
nature of the search for "unattended" targets appears to 
be the main cause for the finding that performance 
differences between valid and invalid trials are more 
pronounced for multiple than for single element displays. 
This t\'lo-component model 
distinction betv1een "external" 
makes an 
and "internal" 
important 
spatial 
orienting. With peripheral cues, orienting of attention 
initially responds to external, i.e. physical properties 
of the cue (transient change in light energy). ''lith 
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increasing SOA duration, however, control is taken over by 
an internal process of producing and maintaining an 
expectancy, guided by the spatial information of the 
indicators. With central cues, only this second process 
is initiated. 
The two-component model suggests that external 
orienting, together with the production of a spatial 
expectancy, is more effective than internal orienting on 
its own; that is, that the "early" facilitatory component 
associated with peripheral cues is more powerful than the 
"late" facilitation associated both vlith central and Hith 
peripheral indicators. (Note, however, that the internal 
processes which produce a spatial expectancy may not only 
enhance, but also attenuate the external orienting 
processes responding to peripheral changes in light 
energy; enhancement and attenuation depend on the 
compatibility between expectancy and. external trigger 
stimulus.) 
However, Experiments 1 to 4 did not allow a direct 
comparison to be made between central and peripheral 
cueing conditions, so that it could not be decided Hhether 
peripheral cues show a special advantage for the cued 
position at short SOAs (shorter than about 300 msec) in 
comparison with central cues at long SOAs (longer than 
300 msec) and whether performance levels at long SOAs are 
the same for both types of cue. 
Experiment 5, which was designed to allow a direct 
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comparison between central and peripheral cueing 
conditions, revealed this to be the case: Peripheral cues 
produce· a powerful early facilitatory component, i.e., at 
short SOAs, performance for the cued position shows an 
advantage relative to long SOAs and relative to all 
(particularly, however, to short) SOAs in the central 
cueing condition. At long SOAs, however, the two types of 
cue are equally effective in maintaining facilitation for 
the cued position (but at a lower level than the early 
facilitatory component produced by peripheral cues). 
This suggests that the external orienting mechanism, 
responding to an temporal discontinuity in light energy, 
combined with the production of an expectancy, based on 
the spatial information of the cue, indeed produces a 
special advantage; further, that the internal orienting 
mechanism, i.e. (production and) maintenance of a spatial 
expectancy, is the same for the t~·lO types of cue and is 
powerful enough to supress POSNER and COHEN's (1984) 
inhibition for the cued position which would otherwise, 
i.e. without actively sustained attention, follow a 
preceding change in light energy (i.e., a peripheral cue). 
To explain the special advantage associated with 
peripheral cues, it was proposed that external orienting 
is based on an "automatic" and internal orienting on a 
"controlled" process. Experiments 6 and 7 were designed 
to test this. The rationale of these experiments was as 
follov1s: 
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A peripheral cue produces rapid facilitation for the 
cued position which is associated with an inhibitory 
effect for uncued locations. This effect can be 
compensated for only as the power of the cue to enga~e 
attention fades out and facilitation for the cued position 
is maintained by an internal orienting process. •rhis 
indicates that external orienting, triggered by a 
peripheral cue, is characterised by a 11 refractory 11 period 
during which attention cannot be disengaged from the cued 
position; as a result, a stimulus at an uncued location 
is less likely to call an attention response. Hm·1ever, 
disengagement can occur as an internal orienting process 
takes over at longer SOA durations. 
In other words, the external orienting process runs 
to completion without being interruptable, for instance by 
a target at an uncued location; the internal orienting 
process, however, is interruptable. SHIFFRIN and 
SCHNEIDER (1977) regard the extent to which a given 
process can be interrupted, after its initiation, as one 
of the main criteria of its automaticity. Thus, 
Experiments 6 and 7 investigated the degree to which 
automatic and controlled orienting components could resist 
the competition (i.e., the interrupting effect) of a 
spatially uninformative peripheral flash at an uncued 
location, i.e. of a stimulus which is itself a trigger 
for an 11 automatic" orienting response. 
Experiment 6 shmo1ed that sustained ( 11 controlled") 
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orienting in response to central · cues is not powerful 
enough to 
orienting 
resist the competition 
in response to the flash: 
of ( 11 automatic 11 ) 
A flash occurring at 
an uncued position, well after production of an expectancy 
for the likely target location, 
performance loss for the cued and an 
the flashed (uncued) position. That 
produces an immediate 
immediate gain for 
is, the flash rapidly 
summons attention away from the high to a low priority 
location. 
As the power of the flash to engage attention fades 
out, within 100-400 msec after its onset, an internal 
process based on the spatial expectancy induced by the 
preceding cue can take over again and reorient attention 
back to the high priority location. That is, performance 
for the cued position recovers as the interval between 
flash and target increases. 'rhis build-up of the 
advantage for the cued position is accompanied by a 
performance loss for the flashed (uncued) location, caused 
by the trade-off in attention distribution. 
Experiment 7 showed that effects are not essentially 
different when the likely target location is indicated by 
a peripheral (rather than a central) cue which is then 
followed by a spatially uninformative peripheral flash. 
However, Experiment 7 revealed that when a flash occurs at 
an uncued location, the magnitude of the rapid inhibition 
for the cued position and the magnitude of the rapid 
enhancement for the flashed (uncued) location is less 
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pronounced for a short (100-msec) than for long (300- and 
500-msec) intervals between cue and flash onset. That is, 
when a competing flash occurs during the (early) external 
orienting response triggered by the peripheral cue, the 
trade-off between the cued (unflashed) and the flashed 
(uncued) location is less marked than when a flash occurs 
during the (later) sustained orienting process. 
Thus, Experiments 6 and 7 demonstrated that the 
external orienting mechanism triggered by peripheral cues 
is characterised by greater resistance against 
interruption than the internal orienting mechanism 
initiated by production of a spatial expectation. This 
suggests that external orienting is indeed "automatic", 
Hhile internal orienting is "controlled" (that is, that 
external and internal orienting are characterised by 
different degrees of automaticity). 
Experiments 6 and 7 also provided evidence that 
production of a spatial expectancy can enhance or 
attenuate external orienting processes. Enhancement: 
When an uninformative flash occurs at the likely target 
location, performance for this position is rapidly 
facilitated in comparison with the "cue only" condition; 
and this facilitation is relatively greater than that for 
a less likely flashed location (for which the spatial 
expectancy is low). 
flash occurs at 
cued position is 
Attenuation: When an uninformative 
an uncued location, performance for the 
less inhibited than performance for 
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uncued unflashed locations (with a spatial 
expectancy). 
Experiments 1 to 7 established the general orienting 
components underlying localisation and discrimination 
performance. But the two-component model of spatial 
orienting leaves the nature of the basic search and 
decision processes unspecified. However, some insight 
into these processes could be gained by detailed analyses 
of the relationship between localisation and 
discrimination performance in the single and multiple 
element displays presented in Experiments 1 to 4. These 
analyses revealed that both localisation and 
discrimination accuracy are above chance even when 
discrimination or, respectively, localisation failed. 
The finding that localisation accuracy exceeds chance 
even with discrimination failures is not a post-display 
effect, caused by inadequate masking (see Experiment 8). 
If it were, it would have provided little information 
about the nature of the underlying search process. And, 
further, it cannot be explained in terms of a strategy to 
search only a subset of display locations in a serial 
fashion and to choose one of the unsearched positions at 
random if target presence could not be ascertained for the 
searched locations. That is, search does not appear to be 
a·"blind" process, but rather based on some selection 
mechanism, at an early stage of processing, that ensures 
that only those display elements are passed on which are 
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likely to be targets. 
The parallel-serial "hybrid" model of HOFFl:·lAN ( 1 978, 
1979) and that of DUNCAN (1980a, 1981, 1985) explicitly 
propose such a preattentive selection mechanism, and both 
models can explain the finding that localisation accuracy 
is above chance, even with discrimination failures, if 
they are extended by three assumptions. SHAW's (1980, 
1982, 1984) parallel model can also provide an explanation 
if it makes the same basic three assumptions. These 
assumtions are needed to account for the effects of 
display condition and cue validity. 
(1) Stimulus attributes required for target 
localisation are derived faster than, and may thus serve 
as the basis for selection of, information required for 
target discrimination. Thus, exposure time constraints 
are more likely to limit target discrimination than target 
localisation. 
(2) Information from the cued position becomes 
available faster than information from uncued locations. 
That is, the likely target position is assigned priority 
of selection in advance, so that information can gain 
access to the limited capacity system as soon as it is 
derived. The order of selection for elements at less 
likely locations must be determined by (localisation) 
attributes derived after display onset. Hm'lever, 
selection is delayed if more than one element competes for 
access to and if information from the cued position 
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occupies the limited capacity system. Thus, exposure 
times constraints cause more information losses for uncued 
locations. 
(3) Information for target localisation is derived 
faster in single than in multiple element displays. For 
single displays, simple detection of the luminance change 
produced by single target onset is sufficient for 
localisation, and localisation and discrimination are 
based on separate attributes. However, for multiple 
displays, with luminance changes occurring simultaneously 
at target and nontarget locations, localisation must be 
based on a more complex attribute which discriminates a T 
from a cross. Since target localisation is based on a 
more effective mechanism in single displays, localisation 
accuracy is at least as high as for multiple displays, 
despite shorter exposure durations. However, since 
exposure time constraints affect target discrimination 
more than target localisation, successful localisation 
with discrimination failures is more likely for single 
displays. 
The effects of SOA can be explained along similar 
lines if the additional assumption is made that automatic 
and controlled orienting components are characterised by 
lower and, respectively, higher interruptability of the 
priority of selection for the cued position. 
Thus, as the power of the (peripheral) cue to engage 
attention fades out, elements at uncued locations become 
t11 6 
more likely to claim precedence, causing delays in the 
availability of the limited capacity system for a target 
at the cued position. As a result, both localisation and 
discrimination accuracy decrease for the cued location. 
However, the decrease is less marked for localisation, 
since whereabout attributes are derived faster than 
information required for discrimination. 
Interruptions to the priority for the cued position 
may be caused both by targets and by nontargets at uncued 
locations; but the probability is higher for targets than 
for nontargets and higher for targets in single than in 
multiple displays. 
Thus, as interruptability of the priority for the 
cued position increases, targets at uncued locations 
become more likely to claim precedence. As a result, the 
probability increases that not only whereabout, but also 
discriminative information is passed on successfully. 
This increase is less marked for multiple than for single 
displays, because distractors in multiple displays are 
more likely to claim precedence than "nontargets 11 in 
single displays. 
This explanation presupposes that whereabout 
information may become accessible for report, while 
information required for discrimination fails to do so. 
This is a position which HOFFMAN and, and more so, DUNCAN 
might have reservations about, in particular for multiple 
displays for which the separation between localisation and 
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discrimination processes appears less clear-cut. However, 
research on the primitive coding of the spatial 
distribution of luminance changes suggests that there is, 
in principle, only a quantitative, but not a qualitative, 
difference between single and multiple elements displays. 
In WATT and MORGAN's (1985) MIRAGE model, for 
example, line terminations and intersections produce small 
peal~s in the convolutions between the summed outputs of 
filters of different spatial scales and a distal stimulus. 
Any system based on counting these peaks would allow 
grouping of display elements into target and distractor 
stimuli prior to shape analysis, which is a time consuming 
process requiring geometrical analysis of stimulus 
segments in terms of "above ••• ", "right of ••• "etc. Par 
multiple displays, the difference in convolution peaks 
betvTeen target and nontarget locations is 1 • For single 
displays, however, it is 5 and grouping can be based on 
the output of filters of the largest spatial scale which 
shovT transient properties, so that target localisation is 
less liable to noise and faster. But there is no need to 
assume that preselective "grouping" of display elements is 
essentially different for single and for multiple 
displays. 
Thus, in terms of the processes which plausibly 
underly search in the present task, target discrimination 
is generally dependent on prior target localisation, both 
for single and for multiple element displays. 
Hhen 
second, 
through 
display 
localisation fails, 
to 
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there appears to be a 
successful discrimination ineffective, way 
(same-different) response integration across 
locations, a suggestion which is in accordance 
with HOFFMAN (1978, 1979) and with SHAW (1982). Two 
findings provide evidence for this possibility: Firstly, 
discrimination accuracy exceeds chance, when localisation 
failed, only for "different" (no match between target and 
comparison T) but not for "same" (matching target and 
comparison T) trials; and secondly, recognition accuracy 
is at chance both for "different" and for "same" trials 
(see Experiment 9). 
The integration explanation is based on the 
assumption that there are illusory target impressions (in 
particular for nontarget locations). If the orientation 
of illusory targets is more or less randomly determined 
(one out of four orientations), integration of 
"impressions", i.e. real and/or illusory ones, across 
display locations can be successful for "different" 
discrimination, but not so much for ("same" and 
"different") orientation recognition. 
A decisive question for any spatial priming task is 
whether performance gains and losses for cued and uncued 
locations are attributable to "sensitivity" or to "bias" 
changes. For the discrimination plus localisation task 
used in Experiments 1 to 4, sensitivity and bias effects 
could be separated by correcting for a response tendency 
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to localise the target preferably at the cued position. 
However, this task involves a second source of bias: 
Assigning preferential weight to 
available from the likely target 
"any" information 
location. Such a 
strategy is likely since priming appears to increase not 
only hit rates, but also false alarm rates for cued in 
comparison with uncued locations (see Experiment 10). 
Experiments 11 and 12 investigated this question of 
criterion versus sensitivity effects further, together 
with the question of whether or not attention can be 
effectively divided between two cued (i.e., likely) target 
locations. 
Experiment 11 demonstrated that observers can attend 
to a second cued position v1ithout incurring marked losses 
in sensitivity for the location cued as most likely. 
There are significant sensitivity gains for the second 
most likely position, in comparison both with a neutral 
baseline condition and with uncued locations in a single 
cue condition. This indicates that attention can be more 
effectively divided between two indicated locations than 
has been suggested, amongst others, by POSNER, SNYDER and 
DAVIDSON (1980). 
However, although division of attention is possible, 
the available processing capacity is fixed. This is 
suggested by the finding that sensitivity for the position 
cued to be most likely and, less reliably, for the uncued 
locations decreases from the single cue to the double cue 
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conditions. 
However, spatial priming produces not only 
sensitivity, but also criterion changes: Uncued locations 
require more evidence for a positive (i.e., a 11 target 
present 11 ) decision than cued positions. This could have 
two explanations: Decision criteria may be set 11 a 
priori", i.e. before display onset, on the basis of the 
probabilistic information provided by the spatial cue; 
that is, more liberal for more likely and more 
conservative for less likely locations. Or decision 
criteria may be set (or changed) 11 a posteriori 11 on the 
basis of the perceived competition among independent input 
sources for the detection and localisation response; that 
is, the decision criterion is raised in order to decide 
optimally among competing display elements. 
Experiment 12 was designed to decide between these 
explanations. The rationale was as follows: The 
perceived competition among independent input sources 
should depend on target-distractor discriminability. 
Thus, when displays with varying degrees of 
target-distractor discriminability, such as single and 
consistent and varied mapping multiple element displays, 
are presented in randomized order, bias differences 
between display conditions cannot be caused by 
differential pre-setting of decision criteria (for 
observers cannot know in advance which type of display to 
expect on a given trial). 
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Experiment 12 showed that for single displays, there 
are no sensitivity gains and losses associated with the 
preferential allocation of attention to two cued 
locations. For multiple displays, however, there are 
gains and losses, and these are more pronounced for varied 
than for consistent mapping displays. 
The decision criteria adopted are more liberal for 
cued and more conservative for uncued locations, in all 
.display conditions. However, negative biases for the less 
likely locations are more marked for multiple than for 
single displays and, less reliably, for varied than for 
consistent mapping multiple displays. 
Since decision criteria could not be differentially 
preset, the bias differences between display condition 
suggest that decision criteria, which are largely set ••a 
priori 11 according to the probabilistic information 
provided by the cue, are readjusted on the basis of the 
information derived during display presentation. 
The bias changes indicate that target-distractor 
discriminabiiity for a particular location depends on both 
the similarity between target and nontarget and the amount 
of processing capacity allocated to this position. In 
single displays, discrimination between target and 
nontarget is based on detection of a single luminance 
increment. In multiple displays, however, derivation of 
the information 
discrimination is 
required for 
capacity demanding. 
target-dis tractor 
Thus, there is 
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greater noise for less likely locations, and the resulting 
response competition requires criteria to be raised for 
optimal decision making. 
SHAH's ( 1980, 1984; SHAW et al., 1983) "sample size 11 
model provides a good account for the priming and bias 
effects found in Experiments 11 and 12. This model is 
based on the assumption that a finite resource (attention, 
processing capacity, search effort) is divided among input 
locations, and the amount of capacity allocated to a 
particular source can influence the internal stimulus 
representation generated in the coding stage. 
However, since this model considers the substages 
which the coding stage may be composed of together, it may 
not be incompatible \'lith "late selection" theories of 
attention (e.g., HOFFMAN, 1978, 1979; DUNCAN, 1980a, 
1981 ). These theories assume that there is an "early", 
parallel and capacity-free stage of stimulus encoding; 
representations generated in this stage must be passed on 
to a second stage in order to be preserved and form a 
reportable perception. Transfer from the first to the 
second stage, which is accomplished by a limited capacity 
attention process, is presumed to be serial in nature. 
DUNCAN (1981) argues that the finding of enhanced 
"sensitivity" for spatial locations known in advance 
cannot be taken as evidence for the idea that attention 
facilitates the "early" stages of perceptual analysis. 
Rather, selection of first-stage representations on the 
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basis of spatial location is only one of several possible 
"selection schedules". Thus, in the double cue conditions 
of Experiments 11 and 12, first-stage representations 
might have been transferred in an order determined by the 
arrow cue. However, such a selection schedule would not 
predict the decrease in sensitivity for low priority 
locations from the multiple display 1 to the multiple 
display 2 condition in Experiment 12. This appears to be 
incompatible with the assumption that display elements are 
fully identified in parallel and without capacity 
limitations at a first stage of stimulus encoding, and it 
may point to at least some role of attention for 
influencing the "quality" of information extracted in 
simultaneous processing of multiple elements. 
In summary, the findings presented in this thesis 
should contribute to the understanding of the mechanisms 
underlying selectivity for locations in visual space. 
However, the experiments reported do not allow a decision 
amongst alternative theories of visual search. The 
difficulty is that examination of accuracy in data limited 
situations appears a suitable approach to detecting 
capacity limitations, but provides little information as 
to the question of t~e locus of any information loss that 
may be found. Chronometric analyses seem better suited to 
addressing this question. What is needed is, in the words 
of PASHLER and BADGIO (1985), 11 A unified theory 
(that) will ultimately need to address both issues and 
possible processing differences between speeded and 
data-limited tasks" (o. 118). 
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